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Introduction

Essanay Film Company organized a competition in 1910 to coin a word both
as a “substitute for the somewhat unwieldy term ‘motion picture theater’”
and to describe “motion picture entertainments.”1 Entries from the public,
that collective of people beginning to be called “spectators,”2 were judged
by a committee made up of producer George Kleine, distributor F. C. Aiken,
and exhibitor Aaron Jones, and a decision was announced in late 1910: “After careful consideration of the list of words . . . we have selected the word
‘Photoplay’ as being more closely descriptive and easily assimilated by the
general public than any other of the long list submitted.”3 Kleine, Aiken,
and Jones thought that the word photoplay would be more successful with
the public than combinations of unfamiliar preﬁxes or sufﬁxes of Greek
origin or “abstruse or technical terms”—for which we could perhaps read
“foreign terms”—“such as Kino, Graph, Drome, Cine” or “pellicle.”4 Such
preﬁxes or sufﬁxes had proliferated around the turn of the century to describe developing motion picture technologies, often, it seems, as part of a
bid for scientiﬁc respectability. Yet by 1910, after the spread of cheap moving picture houses or “nickelodeons” (another joining of Greek and American terms), the need to give the medium a wide-ranging, single, “happily
euphonious” name so that it could be marketed to audiences looking for sensation, spectacle, and entertainment was apparent.5
Leaving unfamiliar, technical, and foreign names aside, the judges chose
a word that combined the well-known photo-, meaning “light” (frequently
combined with graph meaning “to write”), with play, with its connotations
of the theatrical and dramatic, thus validating a word that translated as “light
drama” and that would consequently beﬁt “the dignity to which the moving picture is so rapidly attaining.”6 Clearly, photoplay was chosen by these
entrepreneurs, in part at least, because it suggested an association between
1
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moving pictures and established aesthetic domains, linking moving pictures
to the cultural capital enjoyed by legitimate theater, opera, and, to a lesser
extent, photography, to help assuage the mounting regulatory anxieties
about cinema and so to safeguard economic capital. “One may speak,” the
judges thus concluded, “of ‘going to the photoplay’ as the public speaks of
‘going to the opera’ or ‘hearing the opera.’”7 A similar use of language alongside a strategy of cultural “uplift” or “sacralization” was widely discernible
in this period, evident, for example, in director D. W. Grifﬁth’s well-known
injunction to an actress never to use the word ﬂicker;8 in the validation of
the word pictures over ﬁlms and motion pictures over moving pictures;9
in concerns over the terms nickelodeon and movies;10 in the denigration
of the “gaudy” names of nickelodeons;11 and so on. Language, as Raymond
Williams (among others) has argued, is not simply epiphenomenal and is
necessarily articulated with other social and cultural practices and with the
politics of taste.12
Yet the trade press, which was equally invested in the cultural and economic capital of cinema, was uncertain about the word photoplay, for the
trades were well aware that deﬁnitions frequently mark off boundaries, that
(as François Ewald would remark somewhat later) “[n]ormalization begins
with vocabulary,” that speech acts can have illocutionary force, and that the
term could, then, unnecessarily delimit the developing terrain of “motion
picture entertainments.”13 Writing prior to the decision in the competition,
Moving Picture World had suggested, “What is wanted is a single word that
is etymologically correct and that will ﬁt the dignity to which the motion
picture is so rapidly attaining as a large factor in education—no less than
as the most popular form of amusement.”14 Likewise, after the choice of
photoplay, Nickelodeon pointed out that the word did not adequately describe nonﬁction ﬁlms of “the industrial, scenic or scientiﬁc variety” and
thus “merely distinguishes or identiﬁes a particular kind of entertainment.”15 Labeling motion picture theaters and their programs photoplays
seemed to marginalize the “documentary” potential of moving pictures,
which were seen by many as the realization of the kinds of aspirations for
the real through indexicality central to various cultural practices in the nineteenth century—for example, photography and realist literature—that
were predicated in part on mechanization.16 The documentary and “educational” potential of moving pictures was also seen by many as particularly
important to the aligning of cinema’s cultural status with that of other cultural institutions associated with education—such as schools, lyceums, museums, and the Chautauqua movement—and with pressing debates about
the need to strengthen the pedagogic formation of morality.
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Alongside this concern with the descriptive efﬁcacy of the word in the
face of the varied function of “motion picture entertainments,” Nickelodeon also raised more prosaic concerns, complaining that the word was
“stiff and difﬁcult of application.” Other words seemed more effective: “The
old term ‘cinematograph,’ and its more recent form ‘motograph,’ are very
useful because of their convenience and ﬂexibility. From them we derive the
adjectives ‘cinematographic’ and ‘motographic,’ the adverbs ‘cinematographically’ and ‘motographically,’ the abstract nouns ‘cinematography’ and
‘motography,’ besides the verb forms.”17 Even though the word photoplay
did proliferate after the Essanay competition, usually in association with a
conception of cinema as “art,” 18 Nickelodeon ultimately preferred what it
thought of as the newer term motograph and changed its name, accordingly,
in April 1911 to Motography, leaving the lowbrow nickelodeon behind—
as was much of the ﬁlm industry—and describing motography as “the art
of motion delineation, or motion in illustration.”19 In doing so, the journal
sought a name that combined the artistic and referential potential of cinema. Cinematograph, regarded by Nickelodeon in 1910 as something of a
historical term, was adopted by others. It had originated with the Lumière
family in the 1890s and had become associated with Pathé’s American ofﬁces
from around 1906;20 it would be abbreviated, increasingly from 1910 onward, to the term familiar today—cinema.21
Listening closely to history, historians frequently ﬁnd “that there is ‘something altogether different’ behind things,” Michel Foucault observes, “not
a timeless and essential secret, but the secret that they have no essence or
that their essence was fabricated in a piecemeal fashion.”22 Essanay’s competition offers a particularly acute example of this discovery, demonstrating how even the naming of what we still just about think of unhesitatingly
as “cinema” was a complicated (and controversial ) process of fabrication.
Naming cinema evidently, perhaps inevitably, strayed onto the terrain of
deﬁning what cinema was, what it was similar to, and what it was for. A good
deal of uncertainty existed here, as Essanay’s competition and the reaction
to it suggested. Was cinema to be seen as similar to “art”? Was cinema the
same as the press? Was it “merely” for “amusement” and “entertainment,”
or could it also have an educative cultural function? Let me suggest that the
efforts to deﬁne what cinema was and what it was for were closely tied to
contemporaneous regulatory anxieties about the medium and its effect on
a mass public, as the choice of the “respectable” word photoplay suggested.
Knowledge, debate, and competition about the uncertain or malleable identity of cinema in turn had material effects on the object cinema in the early
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years of the twentieth century, when the essence of cinema—in discursive,
not ontological, terms—was fabricated or shaped in something of a piecemeal fashion. A competition to name and deﬁne cinema stands as an apt entrée to this process, for it is a central tenet of what follows in this study that
the interaction or competition between the discourses and practices of regulatory authorities and of the ﬁlm industry in the so-called transitional
period, between 1907 and 1915, had profound and lasting effects on the shaping of a still malleable, uncertain, and even unnamed cinema.23
Legislative and reform activism in relation to cinema gathered pace after
the proliferation of nickelodeons from 1906 on had opened moving pictures
to lower-class and immigrant populations that had not previously frequented
theatrical-style entertainments in any great numbers. Once at the cinema,
these groups were subjected, many suggested, to a “carnival of vulgarity,
suggestiveness, and violence” and to a “moral leprosy” that posed a serious
“menace to the morals of the community and the healthy development of
the social organism.”24 Widespread regulatory anxieties about the “new social force” that was cinema were closely connected to anxieties about its audiences and the maintenance of a “healthy” social body.25 Cinema was inscribed here into a broad “regulatory space” focused on governing a mass
public in the context of large-scale transformations associated with fullﬂedged industrial capitalism, urbanization, and modernization. The account
of the contestation over cinema developed here seeks to contribute new perspectives to the understanding of censorship and regulation and the complex
relations between governance and culture in an early-twentieth-century
America grappling with the corrosive forces of modernity.
Linked closely to anxieties about social dislocation and the governance
of populations, the regulatory response to cinema had considerable effects
on the shaping of the medium. This response was partly about the regulation of “immoral” or “obscene” content. Equally, it is clear that regulatory
responses had effects on the form of moving pictures, shaping narrative paradigms and linking these to moral discourse.26 Even more substantively,
though, regulatory discourses, practices, and institutions in this period were
linked to fundamental debates about the social functioning of cinema—
debates about how cinema should function in society, about the uses to which
it might be put, and thus, effectively, about what it could or would be. Here
debates revolved principally around conceptions of the cultural functions
and relative weighting of “entertainment” and “education,” played out frequently through discussions about narrative and ﬁlm form yet also about
the merits of ﬁction, nonﬁction, indexicality, and “realism.”
Looked at in this way, we can say that the deﬁnition and regulation of
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cinema in the transitional period delineated cinema’s assigned location in
the social and cultural topography of America. Legal decisions, combined
with those internal to the mainstream ﬁlm industry in this period, gradually established a consensus that mainstream cinema should principally offer harmless and culturally afﬁrmative entertainment and not pretend to
the loftier purposes of the press or to the purpose of cultural negation that
postromantic cultural theory accorded the category of “art.” These decisions
marked a delimitation of the public role of cinema and, indeed, of the public sphere, that “metatopical common space” in which members of society
meet through a variety of media and discuss matters of common interest.27
Here an extremely important Supreme Court decision in 1915 that described
cinema as a “business pure and simple . . . not to be regarded . . . as part of
the press of the country” marked a crucial dividing line in the deﬁnition
and regulation of American cinema and, indeed, in the shaping of the identity of that cinema thereafter.28 Legal decisions and broader regulatory debates helped establish the discursive formation of mainstream cinema, what
scholars have subsequently called “classical Hollywood cinema,” functioning as important generative mechanisms for the establishment of particular understandings, deﬁnitions, and ultimately practices of cinema in the
midteens.29
Like other recent work on the cultural contexts of silent cinema, then,
this book moves away from analysis of the formal properties of transitional
cinema and the move to “classicism” and toward a consideration of the wider
contexts within which this cinema was situated, particularly in relation to
the external pressures and forces at work in shaping cinema in this period.30
In taking this approach Policing Cinema suggests that calculations of the
weight of the various functions of the medium were important to the constitution and consolidation of the institutional, legal, and discursive validation of ﬁctional narrative cinema in the teens. Here I pick up on aspects of
the transition to classicism that have so far escaped detailed attention, supplementing the important work on the interdependency between ﬁlm form
and style and the mode of exhibition and production by considering the social and cultural dynamics of the process of transition and the importance
of contestations over the social functioning of cinema to the establishment
of a hegemonic formation of mainstream cinema in the teens.31 I propose a
different emphasis on the generative mechanisms at work in the formation
of classical Hollywood cinema, focusing on the productivity of censorship
and regulation to construct and shape discursive practices.32
It is also worth noting that the formation of this conﬁguration of mainstream cinema had considerable effects on the establishment and codiﬁcation
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of conceptions and practices of cinema operating with different notions of
the function of cinema like those visible in what came to be called the avantgarde, propaganda, documentary, or “exploitation” genres in the 1920s. Critical distinctions set in place in regulatory discourses and practices between
entertainment and various alternatives were predicated on diverging conceptions of the function of cinema. This metageneric categorization—one
of the most important in ﬁlm history—was critical to the establishment of
the terrain of classical Hollywood cinema and its alternatives. Stakes were
indeed high in this competition.
Essanay’s smaller-scale competition in 1910 offers a glimpse into the
broader contest over the deﬁnition, regulation and shaping of “motion picture theaters” and “motion picture entertainments,” functioning as an
archival trace that speaks to the broader process delineated in this book. The
validation of the word photoplay played a small part in what cultural historians William Uricchio and Roberta Pearson describe as the mainstream
ﬁlm industry’s “drive for respectability,” its utilization of the cultural capital
of other cultural institutions like legitimate theater, opera, churches, literature, and schools and its attempts to attract “respectable” audiences to assuage regulatory concerns and to safeguard economic capital.33 Likewise, the
concerns articulated by the trade press about the word photoplay—that it
linked cinema principally to “entertainment” and marginalized its educative cultural function—were a part of that same process, indicative of the
attempts to utilize the cultural capital of nonﬁction and of the attempts to
position cinema as something more than “mere” entertainment. Economic
and regulatory formations were complexly intertwined here, as different
strategies were used by the ﬁlm industry in interaction with the regulatory
discourses and practices associated with various social, political, and cultural
elites. Ultimately, cultural and economic capital were carefully, although uncertainly, balanced. Let us say, then, that what emerges in the midteens—
be it characterized as “classical Hollywood cinema” or as the formation of
“harmless entertainment”—was in part a compromise formation between
commercial imperatives and regulatory discourses and practices. The establishment of that formation in the preclassical era and its effects on the
shaping of mainstream cinema is the focus of this book.
A few ﬁnal words here about the chapters that follow and the organization
of this book. In the following chapter I map out the broad parameters of
what I will call the policing of cinema, building on the account sketched
brieﬂy above and setting in place the framework within which the detailed
studies in chapters 2 through 5 can be situated. I begin by asking, Why were
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social and political elites anxious about cinema at this moment? What strategies did they use in regulating and reforming cinema? In turn, how did the
ﬁlm industry respond to these discourses and practices? And, crucially, what
effects did this situation and this process of interaction have on the deﬁnition and shaping of cinema in this period? I focus on the actions of groups
wielding some social and political power rather than on the actual experiences of audiences because I want to keep questions of power in the foreground. Audiences, it is worth noting, ﬁgure here principally as a subset of
commercial imperatives and, more substantively, as discursive constructions
that were (and are) connected to practices of power.
Chapters 2 through 5 focus on the interactions or competition between
the forces at work in deﬁning, regulating, and constructing cinema at critical moments in the transitional era. Looking closely in each chapter at a
particular ﬁlm or cycle of ﬁlms, my analysis seeks to tease out the connections among regulatory contexts, anxieties about speciﬁc ﬁlms and about
cinema more generally, and the subsequent effects of these interactions. Here
ﬁlms are conceived of as practices, where that term is deﬁned as “places
where what is said and what is done, rules imposed and reasons given, the
planned and the taken for granted, meet and interconnect.”34 Interconnections are central to each of these chapters, which, taken together, trace out
the gradual evolution and codiﬁcation of the deﬁnition of the social functioning of cinema, showing how some practices survived, how others developed, and how others were displaced or marginalized.
Chapter 2 focuses initially on one particular ﬁlm, The Unwritten Law:
A Thrilling Drama Based on the Thaw-White Case (Lubin, 1907), which
was based on a widely reported sexual scandal in 1906. I begin by examining the response to the initial scandal, tracing out the precise context of discourses about class, gender, sexuality, and perversity that underpinned the
reporting of the scandal and that in turn inﬂected the emergence of concerns both about the ﬁlm based on the scandal—and the particular way it
told its story—and about cinema more generally in early 1907. Linked together, the discourses about the scandal, the ﬁlm, and cinema are marked
by the delineation of a conﬁguration of “respectability”—a term indicating
“decent and correct” manners and morals, as well as the proper attitude toward sexuality—that was closely aligned with practices of middle-class
deﬁnition and assertion. This alliance was played out principally through
discourses about sexuality and gender norms that focused on the perversity of different conﬁgurations of masculinity—decadent upper class, immoral immigrant lower class—and threats to what was seen as the worryingly fragile moral norms of women in the new conﬁguration of heterosocial
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leisure space increasingly dominated by cinema. Various reports on the effects of moving pictures and nickelodeons on vulnerable and dangerous audiences emerged from this context in early 1907; the continuing contestation over cinema led to the establishment of the ﬁrst moving picture
censorship ordinance in the United States in Chicago in November 1907,
which set important precedents for subsequent legislation on the function
of cinema.
Chapter 3 outlines the continuing contestation over cinema throughout
the period 1907 to 1909 and, in turn, describes in more detail the varied responses of the ﬁlm industry. Amid a series of debates about the immoral or
educative potential of cinema, elements of the ﬁlm industry initiated the
establishment of the self-regulatory National Board of Censorship and began to produce a body of ﬁlms informed by broader regulatory discourses
that self-consciously invoked the educative function of cinema and its respectability and effectively internalized broader regulatory concerns about
cinema. In particular, a series of ﬁlms told stories about the reformation of
masculinity in line with the ideals of domesticity that were informed, I argue, by the conﬁguration of respectability central to the self-deﬁnition of
the middle class. The reformation of cinema was tied together in these ﬁlms
and in corresponding rhetoric with the reformation of masculinity and, following that, domesticity.
Yet, as chapter 4 shows, this reformation of masculinity and of cinema
extended only so far, for it was immediately tested by the regulatory furor
surrounding the ﬁght ﬁlms of the successful African American boxer Jack
Johnson, the ﬁrst one of which was released in early 1909, at the exact moment the National Board of Censorship was established. Visibly subverting
proposed racial hierarchies that assumed the superiority of white people,
Johnson and the ﬁlms of him boxing evidently existed outside the conﬁguration of respectability that included white women and reformed white masculinity but excluded black Americans. The censorship of his ﬁlms and the
prosecution of Johnson himself for crimes of “immorality” were fundamentally racist acts, designed to shore up a fragile “color line” by policing
images of an assertive black masculinity and, through this, control a disempowered population. Furthermore, the censorship of the Johnson ﬁght
ﬁlms became caught up in, and helped usher in, a reshaping of state involvement with cinema. In 1912 the Sims Act, directed at forbidding the
transportation of Johnson’s ﬁlms across state lines, deﬁned the ﬁlms as “commerce,” thus bringing their regulation within the purview of the federal government and setting in place the framework for the more general deﬁnition
and regulation of cinema as “commerce.” Such a deﬁnition of the function
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of cinema, clearly enmeshed with the broader regulatory context of racism,
had far-reaching effects on the regulation and shaping of cinema.
In chapter 5 I continue with the analysis of aspects of the regulatory context surrounding Johnson, focusing closely on the response to two feature
ﬁlms representing aspects of “white slavery”: Trafﬁc in Souls (IMP/Universal, 1913) and The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc (Moral Feature Film
Company, 1913). Intervening in the broader debates about sexuality, gender, race, and governance that underpinned the anxieties about “white slavery,” or the forced abduction of white women into prostitution, the ﬁlms
became test cases around which intense debates about the social functioning of cinema circulated. In 1914 the besieged and troubled National Board
of Censorship would call for a ban on the production of “white slave” ﬁlms,
arguing that the commercial cinema should be differentiated from “education” and “politics.” This call suggested a critical shift in the accepted deﬁnition of the social function of cinema by the board in line with the logic of
the regulatory measures directed against Johnson.
In the concluding chapter I pursue this logic to the debates about The
Birth of a Nation (Epoch, 1915) and the 1915 Supreme Court decision upholding the validity of state censorship and denying cinema the constitutional guarantee of free speech. Looked at in the light of the preceding chapters, the reexamination of this momentous legal decision shows its basis in
the regulatory anxieties set in play after the proliferation of nickelodeons
and demonstrates further the effects of these anxieties on the deﬁnition and
policing of the social function of cinema and its positioning in the cultural
topography of America. I conclude by drawing out the implications of Policing Cinema for our understanding of the functioning of regulation and classicism and for our wider awareness of the links between governance and
culture and the operations of cultural authority.

1 Policing Cinema

In the midst of its “crusade” against nickelodeons in early 1907, the Chicago
Tribune carried a front-page report on a ﬁre that had broken out in one of
the city’s new nickelodeons.1 Like “practically all the others,” the theater
was without “adequate protection,” and in the “disorder” and “panic” that
ensued one audience member was trampled on.2 Lurking behind the concern about physical safety, and the call for governmental regulation of building codes, lay concerns about moral danger. In other theaters, the paper
noted, “the ﬁre panic was lacking but the continuous performance panic of
cheap songs, tawdry singers, and suggestive pictures reigned.” Journalists
ventured into the heart of the moral darkness of nickel theaters in the Tribune’s lengthy campaign against the theaters, reporting back what “was
seen” to predominantly middle-class audiences presumed to be unfamiliar with the new development.3 A series of “suggestive” pictures were described. In Bad Son, as the Tribune journalist described it, the eponymous
son goes out to a gambling den, loses his money, enlists in the French navy,
joins in a mutiny in which an ofﬁcer is killed, enters a Turkish harem, and,
at last, returns home. Likewise, in Burglars at the Ball burglars steal silver
and jewelry from a house where a masked ball is in progress but are ﬁnally
caught and clubbed by the police (although boys in the audience, the Tribune noted, thought that “the burglars could have made their ‘getaway’ if
they had been a little smoother”). Last, an unnamed ﬁlm, perhaps of
“Parisian design,” showed a “mob” of French waiters on strike, waving such
banners as “Down with the Bosses” and “The Striker Forever” and ﬁghting with the police.4
Following a description of “suggestive” and “immoral” ﬁlms was an ac11
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count of the audience watching the ﬁlms, an aspect of the report apparently
even more important to the Tribune’s investigation (as the aside about boys
assessing Burglars at the Ball suggested). A boy was reported to have left
one theater “with his eyes popping and his mouth open in wonderment”
before “walk[ing] on the street ready to kill.”5 Likewise, the paper reported
that there were “a number of little girls who should have been playing with
dolls who were ruined through going to the nickel theatre.”6 Linking bodily and psychological effects, this widely articulated perception—that cinema was what social reformer Jane Addams called a “mimic stage” and thus
caused what psychologist J. E. Wallace Wallin called “psychic infection”—
was informed by new knowledge in the social sciences about individual psychology, the ethical competences of new types of “susceptible people,” and
the establishment of “socialization” and the “social bond.”7 Cinema, nickelodeons, and “impelling pictures” could trouble processes of socialization
and “mar our fellow citizens” and society.8
Who were these citizens that needed to be, in the Tribune’s words, “observed closely”?9 According to the Tribune the audiences at the new nickelodeons were “mostly the children of the poor.” The “crowds” came from
“the families of foreign laborers and formed the early stage of that dangerous
second generation which is ﬁnding such a place in the criminals of the city.”10
Like the Tribune, the plethora of reports and governmental investigations
of the phenomenon of nickelodeons that began in late 1906 and ran through
the 1910s frequently included accounts and what we might call “phobic representations” of the allegedly disorderly, “panicky,” and potentially criminal “crowd” seemingly drawn to the new nickel theaters.11 Technologies for
classifying and enumerating and a “new literature of exploration” as moral
surveillance developed here, fueled by a compelling need to shine light on
those audiences and ill-lit “moral sinkhole[s],” or “vice combustibles,” ultimately to have them, as the Louisville Vice Commission noted, “carefully
watched and controlled.”12
Literatures of exploration and moral surveillance directed at moving pictures and nickelodeons were clearly linked with broad regulatory anxieties
about the new development of cinema and about particular citizens and populations; accordingly, I begin this chapter by mapping out the parameters
of those concerns. I look next at the concrete effects of these discourses about
cinema and populations on the establishment of regulatory institutions and
then at the response of the ﬁlm industry to these discourses and practices.
A ﬁnal section considers the important effects of these struggles on the still
malleable cinema.The chapter as a whole prepares the ground for and frames
the more detailed chapters that follow.
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veritable copying machines
Why were social, political, and cultural elites anxious about cinema?13
Clearly there exists a longer history of elite concern about the effects of culture, stretching back at least to Plato’s call for the banning of poets from the
perfect state. A struggle over culture and cultural space is, indeed, virtually
a deﬁning feature of democratic societies, which almost inevitably involve
a complex negotiation between public authority and the dissemination of
facts, ideas, and representations in public. Ever since the commercialization
of leisure in the late eighteenth/early nineteenth century, elite groups have
increasingly expressed concerns about the effects of “cheap amusements”
on the maintenance of public authority and have accordingly developed
mechanisms for regulating culture. Critical negotiations over the disposition of cultural objects and spaces gathered pace in the United States, in particular, with the rise of popular ﬁctions, drama, and journalism in the 1850s.14
The center of attention extended in the late nineteenth century to vaudeville, burlesque, dance halls, popular sports (for example, prizeﬁghting),
lotteries, and the dissemination of “obscene” or “indecent” material—
including “literature”—in the mail.15 Moving pictures and nickelodeons
emerged in the context of an ongoing process of cultural contestation.
Even so, the regulatory response to the proliferation of nickelodeons from
1905 onward was tied to precise historical contexts and evidenced a clear intensiﬁcation and refocusing of concerns, so much so that moving pictures
became the only medium of communication subject to systematic legal prior
restraint in the United States. Let me suggest three principal reasons for
this intensiﬁcation of regulatory concern: (1) nickelodeons established cinema as effectively the ﬁrst form of mass entertainment and culture for an
emerging mass public, attracting audiences, particularly lower-class immigrant groups and women, because of the low cost of admission;16 (2) experiences at moving pictures in nickelodeons were regarded as particularly dangerous, principally because of the realism of moving pictures, because
images were seen to be linked closely to imitative responses from “suggestible” audiences and because the ill-lit space of the nickelodeon provided
what the Juvenile Protective Association of Chicago described as “a cover
for familiarity and sometimes even for immorality”;17 ( 3) new audiences,
experiences, and spaces emerged in the context of the wider intensiﬁcation
of reform and state concerns about moral, social, and political stability that
historians have characterized as a “search for order” in the face of the forces
of industrialization, urbanization, and immigration around the turn of the
century.18 A sense of social dislocation and disorder pervaded the period,
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these historians suggest, linked to widening class divisions and the creation
of a large industrial proletariat in the context of capitalist modernity, to profound transformations in the topography of public and private spheres, to
migratory or immigratory movement as a consequence of increased geographic mobility, and to a widespread belief that traditional forms of “social control,” such as the family, church, and community, had lost their grip.
Looked at in this way, the heightened anxieties about both the new “troublesome” mass public audience associated in particular with cinema and the
experiences and social interactions contained there were enmeshed with a
broader contested regulatory space. Cinema thus became one element—
although at times a privileged one—among other regulatory issues subject
to increasingly intense public discussions and governmental interventions
on the cusp of modernity.
Looked at closely, a series of distinct but overlapping regulatory contexts were evident in the Tribune’s fairly typical crusade. Immediately apparent was the focus on the child audience, visible in other reports and investigations into moving pictures and nickelodeons in the period and to
discussions of the effects they were having on the “impressionable minds”
and “moral codes” of children and on the “degradation” of the “tone of future citizenship.”19 Here anxieties about child audiences were informed by
broader discourses about childhood and child development circulating in
the period. On the one hand, an anxiety about the effects of cinema on children was linked to a growing sense of the innocence of children, to what
sociologist Viviana A. Zelizer has termed “the sacralization of childhood,”
principally among the middle class in this period, through which children
were invested with sentimental, as opposed to economic, value in a process
that, in turn, positioned them as innocent and vulnerable.20 On the other
hand, the discursive positioning of children as citizens-in-formation, or as
tabulae rasae for the imprinting of values, behaviors, and ideals of what the
Tribune called “good citizenship,” led to intense anxieties about the socialization of children and the sustainability of social order. Labeled by
psychologist James Mark Baldwin “veritable copying machines,” children
were here positioned at the conﬂuence of the intense anxieties about socialization and citizenship that were pervasive in the turn-of-the-century
period.21 The so-called child-saving movement was formed in this context.
Hence, the creation of a Children’s Bureau by the federal government in
1912 and the rise of municipal playgrounds, public schools, and national
organizations such as the Boy Scouts (1910) and Girl Scouts (1912) reﬂected
a sense both of sacralization and of the need to manage the socialization of
young people.22
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Very closely linked to the necessity of managing socialization and citizenship was the intensiﬁcation of discourses about “juvenile delinquency”
in the late nineteenth century. The creation of special judicial and correctional institutions, such as juvenile courts, for the labeling, processing, and
management of “troublesome” youth around the turn of the century
brought attention to—and in doing so helped “invent”—new categories of
youthful misbehavior that reﬂected anxieties about social order.23 Part of
the concern that fed into the establishment of juvenile courts, which
emerged in the United States in Chicago in 1899, was about the development of a criminal underclass. The superintendent of the Illinois Reform
School, for example, reasoned that since it was the aim of the criminal class
“to undermine the conﬁdence of the community and to weaken the strength
of the Commonwealth,” crime could be reduced by “stopping production”
of criminals and regulating the upbringing of children who had criminal
propensities.24 Such propensities were frequently found, commentators suggested, among lower-class immigrant groups. “[I]t is not at all unlikely,”
one penologist wrote, “that juvenile delinquency of the most serious kind
in the United States is in some measure to be set down to the boundless
hospitality of her shores.”25 Late-nineteenth-century social scientists and
cultural commentators regarded juvenile delinquency as a failure of adequate “socialization” and cast the delinquent in a synecdochic relationship
to a population that threatened various forms of disorder, linking delinquency to a complex articulation of discourses on youth, class, ethnicity, gender, urban unrest, and modernity.
Located in this context, moving pictures and nickelodeons were frequently linked to anxieties about delinquency, widely seen as both causing
delinquency and as antisocial spaces providing “hang-out places for delinquent boys and girls.”26 A common trope here was the characterization of
cinema as “a school for crime” or as a “training school of mischief, mockery, lawbreaking and crime,” especially troubling to elite groups because of
the great weight placed on public schools as molders of “good citizenship”
and national identity (see ﬁgure 1).27 Investigations by the Juvenile Court
Committee in Chicago in 1907 and the Juvenile Protective Association of
Chicago in 1909 and 1911 conﬁrmed the links between cinema and juvenile delinquency, as did the countless case studies of what psychologist
William Healy called in his 1915 book, The Individual Delinquent, the
“strength of the powers of visualization” in producing delinquency.28 Over
and over again nickelodeons and moving pictures were seen as “an insidious breeding ground for a debauched citizenry” and were positioned as sites
of danger within the social body in conjunction with the wider concerns

Figure 1. “Young America and the Moving-Picture Show.” Puck, 9 November 1910. Courtesy Library of Congress Prints
and Photographic Division.
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about the governance of a mass public in early-twentieth-century America
that underpinned the rhetoric on delinquency.29
Class conﬂict suffused the period, linked by historians to broad conditions of industrialization and capitalist modernity, cycles of economic depression, labor, socialist and radical organization and activism, and deﬁnitional concerns about a “collar line” widening with distinctions between
physical and nonphysical work.30 Laborers and their kids watching movies
of burglary, of violence against police authority, and of strike action in the
potentially autonomous and oppositional public sphere of the nickelodeon
was clearly regarded as troublesome by middle-class elites—a situation only
exacerbated by the perception that those laborers were also apparently “foreign.”31 Investigations of nickelodeons in urban centers commonly focused
on those located in working-class and immigrant neighborhoods such as the
Bowery and Park Row in New York City or Milwaukee and South Halstead
in Chicago, and there was a widespread sense that audiences were predominantly immigrant, that exhibitors and later producers were also drawn from
immigrant groups, and that the moving pictures shown were also primarily
foreign.32 Conceptions of cinema as in some respect foreign or un-American
were buttressed by a nationalist discourse that intensiﬁed in the years nickelodeons spread from 1905 to 1906 in the context of the increased number
of immigrants arriving from southern and eastern Europe and as a consequence of a commingling of nativist and racist discourse central to a racial
science that positioned these particular immigrant groups and African
Americans at the bottom of a “natural” hierarchy of ethnic and racial difference.33 Linking fears about delinquency, class conﬂict, criminality, and
public order with discourses on immigration, ethnicity, and race—those laborers were foreign and part of a developing “criminal class”—the conception of the audience as working class and foreign tapped into the fears of
social dislocation and disorder central to widespread anxieties about class
cleavage and the establishment and maintenance of national identity.
Concerns also arose about nickelodeons and moving pictures because they
symbolized for many the broader shifts in the topography of public and private spaces characteristic of the turn-of-the-century period, especially with
regard to the changing social role of women and to an intensiﬁcation of discourse on sexuality. Historians have shown how a heterosocial leisure
sphere and “culture of consumption” and “abundance” gathered pace in the
early years of the twentieth century, effectively altering women’s—and particularly working women’s—participation both in the world of commercialized amusements and in the broader public sphere.34 The redeﬁned relationship between public and private and the emergence of a mass cultural
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public sphere presaged for many an apparent breakdown of social and moral
order that was usually ﬁgured in terms of sexual immorality by commentators steeped in the patriarchal Victorian ideology of separate spheres.35 Illlit nickelodeons, many suggested, were seen as ideal “recruiting stations”
and “breeding places of vice,” where “mashers” and “vicious men and
boys . . . take liberties with very young girls.”36
Also troublesome in this context were the ﬁlms themselves, for they
seemed to project new and different ideologies of sexuality and were consequently seen as particularly damaging to girls and young women, taking
the former away from “playing with dolls” and both groups from domestic space and ideals. Extending their voyeuristic freedom and “optical omnipotence” to survey sights of the public world hitherto unavailable to them
and better contained within the private sphere, such ﬁlms were linked to a
formation of delinquency that for young women was invariably coded in
terms of sexual immorality.37 Cinema was a problematic space and a site of
fantasy.
Linking concerns about class, ethnicity, race, and gender, elite anxiety
about cinema and its effects on vulnerable and dangerous audiences should
be seen as part of the broader efforts to shape and govern the social body
that characterized the elite response to modernity. In this sense, regulating
and shaping cinema was enmeshed with the broader “panoptic” projects of
modernity, those epistemological and institutional practices that effectively
centered on a “policing” of bodies and populations, characterized by increased surveillance, analysis, and codiﬁcation aimed ultimately at ensuring a productive, effective, loyal, disciplined, and “governable” citizenry that
embellished the stature and “health” of the nation.38 In this context new
forms of governmental rationality developed, aimed at fostering citizens’
lives and state strength, forms that were simultaneously individualizing and
totalizing in their reach and disciplinary and productive in their effects. This
context—in which a governing of bodies and populations informed and
shaped the policing of the medium—is crucial to our understanding of the
regulation of cinema in early-twentieth-century America. Censorship and
regulation of this ﬂedgling industry were connected to the broader project
of governing a mass public.
Here a brief deﬁnition of what I mean by policing will be useful. I use
the term in a way similar to that of philosopher and historian Michel Foucault and historians William Novak and Christopher Tomlins. Looking to
describe new forms of governmental rationality, Foucault revives an older
and broader conception of “police,” derived from “policy,” the aim of which
was to “foster citizens’ lives and the state’s strength.”39 A similar concep-
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tion of “police” is central to the way both William Novak and Christopher
Tomlins describe the emergence and scope of what Tomlins describes as “an
institutionally inchoate ideology of collective responsibility for the reproduction of the well-ordered community” in the United States.40 Indeed, the
“police power” abrogated to the individual states in the Constitution was
deﬁned as a “principle of self-preservation of the body politic” that extended, some of the legal decisions I will examine in the following pages
decreed, “to the making of regulations promotive of domestic order, health,
morals and safety” and so could be deﬁned as “a chief function of government.”41 Like Foucault, Novak, and Tomlins I use police in a broad fashion both to capture the sense of the productivity of power structures to
shape discourses and material realities and, more speciﬁcally, to describe
the work of state and nonstate institutions that acquire cultural authority
and public power by deﬁning “social problems” and claiming expertise in
managing populations.
A regulatory focus on the conduct, well-being, and public decency of the
“masses” in the United States developed throughout the nineteenth century and fed into such varied developments as the aforementioned emergence of juvenile courts; transformations in the prison system; the creation
of new knowledge about medicine, education, and demographics; the intensiﬁcation of urban planning; public hygiene; the design of an interventionist social science; and the increased surveillance of urban space.42 Together these developments can be seen as part of the “invention” of “the
social,” the historical formation of a sector of expertise about the causes of
problems such as delinquency, crime, prostitution, and poverty, along with
a set of institutions like charities and government bureaucracies formed to
address these problems.43 The turn-of-the-century period in particular, frequently labeled by historians as “the Progressive Era,” witnessed a proliferation of social-reform movements that allied with an increasingly activist
judiciary and (temporarily) diminished tenets of localism and laissez faire
to produce a transformation in the traditional understanding of the scope
of legislation and the locus of public power and a corresponding remarkable
upsurge in governmental regulation and state deﬁnition.44 Important, here,
was the initiation of the “welfare state” as part of a broader intensiﬁcation
of governmental activism, the increased professionalization of police forces
and the creation of the centralized Bureau of Investigation in 1908, and the
well-known experiment of Prohibition.45
Regulating and shaping the conduct of others frequently focused on the
terrain of sexuality, for sexuality exists at the interface between the individual body and the social body; thus, individual sexual and reproductive
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conduct interconnects with issues of national policy and power.46 Legislation directed against prostitution, venereal disease, and “white slavery,” the
forced abduction of white women into prostitution, made this connection
particularly clear, the latter issue segueing into the widely articulated concerns about sexuality, ethnicity, and race that fueled anxieties about the differential birth rates of white Anglo-Saxons and “inferior” immigrant and
black groups evident in the concepts of “race suicide” and eugenics.47 The
new regimes of bodily discipline and regulation characteristic of the panoptic projects of modernity were evidently predicated on the linking of the individual body and the social body and thus on the perceived centrality of
conceptions of morality to “good citizenship,” “public order,” and governance. “The moral element is order,” Giovanna Procacci observes, “that element of order which liberal society discovers as a vital need.”48
Located in this context, the widely repeated dictum of turn-of-the-century
“moral policeman” Anthony Comstock—“Without morals no public
order”—clearly reﬂected accepted conceptions of the centrality of morality
to the governance of populations and social order and the tutelary function
of the state for the moral education of citizens.49 Countless examples of the
connection between morality and desirable public order informed the rhetoric of legal commentators, social reformers, scientists, and government
ofﬁcials, who were motivated in broad terms by anxieties about status, secularization, and nostalgia and by concerns about corporate discipline and
“social control” in the context of modernity.50 A preeminent nineteenthcentury commentator on criminal law, for example, observed that “morality, religion and education are the three pillars of the State” and should consequently be “objects of primary regard by the laws.”51 Likewise, in the midst
of a debate about an act to regulate the movement of women and men across
state lines for immoral purposes (an act I examine in chapter 4), a congressman observed that the government’s true strength lies in its “sentiment of morality” rather than in its military.52 Morality was undoubtedly
one of the keywords of the period.
Legislation directed at “obscenity” makes the perceived connection between moral order and public order clearer. A key technology in morals and
cultural policing, obscenity legislation and related conceptions of “indecency” sought to deﬁne what material could safely appear in public. Emerging in the United States initially in the early nineteenth century, legal conceptions of obscenity were predicated on the conception of “morality as the
law of nature . . . [which] is necessary to society” and must be maintained
by “prohibiting and punishing all open and public immoralities, obscene
writings, speaking and exhibitions, the tendency of which is evidently to
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poison the springs and principles of manners, and disturb the peace and economy of the realm.”53 Late in the nineteenth century two Supreme Court
decisions deﬁned obscenity more precisely as, ﬁrst, that which has a tendency “to deprave and corrupt those whose minds are open to such immoral
inﬂuences” (the so-called Hicklin standard) and, second, as that which is
linked solely to “sexual impurity.”54 Federal laws banned the importation
of obscene material, and after the Civil War, amid reports that Union soldiers were receiving sexually explicit images in the mails, the so-called Comstock Act was passed to forbid the transportation of “obscene” material in
the mails.55 Important to both acts was a sense of the connections among
obscenity, nationalism, governance and state power, and a fear of the effects
of widely distributed obscene matter on a mass public. The “police powers”
delegated to the states were frequently directed against “obscene” material.56
Conceptions of obscenity (and indeed “pornography”) were closely allied to the democratization of culture and conceptions of the ethical competences of audiences, as the Hicklin standard suggested. The very existence
of a category of “pornography” is predicated, Ian Hunter, David Saunders,
and Dugald Williamson assert, on the existence of “a public which might
be corrupted by obscene publications.”57 Legislation directed at cinema, the
so-called people’s theater, would indeed insistently target the categories of
the “obscene, indecent, or immoral,” including, as we will see in chapters 4
and 5, the establishment of state boards of censorship from 1911 and the
inscription of cinema into the terms of general obscenity legislation, notably with the passage of a tariff act in 1913 directed at the trafﬁc in obscene
matter in one of the ﬁrst responses to the cinema by the federal government.58 The broad concerns about morality and obscenity brieﬂy delineated
thus far informed the regulation of cinema.
A struggle over moral values and the category of the obscene was also a
struggle over class boundaries, for those boundaries are drawn in part on
the basis of shared moral values that are frequently played out on the terrain of culture.59 Conceptions of morality and “respectability” were absolutely central to the self-deﬁnition of the middle class in the United States
throughout the nineteenth century, historians have shown, as middling
groups came to deﬁne themselves and their difference from those above and
below in terms of moral norms.60 On the one hand, this process of deﬁnition took place through the imposition of moral values on working-class
and immigrant communities, seen perhaps most clearly in Protestant-led
temperance campaigns that targeted the cultural practices of the increasingly Catholic working classes. Here morality was variably inﬂected by class
but also by ethnicity. In other examples morality was also inﬂected by ideas
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about race. Conceptions of moral behavior and accounts of the moral subject are indeed integral to discourses about class distinction, nationalism, and
race.61 A class and community “makes” itself, Richard Ohmann reminds
us, through conﬂict with other classes and groups.62
On the other hand, the middle class was “made” by practices internal to
itself in a process of “class awareness” that was played out through shared
attitudes, values, and beliefs.63 Lest we forget, class formation is a dialectical process, taking place in the middle class as much as in the working class
and often through the same practices. The delimitation and policing of moral
norms and subjects was not simply about deﬁning outsiders, then, but also
about deﬁning what made an insider an insider (for example, what made
the lower middle class middle class and not working class or what made various ethnic groups “white”). One of the central issues here was the delineation of the white middle class as morally distinct from groups “above”
and “below,” a distinction that was predicated principally on the dissemination of discourses of domesticity and gentility that positioned idealized
notions of femininity as moral guardians (a situation I will return to below).64 A complex amalgam of social control and self-deﬁnition was in play
in these regulatory discourses and practices.
A rush to deﬁne and police moral norms was increasingly directed at
the realm of culture, and the contestation over individual ﬁlms and over
cinema more generally clearly became one of the principal forums for the
discussion of moral norms in the period. Cinema became a critical site of
contestation in a broader “culture war.” Legal regulation of various forms
ensued, as I show below, enmeshed with the broader regulatory context delineated thus far, showing that a policing of the social functioning of cinema was linked to broader concerns about morality, public order, and governance. Law “creates the social world,” Pierre Bourdieu observes, but “it
is this world which ﬁrst creates the law.”65 I discuss these broad categories
in more precise detail in the following chapters, situating the regulation of
particular ﬁlms and of cinema at various moments across the transitional
era in the context of a regulatory space instantiated in various ways in the
cases considered.

immoral or obscene
Leaving aside for the time being the question of the reasons for elite anxiety about cinema, we can ask now the next obvious question: what strategies
did elite groups use in regulating and shaping cinema? Local investigations
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into the spread of nickelodeons from 1906 on and their effects on vulnerable and dangerous audiences by organizations like the Juvenile Protective
Association, the Children’s Committee of the Cleveland Humane Society,
the Chicago Vice Commission, and so on led to calls for stricter governmental
regulation of cinema in a way consistent with a crossover of nongovernmental and governmental power and the establishment of a multi-institutional fabric regulating the social body characteristic of the so-called Progressive Era. Legal regulation before 1907 had been carried out in the main
via the imposition of preexisting licensing laws, often those used to control
various traveling sideshows and carnivals.66 Zoning regulations, “blue laws”
(Sunday closing laws), and ﬁre code regulations were central in this period,
but these did not directly attend to the content of moving pictures or to the
concerns over the social functioning of cinema after the proliferation of nickelodeons and the association of cinema with a mass public.
A more speciﬁc regulatory arena emerged from late 1907 onward, when
a police censor board was set up in Chicago in part as a response to the “crusade” of the Tribune and other reform groups in the city (made clearer in
1909 when the constitution of the board was changed to include both police and reform censors, emblematic of the hybridity of nongovernmental
and governmental regulation of cinema). Regulation consequently concentrated in the main on the cultural control of cinema, on what could be shown,
and on how cinema should function in the social body, rather than the political control of who could show moving pictures and when and where they
could be shown. This development signaled in broad terms a shift from a
regulatory focus on buildings and space to a focus both on the social function of cinema characteristic of the transitional era and on representations
and effects that have subsequently dominated policy discussions of cinema.67
Censor boards proliferated from 1907, including local boards in cities like
Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle, New Orleans, Lexington,
Dallas, Kansas City, Nashville, Atlanta; and state boards emerged in Pennsylvania in 1911, Ohio in 1913, Kansas in 1914, and Maryland in 1916.68
The policing of moral norms and public order was central to the censor
boards. Signiﬁcantly, the precedent-setting police censor board in Chicago
sought to prohibit the exhibition of “immoral or obscene” ﬁlms and refused
permits if a ﬁlm was “obscene, or portrays depravity, criminality or lack of
virtue . . . or tends to produce a breach of the peace or riots.”69 For the board
the (literal ) policing of cinema was both about the regulation of “obscene”
ﬁlms and ﬁlms that could produce public disorder and “riots,” this latter
concern seemingly referring to those ﬁlms representing class conﬂict and
political action singled out by the Tribune earlier in 1907 and also frequently
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targeted by other censor boards.70 Likewise, the state censor boards were
predicated on the “police powers” of the individual states enacted to protect the health, morals, and safety of their citizens and were set up explicitly to “conserve the morals and manners of the public” and for the “preservation and safeguarding of the public morals.” The boards did so by
preventing the exhibition of ﬁlms that tended “to debase or corrupt morals”;
that were “sacrilegious, obscene, indecent or immoral”; that “represent[ed]
lust”; or that “tend[ed] to debase or corrupt public morals.”71 Extant records
from the state board in Pennsylvania show that the members of the board
worked hard to nail down the meaning of the terms immorality, obscenity,
and indecency, even going so far as to include the circulation of annotated
dictionary deﬁnitions that deﬁned obscenity as “offensive to chastity, delicacy or decency” and immorality as “inconsistent with moral rectitude” and,
furthermore, as “hostile to the welfare of the general public.”72 Likewise, a
test for those wanting to become censors in Chicago included the difﬁcult
question, “What is the meaning of the word ‘immoral?’”73
Local, state, and some components of the nongovernmental regulation
of cinema tended to manifest what historians have variously termed a “negative environmentalist,” “cultural fundamentalist,” or “repressive response”
to modernity, seeking to close down as many amusements as possible and
to vigorously censor potentially offensive material.74 No doubt this repressive response was linked closely to religious groups and ideals, stemming from a long-standing Protestant anxiety about theatrical entertainments and a more contemporaneous disquiet about the cultural practices of
the increasingly Catholic working classes. The repressive response was not
limited to religious groups, though; it also informed the strategies of secular or semisecular reform groups, such as the Juvenile Protective Association or the Women’s Christian Temperance Union, seeking also to police
moral and public order. New conﬁgurations of religious and secular governance emerged in the period, supporting efforts to establish local, state, and
federal censorship of moving pictures.
Yet elite response to cinema was not solely repressive, for proponents of
what William Uricchio and Roberta Pearson term the “Arnoldian response”
(drawing on Mathew Arnold’s inﬂuential Culture and Anarchy) embraced
the idea that cinema could function within a broader strategy of cultural
uplift that would address the cultural and social crisis of modernity. For some
“progressive” elite reform groups, then, cinema differed from other cheap
amusements like the dime museums, penny arcades, saloons, burlesque, and
cheap vaudeville and could function as a “counterattraction” that would draw
audiences away from those amusements while morally and culturally up-
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lifting them.75 In this context elite groups frequently encouraged the production of moral, “artistic,” and “educational” ﬁlms. The nickelodeon need
not be a “school for crime,” this logic ran, but could in fact function as a
“people’s lyceum” or as a kind of public school.76 It was thought possible
that moving pictures could themselves become part of the public school system for the purposes of training children in “good citizenship.”
A clear and important articulation of the Arnoldian stance can be seen
in the activities of the civic organization the People’s Institute. Located in
New York City, the People’s Institute was a reform-minded association that
sought to address the social and industrial problems of urban America principally by supporting a number of cultural and political activities for the
immigrant and working classes.77 Late in 1907 the institute, alongside the
Women’s Municipal League, undertook a report on cheap amusements in
New York City, concluding that the “new social force” of nickelodeons was
in the main a positive one.78 After this the institute cocreated the National
Board of Censorship in early 1909 with ﬁlm exhibitors and ﬁlm producers,
initiating an important strategy of interaction between some elite reform
groups and the ﬁlm industry that I will delineate further below and in chapter 3.79 The National Board of Censorship was staffed by reformers drawn
from the professional middle classes, overwhelmingly women reformers
from organizations such as the New York City Federation of Women’s Clubs,
the Children’s Aid Society, the Charity Organization Society, and the Federation of Churches.
Nickelodeon described the board as “the great policing force of the business,” and it reviewed most of the ﬁlms exhibited in the United States in
the 1910s, usually working through a process of interaction and negotiation with producers to establish “acceptable” representations suitable for
family viewing in order to both uplift the cultural status of cinema and to
utilize cinema as a positive social force in reshaping a mass public.80 The
board lobbied for an understanding of the positive social function of cinema, arguing, for example, that cinema replaced the negative cultural function of the saloon and countering the claims that moving pictures caused
delinquency.81 It circulated deﬁnitions of acceptable content through the
1910s that shaped production decisions, helping to locate the “questions of
law and morality” that circulated outside and around the cinema “between
the pictures.”82
Less intent on eradicating cinema, repressively regulating cinema according to licensing and land-use zoning laws, or censoring cinema from
the perspective of governmental agencies, the Arnoldian reformers believed
that a carefully and productively regulated cinema could enable the cultural
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and social uplift of vulnerable and dangerous audience groups. Altruism was
not always or necessarily the central motivation for these reform groups,
though, as Uricchio and Pearson make clear, for the formation of “counterattractions” was seen as one way to “ameliorate the social crisis, precluding agitation by ﬁlling workers’ leisure hours with less harmful pursuits.”83
In this sense a policing of cinema was reimagined by some as a policing
through cinema, for although elite strategies differed, they frequently
shared similar goals in what historian Paul Boyer describes as the “fundamental moral control purposes” central to progressive reform.84 Further
clariﬁcation of this complicated situation will emerge in the detailed chapters that follow.

moral advances
Let me turn now from these questions of regulatory discourses and practices to consider the response of the beleaguered ﬁlm industry, asking three
simple but important questions that will guide the rest of this chapter: how
did the ﬁlm industry respond to elite concerns about cinema and to the regulatory strategies of elite groups? Why did it respond in this way? And,
most important, what effects did this process of interaction between elite
groups and the ﬁlm industry have on the shaping of cinema?85 Let us start
again with the National Board of Censorship, for as the above has suggested,
an industrial self-regulation alongside progressive or Arnoldian elites was
a central strategy in the transformation of the cultural and social status of
cinema, a “dance of inter-legitimation” that lent to the ﬁlm industry moral
legitimacy because of the social prestige and cultural status of the board
members and that lent social purpose to those members.86 A modiﬁcation
of ﬁlm content was important here, as ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs sought
to distance themselves somewhat from risqué representations.
The guidelines of the National Board of Censorship worked alongside
those of other censorship institutions not only to modify content but also
to make claims about the organization and treatment of such content, feeding into the creation of norms of narrative conventions. Important here was
the codiﬁcation of a standard of “moral” endings, the clear delineation of
causality and character motivations, and the establishment of a narrational
voice capable of judging character behavior. New screenplay writing manuals from 1911 onward further disseminated these norms, and they became
increasingly central to the “feature” ﬁlms produced from 1913 onward.87
Interweaving ﬁlmic discourse with moral discourse was crucial here, as Tom
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Gunning has insightfully shown.88 As Gunning points out, such a development had profound effects on the shaping of the narrative discourse of
American cinema, effectively underpinning the formation of the conventions of classical Hollywood cinema in the teens.
Critical shifts in ﬁlm form during the transitional era toward norms now
associated with classical Hollywood narrative were informed also by the
commercial imperatives of the ﬁlm industry to attract a respectable and
afﬂuent middle-class audience. A conﬂuence of regulatory and commercial
imperatives led the ﬁlm industry to seek to appeal to middle-class audiences
by telling moral stories and by imitating norms of respectable forms of
middle-class culture. “The techniques of the narrator system,” Gunning
writes, “responded to the industry’s desire to attract a new audience through
a narrative discourse that could supply the ideological and psychological values the middle class expected.”89 Alongside this transformation of signifying practices and the shaping of cinema in line with middle-class taste formations, scholars have shown how the ﬁlm industry sought the twin goal
of respectability and new middle-class audiences by establishing alliances
with institutions of cultural reproduction, such as the People’s Institute, by
initiating practical modiﬁcations of exhibition practices in accordance with
various civil regulations and professional discourses (about aisle width, air
circulation, lighting, and so on), by locating nickelodeons in the central commercial districts frequented by middle-class shoppers, and by upgrading
nickelodeons to elegant “movie palaces” in the early 1910s.90 Here also nickelodeons and moving pictures were discursively linked to high cultural institutions, evidenced for example in the choice of the word photoplay in the
Essanay competition in 1910. Scholarship on the transitional era has, then,
suggested that the ﬁlm industry sought respectability principally by a
rhetorical and material “embourgeoisement” of cinema.
No doubt this focus on class is extremely important. Yet to fully understand how the ﬁlm industry sought to make cinema respectable, we need
also to be precise about the rhetorical appeals to audiences and taste formations, the conﬁguration of morality in play here, and the complex imbrications of class and gender in the self-deﬁnition of the middle class. “Respectability,” as cultural historian Richard Butsch observes, “was at its core
a gendered concept.”91 Likewise, a number of social historians have suggested
that the development of a middle-class consciousness in the mid-nineteenth
century was predicated on notions of domesticity and gentility that were
closely aligned with idealized conceptions of femininity as moral guardianship and that in turn effectively positioned the middle-class woman as the
moral boundary between classes.92 A broader “feminization” of middle-class
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culture developed from this, evident perhaps most noticeably in sentimental ﬁction and drama, the proliferation of domestic advice books, improving
tracts, publications like Ladies’ Home Journal, and the increased civic activism of women.93
In this context theatrical and vaudeville entrepreneurs in the mid and
late nineteenth century uplifted the cultural status of their respective entertainments by a “re-gendering” that sought to appeal to women and family audiences, notably by “pacifying” audiences, by arguing that theater
space was safe, by producing entertainments that were supposedly attractive to women audiences (temperance dramas, for example), and by arguing that going to moral and educational entertainments complemented
women’s domesticity and their family obligations.94 Such a strategy was consistent with broader cultural shifts, including not only the increased importance of respectability among the middle class and the concomitant
changes in the deﬁnition of middle-class femininity but also the growth of
a culture of consumption and attendant reorganization of the public sphere
around the female shopper.95
Linked to the development of a culture of consumption was the increased
civic activism of (principally middle-class) women, who around the turn of
the century cleverly used their assigned moral authority to fashion roles as
“civic housekeepers” and ultimately to redeﬁne their role in the public
sphere. Women reformers targeted the “immorality” of various conﬁgurations of masculinity (for example, in the reform movements focused on temperance and prostitution) and developed what feminist historians have
termed a “politics of domesticity” that increased the cultural authority of
middle-class women and marked a signiﬁcant reorganization of the public
sphere.96 Certainly this was at least initially part of a process whereby, as
feminist reformer Rheta Childe Dorr noted at the time, “the mantle of moral
superiority [was] forced upon [women] as a substitute for intellectual
equality,” but it also went beyond that, enabling middle-class women to stake
out a place in the public sphere and to partly refashion that sphere.97
Entrepreneurs seeking to assuage regulatory concerns about cinema and
to appeal to women audiences as central players in the new culture of consumption drew on the strategies articulated by vaudeville entrepreneurs in
the late nineteenth century and in doing so sought a rhetorical alliance with
the cultural authority and moral discourses associated with middle-class
women reformers. A common trope here was to present cinemagoing as capable of reforming the leisure and moral practices of men, most notably by
differentiating cinema from the saloon in a way consistent with the early
feminist crusade for temperance. Entrepreneurs also sought to reform the-
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ater space and bring it more in line with other institutions that catered principally to women consumers, such as department stores, experimenting with
lighted theaters to counteract the possibility of immoral behavior, introducing restrooms, nurseries for babies, luxurious decorations, uniformed attendants, and, more generally, seeking to transform the often rowdy space
of nickelodeons to polite standards of decorum.98 Likewise, ﬁlms were also
produced that internalized this gendered conﬁguration of morality, frequently telling stories about the reformation of immoral men and the
restoration of familial order. A cycle of temperance dramas begins in 1908,
for example. This context and these developments may suggest an important addition to Gunning’s account of the fusion of ﬁlmic and moral discourse and point to the centrality of gendered discourses of morality to the
formation of the conﬁguration of ﬁlmic discourse that would become hegemonic in the midteens. A reformation of theater space and textuality in accordance with gendered discourses of morality was an important strategy
in the ﬁlm industry’s attempts to position cinema as respectable, linked to
three important contexts: the strategies of other cultural entrepreneurs,
broad issues in the self-deﬁnition and self-policing of the middle class, and
signiﬁcant strands of reform activism in the early twentieth century.
It is clear that this rhetorical alliance with what can be seen as early feminist discourses was a partial one, as the slew of antisuffrage ﬁlms in the
period suggests.99 The appeal to women spectators and family audiences constructed and shaped the encounter of women with cinema in various ways
that played on deeply rooted cultural constructions of gender (for example,
the conception of women’s innate morality). Just as amusements like the
cinema solicited the female gaze, they also conﬁrmed woman’s status as object of the gaze both on-screen and off.100 A series of concerns were also expressed in the 1910s both about women’s presence at the cinema—their
shocking distance from idealized notions of feminine morality evident in
their interest in stories with subject matter like illicit sexuality, actionadventure stories, and feminist agitation—and about the broader implications of female spectatorship.101 Cinema scholars interested in gender and
cinema and the cultural contexts of the emergence and development of cinema have so far rightly concentrated on the complexity of the ﬁguration of
women’s engagement with cinema.102
As the above account has begun to suggest, however, this work can be
usefully supplemented by further attention to the regulatory and commercial importance of women and family audiences, to the agency and cultural authority of middle-class women reform groups in the context of the
self-deﬁnition of the middle class and the politicization of women’s groups,
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and to the effects of this context on the strategies of the ﬁlm industry and
thus on the reformation and transformation of cinema in the transitional
period. We also need to pay sustained attention to the discursive regulation
of masculinities in the period and corresponding shifts in representation and
ﬁlmic discourse. Indeed, the chapters at the center of my inquiry will suggest that the regulation of masculinities in accordance with classed and gendered norms of respectability was central to the regulation and reformation
of cinema and the move toward classicism.
Important also to the industrial response to elite concerns about cinema
was the proposal that cinema could be “educational” and could consequently
create and shape a moral citizenry. A cursory glance through the trade press
of the period will turn up several articles detailing the educational potential of cinema. Far from having a deleterious effect on the morality of vulnerable and dangerous populations, these articles suggested, the “tremendous educational effect” of motion pictures could contribute to what Thomas
Edison called “the moral advance of the great masses of people.”103 Rhetoric
on the educational potential of cinema drew on period conceptions of the
function of education in both molding a moral and responsible citizenry,
particularly in “Americanizing” immigrant groups and forging a national
identity, and in the reproduction of class distinction.104 Both ﬁlm industry
entrepreneurs and Arnoldian reformers championed the positive cultural
function of moving pictures, pointing to their potential usage in—to pick
examples I will return to—schools, settlement houses, churches, the immigrant landing station of Ellis Island, and so on. The noncommercial and
nontheatrical exhibition and development of moving pictures was a real possibility in the period, as entrepreneurs and commentators discussed the potential social function of the new medium.
Linking cinema with other “discourses of sobriety” functioned also to
assuage regulatory concerns about the effects of cinema and to once again
tap into middle-class taste formations, for, as Charles Musser has shown,
nonﬁctional “screen practice” had become an important part of middle-class
cultural life in Europe and North America in the second half of the nineteenth century.105 A similar validation of the nonﬁctional and representations of reality informed a broader cultural conﬁguration that tied culture
to moral education, including lyceums, museums, expositions, state fairs,
the Chautauqua movement, and literary and artistic movements.106
Accordingly, “educational” ﬁlms were insistently championed by the
trade press from mid-1906 and early 1907 onward (when Views and Film
Index and Moving Picture World began), with a good deal of concern over
deﬁning what an educational cinema would be and in inventing a critical
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vocabulary to deal with it. Here, for example, is what Nickelodeon wrote
about this one month after its reports on the Essanay competition and the
choice of the word photoplay: “It has been the practice of the Nickelodeon
to boost continually for the so-called educational motion picture; although
we have confessed that we are not enamored of the word, as we wish some
one brighter than we are could discover or coin an expressive and euphonious term by which to classify scenic, scientiﬁc, and industrial subjects.”107
The strategy of “boosting” the “educational” tied in also with production
trends, notably the establishment in 1909 of a series of distribution catalogs devoted solely to “educational ﬁlms.”108 Trade journals began new
columns surveying and reviewing educational releases in the early 1910s,
further producing taxonomies of the category of nonﬁctional “educational.”109 Concerns to present cinema as capable of education informed also
the controversy over the choice of the word photoplay in the Essanay competition, which Nickelodeon criticized for not adequately describing ﬁlms
“of the industrial, scenic or scientiﬁc variety” and because it “merely distinguishes a particular kind of entertainment.”110 Repeatedly, members of
the ﬁlm industry and other Arnoldian reformers asserted that cinema could
play an important social and political role, that cinema could be something
more than mere entertainment.
A “boosting” of the educational potential of cinema was carried out by
different groups for different reasons. Arnoldian reformers like those associated with the People’s Institute believed at least initially in the development of a noncommercial and nontheatrical industry to create better citizenship. Other commentators and ﬁlmmakers believed in the realist tradition
and the importance of basing art in the ordinary and the everyday, drawing also on traditions of scientiﬁc observation that had been particularly
important in the development and early use of photography and projected
moving pictures. On the other hand, many mainstream ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs saw in this “boosting” a way to associate cinema with the cultural
capital and moral soundness of nonﬁction and education and thus to deﬂect
regulatory concerns about the effects of entertainment.
Legal deﬁnitions tied in with this deﬂection also, for at times the categorization of “educational” could directly protect ﬁlms and cinema from regulatory interventions. For example, an ordinance in New York City in late
1907 allowed for the provision of “harmless amusement” on Sundays,
deﬁned further as “sacred or educational.”111 If cinema could be conceptualized as “educational,” then it was legally protected (for further discussion
of the ordinance see chapter 3). Likewise, if cinema could be conceived of as
an arm of the press—whose role was commonly understood as one of ed-
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ucating the public about matters that legitimately concerned citizens—then
it could be afforded the constitutional guarantee of free speech and exempted
from various forms of commercial regulation (for example, interstate commerce regulation—for further discussion see chapter 4).
Yet the validation of the nonﬁctional and of the educational cultural function of cinema pushed against the commercial imperatives of the mainstream
ﬁlm industry. The mainstream industry had by 1907 shifted away from a
role as “visual newspaper” that had dominated ﬁlmmaking in the prenickelodeon era toward a dependence on the production of entertaining ﬁctional
ﬁlms principally because these were more amenable to industrial rationalization and because they had proven more popular with audiences.112 Cultural capital associated with the nonﬁctional and the educational clashed with
economic capital predicated on the production of entertainment. How to resolve this? One strategy was to produce a body of ﬁlms that enfolded Progressive Era reform issues within a dramatic narrative, creatively shaping
social discourses and self-consciously invoking the potential of cinema as
an educative and reform force like in the cycle of temperance dramas mentioned above and, for example, a number of ﬁlms about the commercial exploitation of children (now positioning cinema as a force for the betterment
of children).113 Labeled by Nickelodeon—ever happy to invent critical
terms—as “uplift dramatic ﬁlms,” the genre was described as educational
ﬁlms where the “musty ﬂavor conjured up by that word is concealed in a
sugar-coating of drama and perhaps even comedy.”114
Uplift dramatic ﬁlms made up a hybrid genre that effectively marked the
halfway point between a sense of cinema’s educative cultural function and
the commercial imperatives of the ﬁlm industry. The genre was accordingly
validated by the self-regulatory National Board of Censorship, itself a compromise formation between Arnoldian reformers and the ﬁlm industry. A
crucial response of the ﬁlm industry to regulatory pressures, then, was to
position cinema as socially useful. Cinema, these discourses and practices
suggested, could in fact create “better citizenship,” becoming a “civilizing
apparatus” or what we might term a “moral technology.”115

mere entertainment
Leaving aside for the time being the question of the ﬁlm industry’s response
to regulatory concerns about cinema, let me now turn to delineating what
I take to be the principal effects of the process of interaction between elite
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groups and the ﬁlm industry on the shaping of the deﬁnition and function
of mainstream cinema. The “sugar-coating” of the educational with the dramatic was clearly important here. Yet this conﬂation would become increasingly problematic through the teens as a series of controversies over
ﬁlms and the ensuing legal decisions narrowed the accepted conception of
the social function of cinema. Important here were tussles over the relation
of cinema to the press, beginning most noticeably in 1910 in response to debates about the legality of prizeﬁght ﬁlms of the African American boxer
Jack Johnson. In 1912 the so-called Sims Act resolved these debates by
deﬁning the ﬁlms as “commerce” and thus subjecting them to interstate
commerce regulation. The logic of this deﬁnition was followed by a Supreme
Court decision on the constitutionality of state censorship in 1915, when
the justices stated that ﬁlm was “more insidious in corruption by a pretense
of worthy purpose” and so should be deﬁned not as “vehicles of ideas” or
as “speech” but as “entertainment.”116 Local and state censor boards proliferated partly as a consequence of this extremely important decision. Like
the Sims Act, this decision depended on a deﬁnition of cinema as commerce
and as thus distinct from the press. Taken together, the decisions situated
cinema as beyond the constitutional guarantee of free speech as enshrined
in the First Amendment and in state constitutions.
Legal markers in the deﬁnition of the function of cinema were mirrored
also by a revised stance articulated by the National Board of Censorship.
Reversing its validation of the “uplift dramatic” genre, the board gradually
began to ﬁnd fault with those ﬁlms representing contemporary social problems amid concerns about the proper limits of indexicality and realism and
their effects on “suggestible” audiences. Important here were concerns about
both the improper use of ﬁlms purportedly conveying educational information about such subjects as sexual morality and about the use of cinema
for political purposes, its possible development as—in the words of the chairman of the board, Frederick Howe—“the daily press of industrial groups,
of classes, of socialism, syndicalism, and radical opinion.”117 Within the
board, and among other reform groups, there was a gathering sense that it
was dangerous to disseminate knowledge about such important subjects as
sexuality and politics to mass audiences, described by the board as “not composed of people of culture and reﬁnement,” through a medium that was becoming inextricably linked—legally and otherwise—to a commercial and
entertainment function.118 Legal decisions and those internal to the mainstream ﬁlm industry gradually established a consensus that mainstream cinema should principally offer harmless and culturally afﬁrmative entertain-
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ment, that cinema should be deﬁned, and should function, as a space apart
from the political sphere. Cinema’s place in the public sphere of common
discussion should be carefully delineated and delimited.
Let me suggest that a critical border around the deﬁnition of the function of cinema was drawn here in the midteens, effectively clearing out a
space within which the classical cinema would come to operate thereafter.
The attempted resolution of the problems cinema posed to structures of
governance was ultimately concentrated in the deﬁnition and production
of the social functioning of cinema as “mere entertainment,” as a ﬁctional,
apolitical space, and thus by its delineation as self-consciously trivial, purposeless, and self-referential. In other words, a progressive differentiation
of classical cinema from nonﬁctional discourses enclosed that cinema
within a self-contained space, detaching it from and opposing it to other
forms of discourse and so institutionalizing a social function for mainstream cinema that was divorced from social relevance. The establishment
and continued functioning of the hegemonic formation of cinema in the
teens—classical Hollywood—was tied to these performative deﬁnitional
debates.
Members of the mainstream industry came around to accepting this
deﬁnition of the social functioning of cinema because it helped avoid a crippling regulation of distribution and exhibition and thus kept state and reform forces at bay. Accordingly, it began to inform the self-deﬁnition of the
industry, evident, for example, in the screenplay-writing manuals that
emerged in the teens that both guided narrative norms but also invariably
urged writers not to stray onto the terrain of politics. “[H]eart interest must
predominate,” the authors of a manual called Writing the Photoplay suggested, and “[t]hat form of journalism which is best known as muckraking
is also out of place in the picture.”119 Likewise, a broader mythologization
of Hollywood as a utopian “dream factory” providing “mere,” “pure,” or
“harmless entertainment” that morally uplifts audiences developed. The
conception of the function of cinema complexly worked out in the preclassical period underpinned what ﬁlm historian Ruth Vasey has termed “industry policy” in the 1920s, by which the self-regulatory body of the mainstream industry continually worked to exclude socially and politically
contentious subject matter from the screen and to present “Hollywood’s
world as a realm apart, a self-contained universe, melodramatic but fundamentally benign.”120 The Production Code of 1930 simply made this conception of the function of cinema extremely clear, for the preamble to the
document as drafted by Father Daniel Lord stated precisely: “Theatrical motion pictures . . . are primarily to be regarded as ENTERTAINMENT.”121
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The deﬁnition of this function of cinema was worked out in the interactions
between elite groups and the ﬁlm industry in the preclassical period, when
a gradual and complex marginalization of conceptions of the social functioning of cinema existing beyond the category of “entertainment” took
place. Clearly this was a process that had profound and long-lasting effects
on the shaping of mainstream American cinema.
Let us be clear here: in the years 1905 to 1915 the deﬁnition of the function of cinema and of what mainstream cinema might be was to some extent malleable, and ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs were open to different practices that might make proﬁts (for example, the production and exhibition
of nonﬁctional boxing ﬁlms or so-called educational ﬁlms). After about 1915,
though, a clear hierarchy was set in place because of the regulatory and commercial imperatives delineated here. Initially this can be glimpsed in the establishment of ﬁlm programs from the teens onward that hierarchized the
importance of genres, in particular rendering nonﬁction and physical comedy as support “acts” to the main feature.122 Even more substantively
though, this process of hierarchization shunted alternative conceptions of
cinema to the margins of the mainstream, particularly apparent with politically orientated ﬁlmmaking, be that propaganda, the avant-garde, or “documentary,” and visible also in relation to genres associated with the “exploitation” of sexuality.
Exclusionary practices had somewhat contradictory effects here, though,
for this process of marginalization also opened up the space for alternative
conceptions of cinema to coalesce into institutional structures. Exploitation
cinema is a case in point. Eric Schaefer has shown how an exploitation genre
that skirted the borders of the moral, that was frequently premised on rather
dubious claims to educational veracity, and that was exhibited outside the
circuit of mainstream cinemas emerged in the post–World War I period principally because the mainstream industry’s self-deﬁnition as peddlers of
moral entertainment opened a space for alternative conceptions of entertainment.123 As with the exploitation cinema, a contradictory nexus of marginalization and production played a role in the establishment of an avantgarde deﬁned in terms opposed to the stylistic norms and apolitical nature
of mainstream cinema and also to the consolidation of preexisting nonﬁctional cultural practices into a genre linked to rhetorics of social persuasion and labeled in the 1920s—in an “expressive and euphonious” term that
may well have pleased Nickelodeon—“documentary.”124 Documentary, exploitation, propaganda, and the avant-garde embodied different conceptions
of the function of cinema and were accordingly cast off from the mainstream
cinema, pushed to what Christian Metz designates as “the marginal
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provinces, border regions . . . [of ] the feature length ﬁlm of novelistic
ﬁction.”125
Policing the social functioning of cinema in the preclassical period thus
had profound effects on the emergence and consolidation of classicism in
the teens, on the functioning of classicism for many years thereafter, and
on the production and marginalization of alternatives to that classicism. No
doubt this process was never complete, though, and although it was farreaching and extremely important, it was also partial and uneven. “[N]o single logic,” Richard Maltby reminds us, “has entirely shaped production decisions in Hollywood,” and as Charles Musser observes, we must maintain
a sense of continuity among practices and forms “if we are to understand
transformation as a dialectic process.”126 Filmmaking evidently addressed
social problems about subjects such as sexuality and politics in the later 1910s
and 1920s (and beyond), and contestations over particular ﬁlms and over
the effects of cinema have continued throughout its history. Even so, this
ﬁlmmaking and the continuing contestations over cinema took place in a
fundamentally delimited conﬁguration of conceptions of cinema, against the
backdrop of a by and large accepted deﬁnition and delineation of the social
function of mainstream cinema. Post-1915 contestations over cinema do not
aim to produce a fundamentally different cinema but are instead skirmishes
within accepted parameters. Never again would there be so much at stake
in the struggle to deﬁne, construct, and regulate cinema as there was in 1907
and at various points up until the midteens. I delineate the precise parameters of those struggles and their effects in the chapters that follow.

2 Scandalous Cinema, 1906–1907

Looking to capitalize on the notoriety of a widely reported scandal and murder trial, the management of the Grand Opera House in Superior, Wisconsin, sought in April 1907 to show The Unwritten Law: A Thrilling Drama
Based on the Thaw-White Case (Lubin, 1907). A brief account in the “Motion Picture Notes” section of Moving Picture World reported that the “house
was packed with an audience two-thirds women” and that “as the ﬁrst picture was thrown upon the screen . . . the interest was intense.”1 The exhibition got no further, though, “for at this point the chief of police walked
upon the stage and dramatically stopped the show,” standing between the
audience and the screen, physically blocking out the images of the scandalous
ﬁlm.2 Such literal policing continued in other places in relation to The Unwritten Law, the exhibition of which was stopped also in Houston, Worcester, Wickford, North Kingston, and New York City.3 Exhibitors showing the
ﬁlm were convicted of “imperiling the morals of young boys” and “impairing the morals of young children.”4 Like other examples of the concerns
emerging about the effects of moving pictures on vulnerable and dangerous populations after the rapid expansion of nickelodeon venues throughout 1906, this surveillance of public performance and space was consistent
with Anglo-American legal traditions and with a broad formation of policing as governance that was predicated on a conception of the links between
morality and public order.5
Later in the same month as the events in Superior, Wisconsin, The Unwritten Law was singled out in the inﬂuential “crusade” against moving
pictures and nickel theaters by the Chicago Tribune as symptomatic of the
demoralizing effects of “sensational” moving pictures and the new nickelodeons.6 The newly formed trade journal Moving Picture World saw the
ﬁlm as a lightning rod for developing regulatory concerns about moving
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pictures and nickelodeons: “The exhibition of this one ﬁlm alone has been
the cause of more adverse press criticism than all the ﬁlms manufactured
before, put together, have done. It has the police active in trying to put down
the nickelodeon. It has been the cause of action by church, children’s, purity and other societies and these societies have branded all alike, taking the
old saying, ‘Birds of a feather ﬂock together.’”7 Considered by ﬁlm historian Charles Musser as “the most controversial American ﬁlm produced
prior to the establishment of the Board of Censorship in 1909,”8 The Unwritten Law was the ﬁrst ﬁlm in the United States to be widely constructed
as “scandalous,” singled out as a speciﬁc focus for the “moral panic” about
dangerous representations and spaces that emerged in early 1907. Located
in this context, the ﬁlm became central to the beginnings of a discursive cordon sanitaire separating licit ﬁlmic representations from the illicit; it was
caught up in important formative debates and decisions both about the
boundaries of what could be seen on cinema screens and of what cinema
could be used for.
No doubt scandal surrounded the ﬁlm largely as a consequence of its subject matter, for it was based on a widely reported sexual scandal, murder,
and subsequent trial that had generated extraordinary press attention and
social commentary from summer 1906 through spring 1907. Integral to the
reporting of the scandal and the subsequent trials were discussions of “perverse” sexuality, of the corruption of children, and of the “moral turpitude”
of an urban heterosocial leisure world.9 As is often the case with the reporting of scandals, the events of the Thaw-White case were rendered symptomatic of more widespread moral problems, in this case as a symbol of a
broader social transformation characterized by an unraveling of social discipline and “good citizenship” and a moral malaise that was, for many, typical of “modernity” more generally.10 A crucial focal point for moral debate,
the scandal can be seen as a privileged site for examining the broader “regulatory space” on the eve of the nickelodeon boom, particularly in relation
to debates about sexuality and leisure.
Legal debates ensued about the propriety and legality of the public discussion and representation of private immorality in the sensational press.11
Even more pressing than this was the question about the morality and legality of the ﬁlmic reenactment, or “faked up representation,” of the scandalous events in The Unwritten Law, which was produced and exhibited
while the murder trial was going on in early 1907 and which was—police
bodies aside—widely seen by those troublesome, vulnerable, and dangerous audiences frequenting the new nickelodeons.12 Through a process of discursive slippage that was characteristic of the metonymic and serial struc-
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ture and function of “scandals” and “moral panics,” the ﬁlm effectively became a critical “transfer point” of knowledge and power in the construction
of cinema more generally as a problem of morality and governance.13 Considered in this way, a network of connections can be traced among the issues animating the initial scandal, the debates over its ﬁlmic reenactment,
and the larger “moral panic” about moving pictures and nickelodeons in
early 1907. These regulatory concerns were thus enmeshed with both the
broader processes of middle-class self-deﬁnition and activism and the debates about populations and governance so central to the regulatory discourses and practices of the period.
Located as a discrete event that illuminated the broader “regulatory
space” from mid-1906 to early 1907, the reporting of the Thaw-White scandal is traced out in detail here because it provides a crucial intertext for our
understanding of the precise discursive contexts that animated the developing contestation over cinema in late 1906 and early 1907. The chapter accounts for and analyzes the ﬁlmic reenactment of the scandal, the police and
reform response to the ﬁlm, and the nascent regulatory concerns about
cinema more generally throughout 1907 that culminated with the establishment of a police censorship board in Chicago in late 1907, a sort of rationalization of the actions of the police chief in Superior. Later, the constitutionality of the board was upheld in the Illinois Supreme Court in a decision
that set an important precedent for the legal measures considered in the following chapters. In this chapter, then, I begin to describe and explain the interaction between diverse reform responses to cinema, the responses of the
ﬁlm industry, and the actions of state authority.

an abyss of moral turpitude
Late in the evening on 25 June 1906, Harry K. Thaw shot and killed the
prominent architect Stanford White at the opening of a new musical review
at Madison Square Garden, New York City. “The ﬂash of that pistol,” the
New York Evening Journal wrote four days later, “lighted up the depths of
degradation, an abyss of moral turpitude,” or what the New York World later
termed a “festering moral ulcer.”14 Lit up as they were in the glare of the
sensational press between summer 1906 and spring 1907, the endless pages
of detail about immorality and perversity that surfaced exempliﬁed the
broader “visible explosion” of discourse on sexuality in the period and the
process by which “sex became a ‘police’ matter.”15
The story of immorality and degradation illumined in this “business of
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exposure” was brieﬂy this:16 in 1901 the well-known architect Stanford
White had pursued the sixteen-year-old model and “chorus girl” Evelyn
Nesbit after seeing her onstage as part of the well-known Florodora chorus.17 She had visited White’s apartment one night during their brief relationship and was allegedly drugged and raped. Later Nesbit married millionaire Harry Thaw; after three years of wedded life Thaw shot and killed
White, allegedly claiming as he did so, “He ruined my wife” (ﬁgure 2).18
His trial for murder ran from 23 January 1907 to 12 April 1907 and concluded with a hung jury. He was tried again in early 1908 and committed
to the Matteawan insane asylum.19
Every detail of the scandal as it appeared after the murder and during
the trial was seized on by the press and shaped into a long-running melodrama, enfolded in part into a narrative of the “ruination” of an innocent
lower-class girl by a sexually rapacious male villain and the subsequent rescue of the girl by the chivalric hero. Villainy was coded by class, for elements of the press made much of White’s elevated social status and of what
the New York Times called “the doings of the fast set.”20 Evidently this story
type, or “mode of emplotment,” was particularly ﬁtting for commentators,21
suggesting that, as Peter Brooks has shown, melodrama can provide a “ﬁction[al] system for making sense of experience” that expresses “an anxiety
brought by a frightening new world in which the traditional patterns of moral
order no longer provide the necessary social glue.”22 The shaping of the reallife scandal in the press along ﬁctional lines responded to these wider concerns about the fragility of moral order and social glue, positioning the
scandal as a liminal moment or “fault line” in the cultural contestation that
characterized the period more widely.
In exposing the “sexual underside” of the new urban heterosocial leisure
world characterized by musical reviews, cabaret, vaudeville, and cinema, the
scandal provided what cultural historian Lewis Erenberg describes as “the
most dramatic evidence that urban life was changing,” making visible the “reorientation away from the conﬁnement, restrictions, and conventions of urban industrial society and the code of gentility” that accompanied the rise of
a culture that was increasingly geared toward youth and “sensation.”23 Located as symptomatic of the transformation in both a discourse of sexuality
and in the cultural ﬁguration of urban life and leisure, the scandal became a
site for discourse about three main issues: stories of sexual immorality and
“perversity”; anxieties about both the vulnerability and agency of women
and children in the public sphere of commercialized leisure; and concerns
about “pleasure” superseding traditions of self-restraint, hard work, respectability, and “character.”
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Figure 2. Postcard, Stanford White, Evelyn Nesbit, and Harry Thaw, 1907.
Courtesy Bill Douglas Centre for the History of Cinema and Popular
Culture, University of Exeter.

Issues of pleasure and respectability were central to the reporting on the
scandal. Initial press reports focused on Stanford White’s alleged immorality and debauchery, producing what Harper’s Weekly termed a “postmortem defamation” via a “trial by newspapers.”24 This included details of
White’s alleged relationships with young actresses, his role in bachelor parties where naked women emerged from cakes, and the exoticism of White’s
design for Madison Square Garden and his apartment within it (the central
tower of the building was based on Seville’s Giraldo Tower and was topped
with a statue of a naked Diana, chaste goddess, that had drawn criticism for
its public display of female nudity).25 Much of this commentary counterpoised White to prevailing notions and traditions of “character” that were,
historians Kevin White and Gail Bederman suggest, an “essential component of bourgeois manhood,” involving above all else “the cultivation of
morals.”26 Clearly this cultivation was absent in what Harper’s Weekly
termed White’s “pursuit of pleasure,” a pursuit that “sacriﬁced the lasting
and the far removed good to some slight and momentary gratiﬁcation.”27
Likewise, a Reverend Samuel C. Deans was quoted asserting that the case
exposed the “utter degeneracy which exists among a large class of our richest Americans. The revolting indulgence in vice is the direct result of the
American habit of worshipping gold instead of character.”28 Leisure and the
pursuit of pleasure was evidently troublesome to prevailing traditions of
morality. One group of purity reformers, for example, argued that “the com-
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mercialization of practically every human interest in the past thirty years
has completely transformed daily life. . . . Prior to 1880 the . . . main business of life was living. . . . The main business of life now is pleasure.”29 White
became a highly visible symbol of this perceived pursuit of a new pleasure
ethic.
Commentators suggested that this “pursuit of pleasure” was diametrically opposed to the ideals of domesticity that were central to prevailing
structures of moral order and class alignment. Important here was the press
commentary focusing on White’s apartment in Madison Square Garden, for
not only was this residence separated from the home he shared upstate with
his wife and son, but it was literally a part of the leisure environment of the
city and was designed by White himself in an exotic and seemingly immoral
fashion (the apartment had a red velvet swing in the lounge and a bedroom
lined with one hundred mirrors).30 It was known, the New York World noted,
as his “pleasure house.”31 Likewise, a theater manager was quoted as saying that White’s “playhouse was the playhouse”—the conjunction of pleasure, play, and house is signiﬁcant.32 Hinting that within the Madison Square
Garden tower “Stanford White lost sight of the chaste Diana,” the New York
World archly noted that the reputed rake’s “love of the beautiful produced
two sides to his nature; he loved only the chaste and beautiful in his work,
he loved only the gay and beautiful in his pleasure.”33 Living between these
two worlds, split between the ideals of his well-respected work and the immorality of his pleasure, White was a highly visible member of what the
New York World called “the high ﬂying bohemian set” and was accordingly
considered in much of this discourse to be diametrically opposed to notions
of “character” and to ideals of domesticity.34 Looked at in this way, White—
and, indeed, the scandal more generally—was positioned as “other” to the
classed terrain of the “respectable.”
Linked concerns about pleasure, respectability, domesticity, and the corruption of women and children informed the widely reported rhetoric at
Thaw’s ﬁrst trial in early 1907. Thaw’s defense attorneys sought to establish White as immoral and perverse in order to justify Thaw’s actions. Much
of this argument focused on the age disparity between the middle-aged
White and the sixteen-year-old Evelyn Nesbit, who was insistently ﬁgured
in this rhetoric (and in that of the press) as “childlike.”35 Lead defense attorney Delphin Delmas claimed: “He [White] established himself in a paternal attitude to the family . . . this man old enough and more than old
enough to be her father. He was a man whose wife and son awaited him at
home at that hour. Is it necessary for me to recite the details of that night?
The child was plied with drugs and became the victim of the man who had
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posed as her protector.”36 Hinting at a terrible perversity—an incestuous
rape—Delmas’s rhetoric chimed with the wider discourses on “child abuse”
and with what economist and historian Viviana A. Zelizer terms the “sacralization” of childhood in the period, the shift toward a new sentimental norm
for childhood.37 Cultural and economic changes helped produce a new sense
of the child as an emotional and affective asset beyond ﬁscal considerations,
Zelizer argues, leading to the formation of notions of “child abuse” and the
organization of institutions like the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children.38
Located in this context, the relentless references to Nesbit’s youth in the
press reporting and the rhetoric of Delmas make more sense. Indeed, it had
emerged fairly quickly after the murder that Thaw had actually approached
well-known reformer and “moral policeman” Anthony Comstock, founder
of the Society for the Suppression of Vice, to investigate White’s relationships with young actresses.39 Comstock had gone so far as to hire rooms
next to White’s in Madison Square Garden to gather evidence against White
and to approach the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children to
urge them to investigate White further.40 Not able to gather sufﬁcient evidence, Comstock still came forward after the murder to declare himself
“morally convinced of White’s guilt,” claiming later, “I know that Stanford
White was a human monster. . . . I know that White made a business of ruining young girls.”41 Like Comstock, many commentators used the scandal
to express concerns about the dangers of public space for young women and
for children—issues that would be important also to the concerns expressed
about nickelodeons.
Lawyer Delmas’s rhetoric on the perversity of White and the innocence
of Nesbit cleared the grounds for the melodramatic representation of Harry
Thaw as a chivalric avenger of children and the domestic more generally.
Here Delmas claimed that Thaw “struck as the tigress strikes the invader
who comes to rob her of her young. He struck for the purity of the home.”
In this way Thaw was portrayed as a maternal protector (a “tigress”) opposed to White’s paternal perversity. He could then be portrayed as the upholder of the code of gentility and respectability that White so dramatically
contravened. In his widely discussed summation to the jury Delmas suggested that Thaw suffered from a species of insanity he labeled “dementia
Americana.” Linked together with a discussion of rationality and agency in
the trial, issues I will come back to later, Delmas claimed that this temporary “species of insanity” was connected to the belief that “every home [is]
sacred”: “It is that species of insanity which makes a man believe that the
honor of his wife is sacred; it is that species of insanity which makes him
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believe that whoever invades the sanctity of that home, whoever brings pollution upon that daughter, whoever stains the virtue of that wife, has forfeited the protection of human laws and must look to the eternal justice and
mercy of God.”42
Evidently Delmas was drawing on a legal tradition of an “unwritten law”
defense that had proliferated throughout the nineteenth century, which
justiﬁed an outraged husband, father, or brother in killing the alleged libertine who had been sexually intimate with the defendant’s wife, daughter,
or sister.43 Legal defenses relying on this unwritten law were certainly anomalous by 1907, but the currency of this stance on respectability and the sanctity of the domestic sphere was widely visible in responses to the trial. In a
poll in the New York Evening Journal between the end of June and August
1906, for example, readers were asked whether Thaw was justiﬁed, and therefore innocent, or guilty. The ﬁnal count favored Thaw: 2,054 thought him
guilty, 5,119 innocent.44
Even so, the representation of Thaw as chivalric man of character was
not uncontested. It emerged fairly quickly after the murder that he, too, had
previously engaged in acts the New York Times deemed “of a character unﬁt
to describe.” The paper went on to note, however, that Thaw had bought a
dog whip and “lashed [a woman] into submission.”45 This rhetorical structure was perfectly consistent with the dynamic of incitement and containment evident in the reporting on the scandal. The tabloid newspaper New
York World ran the headline “Thaw a Drug Fiend and Degenerate” just two
days after the shooting, and further details of Thaw’s immorality and “perversity” soon emerged in the press, even more so at his second trial in early
1908, as well as in the autobiographies written by Evelyn Nesbit Thaw in
1914 and 1934.46 Looking to undercut the discourse of character and chivalry
that underpinned the defense strategy, District Attorney William Travers
Jerome mockingly referred to Thaw as a “veritable Sir Galahad.”47
Like Jerome, other commentators saw Thaw as immoral and perverse, and
in much of the commentary this perception became closely linked, as it was
with White, to his class status. Thaw was an extremely wealthy socialite who
had inherited his money from his father’s industrial enterprises. Leading a
life “unbridled from the cradle to the cell,” Thaw, the New York World observed scornfully, “had nothing to do with his life but devise ways of spending money of his father’s that he did not earn.”48 Likewise, a German doctor lecturing on Thaw the day before the verdict in Thaw’s ﬁrst trial
characterized Thaw’s condition as one in which will and reason had been
weakened by wealth and hereditary nervous disorders. “Idleness in the children of the rich,” he observed, “the lack of proper education, the gratiﬁcation
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of every desire for whatever can be purchased are powerful factors in producing criminality.”49
Both White and Thaw thus emerged in the glare of press interest as perverted subjects, a sense that was closely tied to the class status of the men
in a way that was consistent with the melodramatic framing of the scandal.
The mobilization of discourses of perversity here can be seen perhaps as one
example of the process of an “implantation of perversities” delineated by
Michel Foucault.50 The perversities of the two men were presented as “the
kind of deviation by which sexuality was ceaselessly threatened,” as they
were produced as “other” to that broader hegemonic constellation of economic, familial, social, and political relations that were articulated by, and as,
the dominance of the middle class.51 No doubt the shaping of the scandal as
melodrama was the best way of articulating this process of class deﬁnition
via discourses of sexuality and perversity, for the insistent moral legibility
of melodrama frequently plays a cultural role in mediating sociopolitical
change and is often associated with the self-deﬁnition of a middle class and
with the articulation of a “powerful new populist consciousness.”52 Rhetoric
by the press, reformers, and attorneys at the trial thus sought to delineate
moral norms through outlining the characters and actions of these two men.
White and Thaw were positioned in this discourse as symbolic of a classed
conﬁguration of perversity, used to mark off the boundaries of acceptable
behavior in a structure of melodrama that quite clearly responded to, and
participated in, broader anxieties about the transformations of sexual and
moral norms, about “pleasure” superseding “character” and domesticity,
and about perversity and class. Decadent masculinity was ﬁgured as beyond
the pale of norms of respectability and class.

the eternal question
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw was also a critical ﬁgure in the proliferation of discourses
around the scandal. A picture of Nesbit drawn by Charles Dana Gibson when
she was an artists’ model, entitled “The Eternal Question” and in which Nesbit’s hair is arranged as a question mark (ﬁgure 3), was widely reproduced
during the scandal, offering an embodiment of the confusion that circulated
around the ﬁgure of Nesbit. Gibson’s pictures, historian Kevin White has
noted, “broke away ever more decisively from the restraints of the cult of
True Womanhood and of Victorianism in general” and have been seen by
scholars as symbolic of shifts in the roles of women and of an extension of
sensual expressivity in the culture at large.53 Evelyn Nesbit was a visible

Figure 3. Portrait of Evelyn Nesbit
titled “The Eternal Question,” by Charles
Dana Gibson, 1903. Courtesy Bill Douglas
Centre for the History of Cinema and
Popular Culture, University of Exeter.

ﬁgure in this movement, emerging in mid-1906 as a critical contested site
around which debates about gender roles and about the positioning of
women in the emergent heterosocial sphere of leisure practices were waged.
Her role in the scandal was a source of considerable speculation in the
press. Two positions were delineated: on the one hand, Nesbit was seen as a
“ruined” innocent “girl” (much play was made of her age again in this context); on the other hand, she was regarded as a corrupt and lying “public
woman” who had brought the scandal on herself because of her own desire
for pleasure and her role in the public eye (as artists’ model and chorus girl ).
Like the accounts of Thaw’s actions debated at the trial, a series of arguments about agency developed here, counterposed not to irrationality, however, but to vulnerability.
Exemplary of this division in the construction of the role and meaning
of Nesbit were the positions outlined by the prosecution and defense at the
ﬁrst trial of Thaw. “The schoolgirlish appearing wife,” the New York Times
reported on the day after Delmas’s plea of dementia Americana, who had
been “depicted under cross examination [by District Attorney Jerome] as a
typical member of the Tenderloin colony of New York,” now “saw herself
depicted in a halo of virtue.”54 Delmas’s strategy was quite clear, as he attempted to present Nesbit as virtuous in order to bolster his suggestion that
Thaw’s actions were a tolerable protection of his wife and of domesticity
more generally. His summation initially centered on another telling of Nesbit’s life story, told countless times in the wake of the murder and again in
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detail when Nesbit testiﬁed at the trial. Here as elsewhere the narrative began with the death of Nesbit’s father, the dissolution of an idyllic domestic
past that plunged the family into poverty and forced Nesbit to work outside the home to protect that home.55 “She drudged,” Delmas claimed, “giving her scant dollars to the support of her mother and brother.”56 In this
narrative Nesbit was forced into the realms of the working class, her life as
a model and chorus girl protective and not destructive of the domestic. Consistent with the melodramatic rhetoric surrounding the scandal and trial,
this strategy aimed also to counter a widely held suspicion that, as the New
York World phrased it, “the stage girl is different from her domestic sister”
and that, as one of the jurors at the trial would subsequently remark in an
interview, a career on the stage could be seen “as an expression of revolt
against the enforced routine of home life.”57
Not surprisingly, District Attorney Jerome emphasized this position, representing Nesbit as a typical immoral member of the “Tenderloin,” the vice
district of New York City. Under cross-examination Nesbit admitted to an
operation that was “not countenanced by all surgeons” (the implication being an abortion);58 Jerome theatrically produced a diary Nesbit had written
after she had met White, where she had written of other girls, “[T]hey will
never be anything except, perhaps, good wives and mothers,” next to which
she had drawn a picture of a nun with three exclamation marks. “This child,”
Jerome remarked, “[had] no desire to be a good wife or mother.”59 Widely
circulated postcards pictured Nesbit in provocative poses (see ﬁgures 4 and
5). Jerome’s strategy in relation to Delmas’s was summed up by a comment
in the British paper the Daily Telegraph: “Public conscience may condone
private vengeance for such acts, but the hearth that has been violated must
have been kept tolerably clean before.”60 As had been the case with the rhetoric surrounding Thaw and White, a series of issues about domesticity, respectability, and “perversity” were central to the delineation of the signiﬁcance of the scandal and the trial.
Evelyn Nesbit’s career as an artists’ model and chorus girl meant that
she inhabited the commercial world in which the breakdown of class- and
sex-segregated entertainments of the nineteenth century enabled the emergence of women as consumers. Lois Banner has shown how chorus girls were
represented as exemplifying a “new, modern concept of womanhood, one that
involved independence, sexual freedom, and an enterprising, realistic attitude towards a career.”61 Visible in particular in the redeﬁnition of workingclass female sexuality, this discourse had far-reaching implications for the
formulation of middle-class femininity in the later 1910s and the 1920s
through the ﬁgure of the “ﬂapper” and the “new woman.”62 Indeed, Nes-
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Figure 4. Composite photograph postcard, Evelyn Nesbit and Harry
Thaw, 1907. Courtesy Bill Douglas Centre for the History of Cinema
and Popular Culture, University of Exeter.

bit would herself remain in the public eye through the teens, going on to
become a vaudeville and cinema star, perhaps—as E. L. Doctorow’s novel
Ragtime suggests—America’s ﬁrst sex symbol and certainly a visible part
of that shift in the cultural ﬁguration of woman from, in historian Joanne
Meyerowitz’s words, “Victorian angel to sexy starlet.”63 Nesbit and the
scandal that surrounded her were important to this contested transformation. Her discursive positioning preﬁgured a series of debates about the pleasures and dangers of female and youth consumption and agency that would
come to center on the new nickelodeons proliferating in urban space.
Legal debates about Nesbit’s testimony extended beyond Thaw’s trial:
President Theodore Roosevelt raised the issue of whether verbatim reports
of the testimony ought to be excluded from the United States mails, and a
number of newspapers in Louisville, Kentucky, were indicted under local
legislation for printing obscenity when they reproduced “part of Mrs.
Thaw’s evidence . . . describing the manner in which Stanford White
drugged and seduced her.”64 The trial in Louisville can stand as an important example of legal debates about obscenity and the rights of the press
and other media immediately preceding more extensive debates about the
role of cinema. In the trial Judge Carroll focused attention on the public dimension of the harm of “obscene materials”—deﬁned as those presenting
an “immorality” linked to “sexual impurity” that “have a tendency to corrupt the morals and deprave the taste of the people”—but ultimately ar-
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Figure 5. Postcard, Evelyn
Nesbit, 1907. Courtesy Bill
Douglas Centre for the History
of Cinema and Popular Culture,
University of Exeter.

gued that the case was of legitimate public interest and the press had a right
and duty to report it.65 “The Thaw trial was a notable criminal case,” the
judge noted; “the public everywhere were interested in all of its details—
and the newspapers of the country, to gratify this desire, however depraved
it might have been, published full accounts of it.”66 Even though newspapers were not “privileged to publish all the ﬁlthy and disgusting details that
are developed by the evidence in court proceedings,” and despite widespread
concerns about the tabloid or “yellow press,” Judge Carroll still asserted
that a distinction needed to be made between the application of obscenity
law to daily newspapers as opposed to books and pamphlets and other pictorial representations.
Evelyn Nesbit’s account of rape and of White’s perversity became, then,
a charged moment in both the trial and in the ongoing delineation of “obscenity,” becoming a test case for the application of obscenity laws to newspapers that drew a clear distinction between a newspaper as an impartial
purveyor of “the news of the day” and other forms of ﬁction. Later, the representation of the rape would become central to the ﬁlm made of the scandal and to debates about that ﬁlm. Even more important, the establishment
of a distinction between the press and moving pictures, which were at this
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time still frequently considered “visual newspapers,” would be critical to
the deﬁnition of the social function of cinema.67
Lighting up “an abyss of moral turpitude,” the press and the legal process
set up the competing stories about the scandalous events and their causes
in a way that clearly spoke to broader moral contestations about perversity
and masculinity, character, class, and leisure space and about women and children and the public sphere, contestations that took place as nickelodeons and
moving pictures were proliferating. In turn, the events occasioned public
debate over the propriety of the public representation of private immorality and about the rights of newspapers and other forms of communication.
Legal consideration of these questions at the precise moment cinema was
emerging is an important site to understand the tradition from which the
legal contestation over cinema emerged. It is toward further account of the
moment of cinema’s emergence and proliferation that I now turn, beginning by examining the cinematic encoding of the Thaw-White scandal in
early 1907 and its negotiation of the cultural locale delineated thus far, asking: how did the ﬁlm construct the scandal? How did it intervene in the
broader public scandal? And how did the ﬁlm’s form and style intersect with
emerging questions about the social uses of ﬁlm? Later in this chapter I will
turn to the response to the ﬁlm and to the broader regulatory discourses
and practices focused on cinema from early 1907.

faked up representation
Late in 1906 the Thaw-White scandal was literally turned into a melodrama
when a play based on the scandal entitled The Millionaire’s Revenge was
produced. Advertised as a “play true to life founded on the New York Madison Square Garden tragedy,” and as “a sensational melodrama, depicting
the life of the chorus girl and rich clubmen of New York,” the play featured
three main characters named Harold Daw, Emiline Hudspeth Daw, and Stanford Black (a heavily overdetermined shift from White to Black).68 It documented several lurid episodes in the life of Black that seem loosely based
on tales of White’s “perversity.” Villainous Black, for example, is introduced
in a scene in which he brutally knocks down a blind old man who was begging to know what had become of his young daughter. Later, he organizes
a party where several scantily clad women emerged from a large cake. It is
possible that Harry Thaw’s mother ﬁnanced the play.69 The New York World
commented that it certainly seemed to have been created for the “purpose
of making public sympathy for Thaw.” “Throughout the melodrama,” the
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paper went on, “the sentence ‘The unwritten law will prevail!’ is repeated,”
and at the close of the play Daw declares from his cell: “No jury on earth
will send me to the chair, no matter what I have done or what I have been,
for killing the man who defamed my wife. That is the unwritten law made
by men themselves, and upon its virtue I will stake my life.”70 Linked
“closely to the story as it appeared in the newspapers,” the play would seem
to be part of the tradition of sensational melodramas, which were frequently
based on topical subjects.71 “[N]o one can say modern melodrama is anything but up to date after seeing ‘A Millionaire’s Revenge,’” one review
noted, and from what can be gathered from the few remaining descriptions
of the play it appears that it followed the episodic structure of such theater,
linking a number of key scenes to create a succession of arresting highlights.72 Reviewers noted that “sensation followed sensation” in this “vivid
bit of melodrama.”73
The ﬁlm The Unwritten Law, produced in early 1907, had much in common with this play. As in the play, the character of Stanford White is also
called “Black.” Likewise, the refrain “the unwritten law” forms the title of
the ﬁlm, and in it Thaw is released at the close on the basis of such a law.
The structure of the ﬁlm leans also toward the episodic in representing a
succession of “attractions” drawn from the sensational reporting of the scandal.74 Intertextual connections between the play and the ﬁlm support recent
accounts of the intertextual legacy of “sensational” melodrama for ﬁlm.75
Important here also is a continuity of traditions of representing “sensational” and topical “newsworthy” events. Like the “up-to-date” melodrama
of the stage, ﬁlmic reenactments of such events as battles, executions, assassinations, and so on proliferated in the early years of the twentieth century alongside a sense of cinema as a “visual newspaper.”76 Looser distinctions between fact and ﬁction were tolerated in this ﬁlmmaking tradition.77
Links between Nesbit’s sensational testimony and the ﬁlm, and the sense
of ﬁlm as a visual newspaper, were made more explicit by the timing of the
ﬁlm’s production and release. Copyrighted on 4 March 1907, the text was
probably conceived and produced in the wake of Nesbit’s widely reported
and—as we have seen—extremely controversial testimony at the trial of
Thaw on 7 and 8 February. In a brief review of the ﬁlm Variety commented:
“The record of the trial has been combed over with an eye to its sensational
points and these have been strung along into a fairly complete exposition
of Mrs. Harry Thaw’s testimony.”78 Likewise, Fred Balshofer’s memories
of working with Siegmund Lubin, the producer of the ﬁlm, also suggest that
the ﬁlm was based on newspaper accounts of the scandal. Recalling Lubin’s
practice of reenacting boxing ﬁlms by reading out summaries of the rounds
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for stand-in boxers to ﬁght, Balshofer wrote: “We then sold the picture as
the actual championship ﬁght with real boxers—we even made a one reel
picture portraying the shooting of Stanford White by Harry Thaw.”79 Lubin’s advertisement for the ﬁlm began also by noting that “everybody has
read the Thaw-White case which for many weeks ﬁlled the pages of all the
daily papers throughout the country.” Lubin even suggested, erroneously,
that Evelyn Nesbit Thaw starred in the ﬁlm.80 The speciﬁc timing of the ﬁlm
thus suggests that it was the image of the ruination of Nesbit at the hands
of the “villainous” White, central to Nesbit’s widely reported and contested
testimony, that was critical to the ﬁlming of the scandal.81 Nesbit’s account
of the rape had ﬁgured for many as the kernel of the scandal and its representation would become central to the ﬁlm. It would also be important to
reform concerns about the ﬁlm, about the ﬁlmic representation of immorality, and about the complex question of the functioning of cinema as
regards the press.
Linked together with no immediate relation of action and situation between shots, the “sensational points” of the story were initially presented
as a series of one scene/one shot tableaux that operated as a “sort of micronarrative, showing a single location and a complete action” with the relation
only of distant chronology.82 The ﬁlm thus begins with Nesbit/Hudspeth,
accompanied by her mother, posing for an artist as White/Black enters, shifting to a scene of Hudspeth learning to dance, to a scene in a cafe where Thaw/
Daw strikes Black, and from there to a scene in Black’s apartment. Important shifts in register take place here, though, that are intriguing and merit
attention.
After the intertitle “The Velvet Swing” Hudspeth is swung up and down
by Black on the swing in the lounge of his apartment (ﬁgure 6), ultimately
puncturing a parasol Black had placed in the door frame. Hudspeth and Black
then move to the back of the frame to go upstairs to the top left, emerging
after the title “The Boudoir with 100 Mirrors” in the said room from the right.
Both scenes depict highly charged moments in the testimony of Nesbit,
which were singled out in the press as images of a secret, decadent, and perverse otherworld.83 Their representation in the ﬁlm would become central
to the reform concern generated around it and to debates about the boundaries of what could be seen on cinema screens. The Chicago Tribune, for example, observed that “the stairway scene . . . is made the most prominent
feature of this faked up representation”; at some exhibitions of the ﬁlm it
was suggested that these scenes be removed.84 In the ﬁlm, as Hudspeth examines the pictures on the back wall of the boudoir, Black is seen in the foreground drugging her drink (ﬁgure 7), after which she collapses and he places

Figures 6–7. The Unwritten Law: A Thrilling Drama Based on the ThawWhite Case (Lubin, 1907). Frame enlargements courtesy Motion Picture
Department, George Eastman House.
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a screen around her prone body and the shot ends. Shifting register from
what precedes it, there is a signiﬁcant change here, in the terms proposed
by Tom Gunning, from a narrative of noncontinuity to a narrative of continuity, with the observance of screen direction making clear the temporal
and spatial relations between the two shots.85 A hierarchy of knowledge set
up in the foregrounding of Black’s putting a drug in the drink shifts slightly
away from a structure entirely reliant on spectatorial foreknowledge; at the
same time it adds another layer of emotion to the ﬁlm as the rape becomes
narrativized in ways that engage the viewer through suspense. Indeed, this
sequence will also provide the motivation within the ﬁlm for Daw’s murder of Black. This is a shift toward a centering of ﬁlmic discourse and narrative development on the psychological motivation of characters, glimpsed
later when Daw is in prison and dreams of kissing his wife, his mother, and
then of murdering Black (this is matted onto the prison wall ).86 This device
suggests that Daw’s actions were motivated by his love of his wife and his
mother, so that the murder becomes, as it did in Thaw’s legal defense a month
after the ﬁlm was made, a strike “for the purity of home, for the purity of
American womanhood.”
As we have seen, the scene of rape was a central and contested issue at
the trial of Thaw. Lead defense lawyer Delmas introduced it to demonize
White and to gain sympathy for Thaw’s actions, and District Attorney
Jerome attempted to stop the introduction of this information, arguing that
it was irrelevant to the murder. After a complex series of negotiations, details of the alleged rape were allowed as evidence on the grounds that Nesbit had allegedly told Thaw about it. “Whether the acts took place or did not
take place,” the judge noted, “is an immaterial matter,” for what was relevant was that Thaw believed it to be true and thus acted “accordingly.”87
Jerome directed the jury that this testimony was admissible “purely to show
that the mind of this defendant was affected by the narration of these facts
by the witness, and . . . the rules of evidence do not permit the District Attorney to controvert the facts as ever having occurred.”88 Jerome’s obvious
frustration at this resulted in numerous interjections during Nesbit’s testimony and a series of arguments about the distinctions between narrative
and truth, ﬁction and reality, and the effects of narrative that would perhaps not be out of place in the pages of an article on literary or ﬁlm theory.
Indeed, the arguments about agency, about how we are inﬂuenced to commit criminal acts by stories we believe to be true, and about spectatorial emotional engagement would become central to the reform concerns about cinema and to the development of the efforts to gather knowledge about the
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effects of cinema in the journalistic and social science work on cinema delineated in the following section.
Linked closely to Nesbit’s testimony, The Unwritten Law shows the
“truth” of her testimony and depicts the rape as fact and in so doing engages the audience in the act in a way that preﬁgures the (alleged) engagement of Thaw that would lead to his murder of White. Audiences are invited to become emotionally involved in these events, as the ﬁlm sets up a
structure of “allegiance” with Daw and as these textual devices mirror and
make clear Delmas’s strategy.89 And this invitation becomes more apparent
as the ﬁlm continues. After an intertitle reading “After the marriage and
the invitation to the roof garden,” a party of four leave what appears to be
a church, with the next shot showing Hudspeth and Daw in a room (Hudspeth looks at her hand as if at a wedding ring, which suggests that the
two shots are temporally connected). A man enters; the three leave in a
car and arrive at the roof garden, where, after Black enters behind them
pointing and laughing at Daw, Daw gets up and shoots him. This sequence
of four shots maintains a sense of continuity, although it certainly deviates from the actual events, telescoping the wedding with the night of the
murder—temporally gluing together events that in reality were separated
by years—as the ﬁlm shifts away from a narrative entirely reliant on audience foreknowledge to a self-sufﬁcient and partly ﬁctionalized narrative.
Furthermore, by speeding up the events the ﬁlm makes Daw’s actions more
believable and sympathetic, thus enhancing the structure of allegiance. In
the ﬁlm, it seems, he married Hudspeth, discovers her “ruination,” and kills
Black. In reality, or let us say in the versions of reality surfacing at the trial,
Nesbit told him about the rape before they were married and three years
later Thaw killed White.
Cinema historians have noted that a shift in the register of ﬁlms from
shots conceived of as self-contained wholes to shots as parts of a more complex sequence is characteristic of the hybridity of narrative construction in
early 1907. For Charles Musser, this hybridity is visible in a ﬁlm like The
Teddy Bears (Edison, 1907), which begins as a fairy tale but shifts halfway
through to a realistic chase comedy, juxtaposing two referents in a shift
between genre and, crucially, between a narrative reliant on audience foreknowledge—where, as Noel Burch has shown more generally, shots function as “illustrations for a narrative which is elsewhere”—and a selfsufﬁcient narrative whose outcome was not necessarily known and that
could engage the viewer through surprise and suspense.90 A similar shift
is visible in The Unwritten Law, particularly in the section that follows the
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shooting and the series of events well known to many through the massive exposure the scandal received in the press. After the title “The Tombs
Prison” Daw is seen in a cell, where he is visited by Hudspeth and a woman
whom I take to represent Thaw/Daw’s mother. They leave; he falls asleep
and dreams of the murder, is awakened, and enters the courtroom. After a
fairly lengthy and difﬁcult-to-follow courtroom scene, where Hudspeth is
on the witness stand, Daw is acquitted and walks down the center of the
courtroom, arm in arm with his mother and Hudspeth in a shot that seems
almost to suggest the reafﬁrmation of Hudspeth and Daw’s marriage. Produced and exhibited while Thaw was on trial, the ﬁlm thus closes with
Thaw/Daw walking free, acquitted on the basis of the “unwritten law” of
the ﬁlm’s title. Going further than the play The Millionaire’s Revenge in
actually representing Thaw’s acquittal, the ﬁlm thus moves over into a selfsufﬁcient narrative that engages the viewer through suspense and surprise
and intervenes as “propaganda” on Thaw’s behalf. A month later Delmas
invoked a similar defense in his closing address to the jury; the representation preceded the real, as Delmas’s plea was enmeshed with the melodramatic and sensational intertext that was visible in the press, in the play,
and in the ﬁlm.
Intertwined with these questions about narrative structure and hybridity are issues of the connections between nonﬁctional and ﬁctional forms,
for the shift away from audience foreknowledge toward a self-sufﬁcient narrative will frequently be a shift toward ﬁction and away from events that
have some basis in the real (as it is in The Teddy Bears and in the ﬁnal section of The Unwritten Law). Even though the “sublimation of actuality”
into ﬁction is a process that had reached a certain industrial centrality by
1907, when it is clear that ﬁctional dramatic subjects outweighed the production and exhibition of actualities and nonﬁctional subjects, this was a
transitional process, producing a cinema split in some respects between fact
and ﬁction and between different conceptions of social function.91 Visual
newspaper traditions had waned but the validity of conceptualizing cinema
as a visual newspaper had not been resolved. Indeed, Philip Rosen has recently argued that the new emphasis in commercial ﬁlmmaking on ﬁctional
narrative had to “negotiate the desire to see actuality through the moving
indexical image, to presuppose it and compromise with it.”92 Located somewhere between the terms of its subtitle—being both a thrilling drama that
is based on the real—The Unwritten Law is symptomatic of its positioning
in this moment of transition and negotiation. Instability in ﬁlms’ ﬁctionalization of real-life events would become important to concerns about this
ﬁlm and to the broader regulatory concerns about the social functioning of
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cinema beginning at this moment, particularly concerns with the relationship of cinema to the press and to notions of “obscenity.”
It is apparent also that a shift in narrative construction within the ﬁlm
takes place in close conjunction with the representation of sexuality, for it is
Black’s rape of Hudspeth that triggers a shift from a narrative of noncontinuity to a narrative of continuity and that furthermore pushes the ﬁlm toward a form of ﬁlmic discourse centered on individual psychology (a psychology more generally insistently ﬁgured widely in the culture as based on
the “truth” of sexuality). Engaging with sexuality pushes the ﬁlm toward a
particular narrative conﬁguration, helping produce a form of ﬁlmic discourse
that would shortly become hegemonic in mainstream American cinema.
Here, at the stuttering outset of this discourse, there emerges a curious interplay between an implantation of sexuality (and “perversity”) and immediate regulatory concerns about that implantation, a “spiral” of incitement
and containment that would go on to become central to the interaction between commercial imperatives and regulatory discourses and practices for
some time thereafter.93 Emerging from a speciﬁc explosion of discourse about
sexuality and perversity, The Unwritten Law is symptomatic of the positioning of cinema within the context of a broader cultural intensiﬁcation and
“visible explosion” of discourse on sexuality and the functioning of cinema
both as a signiﬁcant part of the various productive discourses of sexuality
and as a site for the exercise of the will to knowledge about sexuality.94
Last in this section on the ﬁlm let me propose that it is possible to precisely discern in the form and style of the ﬁlm two issues that would become central to the developing concerns about cinema: ﬁrst, the ﬁlm’s meshing of fact and ﬁction and its “sensational” representation of controversial
real-life events; second, the development of a form of storytelling predicated
on the emotional engagement of spectators. In one of those curious oddities of the historical archive these two issues informed a fascinating response
to the ﬁlm—from Harry Thaw himself! After somehow seeing the ﬁlm,
Thaw instructed his lawyer to complain about the inadequacy of its representation of the events in which he had participated. When a New York exhibitor went to trial for showing the ﬁlm, Thaw’s lawyer read out a statement: “Mr. Thaw has requested me to inform the court that the moving
pictures which have just been under consideration are not what they purported to be. He wants it distinctly understood that the picture of his wife
is not a good one, and that the other pictures do not show the marriage ceremony as it occurred, nor the principals in it. The same applies to the tragedy
on the roof garden.”95 A consequence of a very peculiar exhibition context
and act of reception, this response provides a further example of the ﬁlm’s
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curious positioning in relation to the uncertain boundary of the real and
representation: Thaw, emotionally engaged in the original events in such a
way as to be led, so his lawyers claimed, to murder, watches those events
actually take place, sees himself represented in prison while being in prison,
and follows the fantasy resolution of his acquittal. Not satisﬁed with that,
though, his concern is with the realism of the ﬁlm, with the dramatization
of his acts and with the ﬁlm’s departure from the real in search of the thrilling
that was part of broader shifts away from a reliance on intertextual referentiality to self-enclosed ﬁctional diegesis.
Like Thaw, many other commentators were concerned about the “sensationalization” of this ﬁlm and others and about the emotional engagement
of spectators in events represented on-screen. I now turn toward an account
of the development and parameters of those concerns.

schools for crime
A cycle of “sensational” ﬁlms proliferated on the eve of the nickelodeon
boom, tapping into the “popular sensationalism” then characteristic of sensational melodrama (such as The Millionaire’s Revenge) and the tabloid
press.96 The cycle became increasingly problematic after the nickelodeon
boom, when moving pictures were seen in greater numbers by lower-class,
immigrant audiences—as the concerns expressed about the most visible example of this cycle, The Unwritten Law, attest. Immediately after its release
the ﬁlm was singled out by the trade press, reform groups, and various police forces as an unacceptable representation. The newly formed trade journal Moving Picture World had spoken out against the ﬁlm as early as 16
March 1907, just twelve days after it was copyrighted. Alongside a brief note
announcing the ﬁlm—which would “show the entire tragic story from the
time Evelyn Nesbit was a young girl to the thrilling episodes in the court
room”—there was a bracketed paragraph from the journal’s editor asserting, “surely there is enough rubbish on the market, without inﬂicting the
public with such nauseous ﬁlms. We hope the better elements of the public
will express their disapproval, and that legal steps will be taken to prevent
such exhibitions.”97 Even though the ﬁlm was extremely popular in many
places, creating what the New York Clipper described as “a sensation at the
theatres and exhibition halls,” Moving Picture World maintained its stance
against the ﬁlm.98 Trade journals evidently quickly functioned to police the
“respectability” of the business, seeking to marginalize troublesome ﬁlms
and maverick producers.
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The exhibition of the ﬁlm ran into trouble in a number of places and was,
as already noted, stopped by police in Superior, in Worcester, and in Houston (in the latter case, despite the exhibitor’s offer to cut out the “mirrored
bedroom scene”).99 Two exhibitors in New York City were arrested for showing the ﬁlm.100 Becoming for many a symbol of the immorality of cinema,
the ﬁlm was frequently singled out for condemnation at the precise moment when a series of reports and investigations were emerging about the
recent proliferation of nickelodeons and about the effects of ﬁlms on audiences and on standards of morality. Evident in many of these reports were
concerns similar to those expressed in the response to the Thaw-White scandal itself, notably in relation to concerns about perversity, class, agency, and
the positioning of women and adolescents in the public sphere.
A quite speciﬁc pivot of reform concern from the scandal, to the ﬁlm, to
cinema more generally is perhaps most immediately visible in the Chicago
Tribune’s inﬂuential “crusade” against nickelodeons in early 1907.101 On 10
April 1907 the Tribune discussed at length Delmas’s famous closing address
at the Thaw trial outlining the condition of dementia Americana. In the same
edition an editorial entitled “The Five Cent Theatres” began the crusade by
castigating nickel theaters, suggesting that they “minister to the lowest passions of childhood,” that they “make schools of crime where murders, robberies and holdups are illustrated,” and that “[t]he outlaw life they portray
in their cheap plays lends to the encouragement of wickedness. They manufacture criminals to the city streets.”102 Like other publications criticizing
the nickelodeons, the Tribune viewed the potential usurpation of the role of
the school by the nickel theater with considerable unease, for the school was
seen by many as the primary instrument of moral formation, of Americanization, and as central to the wider “sacralization” of childhood.
Later the same week the paper extended this crusade against the nickel
theaters in an article entitled “Nickel Theatres, Crime Breeders,” on the same
day that it reported a hung jury in the Thaw trial (the circulation of newspapers was highest on days when verdicts in big murder trials were announced). Nickel theaters, the paper argued, destroy the sanctity of the home
in two ways. First, the ﬁlms they show are “suggestive” (and, furthermore,
many of them are of “Parisian design”).103 Here the Tribune’s list of titles
was seen to speak for itself, including Beware, My Husband Comes; The
Bigamist; Gaieties of Divorce; and so on. Second, nickel theaters destroy the
sanctity of the home because the space of the theaters directly opposes that
of the domestic space and because they have “invaded” the “residence districts,” with their “tawdry facades” and “screaming ragtime” standing
alongside the “harassed householder.”104
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The corruption of childhood innocence, the encouragement of wickedness and criminality, the immorality of commercialized amusements and
the pursuit of pleasure, the desecration of the domestic sphere—these were
familiar themes indeed to those readers engaged in the ongoing rhetoric of
the Thaw trial. In a move that highlights this coalescence of reform concerns, The Unwritten Law came to occupy a central place in the Tribune’s
crusade. After describing the ﬁlm at some length, singling out the scenes in
White’s apartment for particular condemnation, the paper reported on audiences watching the ﬁlm:
It was noticed that after 4 O’clock the audiences were composed largely
of schoolgirls, who came in with books or music rolls under their arms.
The interest these girls in short dresses took in the production may be
gathered from the fact that they remained sometimes for two or three
views of the pictures. . . . A good many grown women got up and went
out before the completion of the series. It shocked them. But the girls
remained. Around 6 O’clock or just before that hour the character of
the audiences . . . shifted again. This time they were composed largely
of girls from the big department stores, who came in with bundles under
their arms. . . . [T]hey frequently are found talking with men of mature
years, whom they could not have met before going to the theatres.105

Like Nesbit, the schoolgirls and the young working women were threatened with perverse male desire, either with its representation—and the “seductive” power of the screen—or with its actual presence within the nickel
theater (those men of mature years mirroring Stanford White’s perversity).
In this way those schoolgirls and young working women watching and rewatching the textualization of the Thaw-White scandal were inscribed into
a narrative of sexual danger similar to that visible on the screen and in the
initial scandal.
Perceptible in many of the initial concerns about nickelodeons was the
anxiety that they were dangerous places for women and teenagers. Included
here were lurid accounts of women being abducted into “white slavery,”
from what one reformer dubbed these “recruiting station[s] of vice,” or stories of nickelodeon managers seducing children (the Tribune ran such stories, and the Chicago Vice Commission, for example, reported on a case in
which “a proprietor of one of these nickel theatres assaulted fourteen young
girls”).106 White’s pursuit of chorus girl Nesbit was an important intertext
for these concerns about women and children in public space and about the
dangerous immorality and perversity of “men of mature years.” In this way
the scandal and the ﬁguration of Nesbit provided one of the dominant ways
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of encoding the “dangerous” spaces of heterosocial leisure in the context of
broader debates about the shifting topographies of public and private space.
The developing critique of moving pictures and nickel theaters thus borrowed from the melodramatic narrative constructed from the Thaw-White
case, inscribing cinema into a melodrama of concern focused on pleasure beyond the domestic sphere, perversity, and the place of women and children
in the public sphere of leisure. Rhetoric about morality and respectability
informing Thaw’s trial and the reporting of the Thaw-White scandal spread
outward at this precise moment, encompassing the cultural ﬁguration of cinema. As a number of scholars have argued, scandals are principally intertextual in nature, and “moral panics” are frequently “fundamentally serial,”
shifting from topic to topic and assuming an “inﬁnite variety of tone and
posture.”107
The move from the Thaw-White scandal to the scandal of its reenactment and the moral panic about cinema generated differences in focus and
“posture” also, though, for the developing regulatory concerns about cinema came to focus almost exclusively on concerns about the effects of moving pictures and the space of nickelodeons on lower-class and immigrant
audiences. Here efforts to gather knowledge about immorality, illicit sexuality, and dangerous pleasure that animated the Thaw-White scandal spread
outward from the decadent upper classes and “high ﬂying bohemian set”
to include those lower-class and immigrant audiences who had for the ﬁrst
time begun to participate in commercialized leisure activities. Central,
though, to both the initial sexual scandal and the moral panic about cinema
were the discourses and practices of middle-class self-deﬁnition and social
control. Linked together, the reform and regulatory discourses central to the
sexual scandal and to the emergence of concerns about cinema were tied to
the pivot of deﬁnition and control so central to the regulatory discourses
and practices of the period.
Lower-class and immigrant immorality and criminality became central
to the concerns articulated about nickelodeons in the series of journalistic
accounts and reports about them that ﬂourished initially in midwestern
cities.108 Late in 1906 a clergyman in Chicago claimed that moving pictures
“inﬂame the minds of the younger generation, seriously diverting their
moral sense and awakening prurient thoughts which prepare the way for
future sin.”109 A number of newspapers in the city reported these claims,
and shortly thereafter the Chicago City Club initiated a report on the city’s
nickelodeons that was published in April 1907. The City Club, whose members were drawn from middle-class men, was a civic reform organization,
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aiming to bring together those men “who sincerely desire to meet the full
measure of their responsibility as citizens . . . who are united in the sincerity of their desire to promote public welfare.”110 It was one of those voluntary associations that, as Richard Ohmann has suggested more generally,
participated in class formation at this moment, creating a class style and elaborating a solidarity of purpose among the middle class.111 Suggesting that
the theaters were “distinctly harmful to the children of the city,”the report
focused attention on the immoral environment and the immoral content of
many moving pictures and on the “hypnotic” effect of moving pictures on
children. The City Club asked the Chicago juvenile courts and probation
ofﬁcers about the effect of moving pictures on the criminality of children,
and they similarly reported that “daring hold-ups, shop lifting and murders depicted by moving picture machines were getting the children of the
city into trouble.”112
Late in 1906 prominent charity administrator Sherman C. Kingsley began an investigation of the city’s nickelodeons, and the results of this investigation were published in leading reform journal Charities and the Commons in June 1907.113 “Evil consequences have demanded the attention of
juvenile and municipal courts, probation ofﬁcers and social workers,” Kingsley noted in his report, before going on to describe penny arcades and nickelodeons as frequently “objectionable.”114 Kingsley called for the building
of more playgrounds in the city’s slum districts to counteract the problematic inﬂuence of nickel theaters. Guided in the proper way, Kingsley argued,
the child’s “instinct for play” could become a force for “character building,”
inculcating the correct “social virtues” and allowing “moral growth” to occur.115 Kingsley’s concern to develop supervised playgrounds for the innercity youth was part of a broader strategy of progressive reform that was
linked, historian Roy Rosenzweig has argued, to new ideas about adolescence and play that were closely connected to anxieties about the urban, immigrant working class.116 Like Kingsley, play reformers believed that the
correct management of the juvenile life cycle and the proper provision of
play facilities would socialize children into the roles, behaviors, and values
expected of workers and citizens. As I suggested in the previous chapter, early
reports on nickel theaters such as those undertaken by Kingsley and the City
Club were quite clearly enmeshed with discourses on delinquency that had,
as both Anthony Platt and Ian Hacking have suggested, a fairly recent provenance, predicated on discourses about adolescence and concerns about wayward children of an urban lower-class and/or immigrant population.117
Concerns about “delinquent” audiences became more explicit when the
Juvenile Court Committee undertook investigations of Chicago’s nickel the-
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aters. Later investigations by the Juvenile Protective Association (the renamed Juvenile Court Committee) were highly critical of nickelodeons of
moving pictures, singling out for criticism in particular those ﬁlms “of a
rather lurid type [that show] criminal adventures,” of which The Unwritten Law was a visible example.118 Nickel theaters emerged as problems in
relation to debates about youthful delinquency that were quite closely linked
to broader concerns about an ungovernable urban immigrant population.
Reports on nickel theaters and juvenile delinquency frequently posited
a model of spectatorship akin to hypnosis, a stance that was subtended by
debates in the disciplines of crowd psychology, sociology, and the emerging
discipline of social psychology. Linked to the broader intensiﬁcation of discourse about “agency” in the nineteenth century, this work on “hypnosis”
and “suggestibility” proposed that individuals would be capable of being
inﬂuenced by others in a process that was heightened in relation to images.
Hippolyte Bernheim’s 1884 book Suggestion, for example, deﬁned suggestion as “the production of a dynamic change in the nervous system of a person . . . by another person by means of the calling forth of representations
or ideas,” and this deﬁnition proved inﬂuential on other scholars working
in both psychology and sociology.119 Repeatedly in this work, scholars suggested images had a particularly strong effect on the minds of audiences.
Gabriel Tarde described suggestion as a process of “inter-psychical photography,” the “quasi-photographic reproduction of a cerebral image upon the
sensitive plate of another brain.”120 Likewise, Gustave Le Bon, writing just
before the Lumière brothers unveiled the cinematograph, declared that the
suggestible crowd was formed by images: “Crowds being only capable of
thinking in images are only to be impressed by images. It is only images
that attract them and become motives for action. . . . Nothing has a greater
effect on the imagination of crowds than theatrical representations.”121 Le
Bon went so far as to suggest that cinema should be placed in the hands of
government.
Late-nineteenth-century work on hypnosis, suggestibility, and crowd
psychology inﬂuenced sociologist Edward Ross, whose books Social Control and Social Psychology deﬁned the parameters of the debate in the United
States.122 Ross argued that suggestibility was variably inﬂected with respect
to age, race, ethnicity, and gender so that “suggestibility is at its maximum
in young children,” “suggestibility is not a weakness produced by civilization,” and “[h]ysteria, the mental side of which is exaggerated suggestibility, is much more common in women than in men.”123 Given the long-standing association of independence with worthy citizenship, suggestible subjects
were frequently conﬁgured as beyond the borders of the citizen ideal.
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Even more critical, groups that were most vulnerable to suggestibility
were also likely to imitate what they saw. “Suggestion and imitation,” Ross
wrote, “are merely two aspects of the same thing, the one being the cause,
the other effect.”124 Work on delinquency in particular emphasized this.
William Healy, in a book entitled The Individual Delinquent, included several case studies concerning children inﬂuenced by the movies to commit
criminal acts, concluding that “[t]he strength of the powers of visualization
is to be deeply reckoned with when considering the springs of criminality. . . .
It is the mental representation of some sort of pictures of himself or others
in the criminal act that leads the delinquent onward in his path.”125 Imitation, suggestion, and delinquency were critical concepts in the emerging perceptions of the effects of moving pictures at this moment and were tied to
broader debates about agency, adequate socialization, governance, and the
social body. Local questions about audiences were linked with broader questions about subjectivity, rationality, and moral responsibility.
Imitation and suggestibility were also frequently perceived as heightened in relation to the “realism” of images and stories. Commenting on
the City Club’s ﬁndings that images of criminality were being imitated by
children, Moving Picture World noted, “Here was a little too much realism of the wrong sort.”126 Links between “realism” and “suggestibility”
became increasingly central to conceptions of how moving pictures affected
audiences. Writing in 1910, Frank Woods—who wrote under the pseudonym “the spectator”—suggested, “The strange power of attraction possessed by motion pictures lies in the semblance of reality which the pictures convey. . . . [B]y means of the impression of reality the motion picture
exerts on the minds of the spectators an inﬂuence akin to hypnotism or
magnetism by visual suggestion.”127 William Healy claimed that the effect of moving pictures on spectators was given “added force” because of
“the concrete issues which are represented.”128 Likewise, psychologist
Hugo Munsterberg linked suggestibility to the “fundamental suggestion . . . that it is life which we witness” and cautioned that “the intensity
with which the plays take hold of the audience cannot remain without social effects. . . . The associations become as vivid as realities, because the
mind is so completely given up to the moving pictures.”129 Later these arguments would support claims that ﬁlms should be distanced from “reality,” should not realistically portray criminal or immoral events, or indeed
real-life events like the Thaw-White scandal or the “white slavery” scare,
because of fears about the emotional engagement of the suggestible and
imitative audiences who frequented nickelodeons.
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Kingsley’s report and the report of the Chicago City Club were informed
by this widely disseminated rhetoric about socialization, agency, and the
malleability of subjectivity and in turn helped inform the crusade of the
Chicago Tribune against nickel theaters and moving pictures, beginning at
the same time as the close of the Thaw trial and of the publication of the
City Club’s report. Nickel theaters, the Tribune argued, should not be “tolerated for a day in a community where truth and honor and good citizenship are urged as worthy of the aspirations of childhood.”130 Concerns
about class and ethnic difference were central here, for the Tribune described the audience as made of “children of the poor,” those “families of
foreign laborers” who “formed the early stage of that dangerous second
generation which is ﬁnding such a place in the criminals of the city.”131
Here the paper’s concerns were exacerbated by the strikes that had rocked
the city between 1904 and 1906 and by what journalist George Kibbe
Turner described as a “wave of crime” that swept across the city in late
1906 and early 1907.132 Located in this context, the audiences singled out
by early reports about nickelodeons and by the Tribune were part of a population that seemed to many middle-class Americans at the time visibly
out of control.
Clearly concerned about the class and ethnic base of the audience at nickelodeons, the Tribune and other reports and accounts of audiences at this
moment were concerned also to delineate clearly the differing effects of moving pictures and moviegoing on boys and girls (as we have seen, the paper’s
concern about The Unwritten Law was based partly on the ﬁlm’s perceived
effect on the morality of schoolgirls and young working women). Like other
accounts of the period, the paper suggested there was a split here, with moving pictures either “seducing” young girls and teenagers into sexual immorality or inﬂuencing young boys to commit criminal acts (and concern
was expressed that Harry Thaw would come to be seen as a hero for young
boys).133 Two examples from the paper illustrate this. The paper reported
that one fourteen-year-old boy “walked out from these pictures of murder
and robbery, which he gazed at for hours, with his eyes popping and his
mouth open in wonderment, went home, secured his father’s revolver and
walked on the street ready to kill.” Accosted by the man he attempted to
rob, the boy was taken to juvenile court, where “[h]is mother wept for him
and promised to teach him better.” His sentence was suspended “on the
promise that he would never again venture into a 5 cent theatre.”134 It is
worth noting, in passing, how a concern with the effect of moving pictures
on the body of moviegoers—here, the “popping” of the boy’s eyes may be
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linked with a set of debates about how moving pictures strain and damage
the eyes—was linked to deeper moral problems. Like the classic trope of
melodrama, bodily effects represent a more fundamental moral malaise, linking the body of the spectator to problems in the body politic.
Likewise, the paper asserted, “There were a number of little girls who
should have been playing with dolls who were ruined through going to the
nickel theatre.”135 This was illustrated with an example of a girl who had
run away from home with a man named Sorenson, the manager of a
“tawdry” nickel theater on Halstead Street:
The young girl was 15 years old and from all the evidence in the case
was of pure and unsophisticated mind until she began looking at the
scenes of love and passion supplied by Sorenson’s tawdry place. Day
by day she frequented the place. . . . The man saw her pretty cheeks
and fresh young face and laid his nets. Finally there came a day when
she did not go home and when the police found her she was living in
a room in a West Madison street hotel with Sorenson.136

The choice of story type the Tribune uses here, its mode of emplotment,
would certainly be familiar to those engaged in the ongoing rhetoric of the
Thaw trial: a “pure” girl of “unsophisticated mind” is seduced both by
“scenes of love and passion” and by a sexually rapacious male villain, coded
here, however, in terms of ethnic otherness (at least, the report is clear that
the nickel theater was on Halstead Street, a street densely populated by different immigrant groups). Like the account of the young working women
and the schoolgirls watching The Unwritten Law, this story linked anxieties about actual seduction with the ﬁgurative seduction of the cinema
screen. The story was concluded with a suitably disciplinary coda: “she wept
when she saw her mother,” the paper reported, “but it was too late. She was
sent to the Erring Women’s Refuge.”137 “Erring” beyond the domestic led
directly to “ruination.”
Reports and accounts of nickelodeons beginning from late 1906 focused
principally on young lower-class and ethnic audiences in explicitly gendered
ways. Such audiences were part of population groups deemed troublesome
by many middle-class Americans, and cinema was identiﬁed as a problem
of governance in close connection with wider fears about criminality, sexual immorality, and urban disorder. In this sense cinema became a crucial
contested site within the broader policing of working-class and immigrant
heterosocial cultures. In the following two sections I consider these clashes
further, describing the divergent reform responses to cinema emerging at
this moment, the initial trade press response to the regulatory concerns
about cinema, and the actions of state authority.
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uplift theaters
Early in May 1907, just a month after the publication of the Chicago City
Club’s report on Chicago’s nickel theaters and in the midst of the Tribune’s
ongoing campaign, a special meeting of the City Club was convened to debate its ﬁndings and to work out a policy for regulating the nickel theaters.138
Juvenile court judge Julian Mack argued for the complete exclusion of children under thirteen, a stance already articulated by the Tribune and in other
accounts of the nickel theater business. Arguing against this, Jane Addams,
founder of the settlement house Hull House, suggested that moving pictures and nickel theaters could be “made instructive” and thus productive
of social virtue and moral growth if they were more closely supervised by
the police and by citizen groups.139 Addams placed this potential cinema in
a category reserved by others like Kingsley for playgrounds and parks, as a
potentially positive force in the shaping of citizenship and of the urban environment. Addams’s position was symptomatic of the growing interest of
some middle-class progressive reformers in seeking to shape and use cinema as a way to reform mass audiences.
The debate in the City Club effectively mandated two distinct and opposing positions on the nickel theater business. On the one hand, a coercive
approach aimed, if not at the total eradication of nickel theaters, at least at
prohibiting children from visiting them. On the other hand, there was an
attempt to shape the institution in such a way as to help mold a population
of cultivated, moral, and socially responsible citizens. Nickel theaters became
part of a broader debate about effective strategies for dealing with the widely
perceived sense of a moral and social breakdown in the early twentieth century, split between what historian Paul Boyer terms “negative and positive
environmentalist” responses to urban reform.140
Aside from the articulation of different regulatory strategies, the meeting had visible and productive effects on the nickel theater business, for Addams subsequently set up a model nickel theater within the conﬁnes of Hull
House and sought to use moving pictures as part of the remit of settlement
work. Such work was closely associated with a growing female reform activism in the late nineteenth century and with the goal of assimilating immigrants into American society and culture.141 Education was seen as central to this assimilation of immigrants, to the securing of a new American
“type,” and to the creation of “good citizenship.” In her autobiography,
Twenty Years at Hull House, Addams wrote generally of the aims of Hull
House in this respect: “It seemed to me that Hull House ought to be able
to devise some educational enterprise which should build a bridge between
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European and American experience in such ways as to give them both more
meaning and a sense of relation.”142 For a brief period moving pictures were
seen as one element of this strategy of acculturation and education, as Addams (and others) sought to imagine and produce a cinema beyond the
realms of the almost-established commercial aesthetic.143 Even the Chicago
Tribune commented positively on the use of moving pictures “in connection with settlement work.”144 Labeled by the Moving Picture World “the
uplift theatre,” the model theater opened at 335 South Halstead Street on
16 June 1907 in relatively close proximity to Sorenson’s “tawdry” nickel
theater and others showing ﬁlms like The Unwritten Law, the two perhaps
existing for a few months side by side as diametrically opposed understandings of the social function of cinema.
Addams’s uplift theater can be linked with the tradition of the exhibition of “educational” moving pictures by traveling exhibitors such as Lyman Howe and Burton Holmes to middle-class audiences in venues like the
Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences.145 Exhibitions such as these frequently focused on the nonﬁctional and tapped into the broader validation
of the nonﬁctional within middle-class cultural practices in the late nineteenth century. Like these exhibitions, the uplift nickel theater showed principally actualities and travel pictures, interspersed with lectures, and “stories with moral lessons” and “happy domestic situations,” but it differed in
that it targeted working-class and immigrant children as part of a strategy
of inculcating “better” taste.146
“Educational” ﬁlms were validated more generally from this moment on,
with an emergent sense that this educational role could be moved to center
stage in the cinematic institution as a whole, with the nickel theater in effect becoming like a school. After the close of the experiment of the uplift
nickel theater Addams praised the educational potential of cinema: “It is unfortunate that the ﬁve-cent theatre has become associated in the public mind
with the lurid and unworthy. Our experience at Hull House has left no doubt
in our minds that in time moving pictures will be utilized quite as the stereopticon is at present, for all purposes of entertainment and education, and
that schools and churches will count the ﬁlms as among their most valuable equipment.”147 Lyman Howe, a well-known traveling exhibitor, likewise asserted in January 1907 that “[t]he day is not far distant when every
schoolroom will have its moving picture machine. . . . I have the same forecast from more than 500 teachers who now realize the educational possibilities of the animated camera.”148 Far from being schools of crime, the argument ran, moving pictures and nickel theaters were valuable adjuncts to
the school, that institution seen by many as the primary instrument of moral
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formation and Americanization. Film exchanges began to shift the content
of their lists, resulting in a revival of the scenic picture accompanied by a
travel lecturer.149 Rhetoric about the educational potential of cinema, and
about its potential use in schools, began here as a central strategy for some
progressive reformers and for many within the ﬁlm industry to counter the
bad press garnered by “sensational” subjects such as The Unwritten Law.
Yet the uplift theater closed after just three months. Gertrude Britton,
the manager of the theater, blamed the closure on the theater’s inability to
obtain suitable ﬁlms. “Funny pictures of the kind desired by Hull House
theatre,” she noted, “were difﬁcult to ﬁnd. Those of the ‘slap stick’ and vulgar variety were numerous but not wanted.”150 Industrial strategies already
in place by 1907 helped inﬂuence a stance on the social functioning of cinema, effectively working against the validation of “educational” ﬁlms and
marginalizing a conception of cinema as a force for education and acculturation. The proliferation of nickelodeons and the association of cinema with
a popular commercial culture had indeed led to the marginalization of traveling exhibitions directed at middle-class audiences.151 Later Addams would
also acknowledge the difﬁculties Hull House had in reorientating ﬁlm away
from its commercial focus on entertainment, concluding that the efforts of
Hull House in regard to nickel theaters were better served by assisting the
Juvenile Protective Association in its campaign to gain knowledge about
nickel theaters and thus improve them.152 In her 1909 book, The Spirit of
Youth and the City Streets, Addams argued that cheap and immoral moving pictures shaped “the moral codes and the data from which [children]
judge the proprieties of life” in a way that was consistent with the widespread concerns about the suggestible effects of moving pictures articulated
from early 1907 onward.153 It is worth noting also that such work had a general and long-term inﬂuence on the beginning of large-scale mass communications research. The Payne Fund Studies on moving pictures and youth,
which were carried out principally by scholars associated with the department of sociology at the University of Chicago in the late 1920s, deliberately harked back to Addams’s The Spirit of Youth and the City Streets in
their projected volume entitled Boys, Movies, and City Streets.154 A published volume of the Payne Fund series of books, entitled Movies, Delinquency, and Crime, paid close attention to the question of the immigrant
spectator in an analysis of the connection between cinema and delinquency,
recalling the emergence of that concern from 1907 on.155
Even given the problems noted by Britton and Addams, there may actually have been a more prosaic reason for the demise of the uplift theater
than the unavailability of ﬁlms: it was, it seems, unable to attract a large
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enough audience. Moving Picture World had a report in June on the theater that, signiﬁcantly, quoted children disaffected with the show: “‘Bet your
life its pretty, all right, and it lasts good and long and dat Cinderella show
was swell, but its slow to make a go of it on dis street,’ he said. ‘Things has
got ter have some hustle. I dont say its right, but people like to see ﬁghts
‘n’ fellows getting hurt, ‘n’ love makin’, ‘n’ robbers, and all that stuff. This
show here ain’t even funny, unless those big lizards from Java was funny.”156
Even supposedly malleable children voted with their feet. The uplift theater itself was seemingly not immune to the industry’s commercial aesthetic,
and it sat uneasily next door to Sorenson’s “tawdry” nickel theater as the
ﬁlms shown failed to compete with the excitement of The Unwritten Law.
Commercial and regulatory strategies interacted in complex ways, necessitating compromise strategies by reformers and by the ﬁlm industry.

exhibitions of crime
While the Hull House experiment in noncommercial and nontheatrical exhibition was in progress, The Unwritten Law—replete with hustle, ﬁghts,
fellows getting hurt, and sex—was banned by police in Chicago.157 Likewise,
two exhibitors in New York City were investigated by the New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children after showing The Unwritten Law, described by a Superintendent Jenkins as “lewd and disgusting.”158
Arrested and tried, the exhibitors were found guilty of “imperiling morals”
and “impairing morals” and ﬁned $100. Shifting its attention from the actual actions of Stanford White, the society had evidently pursued the textual traces of White’s actions, further evidence of the convergence of concerns about the “sacralization” of children visible both in the Thaw-White
scandal and in the developing moral panic about cinema. Losing patience
with the ﬁlm as a consequence of these investigations and the broader concerns expressed about The Unwritten Law, Moving Picture World blamed
it for the reform concerns developing about cinema. “The exhibition of this
one ﬁlm alone has been the cause of more adverse press criticism than all
the ﬁlms manufactured before, put together, have done,” the journal claimed;
furthermore, “[t]here is nothing to elevate, nothing to entertain, or any good
lesson to be gained in its exhibition.”159
Looked at as an example of the early attempts by the ﬁlm industry to
ﬁgure out what was appropriate entertainment for a mass audience and to
deﬂect regulatory concerns, this response of Moving Picture World is intriguing. “Elevating” ﬁlms were frequently praised from this moment on
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by a ﬁlm industry anxious to reposition its cultural status in the face of
emerging regulatory concerns about cinema. Even so, it is worth noting that
“to entertain” is constructed in Moving Picture World’s complaint as a positive goal, clearly divorced from the scandalous or the “sensational.” A similar perspective on the instructional and entertaining was more widely visible. For example, in January 1908 Moving Picture World reprinted an article
from the Cleveland Plain-Dealer that lamented the proliferation of immoral moving picture shows. The article stated that “such exhibitions as
these should certainly be prohibited. They teach no good lesson, and they
do not even furnish amusement.”160 In a review of another Lubin ﬁlm in
1909 the journal called the ﬁlm “a Lubin which seems to be somewhat uncalled for. . . . The photography is good and to a certain extent the picture
may interest those who are thoughtless but there is a certain degree of delicacy which should be observed about such matters that is plainly violated
here. The picture serves no useful purposes. It is not instructive and cannot
be called entertaining.”161 Part of the ﬁlm industry’s response to the developing regulatory concerns was to initiate a stance on the validity of the
“instructional” and the “entertaining,” a stance that I will trace out in the
following chapters.
Locating the problem of cinema in the discrete ﬁlm text, Moving Picture
World’s stance on The Unwritten Law sought also to block the metonymic
slippage central to, for example, the Tribune’s critique of the ﬁlm as symptomatic of the immorality and danger of the whole institution of moving
pictures and nickel theaters (the principle, as Moving Picture World had
phrased it, that “‘Birds of a feather ﬂock together’”). Isolating the single text
emerges in the trade journal’s response as a strategy to defuse the broader
reform impetus. Views and Film Index suggested something similar, foreseeing at the beginning of 1908 that
[t]here will be no more immoral or criminal pictures put out and an
effort will be made to push as vigorously as possible such pictures as
are elevating and instructive as well as amusing. Geographical, classical,
pure comedy and similar lines will be followed with a touch of mystery
and spectacular as well. It is a matter of record that the only failures of
consequence in the business are the result of such subjects as the Thaw
trial and the French creations.162

Initiating a semiotic rather than physical policing, this stance would become
increasingly central to efforts to usher in a self-regulation of the industry.
In effect, these debates about reception produced strategies of containment
that effectively split between, on the one hand, a physical intervention at
the site of representation—made most obviously by the police walking onto
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the stage and stopping ﬁlms—and, on the other hand, a process of regulating ﬁlms prior to exhibition that can be done centrally (and also a process
of regulating nickel theaters through a whole array of professional discourses
and practices on the safety and hygiene of the theaters).163 Emerging at this
moment in 1907 is, I believe, a shift from a literal policing of the cinema, as
seen, for example, in Houston,Worcester, Superior, and so on, to a metaphorical policing that emerged in censorship institutions and self-regulatory
strategies.
Later in the same month that the uplift theater closed down, and just a
month after the debate about moving pictures and nickelodeons at the
Chicago City Club, Alderman John Z. Uhlir proposed to the Chicago City
Council an ordinance that would require police censorship of all ﬁlms to be
shown in the city of Chicago. It was initially regarded as an unusual extension of regulatory powers. “The question involved in this ordinance is a
novel one,” Assistant Corporation Counsel Cassels wrote to Uhlir, for the
ordinance “is in advance of the usual legislation regulating and controlling
places of amusement,” and work on the police power of the states suggested
that it “may be regarded as prohibited by the spirit of the Constitution.”164
Even so, Cassels proceeded to downplay this potential constitutional problem by suggesting that “amusements” cannot be protected on free speech
grounds and by pointing to preexisting legislation that allowed the city council “[t]o license, tax, regulate, suppress and prohibit” amusements.165 Nickelodeons could, it was argued, be inscribed into these preexisting regulatory
powers, and moving pictures could not claim the protection of the free speech
guarantee of the First Amendment.
Leaving aside the broad issues about free speech and the limits of police
power, Cassels saw the “novelty” of the ordinance lying principally in its
shift of regulatory focus from building regulations to the regulation of
morality. “It must be admitted,” he wrote, “that the ordinance under consideration places the morality and decency of the pictures exhibited in ﬁve
cent theatres and penny arcades on the same ground as the Municipal Code
now places the safety and healthfulness of the building in which such exhibition is held.” Legislation prior to this had been “for the purpose of seeing
that the buildings are safe and healthful,” whereas “the present ordinance
is designed to make sure before the license is granted that the exhibition shall
be clean and decent.”166 At stake in the censorship ordinance was an extension of regulatory powers to the regulation of cinema as a category of “amusements” and to the regulation of the “decency” of exhibitions—in effect, the
construction of a new regulatory arena for the emergent cinema that shifted
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from the policing of the safety of public space to the policing of the morality of representations.
Assigned to the committee on judiciary matters, the report recommending passage of the bill was submitted four months later, and the city
council voted and passed the measure on 4 November, setting in place the
ﬁrst functioning censorship board directed solely at moving pictures and
nickelodeons in the United States. Stating its intent to prevent “the exhibition of obscene and immoral ﬁlms . . . of the class commonly shown in
mutoscopes, kinetescopes, cinematographs and penny arcades,” the ordinance set up a board of censors drawn from the police to view all ﬁlms to
be shown in the city. “It shall be unlawful for any person, ﬁrm or corporation to show or exhibit in a public place or in a place where the public is admitted anywhere in the City of Chicago any picture or series of pictures . . .
without ﬁrst having secured a permit therefore from the Chief of Police of
the City of Chicago.”167 Exhibitors or ﬁlm exchanges had now to submit an
application for a permit to screen a ﬁlm for exhibition and then send a copy
of the ﬁlm to the police board of censors to be screened. A censoring of representations like this rather than public performances made sound practical and economic sense, for it was clearly easier to ban such ﬁlms as The Unwritten Law than to police the separate screenings of the ﬁlm at scattered
sites of exhibition by placing police bodies between audiences and screens.
Shifting focus to a policing of representation, the censorship ordinance marks
an important moment, and innovation, in the development of a structure
of governance for cinema.
Linking policing with the governance of morality was not unusual in the
United States. Reformer Raymond Fosdick’s comparative study of European
and American police forces had suggested in 1920 that “[n]owhere in the
world is there so great an anxiety to place the moral regulation of social affairs in the hands of the police” as in the United States.168 Later historians
have similarly suggested that regulating morality was part of the profound
inﬂuence of what Robert Fogelson calls “the catchall tradition of American
policing,” linked as it was to a broader regulation of the urban environment
through such activities as suppressing vice, curbing juvenile delinquency,
and looking for missing persons.169 Likewise, Sidney Harring has suggested
that police work in the late nineteenth century “consisted of patrolling the
city for deviations from middle-class standards of public order” and that popular leisure practices frequently came to function as sites of intervention
for the making of professionalized police forces.170 A police censor for moving pictures—the state regulation of morality and public order—suggests
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the longevity of this tradition of regarding the literal policing of morality
as central to social control and urban governance.
Late in 1908 a legal case sought to work out the constitutionality of the
police censor board and, by implication, the constitutionality of other censor boards directed at moving pictures. Exhibitor Jake Block had been denied a permit for two ﬁlms, The James Boys in Missouri (Essanay, 1908) and
Night Riders (Kalem, 1908), and had appealed the decision to the Illinois
Supreme Court. Lawyers working for Block argued that the basis in Illinois
state law for Chicago’s censorship ordinance described the regulating of
amusements in general, as well as the suppression of “obscene or immoral
publications, prints, pictures, or illustrations,” yet the ordinance in question
applied only to “the exhibition of pictures of classes and kinds commonly
shown in mutoscopes, kinetescopes, cinematographs and penny arcades.”171
The censorship ordinance thus unconstitutionally discriminated against the
exhibitors of moving pictures, it was claimed, making a distinction between
moving pictures and other forms of commercialized amusements. In particular, they argued that the ordinance drew an unfair distinction between
cinema and the theater, for whereas the ﬁlms were disallowed, “certain plays
and dramas were being performed in certain playhouses in the city of
Chicago of which the pictures were reproductions of parts.”172 The lawyers
launched an intriguing line of defense: the ﬁlms, they claimed, were based
on the “American historical experience” and thus could not be challenged
on the grounds of immorality and obscenity. From this perspective the basis of the ﬁlms in historical actuality, in nonﬁctional discourse, protected
them from concerns about morality and obscenity—as it had, for example,
for those newspaper proprietors charged with obscenity in reproducing details of Evelyn Nesbit’s testimony at the Thaw trial.
Chief Justice James H. Cartwright dismissed these claims in the Illinois
Supreme Court in early 1909. It was the purpose of the law, Justice Cartwright asserted, “to secure decency and morality in the moving picture business, and that purpose falls within the police power.”173 Notions of “decency,” “immorality,” and “obscenity” were central to this power, and
although it is “doubtless true,” Cartwright noted, that there are differences
as to what is immoral or obscene, “the average person of healthy and wholesome mind knows well enough what ‘immoral’ and ‘obscene’ mean and can
intelligently apply the test to any picture presented to him.”174 Cartwright’s
logic assumed a universal subject of moral judgment.
Even though the ordinance focused solely on moving pictures, Cartwright
noted, it did not necessarily license other immoral representations; furthermore, there is something speciﬁc to the regulation of moving pictures—
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the audience. “On account of the low price of admissions,” Cartwright
claimed, nickel theaters “are frequented and patronized by a large number
of children, as well as by those of limited means who do not attend the productions of plays and dramas given in the regular theaters. The audiences
include those classes whose age, education and situation in life especially
entitle them to protection against the evil inﬂuence of obscene and immoral
representations.”175 He thus concluded that exhibition of the pictures
“would necessarily be attended with evil effects upon youthful spectators.”
A concern about the effects of moving pictures on children and those rather
enigmatically characterized as “of limited means” that had animated the
development of reform concern in early 1907 and led to the establishment
of the police censor board was central also to the establishment of the
board’s constitutionality. Discourse creates institutions that come, in turn,
to sustain those discourses. Important precedents were set here, paving the
way for the proliferation of municipal and state censor boards from this
moment on.176
Responding also to the claim that the ﬁlms depicted “experiences connected with the history of the country,” Cartwright suggested that it did
not follow that they were “not immoral” since they “necessarily portray
exhibitions of crime.”177 Representations of history in moving pictures—
at least if they portray “crime,” that central motor force of history—could
be immoral and obscene and could thus have damaging effects on those of
“limited means” and on the children of an urban immigrant population
who were seen to be the most frequent moviegoers. Of course, the representation of the history of the United States—or, for that matter, of the immorality of elites—to those groups had critical ideological import. The
representation of criminal events in moving pictures was of a different order from their depiction on the stage. For Justice Cartwright clear distinctions needed to be drawn between moving pictures and historical and theatrical accounts. Even though it is almost certain that the two ﬁlms under
consideration—like The Unwritten Law—replayed historical actuality
through ﬁctional conventions, that they were only retrospectively discursively positioned as straightforward representations of historical actuality,
the decision took that positioning at its word and disallowed it.
Untangling the complicated layers of this case is important to our understanding of the interaction between regulatory forces and the ﬁlm industry at this moment. Allying cinema on the one hand with the theater
and on the other with nonﬁctional discourse—the at least ostensibly
nonﬁctional discourse of history—seemed to offer a way for Block to circumvent the powers of the police censor board. Yet these alliances were de-
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nied by the state Supreme Court amid fears about the effects of ﬁlms on
audiences. Film was, this suggested, distinct from the theater and from history and uniquely a target for regulatory concern principally because it could
have damaging effects on vulnerable (and potentially dangerous) audiences.
The audience base for cinema meant that it could not simply represent controversial real-life events. Cartwright’s concerns can be situated clearly in
the context of the anxieties about “sensational” ﬁlms such as The Unwritten Law and the effect of moving pictures and nickel theaters on children,
and indeed on those of “limited means,” that emerged so forcefully in early
1907. Legal discourse is a cultural text, evidently enmeshed with the shared
knowledge of the culture traced out in this chapter.
Legal discourse is also, as Pierre Bourdieu suggests, peculiarly performative, having special power to produce social effects.178 It is these effects that
I turn to in the following chapters. Before doing that, though, let me brieﬂy
replay the central arguments of this chapter. The regulatory space instantiated by the Thaw-White scandal informed the developing regulatory concerns about cinema in early 1907 in quite speciﬁc ways—in relation to
discourses about sexuality, perversity, and the dangers of heterosocial
spaces—and in relation to the more general dynamic of class deﬁnition and
assertion. Further, the ﬁlmic reenactment of the scandal became a focus for
concerns about the boundaries of what could be seen on cinema screens, the
effects of particular kinds of storytelling—psychological realism—and about
the meshing of fact and ﬁction, or the commingling of ideals of cinema as a
“visual newspaper” with sensational ﬁctionalization. Concerns about moving pictures, ﬁlm form, and nickelodeons were tied together with broader
discourses on the “masses” and on social order and social control. Located
in this context, the concerns about cinema also articulated anxieties about
social boundaries and the sustainability of democracy.
Knowledge is not transparent, though, and it intervenes in the social
world, playing a fundamental role in rendering aspects of existence thinkable and calculable and amenable to intervention. In this way the explosion
of different types of knowledge about nickel theaters and their audiences in
late 1906 and early 1907 rendered the ﬁeld of cinema practicable and
amenable to governmental regulation, leading clearly to the establishment
of the police censor board in Chicago in late 1907 and the legal upholding of
its constitutionality in early 1909. Similar boards sprang up in the wake of
this legal precedent, and, collectively, such boards had considerable effects
on the shaping of ﬁlm form, style, and content and on the imagined social
functioning of cinema. Knowledge about cinema, then, had critical effects
on the shaping of cinema.
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As this chapter has also suggested, a governance of cinema emerged from
a jumble of reform and state forces, from the efforts of settlement workers,
play reformers, juvenile court judges, probation ofﬁcers, and police forces
in a way that is characteristic both of the regulatory space of the period and
of the “regulation of consumption” in the “modern world,” dispersed as it
is—critical legal theorist Alan Hunt suggests—“throughout a range of both
public and private forms of governance.”179 Future developments in Chicago
led to the gradual withdrawal of state forces and the subsequent history of
the Police Censorship Board in Chicago makes this clear, for in 1909 reformers lobbied for and won the right to institute an eleven-person censor
board to sit alongside the police board. In turn, this overt linkage of policing and reform gave way in 1914 to a single board made up entirely of reformers (and this board introduced the “pink permit” system, whereby children could be entirely barred from movies receiving an “adults only” rating,
one of the ﬁrst age-based rating systems in the country and clearly still central to the regulation of cinema).180 The situation as a whole looked like this:
a reform-generated concern about cinema led to direct state action—both
walking onstage to stop ﬁlms and later censoring ﬁlms—which gradually
gave way to reform-led activism and to the self-regulatory strategies of the
ﬁlm industry. A shift, then, from intervention by the state toward an internalization of that intervention, although with the threat of state intervention never far from the surface, set in play a series of interactions among
state forces, reform groups, and the ﬁlm industry that had considerable effect on the still malleable cinema.

3 Reforming Cinema, 1907–1909

Legal questions about the Sunday opening of nickelodeons, alongside
broader concerns about their safety and morality, prompted the mayor of
New York City to call a public meeting to gain “light and leading” on the
issues in late 1908.1 Leading off the discussion in the packed aldermanic
chamber, a loose coalition of clergy and members of child-saving organizations “condemned the nickel theatre as a moral sinkhole and a physical
deathtrap.”2 Singling out speciﬁc “suggestive” ﬁlms, these critics of the nickelodeon business focused on the effects of ﬁlmgoing on young audiences.
Leading “to the corruption of the minds of children,” ﬁlmgoing, commentators suggested, “degrades and lowers the tone of . . . future citizenship”
and gives rise “to a new form of degeneracy.”3
Lawyers for the ﬁlm industry, ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs, and sympathetic reformers opposed these familiar arguments about cinema and children in various ways—by calling for a form of censorship similar to the one
exercised in Chicago,4 by suggesting that nickelodeons provided the “moral
and educational uplifting” of “the poor,” and by suggesting that nickelodeons effectively countered the deleterious effects of the “rotten” saloon,
forcing the closure of saloons and providing safe and respectable “family
theatre.”5 Speaking to this latter point, the lawyer for the ﬁlm exhibitors at
the hearing suggested that the Sunday opening of nickelodeons meant that
“many a former drunkard now spent that day in such shows with his family.”6 Likewise, a supervisor of the Juvenile League observed, “Years ago,
the man was in the rum shop on Sunday night. Where do you ﬁnd him now?
Side by side with his children witnessing a moving picture show.”7
Leaving this rhetoric aside, the mayor responded the following day by
issuing a blanket revocation of common show licenses in the city and an or78
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der that future licenses would not allow Sunday shows, citing as he did so
concerns about physical safety and about the capability of cinema to “degrade or injure the morals of the community.”8 Shutting down some 550
nickelodeons on Christmas Eve, this was the pinnacle of repressive state action in the preclassical period, cutting straight to the heart of the ﬁlm industry in the biggest market in the country. Exhibitors in the city responded
quickly to the mayor’s dramatic decision, banding together to form the Association of Moving Picture Exhibitors of New York and succeeding in gaining injunctions against the mayor’s decision that allowed them to reopen
for business.9 A self-regulation of ﬁlms was mooted to mollify the intensiﬁed
state, religious, and reform intrusion into the operation of nickelodeons.
Moving Picture World—perhaps thinking back to the crisis over The Unwritten Law—suggested that “the portrayal of sensational crime” and trials, “the lingering over the details [of ] such things as murders and executions,” and images of prisons and prison life should be prohibited to make
cinema respectable.10 Shortly thereafter, the Association of Moving Picture
Exhibitors approached the sympathetic civic reform organization the People’s
Institute to organize a board of censorship to review all ﬁlms shown in New
York City.11
Largely staffed by middle-class “progressive” reformers, and at the
ground level overwhelmingly by women volunteers, the New York Board
of Censorship met for the ﬁrst time in March 1909. Among the ﬁlms “reviewed” at the ﬁrst meeting was A Drunkard’s Reformation (Biograph,
1909), a ﬁlm that told the story of the reformation of a male “drunkard”
after he attends a temperance play at the theater.12 The New York Herald
commented:
Until the noble young man with the high forehead and the bow tie
resolved that rum should never be his master and began life anew in
a beautiful apartment papered with wandering rose bushes it seemed
that the new Board of Censorship for Moving Picture ﬁlms . . . would
have reason to object to the ﬁrst ﬁlms which were spread before them.
But the reformation in the case of the young man, whose life was depicted by the screen, was so sudden and so complete that . . . [the] censors gathered in the ofﬁces of the Motion Pictures Patents Company
found no fault with the ﬁrst sad, sweet story of the young man’s life.
The ﬁlm which showed the transition from wickedness to grace was
one of the 28 which were inspected yesterday at the ﬁrst session of
the censors. . . . The Drunkard’s Reformation took the lead early in the
session and held it to the close. It seemed a pity that such a nice young
man as he whose history was the subject of the picture should have
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ever yielded to the insidious highball and the brain stealing rickey.
Still, he found no happiness till he threw away his pint ﬂask and took
a new hold on life and its possibilities.13

Likewise, one of the censors present told a reporter that the ﬁlm might have
been criticized “had it not pointed out a moral lesson, and concluded with
a happy ending” that showed the family, threatened by the effects of alcohol on the father, reunited.14 “Reform came about in this way,” the censor
continued. “The man was prevailed upon to accompany the little child to
the theatre and there he saw enacted on the stage the story of his own life.
When the curtain fell on the last act, he was a reformed man.”15 Like The
Unwritten Law two years before, the ﬁlm was singled out by commentators, not now, though, as symptomatic of the immorality of cinema but instead as indicative of the newfound morality of cinema, heralding the ﬁlm
industry’s “transition from wickedness to grace.”
Looking to respond to widely articulated concerns about the social functioning of cinema beginning in late 1906 and the increasingly repressive
practices of state, religious, and reform groups from 1907 onward, ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs evidently sought several rhetorical and material
strategies to sever cinema’s associations with “vice” and reposition cinema
as “respectable.” Seen in clear outline during the highly charged and particularly fraught period from late 1908 to early 1909 in New York City, this
institutional project included three principal strategies. First, the industry
argued that cinema effected the “moral and educational uplifting” of children and “the poor” by providing “moral lessons,” a position similar to
that articulated in Chicago slightly earlier and consistent with widely held
beliefs about the pedagogic formation of morality. Second, trade associations established friendly relations with sympathetic reformers and with
institutions of cultural reproduction to fashion a “self-regulation” of cinema to police or validate representations and formations of ﬁlmic discourse.
Here there was a shift from external policing to one of self-governing, initiating a complex balancing of policing and self-management that continued throughout the transitional era and indeed beyond. Last, there was the
repeated suggestion that cinema was diametrically opposed to the space of
the saloon and was capable of reforming men and returning them to their
families. Saloons destroyed the home, the argument ran, whereas cinema
supported the home. This logic about domesticity and cinema informed
rhetoric about the social function of cinema and also ﬁlm content and form,
including a cycle of temperance dramas from 1909, of which A Drunkard’s
Reformation was but the most visible example; thus, the formation of a
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particular narrative system around 1908/1909 became closely intertwined
with the idealization of domesticity.
Linked together, these strategies marked the beleaguered ﬁlm industry’s
attempts to reposition cinema as respectable by defusing rhetoric about the
immorality of the medium and by situating it in particular ways with regard to other cultural practices and to the broader regulatory space of the
period. Such a response to regulatory discourses and practices was predicated on the successful preexisting strategies of theatrical and vaudeville entrepreneurs. It was enmeshed also with broad cultural shifts, principally with
developments speciﬁc to the self-deﬁnition of the middle class—in terms
of social and cultural experience—in conjunction with gendered conceptions
of “respectability” and difference. And it was related also to economic shifts
attendant on the rise of a “culture of consumption” and reorganization of
the public sphere around the female shopper.16 Located in this context, we
can say that a reformation of cinema at this moment was consistent with a
gendering of moral authority and rhetoric of “maternalism” that made sense
for the ﬁlm industry on a number of levels and that, the following analysis suggests, informed conceptions of the educative cultural function of cinema and a gendering of the moral address of cinema around 1909.17
Building on the story of the contestation over cinema from late 1907 in
the previous chapter, this chapter shifts attention from the second-largest
ﬁlm market to the largest ﬁlm market in New York City and focuses more
precisely on the industrial response to the criticisms of cinema. In turn, the
chapter addresses the effects of that response—in interaction with state,
religious, and reform forces—on the shaping of the material space of nickelodeons and of ﬁlm content, form, and proposed social function.

education or sacred entertainment
Laws restricting Sunday activities—so-called blue laws—were common in
the regulation of social behavior in the nineteenth century, linked to religious ideals and frequently to the maintenance of “good order,” “moral
tone,” and public welfare.18 Sabbatarian policy was an established part of
the regulatory matrix pivotal to governance in the nineteenth century but
became increasingly contested around the turn of the century, as new forms
of entertainment and recreation emerged alongside ever-larger numbers of
people who held divergent views as to the proper way to spend Sundays and
as a declining liberal Protestantism clashed with an emerging therapeutic
culture of consumption.19 Entertainments held on Sundays were viewed by
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some Protestant elites as symptomatic of the broader secularization of society and of the immorality of the increasingly Catholic immigrants. In this
context many argued both that the immorality of secular commercial culture was rendering the moral authority of religion problematic, as “the red
laws of riot, carnival and immorality” substituted for the morality of blue
laws, and that the gathering together of working-class and immigrant
groups outside of work presented problems of public order and governance.20
Yet for others, particularly working-class and immigrant groups, Sunday entertainments were necessary for recreation outside the long work hours that
frequently left only Sundays free from work. Likewise, Sunday shows were
important to cultural entrepreneurs for commercial viability.21
Initially, legal debates and policy decisions about Sunday entertainments
commonly targeted the saloon, itself an institution regularly singled out by
Protestant ministers as symbolic of the troubling shift toward an urban, secular, and Catholic base to America and as a worrying forum for public and
political gathering and discussion.22 Arguments against saloons were regularly suffused with concerns about moral order and good governance. Anxieties about secularization and governance underpinned also the struggle
over the Sunday opening of vaudeville and nickelodeons that emerged in
New York City in late 1906 and that, as we have seen, led in part to the mayoral hearing in late 1908 and the repressive closing of the city’s nickelodeons.
Looking to revive blue laws already on the statute book, the Interdenominational Committee for the Suppression of Sunday Vaudeville was organized in late 1906.23 Sunday shows drive “out of the mind all holy thoughts
which have sanctiﬁed the day,” members of the committee argued, and Sunday closing laws were essential if the church were to be able to fulﬁll its important civic task of “the making of the youth into good citizens.”24
Even saloons themselves, some argued, were not as bad as Sunday shows.25
Increasingly, the committee focused its attention on the nickelodeons that
had sprung up in the city throughout 1907. For example, in January 1908
the New York Times reported that at a meeting of the American Sabbath
Union “Canon Chase . . . will call the attention of those present to the moving picture show and penny arcade situation. Most of the clergy assert that
these places do more harm in one Sunday than the vaudeville operators do
in a year, because there are at least 500 of them in the city, open from early
morning until late at night, and because they are so cheap as to attract thousand [sic] of young persons.”26 Like those who articulated concerns about
the saloon and about the Sunday opening of saloons, the committee continually expressed anxiety about the gathering together of unsupervised
“rough elements.” In a letter to Mayor George McClellan, treasurer of the
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committee the Reverend A. B. Churchman wrote: “The especial point we
would like to make against Sunday opening would be that, being a holiday,
the rougher element of the neighborhood would be idle, and much more
likely to congregate than upon any other day.”27 Simultaneously, then, the
committee expressed fears about secularization and the undercutting of
religious authority in the education of the young, a concomitant demoralization, and an ungovernable “rougher element” closely associated with immigrant men.28
Late in 1907 the situation came to a head when State Supreme Court
justice James O’Gormon revoked the license of William Hammerstein’s Victoria Theatre for violating an old 1860 statute that had banned the presentation on Sunday of “any interlude, tragedy, comedy, opera, ballet, play, farce,
Negro minstrelsy, Negro or other dancing or any other entertainment of
the stage.”29 In his decision O’Gormon explicitly invoked concerns about
the physical and moral well-being of audiences and about “public peace”
and “good order,” stating that “the Christian Sabbath is one of the civil institutions of the state and that for the purpose of protecting the moral and
physical well-being of the people and preserving the peace, quiet and the
good order of society the Legislature has authority to regulate its observance.”30 Like the decision of the Police Censorship Board in Chicago the
previous month, this decision was consistent with the belief that the state
should intervene in the running of commercial entertainments to regulate
“moral well-being” for the “good order” of society. In the wake of this the
police enforced O’Gormon’s “drastic” decision for two “blue Sundays” in
a row, stopping theatrical and cinematic entertainment in the city.31
A vocal and diverse opposition sought redress, arguing that the decision
perverted the basis of secular government in the United States, that it effectively constituted class legislation, and that it left the door open for the
dreaded saloon to prosper.32 Speaking to this latter point, prominent vaudeville entrepreneur Frederick Freeman Proctor suggested that Sunday shows
served “admirably to keep young men out of the saloon and away from the
possibility of an undesirable atmosphere on the street.”33 Likewise, Ted
Marks of the American Theatre asserted, “People go to the Sunday concert
when they might go to saloons”; and a Father Curry observed, “The closing of theatre and amusement places simply puts a premium on the back
rooms of saloons and other holes of the kind.”34 William Hammerstein of
the Victoria Theatre similarly asserted, “We have thousands of foreigners
who go to church in the morning and spend the rest of the day in recreation. This is their belief and if they do not go to concerts they will go to
saloons. The saloons are always open, law or no law.”35 A cartoon in the New
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York World entitled “The Only Place Left?” showed a drunk man stumbling out of a saloon next to a theater with a sign reading “Closed, No Concert Today.”36 Entertainment on Sundays, this logic ran, counteracted the
deleterious effects of the saloon on “foreign” men and public order.
Looking to counter O’Gormon’s decision, a group of vaudeville managers,
including Hammerstein, appealed to the Board of Aldermen, and legal steps
were taken to circumvent the decision by the allowance of “harmless
amusement” on Sundays.37 Known as the Doull ordinance, after proposer
Alderman Reginald Doull, the ordinance deﬁned “harmless amusement” as
“sacred or educational” entertainment.38 After repeating the 1860 charter
provisions invoked by O’Gormon against minstrelsy, tragedy, comedy, and
so on, the amendment stated, “Provided, however, that nothing herein contained shall be deemed to prohibit at any such place or places on the ﬁrst
day of the week, commonly called Sunday, sacred or educational, vocal or
instrumental concerns, lectures, addresses, recitations and singing, provided
that such above-mentioned entertainments shall be given in such a manner as not to disturb the public peace or amount to a serious interruption
of the repose and religious liberty of the community.”39 Educational or sacred entertainment, the ordinance suggested, could complement the civic
task of the church and “public peace.” In spite of protests from members of
the Interdenominational Committee, who argued, “The worst result of Alderman Doull’s ordinance would be the opening of the vast number of moving picture shows on Sunday throughout the city,” the ordinance was
quickly passed.40 With “slap stick hung behind the wings,” this led to what
the New York World called a “pale blue Sunday.”41
Further than that, the ordinance led to a series of intense debates about
what constituted “harmless amusement,” “educational entertainment,” and
their opposite, most frequently ﬁgured as “degraded amusement,” that had
important consequences for the ﬁlm industry. “What is a sacred or educational monologue?” asked the New York Times on the eve of the ﬁrst pale
blue Sunday, “and at what point does one pass beyond the sacred or educational?”42 Professor Felix Adler, of the Society of Ethical Culture, summed
up this dilemma: “It is desirable that there should be Sunday laws, but somehow a legal distinction must be made between educational uplifting art and
degrading amusement; a separation of the wholesome from the vicious.”43
Yet it was not clear how that distinction could be made. Alderman Doull
himself told the New York World he was “not prepared to say just what his
amendment would designate as ‘harmless amusement,’” and the city’s corporation counsel also professed to be uncertain.44 “I think it is framed so as
not to conﬂict with the Penal Code,” he said. “Why, suppose a missionary
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should return from Africa and want to tell of his experiences there? The Penal Code wouldn’t stop that, even though it might be very entertaining because of the humor of it or for other reasons.”45 Sunday closing debates led
to a series of complex debates about how to classify entertainments with
respect to conceptions of “harm,” religion, and education.
Uncertainty about the constitution of “harmless amusement” was even
more pressing for the ﬁlm exhibitors of the city, who were unsure whether
moving pictures would be considered “harmless educational entertainment” or “degraded amusement.” At the time the Doull ordinance was being drafted the New York Times asserted that it offered “no relief to moving picture shows, penny arcades, nickelodeons and the ordinary ﬁve and
ten cent entertainment houses.”46 Likewise, the day before the ﬁrst pale blue
Sunday, the New York World reported, “Managers of moving picture shows
had received a ‘tip’ that under no circumstances would they be allowed to
open.”47 It was said that corporation counsel Pendleton had “speciﬁcally
mentioned moving picture exhibitions as being forbidden.”48 Amid confusion about the parameters of the Doull ordinance, it appeared that moving
pictures were to be inscribed outside the conﬁguration of “harmless amusement,” outside the “sacred” and the “educational,” and aligned with “degraded” institutions such as penny arcades and the saloon.
Lamenting what they called “this invidious distinction” between moving pictures and other entertainments, Moving Picture World and others
associated with the exhibition of moving pictures contested this logic.49
Showing moving pictures as part of their entertainment on the ﬁrst pale
blue Sunday, nickel theater owners and vaudeville managers sought to force
a test case to reposition moving pictures within the conﬁnes of the Doull
ordinance. Keith and Proctor’s vaudeville theater showed the Vitagraph production of the Passion Play, with sacred music and scriptural readings, clearly
attempting to inscribe moving pictures into the context of the “sacred.”50
Even so, several of those showing moving pictures were arrested and the
subsequent court cases considered further the deﬁnition of moving pictures
in relation to conceptions of “harmless amusement.” Speciﬁc questions were
raised about whether moving pictures could be regarded as similar to stereopticon slides, which had a long history of being used as part of educational
lectures to middle-class audiences.51
Late in December some clarity to the complicated situation was achieved
through these test cases, for a time at least, when the attorney for the ﬁlm
exhibitors, Gustavus Rogers, gained an injunction against the police closing of nickel theaters on Sundays.52 Legal decisions by the city magistrate
and by the State Supreme Court upheld the exhibitors, and this precarious
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legal consensus effectively inscribed moving pictures within the conﬁnes of
the Doull ordinance.53 Nickelodeons and moving pictures could now be considered as “harmless amusement,” as consistent with religious norms, and
as educational and could be exhibited in a manner that did not “disturb the
public peace or amount to a serious interruption of the repose and religious
liberty of the community.”
Early in 1908 this stance on moving pictures was further validated by
the publication of a report written by the Women’s Municipal League and
the People’s Institute after the two organizations had jointly undertaken
an investigation of nickel theaters in New York City beginning in late 1907.
Sympathetic to nickel theaters in relation to other entertainments, such
as cheap vaudeville and penny arcades, the report suggested that the “nickelodeon is a family theater, and is almost the creation of the child.”54 Even
though “some of these places are objectionable,” the two organizations
noted, “many are commendable, and, provided inﬂuence is brought to bear
upon the central ﬁlm agencies, they offer an opportunity for educational
inﬂuence.”55 Not surprisingly, Moving Picture World seized on this suggestion and happily reported that the Women’s Municipal League and the
People’s Institute had shown that “nickelodeons were furnishing upon the
whole healthy and even educational amusement.”56 Likewise, the New
York Daily Tribune noted, “The educational value of the moving picture
ﬁlms showing human activities in other lands and various historical reproductions is, according to the report of the committee, of great importance.”57 At the same time, praise was heaped on travel lecturer Burton
Holmes’s engagement at Carnegie Hall in January 1908, for Holmes used
moving pictures as part of a series of lectures on the ﬁve best governed
cities of the “Old World”—simultaneously demonstrating the educational
potential of cinema and seemingly positioning cinema on the side of good
governance.58
The trade press began to regularly publish articles on the educational potential of cinema. Articles with titles like “The Masses Are Being Educated”
and “Growth of an Educational Idea” proliferated, the latter suggesting that
motion pictures were “being more and more looked upon as an educator as
well [as] a means of entertainment” and speculating on the possibility of
municipal nickelodeons run by the board of education.59 Late in 1908 Moving Picture World cited the letter Jane Addams wrote after the demise of
the uplift nickel theater at Hull House in late 1907, in which she had suggested that “in time moving pictures will be utilized quite as the stereopticon is at present for all purposes of education and entertainment and that
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schools and churches will count the ﬁlms as among their most valuable
equipment.”60 Related rhetoric suggested the cultural function of cinema
could be linked to that of the church.61 The representation of cinema as
fulﬁlling an educative cultural function helped to uplift the cultural status
of cinema, to ally it with the cultural function of the school and the church,
and to legally protect cinema from repressive and extremely costly regulatory interventions.
Yet this rhetoric was not entirely successful. Sunday closing issues became moot again in the city in May 1908 when the various injunctions
against police interference with Sunday shows granted in the lower courts
in January were set aside in the Appellate Division of the State Supreme
Court.62 Although once again this issue was resolved in favor of the ﬁlm
exhibitors in June, the continuing controversies about the morality of the
Sunday opening of nickelodeons and about the effects of cinema on vulnerable and dangerous populations led to the critical mayoral hearing in late
December 1908.63 Here, as we have seen, critics and defenders of the ﬁlm
business stood face-to-face and argued either that cinema had dangerous
effects on young audiences or that it provided for the “moral and educational uplifting” of audiences and that it kept men from the saloons and reunited families.64
Looked at in the context delineated thus far, the strategies articulated by
ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs at the hearing make more sense, for the suggestion that cinema fulﬁlled an educative cultural function clearly responded
directly to anxieties about the effects of ﬁlmgoing on young audiences,
sought to ally cinema with the cultural function of the church, and drew on
the lessons learned from the successful struggle over the Doull ordinance
to rhetorically link cinema to the sacred and the educational. Likewise, the
suggestion that cinema was diametrically opposed to the space of the saloon
drew on the context of widely articulated regulatory concerns about saloons
and borrowed from the strategy articulated by vaudeville entrepreneurs such
as Frederick Proctor in late 1907 in response to the O’Gormon decision,
where they had repeatedly suggested that Sunday shows counteracted the
deleterious effects of saloons.65
An increasingly common dichotomy in ﬁlm industry rhetoric, this widespread suggestion merits further investigation for its logic and for what it
tells us about the strategies of the ﬁlm industry and the context in which
these strategies were articulated. Further examination will also set up my
analysis of the effects of these strategies on ﬁlm content, form, and proposed
social function.
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substitutes for the saloon
Like vaudeville entrepreneurs such as Proctor, those associated with the ﬁlm
industry had begun to suggest even before the mayoral hearing that moving pictures counteracted the deleterious effects of the saloon. Moving Picture World suggested in mid-1908 that “moving picture shows are doing
temperance work quietly”; furthermore, “Men who formerly were rarely
seen on the streets in company with their wives and children have come to
the practice of taking their family for an hour almost nightly to the ﬁve cent
shows.”66 Views and Film Index similarly suggested that nickelodeons
“keep men out of saloons.”67 Likewise, the summary of the report undertaken by the Women’s Municipal League and the People’s Institute in early
1908 praised nickelodeons as a “family theater” distinct from the penny arcade that is “like the saloon from which the family has stayed away.”68 The
head of the Police Censorship Board in Chicago stated,
I consider the moving picture theatre properly conducted a boon
to any community. It affords entertainment for young and old and
my observation has been that it has had a tendency to bring together
parents and children who spend the evening in the neighborhood
picture house; there the father can not only entertain himself and
his family with the price of a few drinks, which might otherwise be
spent in the saloon, but he has the double enjoyment of being with
his family.69

Lots of other examples of this rhetoric are easy to ﬁnd. Economist Simon
Patten’s observation that the nickelodeon was “the ﬁrst cheap amusement
to occupy the economic phase that the saloon has so long exclusively controlled” was widely reported.70 An anonymous poem entitled “A Newsboy’s
Point of View,” written circa 1910 and published in Herbert A. Jump’s The
Religious Possibilities of the Motion Picture, described how a newsboy witnessed his girlfriend’s father giving up drink after seeing a ﬁlm about the
evils of alcohol, confessing “‘I never knowed just what a bum I’d gone an’
got to be / until those movin’ pitchers went an’ showed myself to me.’”71
Later, prominent reformer and chairman of the National Board of Censorship Frederick Howe asserted that “men now take their women and families for an evening at the movies where formerly they went alone to the
nearby saloon.”72 Exhibitor William Fox suggested that instead of getting
drunk the workingman could take his family to the nickel theater and discover that “he was getting a much bigger kick holding his kid’s hand or the
hands of his wife, than he would be from getting his drink at the bar.”73
Where the “saloon is anti-social in its effects on the family,” said Orrin
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Cocks, the advisory secretary to the National Board of Censorship, moving
pictures “hold together the whole family.”74 Indeed, the National Board of
Censorship actually conducted investigations in the early 1910s to try to
prove that saloons were closing down because of nickel theaters.75 In situating cinema in the context of the broader regulatory space of the period,
defenders of the ﬁlm industry sought consistently to place mainstream cinema in opposition to the saloon and, implicitly, other male-only entertainment spaces such as cheap variety, gambling halls, dime museums, concert
saloons, peep shows, and, perhaps, nonmainstream “stag” cinema and past
ﬁlmmaking traditions.76
Emerging in mid-1908 and running through to the teens, the suggestions that cinema was, in the words of Vachel Lindsay, a “substitute for the
saloon” drew directly on the strategies of vaudeville entrepreneurs such as
Frederick Proctor and William Hammerstein in their response to the Sunday closing debates and, more generally, on the strategies of these entrepreneurs to reposition vaudeville as “respectable” entertainment.77 Cultural
historians have shown how this took place in the late nineteenth century
through a differentiation of vaudeville from “concert saloons,” which had
combined stage entertainment in a variety format with alcohol served by
waitresses and had attracted principally male audiences.78 In seeking family audiences for purposes of respectability and economic success, vaudeville entrepreneurs such as Tony Pastor, Benjamin Franklin Keith, Edward
Albee, and Proctor drew on the successful strategies of theatrical entrepreneurs in the mid-nineteenth century to render theatrical entertainment respectable by appealing directly to women audiences, who, “particularly as
wives and mothers, carried designations of respectability,” a process that
Richard Butsch has termed “re-gendering.”79 Both theatrical and vaudeville
entrepreneurs sought to reposition their respective entertainments as respectable by appealing to women and family audiences, and this informed
a reformation of theater space and transformations in representational practices. Speciﬁcally, entrepreneurs banned the sale of alcohol at theaters, banished prostitutes from the gallery, segregated theaters according to race,
“paciﬁed” audience behavior, employed ushers to discipline audiences, relocated theaters to near shopping districts (Proctor’s was near “Ladies
Mile” in New York City), produced “moral domestic dramas,” and developed matinee performances.80 The principal aim was to situate theatrical
entertainment as a complement to women’s domesticity and their family
obligations.
A regendering of theater and vaudeville was predicated on fundamental cultural shifts, principally the formation and self-deﬁnition of the “dis-
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tinctive identity” of the middle class in terms of gendered codes of respectability.81 Conceptions of respectability were instrumental in establishing class status in nineteenth-century America, historians have shown,
suggesting that the middle class was formed—in terms of social and cultural experience—around particular conceptions of gender and respectability and that in this respect “middle-class formation was woman’s
work.”82 A broader “feminization” of middle-class culture developed from
this, consistent with a widespread ideology of female moral authority.83
Scholars have shown how this informed sentimental domestic ﬁction, the
proliferation of domestic advice books, improving tracts, journals such as
Ladies’ Home Journal, and an increased self-restraint and self-discipline
among the middle classes.84
Such a context is important for our understanding of the strategies of
ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs in the early twentieth century. Rhetoric about
cinema as a safe, family space, opposed to the homosocial space of the
saloon—spilling over also into the production of moral domestic dramas,
such as A Drunkard’s Reformation, that attempted to fuse education and
entertainment—clearly drew on the strategies of theatrical and vaudeville
entrepreneurs and on broader issues about middle-class self-deﬁnition.85
Several other factors further supported these strategies. As we saw in the
previous chapter, standards of respectability had become increasingly important around the turn of the century in response to the ever more visible
social accompaniments of industrialization and the rise of a “culture of consumption” that seemed to many opposed to the cultural formation of respectability. Harry Thaw, Stanford White, and Evelyn Nesbit were positioned
as part of this feared unmooring of moral and, thus, social order. Less about
the formation of the middle classes, these skirmishes about the terrain of
the respectable were about the continuing self-deﬁnition of the middle class
as respectable in opposition to those groups “above” and “below” (in particular, historians have suggested, the lower middle classes) and, in turn, about
the increasing activism of the middle class in relation to others.86
Important also was the fact that public regulation of respectability around
the turn of the century was increasingly carried out by middle-class women
reformers who cleverly used these conceptions of female moral authority
and corresponding “maternalist” rhetoric to regulate cultural practices and
to articulate what historian Barbara Leslie Epstein terms a “politics of domesticity” that shaped public policy in a number of ways and reclaimed for
women a right—albeit a circumscribed right—to public space and public participation.87 Legislation with regard to welfare, particularly child welfare,
temperance reform, and social hygiene was perhaps the most visible exam-
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ple of this “maternalist” policy.88 In particular, a feminist crusade for temperance grew out of a tradition of female evangelism that was transformed
in the late nineteenth century into a social morality centered on the defense
of “home values” that positioned the saloon and its clientele of, in particular, lower-class and immigrant males as problematic to the home and family. In articulating a “politics of domesticity” organizations like the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) sought to “curb the self-assertive,
boisterous masculinity of the saloon, to support and protect the family, and
to return the husband—the immigrant workingman in particular—to the
home.”89 In this context sections of the middle class sought to redeﬁne masculinity as actively domestic, distinct from the perversity of an upper class
exempliﬁed by Stanford White and Harry Thaw and from the immorality
of lower-class and immigrant saloon goers.90
Lamenting the deleterious effects of the saloon, women reformers sought
to shore up the family by reforming the saloon and also by regulating culture, seeing in this strategy an important way to “save” children, reinforce
domesticity, and regulate deviant masculinity. As part of a catchall strategy
of “home protection,” the WCTU campaigned against “impure” literature,
immoral dancing, indecent art, moving pictures, and nickelodeons as “schools
of crime.”91 It is worth noting here that this maternalist regulation shifted
increasingly away from regulation based on the language of piety and purity, for these middle-class women frequently moved from Christianidentiﬁed to secular women’s organizations, where religion became less central to their activism and where the presumption of respectability and
motherliness became increasingly important.92
Reeling from the widespread concerns about the effects of moving pictures on children and from intensiﬁed religious disapproval, the beleaguered
ﬁlm industry evidently sought in this maternalist rhetoric an effective way
to reposition cinema as respectable. The pervasive rhetoric about cinema
replacing the saloon, reforming men, and reinforcing the family drew precisely on this regulatory context, forging a curious and certainly fragile alliance with early feminist maternalist discourse on the terrain of the condemnation of the saloon and the conﬁguration of masculinity associated with
it. Suggestions that cinema substituted for the homosocial space of the saloon thus bypassed the more profound Protestant condemnation of the saloon as symptomatic of the dangerous and immoral heterosocial leisure
world to ally with the more speciﬁc (partly) secular feminist critique of the
saloon as destructive of home life.
We cannot, of course, take this alliance as evidence of the politically progressive nature of the ﬁlm industry. It is certainly the case that the “poli-
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tics of domesticity” articulated by the ﬁlm industry was a limited one, not
extending to, for example, that articulated by more radical feminist activists
or to an embrace of the suffrage issue. Rather, this rhetorical alliance was
advantageous to the efforts of ﬁlm entrepreneurs to both continue operating in the face of extreme concerns about cinema and to make cinema seem
respectable. For the ﬁlm industry it made sense to bypass extreme religious
disapproval by alliance with more “progressive” discourses and by association with the cultural capital that the self-deﬁnition of the middle class gave
to middle-class women.
Equally important to this rhetorical alliance was the question of economic
capital, for the ﬁlm industry was cognizant of what theatrical, vaudeville,
and other entrepreneurs knew well—that women were crucial to the new
culture of consumption, were frequently principal familial decision makers,
and were thus vital to commercial success. In advertising trade journals in
the early years of the twentieth century it was estimated that women accounted for as much as 85 percent of consumer spending.93 Views and Films
Index had suggested as early as May 1907 that the “wonderful growth in
numbers of so called ‘store shows’ and ‘nickelodeons’ in the past twelve
months has been due to a great extent to the patronage accorded this class
of amusement by the women and children.”94 Likewise, Moving Picture
World noted that “mothers . . . take the children and spend many restful
hours there at small expense,” and Nickelodeon baldly asserted that “Most
of the nickels are feminine.”95 Journalistic accounts and recreation surveys
in the 1910s suggested that women formed a signiﬁcant component of the
motion picture audience.96 Some theater managers sought to exploit the fact
that women frequently took a prominent role in family decision making.
The managers of one theater, for example, made this clear when they confessed to women, “We want and need your patronage, for where you attend, so will follow the husbands and sons.”97 Likewise, scholars have also
recently shown how fan culture catered increasingly to young women in
the 1910s.98 In an editorial in 1914 Motography spelled out clearly the logic
operative from 1907: “The ladies are the real spenders and the real pleasure
seekers. This may work itself out in three different ways: the ladies may
spend their own nickels and dimes, or they may persuade the men to spend
theirs, or the men may spend in the hope of pleasing the ladies. But ladies
are always the prime movers, the originating cause of expenditure.”99
Located in this context, it is apparent that reform strategies for repositioning cinema as respectable meshed fortuitously with the commercial aesthetic of the ﬁlm industry to cater to women audiences as central players in
the new culture of consumption and to attract family audiences. It is cer-
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tainly the case that this audience of women was viewed with considerable
unease by certain elite reform groups steeped in an ideology of separate
spheres, as the previous chapter showed and as other scholars have noted,
but it was nevertheless an increasingly critical audience for the industry,
existing as it did at the conﬂuence of respectability and proﬁtability.100
Accordingly, press reports from newly opened nickel theaters and moving picture palaces from 1907 onward repeatedly announced their intentions
to “cater especially to the patronage of women and children,” to “families,
especially ladies and children,” and promised to be “ladies and children’s
resort[s] in earnest.”101 At the same time, exhibitors such as Eugene Cline
asserted that “better business in the long run” would come to theaters patronized by “ladies and children.”102 The proprietors of the Swann Theater
in Chicago in 1908 went so far as to assert, “The policy of the house recognizes the eternal feminine as the great factor in determining the nature of
any amusement enterprise,” further promising that “the pictures shown are
always carefully selected with the view of pleasing the ladies.”103 Female
theater owners were also frequently singled out for praise by the trade press
for the air of respectability they brought to the business.104
A reformation of the material space of nickelodeons followed. Included
was the innovation of lighted theaters to counter the possibility of immoral
behavior (particularly offensive male harassment), consistent with anxieties about the sexualization of public space like that seen in the ThawWhite controversy and with a widespread effort to literally and ﬁguratively
light the city’s dark corners and thus to create moral elevation.105 Also important was the introduction of restrooms and nurseries for babies that,
taken together with improved ventilation, perfumed deodorizers, mirrored
common areas, luxurious decorations, and uniformed attendants, borrowed
from department store interiors, which had been carefully designed in the
1890s to appeal to female consumers.106 Exhibitors also initiated matinee
showings to attract female audiences (often half-priced), held competitions
such as baby photograph contests, offered free gifts of teddy bears and perfume, and provided space for baby carriages. In these and other ways they
made a conscious effort to transform the rowdy space of nickelodeons to
meet the polite standards of early-twentieth-century decorum, even projecting slides during the intervals between ﬁlms to emphasize this (see
ﬁgure 8).107 A segregation of black and white audiences was, it is worth noting, frequently rigorously policed as part of the designation of cinema space
as “respectable.”108 Such changes signaled a clear attempt to cater to
(white) women and family audiences and at the same time to assuage reform and governmental anxiety about cinema by positioning cinema as akin
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Figure 8. Slide shown between ﬁlms (c. 1908–14). Courtesy Library
of Congress Prints and Photographic Division.

to domestic space—effectively creating a public space that was homelike,
blurring the boundaries between public and private space, and thus seeking to reconcile the seemingly contradictory cultural formations of respectability and consumption. Scholarship on the location of nickelodeons
and on audiences, so far revolving around questions of class and ethnicity,
may also proﬁtably begin to consider the question of gender and space, considering, for example, whether nickelodeons were located along what historian Stuart Blumin calls an “axis of respectability” in thoroughfares that
were well lit, like department stores and vaudeville theaters such as Proctor’s were.109
Recognizing the importance of women and family audiences—or, at the
very least, rhetorically asserting their importance as part of a strategy of
“uplift”—ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs made claims also about what kinds
of ﬁlms should be shown (see ﬁgure 9). Views and Film Index suggested
that the patronage of women and children made it “necessary for the exhibitor to see that the pictures he furnishes are free from anything offensive or suggestive.”110 Nickelodeon put it somewhat more strongly:
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Figure 9. Slide shown between ﬁlms (c. 1908–14). Courtesy Library
of Congress Prints and Photographic Division.

The police censorship of ﬁlms by any community means only one
thing—someone, some time, has tried to show pictures that should
not have been shown. To a man this is interesting. To see a censored
ﬁlm becomes desirable. . . . The point is here: That same ﬁlm would
have little interest for any woman. A woman’s curiosity is strong—
but it is not a man’s curiosity. The inference is that the exhibitor who
counted noses in his audience before the show started would not run
such a ﬁlm.111

It was suggested that women, and particularly mothers, would make the best
censors.112 Implying the necessity of a shift away from risqué ﬁlms such as
The Unwritten Law, the importance of women audiences to the ﬁlm industry
at this moment would consequently have effects on what kinds of ﬁlms were
produced and, I suggest later in this chapter, on ﬁlm form.

morals and the community
The suggestion that cinema fulﬁlled an educative cultural function and that
it reinforced domesticity failed to persuade Mayor McClellan, who, as we
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have seen, issued a blanket revocation of common show licenses on Christmas Eve 1908.113 Even though much of McClellan’s statement addressed ﬁre
and safety issues and general public health issues, his conclusion shifted to
a consideration of moral and spiritual “health”:
Because of the serious opposition presented by the rectors and pastors
of practically all the Christian denominations in the city, and because
of the further objections of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children and the Society for the Prevention of Crime, I have decided
that licenses for moving picture shows shall only be issued hereafter
on the written agreement that the licensee will not operate the same
on Sunday. And I do further declare that I will revoke any of these
moving picture show licenses on evidence that pictures have been exhibited by the licensees which tend to degrade or injure the morals of
the community.114

Here state action was tied together with public health and public morality.
In a separate letter McClellan rebuked the police for failing to enforce existing legislation. “I am convinced,” McClellan wrote in response to the evidence presented to him that certain shows had violated ordinances and
statutes, “that if this proof can be supplied by private sources, it is incomprehensible that the same cannot be secured by the Police Department.”115
Regulating moving picture shows should not be left to “private sources,”
the mayor asserted, but should be undertaken by the state.
Exhibitors in the city responded by banding together to form the Association of Moving Picture Exhibitors of New York and quickly gained four
temporary injunctions against the mayor’s actions. These injunctions ruled
that a blanket revocation was an arbitrary action and that licenses could only
be revoked individually and for cause.116 In turn, the mayor responded by
pushing the Sunday closing issue further, ordering Police Chief Theodore
Bingham to explain the rules appertaining to Sunday shows to showmen.117
Bingham obtained a long list of forbidden public performances from Corporation Counsel Pendleton, which followed in part the 1860 statute invoked
by the Interdenominational Committee in late 1906 and Justice O’Gormon
in late 1907 to ban the performance of any tragedy, comedy, opera, ballet,
farce, minstrelsy, dancing as part of a performance, boxing, impersonation
of characters, and so on but now included any moving pictures “giving a
play or part of a play.” Signiﬁcantly, moving pictures “illustrating lectures
of an instructive or educational character” would be permitted.118 Educational moving pictures were acceptable, but the presentation of “plays”—
presumably meaning ﬁctional stories—were not.
Like the Doull ordinance had in late 1907, this led to a series of tussles
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over the parameters of the educational in moving pictures. Nickel theaters
reverted for the most part on Sundays to the actuality-dominated program
of the years before the rise of the story ﬁlm and the nickel theater. The police watched closely to guard the border between the educational and the
entertaining. “Police Act as Critics,” the New York Tribune observed, suggesting further that “Bingham’s Men Have to Determine Whether Entertainments Are Educational.”119 Yet policing the category of the “educational”
was fraught with deﬁnitional difﬁculties, linked not only to textuality—how
to decide which ﬁlm was educational and which was not—but also to the
conditions of exhibition, as exhibitors employed lecturers to comment on
the ﬁlms to thus color them with the sheen of the illustrated lecture and to
deliberately blur the already fuzzy distinctions between the educational and
the entertaining.120 For example, under a headline reading “Moving Picture
Shows Recruit ‘Educational Lecturers’ to Keep the Police at Rest,” the New
York Times described this situation at William Hammerstein’s vaudeville
house, the Victoria:
Upon a screen was thrown the title “Travels in Northern Europe.”
Then a moving picture showing a railway track with scenery on either
side appeared on the screen, giving the impression of a journey from
an unusual angle. The “lecturer” stepped down left center. As the track
ﬁrst appeared he announced: “Railroad track.”
Then he was silent for several minutes. Meanwhile the ﬁlm had
spun along. The track was still in view. “More railroad track” said the
lecturer. The audience, thoroughly appreciating the situation, laughed
and applauded.
The ﬁlm traveled faster. The land of the journey was now in the
region of snows. The reindeer appeared at the side of the track.
“Reindeer,” announced the educational lecturer.
Suddenly the reindeer lowered their heads and seemed to be eating
Iceland moss or snow or something.
“Luncheon on snow,” said the lecturer. Then the ﬁlm darkened.
“Pennsylvania tunnel,” said the lecturer.121

A series of skirmishes took place at exhibition sites and the police arrested
a number of exhibitors and showmen who were thought to have crossed the
border of the “educational” into the “entertaining.” In one case, for example, a vaudeville performer was arrested for limping off the stage. “The audience laughed,” the New York Times observed, and the “police said ‘vaudeville’ and arrested them, with the manager of the house.”122 A cartoon in
the New York Herald showed a policeman looming over a youngster and
warning, “If I see you smile again, I’ll arrest you, young feller.”123
Stalemate reigned at the close of 1908, then, as state intervention was
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checked but continued via a literal policing of exhibition space and as ﬁlm
industry entrepreneurs continued to seek a way to uplift the cultural status of cinema and bypass regulatory practices. A number of developments
followed from this, as regulatory and commercial imperatives interacted to
further shape the content, form, and the proposed social function of cinema.

uplift dramatic films
Late in February 1909, shortly after this renewed struggle over Sunday closing and the category of the “educational,” a committee delegated by the Association of Moving Picture Exhibitors of New York (AMPENY) approached
civic reform organization the People’s Institute to seek advice “regarding
the public hostility to which the motion picture art was subject” and the
practicality of creating a censorship board.124 Clearly responding to the regulatory concerns delineated thus far, the exhibitors directed this also against
a more surprising foe—the production companies who had recently banded
together in the legal superstructure of the Motion Picture Patents Company.125 Established coincidentally in the midst of the intensiﬁcation of regulatory discourses and practices in late 1908, the Patents Company had
quickly used this situation to legitimate itself and to deﬂect concern about
monopolistic practices.126 It immediately adopted the slogan, “Moral, Educational and Amusing.”127
Early in January 1909 the Patents Company met with members of ﬁlm
exchanges and informed them of its terms of trade. Among the new regulations was a requirement that exchanges supply the company with a list of
the theaters they serviced; the company would in turn determine which of
those theaters it was prepared to license. It demanded that theaters be clean,
well ventilated, well lit, and safe.128 In claiming the right to license theaters, the Patents Company was seeking to blame exhibitors for the perceived immorality of cinema, the consequent low cultural status of cinema,
and reform and governmental intervention. Exhibitors associated with AMPENY responded in February 1909 by calling for censorship to “protect
them from the ﬁlm manufacturers who it was alleged foisted improper pictures on them.”129 A struggle emerged between exhibitors and producers
who, although united on some level in the necessity of responding to regulatory discourses and practices, were divided as to the proper course of
action—with producers suggesting theater space was the problem and exhibitors suggesting ﬁlm content was responsible for the troubles besetting
the industry.
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In approaching the People’s Institute in late February to begin a censorship of ﬁlms, the exhibitors sought to both deﬂect reform and state anxieties and interventions and to outmaneuver the Patents Company. A number of factors made the People’s Institute a sensible choice. First, the People’s
Institute had declared itself against the formation of the Patents Company
and had condemned monopoly in the industry.130 Second, the institute had
undertaken, alongside the Women’s Municipal League, the report favorable
to nickelodeons published in early 1908, and the director of the institute,
Charles Sprague Smith, had spoken up in defense of the ﬁlm industry at
the McClellan hearing.131 Smith had also repeatedly suggested that some
entertainment forms could function as “counter-attractions,” particularly
in relation to the “saloon problem,” and this rhetoric suited well the needs
of ﬁlm entrepreneurs, particularly exhibitors seeking to situate cinema space
as respectable space.132 Third, the institute already had a dramatic department that ran a review of current plays alongside reports on their suitability for various audiences.133 Last, the institute pursued educational work as
a central goal of its civic reform platform and thus dovetailed well with goals
of entrepreneurs to present ﬁlmgoing as an educational experience in play
at least since the Doull ordinance in late 1907 and to thus deﬂect regulatory
concerns about children at moving picture shows.134
Looked at from the other side, a board of censorship was desirable for the
People’s Institute as a way of using the “new social force” of moving pictures as a “counterattraction” to less desirable entertainments like saloons,
a counterattraction that could then create “more desirable citizenship.” Like
the Arnoldian stance articulated by, for example, Jane Addams in mid-1907,
the institute thought that a carefully regulated moving picture business
could educate audiences and could extend the civic educational work of the
institute. John Collier, the secretary of the institute and chief architect of
the proposal for the board of censorship, had previously written, “All the
settlements and churches combined do not reach daily a tithe of the simple
and impressionable folk that the nickelodeons reach and vitally impress
every day. Here is a new social force, perhaps the beginning of a true theatre of the people, and an instrument whose power can only be realized when
social workers begin to use it.”135 Such a perspective on the educational potential of cinema was shared by other reform organizations, and the proposal for an experimental censorship board put forward by the institute in
early March included representatives of the Public Education Association,
the public schools, and the League for Political Education.136 Its membership, Moving Picture World commented, consisted principally of “persons
connected with public and private educational institutions in New York.”137
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In accordance with the proposal, exhibitors associated with AMPENY
agreed to screen only ﬁlms previously approved by the board and to meet
its costs. It was uncertain whether the producers in the Patents Company
would cooperate with the board, but the company had little choice if it
wanted to avoid being effectively locked out of the most proﬁtable single
market in the country and, on 20 March the Patents Company agreed to cooperate with the board.138 The ﬁrst meeting of the New York Board of Censorship of Motion Picture Shows took place on 26 March and included the
viewing of A Drunkard’s Reformation. The exhibitors had succeeded in depicting the movie problem principally as a problem of ﬁlm content, necessitating the regulation mainly of texts and not exhibition spaces. And this
was further mandated when the board abandoned its original plan to inspect ﬁlms showing in nickelodeons, deciding, instead, to inspect ﬁlms at their
source, the manufacturer.139 Equally signiﬁcantly, the exhibitors had succeeded in aligning an inﬂuential reform organization with a commercial
strategy of “uplift.”
For the Patents Company the uplifting of the cultural status of cinema
could also be advantageous, and it accordingly sought to co-opt the moral
authority of the board, supplying a screening room and a stipend for expenses and proclaiming in statements that the Patents Company had started
the board and that the board “will put the moving picture show on a level
with the very ﬁnest and highest types of theatrical entertainment.”140 Local or municipal censorship boards had proliferated around the country in
imitation of the one established in Chicago and the Patents Company had
quickly realized that the New York board could impose a national standardized product that bypassed expensive and problematic reediting of ﬁlm
prints and that this could also be controlled in some ways by the Patents
Company. Furthermore, the board could be utilized as one aspect of the
Patents Company’s attempts to marginalize foreign producers. In an early
statement about the formation of the Patents Company, the company
claimed one of its goals was to “eliminate the cheap and inferior foreign
ﬁlms which have been forced upon the market, and to so educate the public taste that only high class and attractive ﬁlms will be accepted as reaching the American standard.”141 Non-American ﬁlms were seemingly more
frequently censored by the board, suggesting that the board’s regulation of
cinema effectively complemented the policies of the Patents Company.142
Not surprisingly, the Patents Company strongly supported the trade press
and reform journals in their suggestions that the board become a national
organization, obviating the need for the local censorship that frequently took
the “shape of a blue coat and brass buttons and a club.”143 The New York
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Board of Censorship of Moving Picture Shows became the National Board
of Censorship in May 1909.
Early statements of the standards of the board focused on “obscenity”
and on “crime-for-crime’s sake.”144 “[C]rime for its own sake we condemn,”
Collier wrote in June 1909, “pictures whose chief appeal is to morbid appetite we condemn, bad taste where it becomes vulgarity we condemn. We
condemn anything that seems dangerously suggestive in its tendencies.”145
In relation to this the board cautioned against “unwritten law themes” and
scenes of “barrooms, drinking, drunkenness.”146 Yet the board focused in
the main less on content and more on the organization of content. “[B]arring indecency, barring ghoulishness,” Collier continued, “there is hardly
any incident in life or drama that may not be so treated,” for the board would
evaluate whether “the sum total of effect, the uniﬁed effect, is positive and
harmless” and thus base its “decisions on the general effect a picture will
have on an audience.”147 Similar statements made up the board’s ﬁrst articulation of its policy and standards of censorship in October 1909, which
reiterated that scenes glorifying crime and vice would be objected to but that
“[t]his does not imply the cutting out of any representation of a crime for
such might be incidental to an entirely proper and desirable story.”148 Regulation by the board was not simply repressive, then, but was productive of
a certain conﬁguration of ﬁlmic discourse and of particular narrative patterns, fundamentally encouraging ﬁlmmaking based on a moral discourse.
Signiﬁcantly, regulation, and the moral discourse associated with it, was
closely linked to middle-class women reformers, who quickly made up the
majority of volunteer censors at the board—by 1912, 57 of 75 censors were
women, and by 1915 the ﬁgure had risen to 100 out of 115.149 The “great
policing force of the business” was staffed largely by women reformers,
working from a “politics of domesticity” that designated them as respectable
and important moral arbiters for the community and nation.150
Censorship was never the sole aim of the National Board of Censorship,
though, for it sought also to promote an educative cultural function for cinema. The statement of intent and standards published in Moving Picture
World in October 1909 read: “The National Board of Censorship has been
organized for the improvement of motion pictures and for their further extension in this country as social and educational forces. Its work consists of
censoring moving pictures and dealing constructively with the social, civic
and educational problems connected therewith.”151 As well as its obvious
commercial function, the statement continued, “The Board also sees in the
moving picture an agent which can educate” and that is “capable of use in
direct pedagogical ways.”152 Supporting this argument, the board gave
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some model shows to demonstrate the “social possibilities of moving pictures,” signiﬁcantly beginning in May 1909 with a show organized for an
audience of public school teachers that included slides reproducing classical
statues, paintings, and architecture, and a number of ﬁlms, including “several of a Biblical nature.”153 Likewise, in February 1910 Charles Sprague
Smith arranged a “special program of educational motion pictures” for clergymen and church workers in order to “demonstrate the possibilities of pictures for social entertainment and instruction.”154 Signiﬁcantly, most of the
ﬁlms shown were actualities, suggesting a ﬁlm program similar to the actuality-dominated ones of the years before the rise of the story ﬁlm and the
nickel theater and to the blue and pale blue Sunday exhibitions.155
The board would continue for some time to promote the educational potential of cinema and its proposed role as a forum for public discussion. In
the pamphlet Suggestions for a Model Ordinance for Regulating Motion
Picture Theaters, for example, the board proposed that moving pictures
should be valued as “a form of journalism, of editorial discussion, and of
platform discussion” and, further, suggested, “The motion picture may
within a few years become the most important vehicle of free public discussion in America.”156 Lagging behind only the press and the public
school, chairman Frederick Howe later suggested, moving pictures should
be seen as the “greatest educational agency of the age . . . universalizing our
knowledge of common topics . . . and making America think together.”157
The board disseminated “educational ﬁlms” to nonproﬁt organizations in
the teens and organized committees and publications that sought to “further the production, selection, distribution, and use of selected motion pictures and programs for young people.”158 Signiﬁcantly, the board’s Committee on Children’s Pictures and Programs, set up in 1916, was run mainly
by women from the General Federation of Women’s Clubs.159 The sense of
the malleability of audiences, particularly children, in this rhetoric matched
in some respects the accounts of social scientists and “repressive” reformers but with the import of this turned around, for now cinema’s “suggestive” potential could be conﬁgured as crucial to the education of children
and the goals of better citizenship.
A number of developments sought to capitalize on this conception of the
social function of cinema. Inﬂuential distributor (and Essanay “photoplay”
competition judge) George Kleine began in late 1909 a distribution catalog
devoted solely to educational ﬁlms “suitable for school, church, college and
lecture work,” including actualities and scenic and industrial ﬁlms alongside ﬁlms of literary classics and well-known historical events.160 Sugges-
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tions that moving pictures could supplement children’s education, and
might even become part of the school curriculum, proliferated. Thomas Edison, for example, claimed that “I look for the time, and it’s not far distant,
when every college and school in the world will boast of its projecting machine and library of educational ﬁlms.”161 Likewise, Nickelodeon quoted a
high school teacher asserting that “moving pictures have an educational
value which will be recognized. At a small cost moving picture machines
can be installed in the public schools.” The journal commented favorably
on the president of the board of education in Detroit noting that “[i]t is only
a question of time when we will be using motion pictures in our schools to
teach such subjects as geography and history.”162 Later, Moving Picture
World and Motography began columns surveying “Current Educational Releases,” and the Patents Company set up its own educational unit, which
distributed actualities, biblical ﬁlms, literary classics, and ﬁlms of historical
events.163 Cinema could even function, one commentator suggested in late
1908, as “a kind of recreative school for the whole family.”164
Simultaneously, the trade press began a concerted campaign to boost “educational” ﬁlms, particularly “scenic” or travel pictures, suggesting that they
were more popular with audiences than producers and exhibitors thought
and that they also effectively conﬂated education and entertainment. Educational, or in this context principally actuality ﬁlms, had been central to
exhibition practices prior to the rise of the story ﬁlm and the nickelodeon
but had become increasingly marginalized as entrepreneurs sought mass audiences. (Recall, for example, the boy who was unimpressed with the ﬁlms
shown at the uplift theater at Hull House in Chicago, complaining, “Things
has got ter have some hustle. . . . This show here ain’t even funny, unless
those big lizards from Java was funny.”)165 Yet the trade press sought to revive these ﬁlms at this moment, clearly responding to regulatory concerns
and to the widely felt need to foster an accommodation between the educational and the entertaining in moving pictures and to thus serve what
Constance D. Leupp called “the double duty of holding interest and giving
instruction.”166
Nickelodeon, for example, asserted that “the educational picture is
viewed with as much pleasure as is the story picture” and later suggested
that travel and “scenic pictures” had both educational and entertaining
components:
Among those who have thought much about it, there is a prevalent
misunderstanding of the function of the scenic picture. It is popularly
classiﬁed as educational; yet scenery is fundamentally and primarily
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merely entertaining.That is, it appeals to our emotional side. We respond
to beautiful scenery, whether real or pictured, much as we respond to
beautiful music. It is educational ﬁrst because anything that is beautiful
and appeals to the better emotions is educational; and second, because it
gives us a knowledge of the harmony of construction of this beautiful
old world of ours. But the educational function is purely secondary.167

Seeking to carefully deﬁne the parameters of the educational and the entertaining, as those police ofﬁcers had done in New York City’s nickelodeons in late 1908 and early 1909, the journal’s campaign to revitalize
the popularity of the travel genre included also details from polls apparently
showing travel pictures at the top of audience preferences. A poll conducted
by the St. Louis Morning Times, the journal suggested, clearly showed that
“[t]he preference of the public is for travel pictures.” Likewise, a poll conducted by the Baltimore News resulted in “[t]ravel and educational pictures
receiv[ing] such large proportions of the votes that it is hardly worth while
to consider the other classes at all.”168
Trade journals used these supposed poll ﬁndings to try and persuade exhibitors to show these ﬁlms. “The chance is at hand for the progressive exhibitor to show the metal [sic] he is made of,” Nickelodeon wrote in early
1910. “Those exhibitors who have tabooed educational subjects are of two
classes: The ones who, not intellectual themselves, cannot appreciate the
attractiveness of such subjects to the people; and the ones who, acknowledging the interest of the subjects, are unfortunately situated amongst a lowclass patronage which enjoys only the slap-stick comedy or the melodrama.”169 For the trade press the promotion of cinema’s educative cultural
function sought to assuage regulatory discourses and practices and to attract a “better class” of patronage for commercial reasons. The promotion
of the educational potential of cinema was linked closely also to the efforts
to attract women audiences, for women’s traditional role was closely linked
to the education of children.
It is apparent also that the promotion of nonﬁctional scenic and travel
pictures was consistent with other practices in the culture that validated the
nonﬁctional. For example, the American Library Association and many librarians enforced restrictions on children checking out ﬁctional books and
steered them toward nonﬁction.170 Librarians frequently worked with a hierarchy of genres that placed nonﬁction over ﬁction and that effectively saw
ﬁctional texts as divorced from educational imperatives.
Yet also developing in the period was the growth of a use of ﬁction as
part of education, in particular a conception of ﬁction as crucial to moral formation.171 This latter sense became increasingly important to ﬁlm industry
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entrepreneurs, who evidently realized that nonﬁctional scenic and travel pictures were simply unpopular with mass audiences seeking entertainment
and that what was needed was a subtler joining of the goals of education
and entertainment and nonﬁction and ﬁction, both at the level of discourse
and practice.
It was in this context that Nickelodeon championed what it called “the
uplift dramatic ﬁlm.” In the journal’s account such a ﬁlm was ﬁctional, narrative, entertaining, but also educational:
The uplift dramatic ﬁlm is peculiar. It is in a class by itself. It is not an
educational subject in the ordinary sense of the word; rather it is an
altruistic drama—a story of things and men as they should be. . . . Its
purpose is truly educational, but the musty ﬂavor conjured up by that
word is concealed in a sugar coating of drama and perhaps even comedy.
Under the guise of relaxation and amusement we are educated, uplifted
and inspired.172

Sugar-coating the educational was an important compromise formation, as
the ﬁlm industry struggled to situate itself in relation to regulatory space
and to simultaneously pursue commercial goals. “Many exhibitors will not
show educational ﬁlms thinking the audience will not like them,” the journal noted. “But the uplift picture is the answer.”173 The cultural capital of
educational ﬁlms could be tied together with entertainment, this logic suggested, divorcing education from the nonﬁctional scenic and travel pictures
or from biblical ﬁlms—from the actuality programs of those blue and pale
blue Sundays—and uniting it with thrilling or comic forms, shifting from
a sense of education as the presentation of facts to a sense of education as
moral formation. “Uplift dramatic ﬁlms” were the halfway point between
the sense of cinema’s educative cultural function, visible from progressive
reformers like those associated with the board of censorship, and the commercial imperatives of the mainstream ﬁlm industry.
The stories of “things and men as they should be” in these “altruistic
dramas” frequently focused on precisely that—the reformation and conversion of various conﬁgurations of deviant masculinity and the delineation
of a moral conﬁguration of masculinity in accordance with ideals of domesticity. Here stories of individual transformation and moral renewal internalized the strategies of ﬁlm entrepreneurs to reposition cinema as
respectable and as central to a reconﬁgured heterosocial leisure world, effectively positioning the reformation of masculinity and the family onscreen as metonymic for the reformation of cinema itself. In the following
section I consider in detail some of these altruistic dramas or, what we might
call, ﬁctional conversion narratives.
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a changed man
Theatrical temperance dramas had proliferated in the mid-nineteenth century in conjunction with the reformation of the cultural status of theater
that was aligned with ideals of education and with appeals to women and
family audiences as signiﬁers of respectability. The creation of museum theaters in the 1840s, billed as “lecture rooms,” was an important development
within this process of reformation. Such theaters featured lectures on a variety of educational and moral topics but began also to be used for the presentation of “moral dramas,” signiﬁcantly beginning with the temperance
drama The Drunkard: Or the Fallen Saved (1843), described at the time as
a “moral domestic drama.”174 The play ran for more than one hundred performances at a time when theaters typically changed their bills every night,
and it was chosen by P. T. Barnum to open the American Museum in 1848.
“By mid-century,” theater historian Bruce McConachie notes, “temperance
reform plays were ubiquitous.”175 Museum theaters and temperance dramas drew a new audience of the religious middle class and, in particular, of
middle-class women to the theater, cutting across class formations by fusing ideals of entertainment and “instruction” and by setting in process the
acceptance of theater in the guise of education, morality, and respectability.
Like in this earlier moment, a cycle of ﬁlmed temperance dramas emerged
from 1908 as an important part of the ﬁlm industry’s efforts to reposition
itself as respectable through appeals to gendered conceptions of respectability
and to the educative cultural function of cinema.176 A number of these ﬁlms
had direct theatrical intertexts, such as Ten Nights in a Barroom (Essanay,
1909), What Drink Did (Biograph, 1909), A Drunkard’s Reformation (which
showed the “drunkard” reforming after attending a theatrical production
of Drink, itself based on Emile Zola’s novel L’Assommoir), and Drink (Pathé,
1909) itself.177 Others drew on this discursive tradition and the thematic
repertoire of theatrical dramas, including Father and Drunkard (Pathé,
1908), The Broken Locket (Biograph, 1909), The Drunkard’s Fate (Selig,
1909), The New Minister; or, The Drunkard’s Daughter (Kalem, 1909), The
Expiation (Biograph, 1909), The Honor of the Slums (Vitagraph, 1909), A
Change of Heart (Biograph, 1909), The Rocky Road (Biograph, 1910), and
A Slave to Drink (Kalem, 1910). Temperance ﬁlms were closely linked to
industry rhetoric about family values and the distinctions between nickel
theaters and saloons.
Stories of male reformation and moral renewal in accordance with gendered norms of morality and the wider regulatory discourses about temperance sought self-consciously to appeal to women audiences (at least, to
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what the ﬁlm industry assumed women wanted to watch). These ﬁlms were
also consistently advertised as “educational,” as providing “lessons” or “sermons.” Effecting a Cure, for example, was advertised as “A Lesson to
the Wives of Recreant Hubbies,” and the bulletin accompanying it noted,
“This Biograph subject will afford many a wife an opportunity to proﬁt by
its lesson.”178 Likewise, What Drink Did was described as “a powerful moral
lesson”; A Drunkard’s Reformation was described as “the most powerful
temperance lesson ever propounded” and as “a masterful powerful sermon
on the evils of the drink habit”; and Selig advertised The Drunkard’s Fate
as a “temperance masterpiece” that “teaches a great temperance lesson”
that, Variety observed, “some patrons of picture houses may proﬁt by.”179
Thomas Edison met with the Women’s Christian Temperance Union in
1910 to discuss producing protemperance movies as part of his broader plans
to develop educational pictures for public schools.180 Temperance ﬁlms
clearly and overtly intervened in debates about the cultural function of cinema, internalizing external debates in representational norms and narrative patterns.
“Sacralized” children were central players in the reformation of masculinity in many of the temperance ﬁlms, playing central roles in resolving
narrative conﬂict and containing transgression. In Father and Drunkard, for
example, the son is sent by the mother to bring the father home from the
saloon but is thrown roughly aside and falls into a river. Seeing his son struggle, “the man in him plays strongly,” and the father saves the child.181 In
the ﬁnal scene the father smashes the liquor bottle and earnestly vows never
more to drink. The family is reconstituted through the reformation of the
father—from drunkard to father, as it were—that is initiated by the child.
And the last scene exempliﬁes a new emphasis on narrative closure emerging from 1908, which so frequently represented a reunited family embracing as ﬁlm entrepreneurs self-consciously sought to initiate similar reconciliations in the spaces of their auditoriums.182
Likewise, What Drink Did and Ten Nights in a Barroom tell the story of
the reformation of a father and family through the actions and sacriﬁce of
a child. What Drink Did opens with a happy family seated around the breakfast table. The father plays with his two daughters and, when leaving for
work, hugs them and his wife (ﬁgure 10). At lunch at work, kettles of beer
are brought in, and he is coaxed into taking a drink. After work he is asked
to go for a drink to a saloon with colleagues and, although evidently reluctant, joins them. Scenes of him drinking and increasingly enjoying himself
are intercut with scenes of his wife and children at home, with the wife becoming ever more concerned (ﬁgure 11). This contrast edit intervenes to
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comment on events, making clear to the audience the effects of drinking on
the family, setting in place a structure of allegiance with the moral position
of the mother and establishing the home as the “space of innocence” in contrast to the saloon.183 After returning home, the father brushes his family
aside, and the following morning he ignores his daughters, in a clear contrast with the opening of the ﬁlm. “The blight of rum,” the bulletin accompanying the ﬁlm notes, “changes the stamp of nature, turning the
heretofore good-tempered man into a veritable demon.”184
The next day the man initiates the drinking, and one of his daughters is
sent to look for him at the saloon. He brushes her aside twice, and when she
returns again, he pushes her over. At this, the barman gets angry and in a
scufﬂe is hit by the father; the barman gets a gun and shoots but accidentally kills the daughter. In virtual tableau the father cradles his dead child.
The close of the ﬁlm moves forward in time. The man leaves work and is
asked if he will go for a drink. He declines and arrives home, where his wife
and child await—now dressed in gray (ﬁgure 12), in clear contrast to the
white of the opening of the ﬁlm—and the family embrace. The man kneels,
cries, and holds his child. In the somber conclusion, carried through the miseen-scène and through the contrast with the opening of the ﬁlm, the dangerous effects of drinking and “how men should be” are made clear. The
ﬁlm was accordingly validated by a trade press anxious to promote the respectability and educative potential of cinema, with a review in Moving Picture World noting, “A moral lesson is taught in this excellent Biograph ﬁlm”
and suggesting, “The ﬁlm could be used to advantage by religious and temperance organizations.”185
The scene of the reformation of the drunkard was central to most of the
ﬁlms in the temperance cycle, clearly suggesting that a certain type of masculinity was problematic and needed to be brought into line with the dictates of domestic ideology.186 The New Minister; or, The Drunkard’s Daughter ends with the drunkard “now a reformed man” restored to his estranged
daughter.187 In The Honor of the Slums the husband spends his time at the
saloon, and his wife joins the Salvation Army to ensure other families do
not end up like hers. After a barroom ﬁght the husband reforms and also
joins the Salvation Army. Moving Picture World thought the ﬁlm “unusually strong from a religious standpoint” and suggested that it “could well
be used by religious organizations in illustrating the saving grace of what
they preach.”188 Likewise, A Change of Heart tells the story of a son of “indulgent parents” getting mixed up with the wrong crowd. “Drinking is always the feature of such parties,” the bulletin intones, “and the head and
heart benumbed by the fumes of alcohol are never normal and the being is

Figures 10–12.
What Drink Did
(Biograph, 1909).
Frame enlargements
courtesy of the
Library of Congress
Prints and Photographic Division.
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morally weakened, oft-times falling into a morass of irreparable ruin.”189
The son dupes a “country girl” into going through a pretend marriage ceremony but after speaking to his mother realizes the error of his ways and
persuades the woman to marry him for real.
Reformation and moral renewal in these ﬁlms do not usually come directly from the actions of the mother—who is frequently marginal—but
instead from the actions or sacriﬁce of children, a representational tradition
that has a long history in melodrama and can be tied together with the “sentimental” culture central to a proliferation of so-called sentimental ﬁction
in the late nineteenth century.190 Here it was evidently also positioned as a
response to the debates about children and cinema detailed in the previous
chapter and was tied together with conceptions of the moral authority of
women delineated above, frequently intertwined with the moral guidance
of children. Stories of male reformation, moral renewal, sacralized children,
and reunited families reﬂected and refracted the broader regulatory space
of the period and responded to the regulatory and economic imperatives facing the ﬁlm industry, which clearly sought to present these stories as analogous to the reformation of the industry and as a projection of the moral,
respectable, and domestic nature of cinema.
A Drunkard’s Reformation is in many ways the most self-conscious of
these ﬁlms in respect to the broader regulatory and commercial context
sketched in thus far. The ﬁlm opens with the wife and daughter at home and
contrasts this with a shot of the father at the saloon. The two spaces are contrasted through parallel editing, which suggests a temporal simultaneity but
spatial differentiation and sets up a structure of allegiance with the moral
position of the suffering mother. The father returns home and disrupts the
domestic space, frightening the wife and daughter with his drunken violence
(ﬁgure 13). He is, however, persuaded to take the daughter to the theater to
see the temperance drama. His wife prays at home, and he repents and returns home, the Biograph Bulletin noted, “a changed man” as a result of
“the psychological inﬂuence” of the play on the audience (ﬁgures 14–17).191
He throws down a bottle of wine, and the ﬁnal shot—showing the “good
husband, seated at home, smiling wife at his side, and girl on his knee” bathed
in the light from the hearth—was singled out for praise by one of the censors who saw the ﬁlm at the ﬁrst meeting of the New York Board of Censorship (ﬁgure 18).192 A precise “morality of space” is set up here, with the
saloon and the theater pivoting on the domestic space—the saloon threatening that space and the theater upholding it, taking the man out of the saloon and returning him to the home as the “space of innocence” so central
to melodrama.193 Theatrical space is one where fathers and children can be
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together safely. This is a moment also when ﬁlm entrepreneurs were consciously drawing on an association with the model of theater and its shift
into the realms of respectability.
This representation of the positive “psychological inﬂuence” of drama
responds to contestations over the social and psychic functioning of moving pictures, utilizing ﬁlmic discourse—such as parallel editing, implied
point of view, shot/reverse shot, lighting—for the presentation of moral discourse and for the representation of ﬁlm as an educational medium. For Tom
Gunning and for Roberta Pearson, both of whom offer insightful readings
of this ﬁlm, this ﬁlmic discourse is linked to the articulation of character and
to the setting in place of structures of “identiﬁcation” such that audiences
are effectively “aligned” with certain characters and sorts of behavior as opposed to others.194 A Drunkard’s Reformation shows this in process, with
the drunkard literally miming the process of alignment at the theater in an
extended twenty-shot sequence that cuts between the play and the drunkard’s reaction to it, forming a proto-point-of-view/reaction shot pattern and
a perceptual alignment that allows a form of access to the character’s emotions. This alliance is further enabled by an acting style that leans toward
the psychological delineation of character. In doing this the ﬁlm itself suggested that the regulatory problem of emotional engagement at the cinema
was less the problem many had believed and more in fact a solution—for
such engagement was reﬁgured as one of moral instruction.The ﬁlm is, then,
as Gunning asserts, not simply a ﬁlm with a moral lesson but an actual
demonstration “that ﬁlm can be moral; that watching an edifying drama
can have a transforming effect on the spectator.”195
In addition, I would argue, given the context outlined here we may be more
precise about the rhetorical parameters of this transforming effect, for it is
a male spectator who is represented as being reformed by edifying drama—
becoming, commentators noted, a “changed man,” a “reformed man”—as
it is insistently the male drunkard in these temperance dramas who must
undergo the process of reformation.196 In line with rhetoric articulated by
early feminist reformers about temperance and by the ﬁlm industry about
the cultural function of cinema, these ﬁlms suggest that certain conﬁgurations of masculinity are problematic and need to be reformed. Accordingly,
the “moral orientation” of A Drunkard’s Reformation, and the ﬁlmed temperance dramas more generally, positions spectators in a structure of allegiance with the moral position of women and children. Male spectatorship
in A Drunkard’s Reformation, we may say, is actually about opening up to
the instruction of women and children—and this mirrors the position of the
industry more widely at this contested moment in cinema history.

Figures 13–18.
A Drunkard’s Reformation (Biograph, 1909).
Frame enlargements
courtesy of the Museum
of Modern Art.
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Such a situation was not limited to the issue of temperance, though, for
a validation of gendered notions of respectability in the culture at large extended well beyond the conﬁnes of the temperance issue to a series of discourses about sexuality—as the debates about Stanford White and Harry
Thaw suggested—that were in turn refracted in various ways in ﬁlm texts.
“Social purity” and “social hygiene” campaigns in particular focused on the
regulation of “dangerous” sexuality and the promulgation of norms of
morality, often (although not exclusively) aimed directly at the regulation
of male sexuality and the enforcement of a “single standard of purity” and
existing in parallel with the validation of a morally renewed masculinity
and the virtues of “home protection” in the temperance debates.197 Similar
to the temperance ﬁlms, a number of ﬁlms emerged at this moment that either validated a conﬁguration of moral masculinity or showed the reformation of masculinity and linked this to norms of sexual morality and, I
suggest below, debates about “social hygiene.” Singling out one particular
ﬁlm, The Drive for a Life (Biograph, 1909), the following section pursues
this cultural (re)ﬁguration of masculinity in detail, continuing the account
of the conjoining of stories of male reformation and moral renewal with the
“story” of the reformation and moral renewal of cinema and setting up the
further consideration of the effects of this on ﬁlm form.

male factors and malefactors
Shortly after the establishment of the New York Board of Censorship and
the release of A Drunkard’s Reformation, the Biograph studio released The
Drive for a Life, a ﬁlm that told the story of a young man abandoning his
mistress in order to marry a respectable girl. The ﬁlm begins with an intertitle that reads, “The young man determines to put away an unworthy
past for a higher future,” before we see the young man, named Harry Walker
by the bulletin that accompanied the ﬁlm, visiting the “young widow” Mme.
Lebrun to announce his forthcoming marriage to Mignon.198 Lebrun pleads
with Walker to stay, but he leaves and visits his ﬁancée, Mignon, at her family home. He gives her a ring, they kiss, and as he leaves, her family surrounds her, admiring her engagement ring. Lebrun goes out on an errand
some time later and encounters Walker out driving with Mignon. She follows them, but they remain unaware of her presence; she then returns home
and proceeds to forge Walker’s signature on a note to Mignon. An insert
shot shows Lebrun injecting candy with poison, and an intertitle reads,
“Forging his handwriting, the poisoned candy is sent on its terrible mis-
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sion.” Walker arrives at Lebrun’s house to return some letters and discovers the attempt to poison Mignon; he sets off on a race to the rescue, arriving just at the moment Mignon and her family are about to eat the candy.
The ﬁlm ends as the two lovers kiss.
Like the temperance dramas, the ﬁlm tells a “moral lesson” that centers
on the reformation of the male character, linked here to the putting away
of an “unworthy past,” associated with Walker’s relationship with the widow
Lebrun, for the sake of a “higher future” of moral worth attendant on marriage to Mignon. Located within a representational tradition in early cinema of widows as sexually active (and frequently as bad mothers),199 the
ﬁlm clearly suggests that the “determined” reformation of Walker moves
along a trajectory from a position of unworthy sexuality to the higher future of domesticity.200 Visual contrasts between the two women support this
moral contrast, for Mignon is consistently positioned in the center of the
frame, surrounded by her family, all dressed in white, whereas Lebrun’s
home is darker, less grand, and more cluttered, and she lives alone. Similar
valorizations of whiteness are, of course, visible more widely in the output
of Biograph and in director D. W. Grifﬁth’s career;201 a corresponding representation of “deviant” femininity as destructive of domesticity was also
common in early ﬁlm.202
Walker embodies the splitting of masculinity across the character functions of hero and villain commonly seen in melodrama, divided, as he is,
between a past immorality and future morality. In this representational tradition villainy and deviancy are usually coded across various icons of
difference—in relation to ethnicity, race, class—and are frequently linked
to sexuality, for the villain’s advances are usually coded as sexual; and his
defeat and punishment by the hero mark a reafﬁrmation of morality and
frequently domesticity. Something like this structure, with numerous complications, was visible in the reporting and ﬁlming of the Thaw-White scandal. Lots of other ﬁlms from around 1907 onward correspond to this structure, seen perhaps most clearly in a host of ﬁlms about women and families
threatened by criminals.203 The Drive for a Life bestows on this narrative
structure a more psychological dimension, though, for the contrasts exist
within Walker in a way that is indicative of the increasing centrality of representations of psychologically rounded characters to the textual system
emerging from 1909 onward.204
In the ﬁlm sexuality beyond marriage has potentially poisonous effects
on domesticity. Looked at in this way, The Drive for a Life can be connected
to broader discourses about sexuality that focused on the potentially dangerous and “poisonous” effects of “unworthy” sexuality on the individual,
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the family, and the social body. “Social purity” debates about the effects of
“unworthy” sexuality—principally male sexuality—proliferated in the late
nineteenth century, fueled, like the temperance debates, by religious idealism and by early feminist rhetoric.205 A sense of the “social” nature of “purity” informed an increasingly secularized stance on these questions in the
“social hygiene” movement in the early twentieth century, a stance that,
alongside debates about the eradication or regulation of prostitution, focused
on a regulation of dangerous male sexuality.206 “The male factor,” inﬂuential social hygienist Prince Morrow stated, “was the chief malefactor.”207 Accordingly, “male unchastity” meant that there was “more venereal infection among virtuous wives than among professional prostitutes” and that
the “debased harlot and the virtuous wife” were consequently linked “in
the kinship of a common disease.”208 Again, deviant conﬁgurations of masculinity, crossed by considerations in particular of ethnicity and class, were
the focus of reform rhetoric.
Social hygiene rhetoric was predicated on a theory of congenital venereal disease that suggested that “unworthy” sexuality led to venereal diseases that, in turn, produced “degeneration” through a “poisoning” of the
family. Sex led almost inevitably to venereal diseases in this rhetoric, diseases that were, historian Alan Brandt notes, frequently termed “family poisons.”209 Severe consequences followed for the population as a whole, for
such infections were hereditary and thus part of what Morrow described as
“that relentless law of Nature which visits the sins of the fathers upon the
children.”210 Venereal diseases, Morrow asserted, “are not merely diseases
of the human body, but diseases of the social organism.”211 In much social
hygiene work on venereal disease and heredity, the individual body was
linked with the social body, an association indicative of how discourses about
sexuality joined both the private and the public in discussions about population “strength,” governance, and moral order and of how these collective
discourses became a critical criterion for normative deﬁnitions of middleclass behavior.212 Such rhetoric joined with an increasingly vocal eugenics
movement that centered on concerns about birth rates and hereditary endowment in often explicitly nativist terms.213 The policing of conﬁgurations
of masculinity was central to debates about sexuality and moral order.
Locating The Drive for a Life in this discursive context is instructive, for
the effects of Walker’s unworthy past are precisely to threaten a poisoning
of Mignon and of the higher future of their domestic happiness. In this, the
poisoned candy links “debased” Lebrun with “virtuous” Mignon as a consequence of Walker’s actions (indeed, in a curious sense, on Walker more
centrally, for it is because the note resembles his handwriting that the candy
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is accepted). Like the drunkards in Father and Drunkard, What Drink Did,
A Drunkard’s Reformation, and other ﬁlms of this stripe, the “young man”
in The Drive for a Life undergoes a reformation and moral renewal in accord with norms of respectability linked to the idealization of domesticity.214
And again, the representation of male reformation and moral renewal functions as an allegory for the reformation of cinema, so a ﬁlm like The Drive
for a Life self-consciously marks a shift from the industry’s “unworthy past”
of representations of perverse sexuality in, for example, The Unwritten Law
to a “higher future” of respectability and acceptance. In this sense the conceptions of masculinity and moral order that animated discussions of issues
such as temperance, social hygiene, and, indeed, cinema are internalized, becoming issues that inform ﬁlm content and form, as the ﬁlm industry strove
to position characters as what we might call “ethical exemplars” and cinema itself as a “moral technology.”215
Even so, the reform agenda is clearly more coded in The Drive for a Life
than it is in, say, A Drunkard’s Reformation. No doubt this was partly about
the problems of representing illicit sexuality, but it is also indicative of the
gradual internalization of reform debates and of notions of the educative
function of cinema in ﬁlms in a way that was in line with Nickelodeon’s
later championing of an “uplift dramatic” genre that sugar-coats an educational function with drama and comedy and thus with the commercial aesthetic of the ﬁlm industry. A balancing of the “instructional” and the entertaining in this fashion may also be a consequence of regulatory concerns
about cinema and the formation of censorship institutions, which together
gradually pushed the representation of controversial issues into metaphors
that could thus circumvent censorship action and be read differently by different audiences—what ﬁlm historian Ruth Vasey, writing about a later
period, calls “the principle of deniability.”216 Later, regulatory imperatives
would force the representation of reform issues closer to the margins of the
mainstream industry—an issue I pursue in the following chapters.

a narrator system
Stability of a sort was achieved, then, by mid-to-late 1909 in relation to discursive, textual, and institutional formations: a certain conception of a balance between education and “harmless entertainment” was supported by
many; stories of reformation and the reconstituted family were widely produced and praised; and a newly formed national self-regulatory body policed cinema. State regulation had accordingly been held back and the in-
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dustry was seeking an all—or almost all—inclusive audience, reaching
across class divides by appealing to women and family audiences through
the reformed material space of nickelodeons, conceptions of cinema as educational, and ﬁctional conversion narratives focused on the restoration of
familial order.
The broader parameters of this narrative conﬁguration merit further attention here, for its formation and longevity is a subject of great importance
to ﬁlm historians and ﬁlm theorists. Cinema historians have suggested that
a “crisis” in ﬁlm form around 1907 resulted in the elaboration of a particular narrative discourse from around 1909 that formatively marked American ﬁlmmaking thereafter. Kristin Thompson and Tom Gunning have delineated a radical shift from “primitive” to “classical” or from “a cinema of
attractions” to a cinema of “narrative integration” that pivots on these years,
a transition effectively from an emphasis on visual pleasure to storytelling
(a shift seen in incipient form within The Unwritten Law and more clearly
between The Unwritten Law and A Drunkard’s Reformation and The Drive
for a Life).217 A “narrator system” was set in place around 1908/1909, Gunning’s justly inﬂuential account suggests, that rendered the resources of ﬁlmic
discourse—framing, point of view, editing, mise-en-scène—subsidiary to
the task of narration and that concurrently positioned the viewer differently
from the externality of the cinema of attractions, actively engaging the spectator in “stitching” together a synthetic spatial whole according to a narrative logic. As in A Drunkard’s Reformation and The Drive for a Life, eyeline matches, point-of-view shots, patterns of alternation, and parallel
editing emerged to render character motivations and psychology clear in
the service of telling a story. This development was, Gunning argues, linked
to industrial transformations but also to a conscious attempt by the ﬁlm
industry to attract middle-class audiences, so much so that the “desire for
middle-class respectability . . . ultimately provoked the narrative discourse
of ﬁlm” that was articulated as a “conscious movement into a realm of moral
discourse.”218
Such a conﬁguration of moral discourse, the above account has suggested,
might be more precisely delineated, for it was closely linked to gendered
norms of respectability. Cinema’s shift from “unworthy past” to “higher
future” and move into the realm of moral discourse was aligned with the
complex conﬁguration of classed and gendered conceptions of respectability so central to the self-deﬁnition of the middle class. Evident in stories of
male reformation and moral renewal like those in the temperance dramas
and in The Drive for a Life, this shift informed also the more general elaboration of a narrative conﬁguration intertwined with an idealization of do-
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mesticity. Even a cursory glance at ﬁlms of the period will show that they
frequently tell stories about how a family that is initially threatened or separated, often as a consequence of the actions of deviant male characters, is
saved or reunited at the end, brought back together by the agency of narrative. The “development of cinematic language was,” Nick Browne suggests, “linked to a particular subject matter . . . the family.”219 Saving the
family was central to the new narrative discourse of ﬁlm, which was closely
aligned—as we have seen—with a melodramatic heritage that sought in the
family evidence of the essential moral nature of the universe in a “desacralized” society and that frequently worked, Linda Williams has suggested, to construct the moral legibility of victim-heroes like those assailed
by various conﬁgurations of deviant masculinity.220 The “melodramatic
mode” was, some scholars have suggested, closely though complexly allied
with appeals to women audiences.221
Likewise, “saving the family” was absolutely central to many reformers
of the period—in particular to those middle-class women reformers who
utilized conceptions of gender and respectability to articulate a “politics of
domesticity.” “The ideology of domesticity,” Margaret Marsh writes, “was
primarily woman deﬁned, and had at its center a cultural institution, the
family.”222 The slogan of the Women’s Christian Temperance Union, “Home
Protection,” accurately described the narrative trajectory of many ﬁlms of
the period. Given this context, we may perhaps reconsider the “narrator system” as a relay between the various levels delineated here—the sustained
tradition of female activism in relation to reform questions and cinema, the
reenactment of elements of those agendas on-screen, and the policing of
those representations by a newly formed National Board of Censorship
staffed overwhelmingly by women.
No doubt several provisos need restating here, though, for this conﬁguration was complex and fragile. Saving the family in ﬁlm can certainly be
seen to be consistent with patriarchal norms, in particular a nostalgic attempt to reinscribe women into the private sphere and to link women’s domestic and reproductive labor to their fundamental natural and moral destiny.223 Like the accounts of young women spectators lured into immorality
by the cinema, this logic clearly situated “erring” beyond the domestic as
troublesome. In situating cinema in regulatory space, ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs drew on particular strands of female reform activism and not others and on particular conceptions of female purity and respectability that
were simultaneously undergoing broad-based shifts and that could also be
extremely disabling (as the scandal surrounding Evelyn Nesbit or the representation of a ﬁgure like “widow” Lebrun suggested). And although the
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regulatory and economic importance of women and family audiences was
certainly critical to the ﬁlm industry at this precise moment, it could become in some respects problematic. Shelley Stamp has shown how women’s
presence at the cinema and the implications of female spectatorship were
troublesome to industry entrepreneurs and some reformers in the 1910s.224
Likewise, Lauren Rabinovitz has shown how ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs
solicited the female gaze but also conﬁrmed women’s status as object of the
gaze, what she felicitously terms a “double edged process of subjectiﬁcation
and objectiﬁcation.”225 Historians have shown also how signiﬁcant shifts
took place regarding the feminization of middle-class culture in the 1920s,
notably in the modernist assault on a mass culture regarded as “feminized,”
and in a remasculinization of antiobscenity legislation that delimited the
role of women reformers.226
Even with these extremely important provisos in mind, however, it is imperative that we recognize the cultural authority wielded by middle-class
women reformers within the broader context in which they operated—the
self-deﬁnition of the middle class, the establishment of politicized groups
of women, the rise of a culture of consumption—and the effects this had
on the regulation and shaping of cinema. In recognizing this we should not
ignore how important a disciplining of female bodies on-screen and in the
auditorium was to efforts to present cinema as respectable, yet we should
also not ignore the perhaps surprising—or at least hitherto occluded—
evidence that a simultaneous and equally important disciplining of the male
body was also critical to the production of cinema as respectable in a way
that was consistent with broader discourses about the social body exempliﬁed
in many ways by the campaigns for temperance and social hygiene. I pursue this issue of the regulation of masculinities in more detail in the following chapter, which focuses on the regulation of the body of the black
boxer Jack Johnson, on-screen and off, delineating further a conﬁguration
of respectability that was simultaneously inclusive of white women and of
reformed white masculinity yet exclusive of black Americans.

4 Film Fights, 1910–1912

Looking for a way to sidestep a ban on the exhibition of ﬁlms showing the
African American boxer Jack Johnson’s 1910 world-title ﬁght against the
white boxer Jim Jeffries in the states of Arkansas and Tennessee, entrepreneurs devised a clever plan—to show the ﬁlm on a barge midstream of the
Mississippi River, literally in between states and so on “territory” claimed
to be outside the jurisdiction of the two state governments.1 In the event,
police ofﬁcers ignored the constitutionally correct claims that navigable
streams were outside the jurisdiction of state authority and boarded the barge
to stop the projection of the ﬁlm and, speciﬁcally, of the shocking images of
Johnson knocking down the previously undefeated Jeffries and winning the
ﬁght.2 Liminal or “heterotopic” spaces such as boats in between states were
clearly not beyond the purview of an intensiﬁed governmental surveillance,
as troublesome ﬁlms—and, with them, cinema more generally—were increasingly brought into the orbit of a “state sovereignty” that was evidently
“fully, ﬂatly, and evenly operative over each square centimeter of a legally
demarcated community.”3
Similar actions were taken against the other ﬁght ﬁlms of Johnson, starting from the distribution of his ﬁrst world-title victory against white boxer
Tommy Burns, in March 1909, at precisely the moment that reformers, exhibitors, and producers in New York City were collaborating to form the
New York Board of Censorship to render cinema respectable, to connect it
to an educational cultural function, and to distance it from a sporting male
culture that tended to frequent saloons and prizeﬁghts (the two commonly
seen as closely linked).4 A cartoon entitled “Educational?” in the Jackson
(Mississippi) Clarion-Ledger showed two boys outside a moving picture
show. The boys (one black, one white) are looking at a poster depicting a
ﬁght between a black boxer and a white boxer (representing Jack Johnson
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and Jim Jeffries). The cartoon thus showed how the ﬁlms undercut the defensive rhetoric of the ﬁlm industry (see ﬁgure 19). The ﬁlms were also
quickly singled out for criticism by the Women’s Christian Temperance
Union, who extended their moral surveillance of ﬁlms like The Unwritten
Law and of cinema more generally as part of a “politics of domesticity” by
suggesting that ﬁght ﬁlms incited an “ungovernable spirit” in young male
audiences.5 Self-regulation started shakily for the ﬁlm industry, then, which
gave itself what Moving Picture News described as “a black eye” with the
unfortunate timing of the release of Johnson-Burns Fight (Gaumont, 1908)
and so consequently faced the ﬁrst tests to its newfound—or almost found—
respectability, further seen with the debates about Johnson-Ketchel Fight
(Kalem, 1909), Johnson-Jeffries Fight (J. & J. Company, 1910), and JohnsonFlynn Fight (Jack Curley, 1912).6 Never was there “a time,” said Moving
Picture World after the release of Johnson-Jeffries Fight, “when the general interests of the moving picture business were more at stake.”7
The board of censorship initially sidestepped the ﬁrst of many crises by
passing Johnson-Burns Fight before belatedly responding to the intense and
widespread concerns about Johnson’s ﬁlms by reserving the right to ban ﬁght
ﬁlms according to the “grade” of boxers.8 In late 1910 John Collier, secretary of the People’s Institute and chairman of the board of censorship committee, said, “There has been much debate among our members about allowing pictures of prize-ﬁghts to be reproduced. The ﬁnal decision was, in
effect, tolerant of such ﬁlms where there was nothing extremely brutal
shown and where the persons who took part in them were of a better grade.”9
No such uncertainty existed for many local and state governments, which,
like those in Arkansas and Tennessee, simply banned Johnson’s ﬁght ﬁlms,
evidencing an increasingly activist stance in relation to troublesome ﬁlms
that led to the establishment of state censor boards from 1911 onward, to a
delimitation of the authority of the national board, and to the enactment of
extremely important federal legislation directly in response to the Johnson
ﬁght ﬁlms in 1912. Legislation directed at cinema reached the federal level
for the ﬁrst time here, for the framers of what came to be called the Sims
Act deﬁned the ﬁlms as “commerce” and used the commerce clause of the
Constitution to regulate the movement of ﬁght ﬁlms between states.10 Simply put, the ﬁght ﬁlms of Johnson became caught up in, helped usher in, a
reshaping of governmental—at both state and federal level—involvement
with cinema, setting in play at the same time a series of signiﬁcant debates
about the deﬁnition of cinema that would have far-reaching effects on the
regulation and shaping of cinema thereafter.
Laws against prizeﬁghting had been in place in many states by 1896, but
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Figure 19. “Educational?” Jackson (Mississippi) Clarion-Ledger, 21 July 1910.

the intensiﬁed concern about Johnson’s ﬁghts and subsequent ﬁlms was not
only because prizeﬁghting was generally regarded as a brutal contravention
of standards of “respectability” but more precisely because Johnson’s ﬁght
victories and the ﬁlms recording them visibly contravened racist doctrine,
subverting proposed racial hierarchies that in the Supreme Court and in the
boxing ring at least had hitherto seemed stable and secure.11 “Scientiﬁc
racism” suggested that a black man could not be heavyweight champion of
the world.12 Equally troubling for white elites, Johnson’s lifestyle outside
the ring was characterized by many as “abhorrent,” “disgusting,” and immoral, and there was consequently widespread concern about—echoing Collier’s eugenically tinged language—the “grade” of Johnson.13 His relationships with several white women were singled out for criticism, leading to a
federal investigation beginning shortly after the enactment of the Sims Act
under similarly designed legislation directed at so-called white slavery by
the newly formed national policing organization, the Bureau of Investigation. Typical of various publications, the Police Gazette immediately described Johnson as “the vilest, most despicable creature that lives.”14 Leg-
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islation directed at regulating the movement of Johnson’s ﬁght ﬁlms, and
subsequently of Johnson’s body, was fundamentally racist, designed to shore
up a fragile “color line” by policing images of an assertive black masculinity, by policing bodies and celebrity and, through this, of disempowered and
thus potentially “ungovernable” populations.
Seen together, then, the regulation of Johnson’s ﬁght ﬁlms and the regulation of Johnson himself point to an enmeshing of disciplinary regimes
aimed both at producing subjugated racialized bodies and suppressing moving pictures. A critical interlinking of regulatory projects can be seen revolving around the ﬁgure of Johnson, as a policing of Johnson himself slipped
over into a policing of ﬁlms of Johnson ﬁghting and vice versa and as the
“Jack Johnson controversy” informed an intensiﬁcation of municipal, state,
and federal regulation of cinema, as evidenced on that boat on the Mississippi. Subtending this intensiﬁcation of governmental concern about cinema was a tightly connected set of anxieties about race, morality, mobility,
and national identity, suggesting that the developing regulation of cinema
was enmeshed with disciplinary structures of white supremacy and that a
now evidently racist policing of disempowered population groups informed
and shaped the policing of cinema.
Leading on from the concerns articulated in the local (albeit nationally
inﬂuential ) markets of Chicago in 1907 and New York City in 1909, this
chapter focuses on the ﬂourishing of extremely important deﬁnitional debates about cinema and the subsequent enactment of federal legislation and
establishment of regulatory institutions directed at the national market.
Shifting focus slightly from the foregoing analysis of questions of class, ethnicity, and gender, I want to consider in detail a series of questions about
race, respectability, and regulation to deepen my analysis of the regulatory
space of the period and its critical effects on the deﬁnition, regulation, and
shaping of cinema.

interstate commerce
In the wake of Johnson’s world-title victory in late 1908 and subsequent
successful defense in late 1909 there emerged a campaign to persuade retired undefeated boxing champion Jim Jeffries to return to the ring to ﬁght
Johnson and to defend what Jeffries himself called the “athletic superiority” of the “white race.”15 Jack London wrote, “Jim Jeffries must now emerge
from his alfalfa farm and remove that smile from Johnson’s face. Jeff, it’s
up to you. The white man must be rescued.”16 Jeffries agreed, stating that

Figure 20. Poster advertising the Johnson-Jeffries ﬁght. San Francisco Chronicle, 4 July 1910.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress Prints and Photographic Division.
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he would ﬁght Johnson “for the sole purpose of proving that a white man
is better than a Negro.”17 Set for 4 July 1910 in Reno, Nevada, the ﬁght was
highly anticipated and widely reported (ﬁgure 20). Some ﬁve hundred reporters covered the event, including—in one of those curious surprises of
the historical archive—Al Jolson, who wrote in Variety that Johnson’s relatively easy victory was “really too sad to write about.”18 Jolson’s sadness
was shared by many, who seemingly saw in the defeat of Jeffries the vanquishing of the supremacy and strength of the white male body and, indeed, of whiteness itself.19 Rioting followed the ﬁght, mainly in the South,
incited by whites dissatisﬁed with the result; at least eighteen African Americans were killed.20 Subverting the tendency toward the nationalization of
commemorative and patriotic activity in play at least since the Civil War,
Johnson’s victory on Independence Day problematized discourses intent on
unifying the nation and resulted in a resurgence of sectionalism.21 Nevada’s
geographic liminality translated for many into a moral marginality that
should have led to the state’s expulsion from the Union. “Nevada has no
right to remain a part of our nation,” said Chicago Baptist minister the Reverend M. P. Boynton, suggesting further that “there should be some way
by which our nation could recall the charter of a state that has become a
desert and a moral menace.”22
Leaving aside for the time being long-term respectability for the promise of short-term proﬁts, members of the Patents Company purchased the
rights for the ﬁlm of the ﬁght for the considerable sum of $200,000, seemingly with the hope that Jeffries would win and that the ﬁlm would prove,
in the words of Moving Picture World, a “gold mine.”23 The company
planned to distribute the ﬁlm nationally by selling territorial distribution
rights, a precursor to the “states’ rights” distribution system that enabled
the distribution of feature ﬁlms starting from around 1911.24 Negotiating
between proﬁtability and respectability was evidently an ongoing project
for the mainstream ﬁlm industry, which clearly had not entirely jettisoned
the production of controversial subjects in favor of the “moral, educational,
and amusing ﬁlms” their rhetoric trumpeted. Some concessions were made
to the goals of respectability, though, for the Patents Company argued that
the distribution of the ﬁlm on a states’ rights basis would result in exhibition in higher-class venues, avoiding the patronage of children. The company also declared that it would show the ﬁlms as “stag shows” and not to
women—a strategy that ran counter to the broader trends within the industry delineated in the previous chapter but that sought to protect the company from anxieties about “suggestible” and “delicate” women and children watching the ﬁlms.25
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Figure 21. “Save the Children!” New York Tribune,
9 July 1910.

Johnson-Jeffries Fight was immediately controversial. Led by such groups
as the United Society for Christian Endeavor and the Methodist Epsworth
League, reformers urged state and city ofﬁcials to ban the ﬁlm, suggesting in
particular that the exhibition of the ﬁlm would “multipl[y] many times fold”
the race riots that followed the ﬁght.26 Letters to newspapers called on ofﬁcials
to prevent the “evil and demoralizing inﬂuences” of the ﬁght pictures from
“tainting and brutalizing” the “minds of the young.”27 An editorial cartoon
in the New York Tribune entitled “Save the Children!” showed the two hands
of Public Opinion and Christian Endeavor blocking out the images of the ﬁght
(see ﬁgure 21). Some reformers and ofﬁcials couched their concerns about
ﬁght ﬁlms in terms of the proposed black audience reaction to Johnson’s
victories, supposing once again a greater mimetic potential in “other”
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Figure 22. “There’s a Reason.” Moving Picture World, 20 August 1910, 403.

audiences—what Todd Boyd has called a “monkey see, monkey do” logic—
and showing a concern for the “race pride” of black audiences and for public order, now racially inﬂected.28 In much of the rhetoric surrounding these
ﬁlms there was a clear sense that images of black power on-screen would lead
directly to expressions of that same power outside the space of exhibition. A
number of cities had anticipated race riots following the exhibition of the
Johnson-Jeffries ﬁlm and had placed police on the borders of black neighborhoods, positioning them as gatekeepers to a racially bifurcated public space.
Said Mrs. James Crawford, vice president of the California Women’s Club:
“the negroes . . . are to some extent a childlike race, needing guidance, schooling and encouragement. We deny them this by encouraging them to believe
that they have gained anything by having one of their race as a champion
ﬁghter. Race riots are inevitable, when we, a superior people, allow these people
to be deluded and degraded by such false ideals.”29 A cartoon published in
Moving Picture World referenced concerns about the “race pride” of black
audiences, showing a smiling black audience seated alongside disgruntled
white audiences at a showing of Johnson-Jeffries Fight (ﬁgure 22). Segregation in movie theaters and public space, a visible reminder of racial hierarchies, was seemingly threatened by the effects of the ﬁght ﬁlm.30
Legislation guarding against the response of male audiences was called
for. “If the pictures of this contest were permitted,” Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore, said,
I am sure hundreds of children would see them, and what would be the
result? Their morals would not only be contaminated, but they would
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have the wrong ideal of a true hero. After seeing the pictures a boy
would naturally infer that the real American hero was a man bespattered with blood and with a swollen eye given him by another in a ﬁstic
encounter. The boy would go and try to do likewise. This would be a sad
state of affairs.31

Like the Women’s Christian Temperance Union’s concern about the “ungovernable response” of male audiences, reformers clearly feared the effects
of the ﬁlms on population groups seen as threats to governance, groups such
as boys, lower-class and immigrant men, and African American men.
Governors in states across much of the South immediately agreed to prohibit the ﬁlms. Several northern governors and a number of city mayors
across the nation followed suit, frequently by invoking “public nuisance”
laws.32 In Chicago the chief of police (and head of the censor board) banned
the ﬁlm, declaring that henceforth “no pictures or representations in any
form of acts illegal in the state of Illinois” would be permitted.33 Some
ofﬁcials simply conﬂated ﬁlms of Johnson ﬁghting with Johnson’s physical
presence, so that, for example, the chairman of the Atlanta Police Board
banned the ﬁlm of Johnson’s victory over Jeffries, stating, “We don’t want
Jack Johnson down in this part of the country. If he is wise he will not come
to Atlanta.”34 Like the police chairman, government ofﬁcials increasingly
raised questions about the national distribution of ﬁlms and the consequent
supplanting of local diversity. The North/South divide was the major fault
line, yet the ﬁlms were seen as dangerous by reformers and ofﬁcials across
the nation because they threatened to disaggregate ﬁxed national communities and to problematize the maintenance of a national identity based on
what Etienne Balibar terms a “ﬁctive ethnicity” predicated on the marginalization and denigration of black Americans.35 Structures of regulation
functioned to support this larger ﬁction, controlling and delimiting the social aspirations of black citizens.
There was resistance to this delimitation, however, for the ﬁlms were
shown in a number of black communities and on the emerging black theater circuit, providing occasions for celebration and for challenges to the
hypocrisy of the regulatory concerns about the ﬁlms and, indeed, to the ﬁction of white supremacy.36 Later, a group of black Americans in Chicago revived Johnson-Jeffries Fight in response to the local debut of The Birth of
a Nation (Epoch, 1915).37
Leaving the ring for some two years, Johnson stoked regulatory concerns
about his “fast” lifestyle through his well-publicized relationships with several white women, through a nationwide vaudeville tour capitalizing on his
notoriety (like Evelyn Nesbit’s the following year), and through his love of
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Figure 23. Jack Johnson at the wheel, 1910. Courtesy Library
of Congress Prints and Photographic Division.

fast cars and racing, a love that led to innumerable speeding tickets and became for many symbolic of Johnson’s troublesome freedom of movement
(ﬁgure 23).38 He fought again for the world title in 1912, against the next
“Great White Hope,” Jim Flynn. The ﬁght was to be held in New Mexico
once again on the Fourth of July and was again to be ﬁlmed, this time by
the independent producer Jack Curley rather than the Patents Company,
thereby marking a clear marginalization of the genre from a mainstream
industry burnt by the furor over Johnson-Jeffries Fight.39
In light of the debates over the 1910 ﬁght and ﬁlm and concern that the
ﬁlm would be widely distributed across the nation, Representatives Seaborn A. Rodenberry of Georgia and Thetus Sims of Tennessee and Senators
Furnifold Simmons of North Carolina and Augustus Bacon of Georgia introduced bills in both the House and the Senate in May and June 1912 calling for the prohibition of the interstate transportation of ﬁght ﬁlms.40 Rodenberry’s motivation was clear. Labeling Johnson “an African biped beast,”
he asserted that “no man descended from the old Saxon race can look upon
that kind of contest without abhorrence and disgust.”41 He described his bill
as an attempt “to prevent the display to morbid-minded adults and suscep-
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tible youth all over the country of representations of such a disgusting exhibition.”42 Sims, perhaps thinking back to that troublesome barge on the
Mississippi, described the bill as an attempt “to prevent the shipping
through the mails and in interstate commerce of moving picture ﬁlms of
prizeﬁghts, especially the one between a Negro and a white man to be held
in New Mexico on the 4th of July.”43 The bill would suppress the movement of prizeﬁght ﬁlms, not their exhibition, which could theoretically take
place if the ﬁlms were produced and exhibited in one state.
In this, regulation concentrated on the disciplining of movement in a
way consistent with the regulatory history of objects traveling in the mails,
the ﬁrst issue in the realm of “public morals” to claim the attention of the
national government in the nineteenth century.44 The banning of the
movement of so-called obscene materials through the mails was initiated
in 1842 but only coherently enforced after moral reformer Anthony Comstock proposed a revision in 1873 that effectively broadened the customs
statute to include books, pamphlets, and pictorial matter.45 In 1876 post ofﬁce
censorship was speciﬁcally authorized in the alteration of the statute to declare all obscene matter “non-mailable” and to thus prohibit its delivery.
Comstock, who became a special agent of the post ofﬁce and founder of the
New York Society for the Suppression of Vice, vigorously policed the
mails.46 In time, the regulation of the distribution of “obscene” matter was
aided by the growth of federal powers under the commerce clause, which
gave over power to regulate commerce traveling between states to the federal government. The Sims Act emerged into this regulatory context, bringing moving pictures into the orbit of federal governance in relation to movement and morality, as the ﬁlms of Johnson boxing entered the statute book
as problems of “trafﬁc.” Some of these concerns about the trafﬁc in ﬁlms
were perhaps symptomatic of broader concerns about the ever-increasing
circulation of signs in the culture of modernity and about the establishment of new communications networks—like the train, the telegraph, and
the telephone—that seemed to abolish spatial barriers and telescope time
and space.47
Congress acted quickly after Johnson’s easy victory and passed the act
on 31 July 1912.48 Unbeatable in the ring, Johnson, “at least on ﬁlm, had
proven vulnerable to the ‘white hopes’ of Congress.”49 In passing the Sims
Act the federal government intervened directly in constructing the boundaries of what could legitimately be seen, an intervention evidently aimed at
bigger cultural and political game. Images of blacks defeating whites were
evidently outside a discursive formation that frequently represented whites
beating blacks as leading to transcendence—Uncle Tom’s Cabin being the
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most visible example—but the reverse as “obscenity.”50 Johnson as a mediated ﬁgure was the opposite of Uncle Tom, who was the embodiment of a
self-abnegating black masculinity and who was repeatedly subject to physical violence and peril in order to save endangered whites.51 In his victories
inside the ring Johnson punctured these images of self-sacriﬁce and the
ﬁction of white supremacy. The Sims Act’s overt policing of this ﬁction may
be seen as a literalization of a broader “edgy, constant patrolling” of whiteness that, in its intensity, may speak also to what Eric Lott has termed “the
necessary centrality and suppression of ‘blackness’ in the making of American whiteness.”52
Racialized boundaries were evidently erected to deny Johnson representation. In his book White Screen, Black Images, James Snead refers to the
banning of the Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms as an example of what he terms “omission,” one of the devices whereby black people have been consigned to minor signiﬁcance on-screen. Snead writes, “The repetition of black absence
from locations of autonomy and importance creates the presence of the idea
that blacks belong in positions of obscurity and dependence.”53 Suppressing the ﬁlms of Johnson, and later those of black ﬁlmmakers like Oscar
Micheaux, worked to support the ﬁction of white supremacy and black dependence.54 Looking closely at the ﬁlms themselves suggests that certain
practices of marginalization were in place even there, for between rounds
one of the battery of cameras ﬁlming the event panned to follow Jeffries to
his corner, ﬁxing the white boxer as protagonist and clearly privileging white
spectatorship.55
Legislation prior to the Sims Act was local in origin, like the Chicago censorship ordinance of 1907 or the piecemeal banning of Johnson-Jeffries Fight
in states and cities under “public nuisance” legislation. The Sims Act initiated a crucial but still largely unexplored moment in the history of the federal government’s intervention into the policing of cinema. Speciﬁcally, the
act was important because it deﬁned cinema as “commerce” and this deﬁnition, particularly for the implications it carried regarding cinema’s relation
to the press and to First Amendment guarantees of free speech, would play
a central role in the regulation and shaping of cinema in the following years.
No doubt coming out of a history of racism, and for the ﬁlm industry principally a consequence of bad luck in the face of Johnson’s boxing brilliance,
this “accident” of history would ultimately have signiﬁcant ramiﬁcations
for the industry.
The bill had been referred to the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, where it was described as a bill to protect “the more advanced States which have forbidden pugilism as brutal and brutalizing
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against having prizeﬁghts brought into their borders by way of movingpicture shows, which are only a little less harmful than the degrading sport
which they describe.”56 It effectively deﬁned the ﬁght ﬁlms—and, seemingly, moving pictures in general—as “commerce” and thus brought them
within the orbit of federal government intervention, for the regulation of
commerce traveling between states was delegated to the federal government
under the terms of the Constitution. If the ﬁght ﬁlms were adequately described as “commerce,” and therefore as distinct from the press or “amusements,” then they could be regulated by the federal government.57 Logical
difﬁculties certainly suffused the Sims Act, since it evidently evolved in close
conjunction with a concern over what motion pictures signify (in this case,
the subversion of proposed racial hierarchies). In a strange twist the deﬁnition of ﬁlm as commerce and its links to other forms of commerce like livestock or food was facilitated by the ability of moving pictures to function
as signs.
Not everyone was convinced that such a deﬁnition was accurate. Industry entrepreneurs continued to play up the importance of the nonﬁctional
to the industry’s respectability, ballyhooing cinema’s educative cultural
function and, beginning around the furor over Johnson-Jeffries Fight,
speciﬁcally suggesting that cinema should be seen as akin to the press. So,
in response to the banning of the ﬁlms in Chicago after the chief of police
had declared that “no pictures or representations in any form of acts illegal
in the state of Illinois” would be permitted, Nickelodeon wrote that “it is
scarcely a step further to declare the printed description of illegal acts to be
illegal in itself.”58 Nickelodeon, Moving Picture World, and other defenders of the ﬁlm industry saw this as the central point: the press had been running reports on the ﬁght, so why couldn’t the ﬁght be documented on ﬁlm?
The issue came to center on a discussion of the relation of cinema to the
press and to the constitutional guarantees of the First Amendment. Should
cinema, but not the press, be conceived of as “commerce”? And further, if
the ﬁght pictures were commerce, did that mean that the federal government had the right to regulate moving pictures more generally? Such questions must be seen as a crucial site for a discursive struggle over the deﬁnition of cinema and its social functioning, for the answers eventually given
would be important in the broader discursive construction of cinema as an
entertaining aesthetic medium distinct from the press and the “political.”
Anticipating the debates in the House and Senate about the Sims Act,
Moving Picture World wrote, “If ‘public morality,’ upon which alone the
enactment of such bills could be defended, is injured through moving pictures, why is it not equally injured through pictorial representations of a
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prize ﬁght in the newspapers? . . . The roots of this evil of discriminating
against the moving pictures must be attacked by enfranchising the motion
picture and placing it on an equal footing with the newspapers before the
law.”59 In a discussion of the history of the freedom of the press two months
later (described as “one of the most valued traditions of the race”), the journal imagined “the day when the same express privilege of freedom now bestowed upon the newspapers will be extended to the motion picture.” It called
on the government to alter the First Amendment to read, “No law shall be
passed to abridge the liberty of the press or of the cinematograph.”60 Sympathetic reformers and ofﬁcials supported such claims. For example, in response to a proposed motion picture code that included a censorship provision put forward by the Board of Aldermen in New York in late 1912, Mayor
William Gaynor wrote a widely quoted rebuttal: “It has hitherto been the
understanding in this country that no censorship can be established by law
to decide in advance what may or may not be lawfully printed or published.
Ours is a government of free speech and a free press. That is the cornerstone of free government. The phrase ‘the press’ includes all methods of expression of writing or pictures.”61
Struggles for the freedom of the screen were waged in the main over the
ﬁght ﬁlms, although certainly with a degree of reluctance. By 1912 the mainstream industry was no longer producing ﬁght ﬁlms and was increasingly
unhappy about the ﬁlms and the trouble they were causing for the ﬁlm business. Even so, it was also conscious that important deﬁnitional debates were
at stake that would impinge on what cinema could or would be. “While we
have not a word to say in favor of prize ﬁghts,” Moving Picture World noted,
“we cannot help pointing out once more that, under the theory of [the Sims
Act], Congress would have the right to bar from the beneﬁts of interstate
commerce any ﬁlm which, in its argument, might be objectionable.”62 In
the words of Frederick Howe, chairman of the National Board of Censorship, the ﬁlm industry was quick to question “the ultimate effect of the assumption by the State of the right of regulating this important avenue of
expression.”63 Like Howe, many in the ﬁlm industry feared that the Sims
Act would open the ﬂoodgates to other measures of censorship, with “the
Congress of the United States . . . becom[ing] a censor in the old historic
sense of the word, i.e., an inspector and supervisor of public morality.”64 Indeed, in 1915 Moving Picture World published comments by Postmaster
General Albert S. Burleson suggesting that the 1912 Sims Act “could be extended to include other objectionable ﬁlms” so that “it is very probable that
the Government’s complete control in the ﬁeld of interstate commerce would
be adequate to debar from interstate commerce ﬁlms held to menace pub-
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lic morals.”65 In saying this, Burleson, who as postmaster general had executive power to ban objectionable mail, was drawing clear links between
the federal government’s power to regulate the mails and to regulate interstate commerce. Later attempts to instigate federal censorship would cite
the Sims Act as a signiﬁcant precedent, something I discuss further in my
conclusion.66
No such federal censorship would emerge, despite legislative activity beginning in 1914 and running through the teens and beyond. Even so, it is
clear that the Sims Act was seen by many as a signiﬁcant step in the direction of increased governmental activism and control in relation to cinema.
By setting in place a deﬁnition of ﬁght ﬁlms as “commerce,” the act effectively separated these ﬁlms and indeed cinema more generally from the First
Amendment constitutional guarantee of free speech. In doing so, it suggested
that the production of controversial topical ﬁlms documenting or based on
real-life events would be difﬁcult and problematic—as we will see in the
following chapter, which traces out the controversy over the “white slave”
ﬁlms produced the year after the Sims Act was passed.
Legislation focused on the disciplining of circulation and was closely tied
to governmental concerns about race, morality, mobility, and national identity. Similar issues were in play in relation to Johnson himself, as this regulatory structure shifted from images to bodies when Johnson was incorporated into the “moral panic” over “white slavery.” Such a “panic” and
speciﬁc scandalous event opens out to the issues animating the broader regulatory space of the period, enabling us to see in more detail the context out
of which the Sims Act emerged and the precise way in which a regulation
of cinema became intertwined with a policing of ethnically and racially coded
bodies and populations.

color line
Like concerns about audiences and cinema, the phenomenon of “white slavery” began to receive sustained attention in journalistic, sociological, and
governmental reports from 1907 onward. George Kibbe Turner’s “The City
of Chicago: A Study of the Great Immoralities,” in the April 1907 issue of
McClure’s, marked the beginning of a wider “moral panic” about the
forcible abduction of women into prostitution, extended further by Turner’s
1909 article about vice in New York City, “The Daughters of the Poor,” and
by the subsequent proliferation of news reports, vice investigations, local
and national legislation, “docu-novels,” plays, and ﬁlms.67 No doubt some
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of the anxieties underpinning the scare were related to the concerns about
women and public space that animated the Thaw-White scandal in 1906 and
1907, immediately preceding the emergence of concerns about white slavery;68 but such concerns were now evidently enmeshed with nativist rhetoric and racist practices, for Turner and many others argued that it was principally white women who were being abducted and that the white slavers
were overwhelmingly ethnic and racial “others.”69 The white slave trafﬁc,
said Jean Turner Zimmerman in America’s Black Trafﬁc in White Girls, is
“carried on and exploited by a foaming pack of foreign hellhounds . . . the
moral and civic degenerates of the French, Italian, Syrian, Jewish or Chinese races. . . . [A]n American or Englishman conducting such a business is
almost entirely unknown.”70 Conceptions of differential conﬁgurations of
morality and respectability were central to the white slavery scare, just as
scholars have suggested they were central to a burgeoning racist strain in
nativist thought and to ideologies of nationalism and race.71 Later, the trial
of Johnson as a white slaver would make apparent the nexus of concerns
about ethnicity, race, sexual immorality, and nationalism in play in the white
slavery scare and in the so-called progressive period more generally.
Local, national, and international concerns about white slavery led to an
international conference held in 1902 and to the subsequent formulation of
a treaty in 1904 calling for a “supervision . . . [of ] stations, ports of embarkation” and international journeys to monitor and legislate against “the
trafﬁc in women” and to set in place an international policing of space and
mobility in response to the more general crises of social displacement and
dislocation caused by migratory and immigratory movement.72 The United
States was not able to fully ratify the treaty with the other nations because
of a lack of a national police force but signed in principle in 1905. Shortly
thereafter, a national policing force was established after President Roosevelt
and Attorney General Charles Bonaparte deﬁed the wishes of Congress and
their concerns about the expansion of national police power to create the
Bureau of Investigation in June 1908 (this became the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 1935).73 Later the same month, Roosevelt proclaimed the 1904
treaty in effect, to be policed by the Bureau of Investigation.74 The transnational surveillance of borders set in play by the 1902 conference and 1904
treaty was central to the establishment of a national policing institution,
then, as the regulation of sexuality, racial hierarchies, and the sanctity of
the nation fed directly into the construction of a state-controlled agency of
surveillance that would ﬁx, arrest, or regulate movement and bring order
to society in part through an ordered knowledge of its component populations and population movement.
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Legislation focused on a policing of borders and national space, closely
linked to the surveillance of ethnic and racial “others” and to the alleged
importation of immorality. Immigration Acts in 1903 and 1907 intensiﬁed
a policing of the nation’s space, responding to heightened concerns about
the inﬂux of non-Protestant southern European immigrants.75 The 1907 act
had set up an immigration commission to be undertaken by Senator Dillingham to report on the effect of immigration on economic conditions, education, vice, crime, insanity, and so on. Some of the report, entitled “The
Importation of Women for Immoral Purposes,” was published in 1909.
Claiming that immigration had increased “offenses against chastity,” the
report went on: “The vilest practices are brought here from continental Europe, and beyond doubt there have come from imported women and their
men the most bestial reﬁnements of depravity. The toleration with which
continental races look upon these evils is spreading in this country, an
inﬂuence perhaps even more far-reaching in its degradation than the physical effects which inevitably follow it.”76 Scares about white slavery and the
importation of immorality clearly ﬁgured as a legitimating ground for the
deﬁnition of national sovereignty over and against other nations, furthering the consolidation of national identity through the projection of deviance
beyond national borders and thereby inculcating a collective sense of political community based on shared and defended space. A discourse of nationalism was structured around a moral hierarchy that kept an ethnic and
racial politics of exclusion at its core, in accordance with a widely held belief in the existence of what sociologist Edward Ross called “moral varieties
in the human species.”77
Dillingham’s report called for a strengthening of state intervention and
increased cooperation among states to counter the immoral trafﬁc in women;
in doing so it led to calls for the creation of a federal law to regulate interstate “commerce” in women. Theodore Roosevelt supported this: “The Federal government must in ever increasing measure proceed against the degraded promoters of this commercialism, for their activities are inter-State,
and the Nation can often deal with them more effectively than the States.”78
Led by the report and by the growing furor over white slavery, Representative James Mann introduced a bill making it a felony under the United
States criminal code to knowingly transport any girl or woman in interstate
or foreign commerce for the purpose of “debauchery” or “any other immoral purposes.”79 Similar to those who put together the later Sims Act,
Mann sought here to use the commerce clause to enable the federal government to intervene directly in the policing of morality. Mann, who as Republican chairman of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com-
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merce had previously used the expanding power of the commerce clause to
enact railroad rate regulations and the Pure Food and Drug Act, used large
parts of the Immigration Commission’s report and other accounts of white
slavery to fashion a narrative of innocent white women abducted into sexual slavery primarily by immigrants.80 Different discourses of “puriﬁcation”
were merged here.
Led easily through the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce by Mann, the bill was supported by President Taft in his annual message to Congress in December 1909. President Taft suggested that in his
opinion it would be constitutional for federal law to prohibit the transportation of persons across state lines for the purposes of prostitution.81 Several different reform organizations and publications urged their members
and readers to write to their congressmen to lobby for the passage of the
bill.82 In Congress some concerns were raised about the projection of federal power “into local and state jurisdiction,” but they were muted in the
face of what one speaker called “the crime of crimes” that demanded the support of “every man who has the purity of the women of the country, the
sanctity of the family life of this country, at heart.”83 Speaking for the necessity of the act, Mann persuasively (although ludicrously) argued that “the
white slave trafﬁc, while not so extensive, is much more horrible than any
black slave trafﬁc ever was in the history of the world.”84 It was critical to
good governance, argued Representative Cox, who incisively summed up
the connections between morality and governance, stating that the “strength
of our government lies not in its great standing army or in its strong navy,
but it lies in the building up, keeping, and maintaining [of ] a strong, healthy
sentiment of morality having in view high ideals of life.”85
The act was easily passed and was signed into law by President Taft on
25 June 1910. The Mann Act, as it came to be called, certainly did vastly increase the police power of the federal government. In particular, the act was
a “bureaucratic bonanza” for the Bureau of Investigation, the power of which
increased steadily as a consequence of the Mann Act (as late as 1938, J. Edgar
Hoover, director of the FBI, suggested that the act would enable the bureau
to attack “the problem of vice in modern civilization”).86 Some concerns were
subsequently raised about the construction of national police power, and the
constitutionality of the act was challenged in 1913 but upheld by the
Supreme Court, which reasoned that if Congress could deprive the facilities of interstate commerce to lotteries, obscenity, diseased cattle, ﬁght ﬁlms,
and impure drugs, it could certainly withhold interstate movement from persons transporting or enticing women and girls for prostitution and debauchery.87 The New York Tribune described it as “one of the most signiﬁcant
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interpretations of the Constitution as a grant of national power,” and Survey commented that the decision was “the most advanced step yet taken”
in construing the federal power over interstate commerce.88 No doubt the
signiﬁcance of the act made it a critical precursor to the 1912 Sims Act, directed at the prevention of the movement of “immoral” ﬁlms across state
lines. Both acts make apparent connections between racism and the increase
of federal power, suggesting something of the struggle for a white national
identity based on a racial differentiation from both external and internal
“others.”89
Some of the debate in the House of Representatives consequently veered
away from the standard focus on the immorality of ethnic others to consider the danger of an internal other—African American men.90 In this an
external racism that was directed against “foreigners” fused with an internal racism, directed against a population regarded by many as second-class
citizens within the nation space. The white slavery scare fused here also with
the virulent myth of the black man as rapist. Such a myth proliferated from
the late nineteenth century, years marked by a steady retreat from Reconstruction’s promise of racial equality;91 it was clearly subtended by a broader
social scripting of blackness that equated it with innate depravity and that,
Robyn Wiegman argues, functioned more widely to deny the black male
full admittance to the patriarchal province of the masculine.92
The connection between the discourse about white slavery and the myth
of the black male rapist became clearer in late 1912 when Johnson was tried
under the Mann Act. Shortly after his 1912 world-title victory, the mother
of a white woman who worked for Johnson—and/or was romantically linked
with him—accused Johnson of abducting her daughter. He was arrested in
October. Not surprisingly, there was considerable outrage. In Texas the Beaumont Journal suggested, “The obnoxious stunts being featured by Jack Johnson are not only worthy of but demand an overgrown dose of Southern ‘hospitality’”; the Fort Worth Citizen Star commented, “We bet we know one
person that isn’t singing ‘I Wish I Was in Dixie.’”93 Responding to the notoriety and visibility of Johnson, the Bureau of Investigation decided to press
for a Mann Act conviction immediately, despite the fact that there were considerable problems in ﬁtting Johnson’s alleged actions with the terms of the
act, which was aimed principally, or even wholly, at commercial transportation and, as such, did not extend to abduction.94 Compounding prosecutorial difﬁculties, the daughter had traveled herself to Chicago, had been
a prostitute for some time, and would not testify against Johnson, her future husband.
Notwithstanding these problems, the Bureau of Investigation reasoned
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that given Johnson’s libertine lifestyle and frequent movement across state
and national borders, it was certainly likely that he might some time have
been guilty of transporting another woman across state lines for what the
Mann Act vaguely referred to as “any other immoral purposes.”95 No one
was sure whether the act could be used to prosecute those who had traveled
across state lines for the purposes of immorality (or even what that “immorality” could include), but lawyers and the bureau were willing to interpret the act as broadly as possible.96 Assistant United States Attorney
Harry Parkin told the bureau to “endeavor to secure evidence as to illegal
transportation by Johnson of any other woman for an immoral purpose.”
Washington agreed, and Attorney General Wickersham wrote to the Chicago ofﬁce of the bureau that the Department of Justice would cooperate
fully in the effort to target Johnson.97 The bureau actively pursued Johnson, submitting his past, and particularly his mobility, to an exhaustive surveillance that ﬁnally succeeded in ﬁnding another white woman who had
been in a relationship with Johnson and had traveled across state lines to
meet him.98
A grand jury was convened on 7 November 1912 to consider the white
slavery charge. Johnson was arrested and indicted. Tried in May 1913, he
was quickly convicted. His celebrity and visibility resulted in a stiff sentence
of a year and a day in the Illinois State Penitentiary. Judge George Carpenter declared, “The life of the defendant by his own admissions has not been
a moral one. The defendant is one of the best-known men of his race, and his
example has been far reaching and the court is bound to consider the position he occupied among his people. In view of these facts, this is a case that
calls for more than a ﬁne.”99 So it came to pass that Johnson, the son of a
former slave, had become a white slaver, with that term clearly functioning—
as Mann’s rhetoric in the House had suggested—as a displacement of an
entirely different conﬁguration of slavery (and of the racial sexual abuse
under that system). Johnson became a white slaver effectively because of
his relationships with white women, as a framework of discipline and strategy of policing controlled and limited black male sexuality and mobility. In
this, governmental intervention reinforced structures of white supremacy
and functioned in a way similar to how Robyn Wiegman has theorized the
performative and specular structure of lynching: “as a disciplinary activity
that communalizes white power while territorializing the black body and
its movement through social space.”100 Simply put, penal discipline enforced
the physical punishment that Johnson seemed able to avoid each time he
entered the boxing ring.
No disciplinary structure is all-powerful, though, for power insistently
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breeds resistance, as when black Americans revived Johnson-Jeffries Fight
in response to The Birth of a Nation. Johnson’s subsequent actions make
this clear also, for he escaped bail and prison by leaving the United States.
The narrative of this escape, as related in his autobiography, is worthy of a
Hollywood ﬁction: masquerading as a member of an all-black baseball team
and utilizing one of the predicates of racism, that “black men all look the
same,” he boarded a train for Canada, where the team was scheduled to
play.101 Although he was trailed by members of the Bureau of Investigation, Johnson was not arrested because the Mann Act was not covered under the extradition treaty between the two countries. Further, because Johnson had purchased a ticket from Canada to Europe, he could not be deported
from Canada as an “undesirable immigrant,” for he was ofﬁcially classed
as an “alien” passing through.102 Sailing for Europe, Johnson joined that
transatlantic trafﬁc in exiled African Americans; he titled this chapter in his
autobiography simply “Exile.” Lest we imagine a straightforwardly utopian
conclusion, though, biographer Randy Roberts has challenged this narrative, suggesting that the government turned a blind eye in accordance with
a prophetic memorandum from bureau chief Charles DeWoody that stated,
“I believe we all agree . . . on the advantage to the country if Johnson were
to be exiled from it.”103 Likewise, a writer to the New York Call seemed unconcerned about Johnson’s escape, for it meant that “Anglo-Saxon America is relieved of a most dangerous menace to the preservation of its
color.”104 Like ﬁlms showing Johnson ﬁghting, the ﬁghter himself was effectively pushed outside the nation space. He ﬁnally returned to the United
States in 1920, serving out his sentence before going on to become, among
other things, a bit-part player in Hollywood.105
The “technology of exclusion” embodied by the Bureau of Investigation
focused not simply on Johnson as a “dangerous individual” but on a considerably broader terrain—the aggregation and governing of populations
so central to proliferating ideologies of nationalism.106 Racism can be seen
as the most revealing “concrete” effect of the play of modern political technologies on the life of individual bodies and on the level of populations and
the way they reproduce, suggesting that the disciplining of individual bodies is intimately connected to the “global” regulation of the biological
processes of human beings and that discourses of sexuality and racism are
closely connected.107 This regulation necessitated the development of a range
of new tactics and techniques of government, in particular the construction
of “apparatuses of security,” which refers both to the collective mass of a
phenomenon—for example, control over population movement—and to the
management of the population in its depths and details.108 Scares over white
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slavery, and Johnson’s inscription with them, make this clear. Like the regulation of Johnson’s ﬁght ﬁlms, power was directed through the denial of
free movement, mapped now onto the body of Johnson and connected to a
policing of the “mobility” of sexuality to cross “racial borders.”
A similar policing was replayed in a ﬂurry of “miscegenation bills” introduced after Johnson’s conviction, regulating not only interracial sexuality but also its results, the alleged “decline” of the population, in a form of
legislative activity that has been seen as the ultimate sanction of the American system of white supremacy since the demise of slavery.109 Seaborn Rodenberry, so central to the passage of the Sims Act, angrily observed that
“in Chicago, white girls are made slaves of an African brute” and that “[n]o
brutality, no infamy, no degradation in all the years of Southern slavery,
possessed such a villainous character and such atrocious qualities as the provision of the laws of Illinois, New York, Massachusetts, and other states which
allow the marriage of the Negro, Jack Johnson, to a woman of Caucasian
strain.” “Intermarriage,” he continued, was “abhorrent and repugnant to
the very principles of a pure Saxon government. It is subversive of social
peace. It is destructive of moral supremacy.”110
Looking back from this vantage point on the Sims Act’s policing of the
image of Johnson might suggest that at its margins it was inﬂuenced by a
desire to prevent the display of a desirable black male body from erotic contemplation. Boxing ﬁlms were generally looked on with suspicion in this
regard, even when the two ﬁghters were white, with commentators often
noting the number of women in the audience.111 This concern was doubtless increased when one of the ﬁghters was black and increased again when
that ﬁghter had a history of relationships with white women. Of course,
such erotic contemplation was not conﬁned to a female audience, and one
ﬁnds in the press much commentary on what one journalist called “the surpassing beauty from the anatomist’s point of view” of Johnson’s body. Likewise, the New York Times observed, “There was a sigh of involuntary admiration as [Johnson’s] naked body stood in the white sunlight.”112 As
Stuart Hall, among others, has argued, racism is frequently marked by the
constant coupling or complex play of racial fear and desire, ambivalence and
attraction.113
Located in the context sketched here, Johnson’s conviction was clearly
linked to the broader concerns about the sanctity and purity of the race and
nation addressed by Rodenberry and subtending the white slavery scare
more generally. Symbolic of a racially coded immorality, Johnson—or at
least, constructions of Johnson—was widely seen as challenging to proposed
racial hierarchies, to moral norms, and to governmental authority, a state
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of affairs that led to his conviction and exile and that was evidently complexly enmeshed with the banning of ﬁght ﬁlms from the screens of the
United States. Legislation directed at Johnson’s ﬁght ﬁlms fused with that
directed at Johnson himself.
Such a situation was further evident when the constitutionality of the
Sims Act was challenged in a later case that focused on the ﬁlms of Johnson and explicitly brought the Sims Act and the Mann Act together. Although exiled from the United States, Johnson remained heavyweight
champion of the world until he fought Jess Willard in Havana in 1915 and
ﬁnally lost his title, his punishment in the ring able at last to function as
specular assurance of the negation of the threat he had posed to the existing structures of racism. Not surprisingly, there was much demand to see
the ﬁlm of the ﬁght, Johnson-Willard Fight (Pantomimic, 1915). Variety observed that “it is not expected that the authorities will hold the same antipathy against the exhibition of a white champion on the sheet as it did
against the black one,” and the Chicago Post suggested that “it may be necessary to rejigger the interstate law that forbids the transportation of ﬁght
pictures from one state to another.”114 Working on this understanding, the
producer, Lawrence Weber, attempted to import the ﬁlm past alerted customs authorities and what Moving Picture World columnist W. Stephen
Bush described as “the frowning watchfulness of Uncle Sam.”115 In the
event, port authorities conﬁscated the ﬁlm, and Weber challenged this, and
the Sims Act, in a federal district court and in the United States Supreme
Court.116
Lawyers for Weber argued that moving pictures should not be regarded
as commerce. “We most emphatically deny that these ﬁlms are articles of
commerce,” said attorney and former senator Charles Towne, for “[i]t has
been declared again and again that theatrical exhibitions, operas, plays, and
the like are not articles of commerce.”117 Lawyers also questioned what exactly the article of commerce was—that is, if Weber was not actually selling the ﬁlms but merely transporting them to exhibit them locally, the commercial transaction was the exhibition context, not the interstate shipping
of the ﬁlms. Weber could then ship ﬁlms from one state to another as a
lawyer might carry law books from one state to another, lawyers suggested,
and the federal government had no jurisdiction over that, for it fell under
the police powers of the states. Judge Thomas G. Haight dismissed these arguments, though, and asserted again that “the essential, material character” of moving pictures meant they could not be removed “from the class
of tangible things that are the subject of ‘commerce’ in any deﬁnition of
that word.” Consequently their exclusion as articles of commerce “was no
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different in legal character than sponges gathered at a certain season of the
year . . . imitations of coins . . . diseased cattle . . . lottery tickets,” and other
articles whose similar exclusion by Congress had been upheld by the
courts.118
Judge Haight disagreed further with Weber’s arguments about the scope
of federal power, pointing out a case in which a man had sent for a woman
from a different state and had been held to have violated the Mann Act although no prostitution had taken place. The case was, of course, that of the
United States of America v. Johnson. The Mann Act converged with the
Sims Act over the ﬁgure of Johnson to purify the social body from internal dangers via a disciplining of movement. A racial politics of exclusion,
central to the emergence of the Mann Act and at the core of a discourse of
the nation, was crucially implicated in the construction of a discourse of
cinema.
Losing the argument in court and the appeal to the Supreme Court, a ﬁnal
twist to the case took shape when Weber challenged the Sims Act in another
way, showing again—like the example of the boat on the Mississippi—the
struggle between commercial entrepreneurs and regulators in respect to the
Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms.119 The negatives of the ﬁlm had been developed and
printed in Toronto and were to be exported from there to the South American and European markets. A scheme was devised, though, whereby those
pictures could be transported across the border of the United States without contravening the terms of the 1912 act: the ﬁlm was to be projected from
the Canadian side of the border and “rephotographed” on ﬁlm in the United
States, across a border measuring just a few inches. On 15 April 1916, more
than a year after the actual ﬁght, a group carefully carried the negatives to
a rendezvous point at the international boundary stone one mile north of
the Delaware and Hudson railway stations at Rouses Point.120 A tent was
set up over the stone with its northern stakes pegged into Canada and its
southern stakes pegged into the United States. A customs ofﬁcial observed
the proceedings, which apparently took ﬁve days. The images of the ﬁght—
of Johnson’s defeat and of Willard’s knockout blow—crossed the now permeable border in patterns of light.
Weber’s conceptual move was certainly impressive, repositioning the ban
on interstate commerce as referring only to the actual ﬁlmic material—the
celluloid itself—and thus freeing the images from their embodiment on/as
ﬁlm. He planned to do the same thing at state borders within the United
States.121 However, this plan ran aground on the intransigence of the customs authorities, who evidently believed that the “transfer of light waves
across an international boundary constitutes importation.”122 A federal
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statute for unlawful importation of a ﬁght ﬁlm was issued.Weber again challenged this in a federal district court, arguing that the Sims Act only prohibited “the importation of something physical or corporeal,” but the judge
again reversed his attempt to separate images from celluloid.123 The New
York Times and Moving Picture World reported: “The argument that this
process did not amount to bringing in the picture from Canada is met, Judge
Hand said, by the unquestioned fact that a pictorial image, though not a
physical object, was in Canada and is now in New York and that its presence here was caused by the traveling of rays of light.”124 Even intangible
rays of light were subject to the intensiﬁed “panoptical” gaze of regulatory
authority, marking an extreme policing of the movement of images and their
ability to circulate in a way denied their referent—Johnson himself, still exiled from the United States. This case stands as a remarkable preﬁguring of
more contemporary debates about the permeability of national borders with
respect to satellite technology and the difﬁculty of a customs post in dealing with electronic products that, unlike celluloid, assume no materiality
and that effectively render national borders “osmotic membranes through
which information and communication ﬂows pass.”125
Legislation directed at the regulation of the movement of ﬁlms and bodies was connected, then, consistent with a structure of discipline that, as
Michel Foucault has suggested, “ﬁxes . . . arrests or regulates movement.”126
Similar debates about mobility, morality, and governance informed other
regulatory initiatives directed at cinema from this moment, shifting from
a regulation of the movement of images to the regulation of the corporations and institutions distributing ﬁlms and to the setting up of state boards
of censors as barriers to the national circulation of ﬁlms.

obscene, indecent, or immoral
Lawyers working for the federal government ﬁled suit against the Patents
Company on 15 August 1912, just two weeks after the enactment of the
Sims Act, charging the Patents Company with operating as a “trust” that
utilized unfair business practices.127 State power manifested a concern now
not only with a regulation of representation but also with a regulation of
the commercial operations of the ﬁlm industry—for the industry, a proposition more threatening than censorship itself.128 Historians have shown how
the “trust question” was central to “progressivism” in general, marking as
it did an increased concern about the powers of ever-larger corporations like
Standard Oil and intense (and still current) debates about the question of
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where corporate autonomy should end and government regulation begin.129
In the important Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890 the government forbade
“every contract, combination, in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy in the restraint of trade” and by doing so exerted its power to regulate
interstate commerce across state lines to control not only actual commerce
but also those industries manufacturing products that were to move in interstate commerce.130
In the long trial against the Patents Company, which began in January
1913, the company argued as part of its defense that the federal government
was overstepping its constitutional powers, that the company had stopped
the exhibition of “indecent ﬁlms in low dance halls and saloons” and helped
ﬁnance the national board, and that, in any case, motion pictures “are not
articles of commerce like lumber, cheese, beef or turpentine. They are works
of ﬁne art and of a literary and dramatic essence.”131 “A broad and fundamental difference exists,” lawyers for the defense argued, “between literary and artist products on the one hand and purely commercial products on
the other”; and moving pictures should properly be conceived of as “intellectual and mental expressions, creatures of the brain and the imagination.”132 If this deﬁnition was accepted, moving pictures would not be subject to interstate trade regulations, and the Patents Company would not be
liable to prosecution under the terms of the Sherman Act.
In the event, such arguments carried little weight in court, for the Mann
Act (and the upholding of its constitutionality) had enlarged the federal police power in relation to morality and because the policing of Johnson’s ﬁght
ﬁlms and the enactment of the Sims Act had already suggested that cinema
was to be conceived of as “commerce.” In a decision announced in October
1915 the district judge agreed with the government that the Patents Company had violated the Sherman Ant-Trust Act, and he ordered the company
dissolved.133 Explaining his important decision, the judge argued that although “photo-plays” were like theatrical presentations (or art) they were
dissimilar in that “additional accessories” like the screen, ﬁlm, and the camera were necessary.134 In short, the motion picture business was commerce
and thus subject to interstate and business regulation.
Some of the attention generated around “trusts” reﬂected a concern that
the increasingly national economy was overpowering a local speciﬁcity, in
particular that of localized formations of morality. Legal notions of “community standards” in relation to a national consumer culture emerged in
this respect in 1913.135 Cinema, as a relatively early instance of mass culture, was troublesome here, for it was seen to override local norms and subcultural distinctions. In the wake of the widespread distribution of contro-
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versial ﬁlms such as Johnson’s ﬁght ﬁlms, questions were asked by reformers and ofﬁcials about the most effective way to regulate the movement of
ﬁlms among states and about the possible role of state government alongside the federal government in this.
Censor boards at the state level emerged from 1911 onward as a partial
response to these questions, following the precedent of municipal censor
boards like that in Chicago, and the upholding of the constitutionality of
that board in 1909, and setting in place another level of government activism
in relation to cinema. State boards were predicated on the “police power”
assigned to states in the Constitution, deﬁned as the right (and duty) of the
states to protect the health, morals, and safety of their citizens. The police
power was implemented with special vigor when public health and morals
appeared to be at stake.136
The ﬁrst state board was set up in Pennsylvania as early as mid-1911,
but it did not start functioning until 1914.137 It was established with a clear
distinction in mind between moving pictures on the one hand and the press
and the stage on the other. Initial discussions described the proposed bill
as an “attempt to keep motion pictures attuned to public opinion and not
necessarily in harmony with productions of the stage or newspapers, but
rather to restrict the motion pictures to such as would afford clean entertainment or amusement and to eliminate everything which would tend to
debase or inﬂame the mind to improper adventures or false standards of
conduct.”138
Like the board in Chicago, the Pennsylvania board was set up to censor
“immoral and obscene ﬁlms.”139 No ﬁlm could be sold, leased, lent, or exhibited in the state until it had been inspected by the board, initially made
up of one man and one woman (the bill stipulated that a woman should be
included), and ﬁlms would not be passed if they were seen to be “sacrilegious, obscene, indecent or immoral” or if they tended “in the judgment of
the board to debase or corrupt morals.”140
Other states took this formulation as a precedent, notably Ohio in 1913,
Kansas in 1914, and Maryland in 1916. Like Pennsylvania, the state legislature in Ohio vowed to disallow ﬁlms that were “sacrilegious, obscene, indecent or immoral” and would similarly not allow “an indecent subject, nor
[one] representing lust.”141 The boards in Kansas and Maryland employed
similar language, setting out to disapprove of ﬁlms “such as are cruel, obscene, indecent or immoral, or such as tend to debase or corrupt morals”
and those that are “sacrilegious, obscene, indecent, or immoral.”142 State
boards functioned as barriers to the free ﬂow of the circulation of ﬁlms, as
moral gatekeepers seeking to protect the morality of local spaces by polic-
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ing external others. They were frequently likened to “moral boards of
health.”
Local ofﬁcials argued that state boards were necessary because the national reach of moving picture organizations was troubling to local community standards and because the New York–based National Board of Censorship was increasingly seen by many to be an ineffective censor for the
nation’s movie screens. Ever since the formation of the board concerns had
been raised about its close relation to the ﬁlm industry, given that the board
was ﬁnanced in the main by the industry. Such concerns were brought to a
head when the Women’s Municipal League resigned from the board in 1911,
citing concerns about the efﬁcacy of the board because of its close ties with
production companies.143 “[T]he National Board of Censorship does not satisfactorily perform the work for which it was organized,” said chair of the
league’s Committee on Motion Pictures Mrs. Gilbert Montague, and “this
work cannot be satisfactorily performed without the exercise of authority
which lawfully can be vested only in some branch of the local government.”144
The league, which had earlier cowritten the favorable report on nickelodeons
in New York City with the People’s Institute and had been a founding member of the board, further suggested that “special releases” sold on a states’
rights basis were slipping beneath the surveillance of the board, which was
consequently not functioning effectively “within the local ﬁeld.”145
League concerns focused in part on prizeﬁght ﬁlms, which the board by
and large ignored because they were produced outside the mainstream of
the industry and were, in any case, part of an ad hoc production and distribution setup. Walter Storey, general secretary of the board, observed that
the “corporation controlling the[Johnson-Jeffries Fight] ﬁght pictures is a
syndicate, recently organized for this sole purpose, with whom the Board
has no agreement. These pictures are therefore not submitted to the Board
for its decision.”146 Likewise, John Collier explained, “if we attempted to suppress such a ﬁlm we would come into conﬂict with persons who ordinarily
help us very much in our work of trying to see that the usual pictures shown
are of a moral character. While the members of the board would naturally
be opposed to such pictures, we will not, therefore, be called upon to pass an
opinion on them.”147 No doubt such explanations did little to mollify the
increasingly vocal critics of the board, who saw this inactivity in respect to
ﬁght ﬁlms and to the ﬁlms of foreign distributors as evidence of the compromised nature of the board and of the practice of self-regulation.
Local reformers and ofﬁcials had similar reservations about the National
Board of Censorship, frequently arguing that what could play safely in New
York City was substantially different from what could play in smaller towns
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and cities. State boards of censorship emerged in part in response to a growing sense that a national consumer market was overriding local particularity and that the National Board of Censorship’s control over the distribution of ﬁlms was partial and based on metropolitan standards. Similar
concerns about the mobility of ﬁlms to cross borders were replayed on the
national level with the passage of a tariff act in 1913 banning the importation of “obscene” foreign ﬁlms—showing again, as with the regulatory concerns about Johnson’s ﬁght ﬁlms, how the regulation of cinema was increasingly enmeshed with questions about the policing of movement and
the moral basis of cultural and national identity.148
Legislation directed at a regulation of the distribution of ﬁlms emerged,
then, in response to the controversial Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms, informing the initiation of federal legislation that deﬁned the ﬁlms as commerce and seemingly differentiated cinema from the constitutional guarantees of the First
Amendment. Legal deﬁnitions in the Sims Act, the upholding of its constitutionality, and the decision rendered against the Patents Company circumscribed the social functioning of cinema, differentiating cinema from the
press (and from literature and art) and bringing it together with lumber,
cheese, diseased cattle, and turpentine. Some of the concerns in the Sims
Act, in the decision against the Patents Company, in the formation of state
boards, and in the passing of the 1913 tariff act were about a policing of the
movement of images and corporations involved in the distribution of images and were clearly tied to broader concerns about what Senator Rodenberry called “moral supremacy,” mobility, and governance.
Speciﬁcally, the Sims Act showed the centrality of conceptions of race to
these pressing questions of governance, demonstrating again how the regulation of cinema was enmeshed with the broader regulatory space of the
period and, as the concerns about race and sexuality central to the white
slavery scare and the regulation of Johnson further suggested, with a policing of ethnically and racially coded bodies and of population groups regarded
as troublesome or, worse still, “ungovernable.” Legislation directed at the
cinema, at the regulation of the movement of images, was inextricably tied
to a regulation of the movement of black bodies through social space and of
troublesome population groups. As the regulation of cinema shifted onto
the federal level, it shifted also onto the terrain of broader ideologies of nationalism and race so central, many have argued, to the experience of
“modernity” more generally.149
The National Board of Censorship faced severe challenges to its authority to regulate the cinema screens of the nation in the wake of this increased
state activism, further intensiﬁed when a series of ﬁlms representing white
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slavery were produced from late 1913 onward, with terrible timing for the
board and for the ﬁlm industry ( just like the release of Johnson-Burns Fight
in 1909). The so-called slave reels were extensively debated within the board
and within the broader culture, as they set in play a further series of questions about the relation of cinema to the press and other forms of investigative discourse and about the broader social functioning of cinema.150
Could ﬁlm continue to engage in the representation of controversial reallife subjects? Could sexuality be an acceptable screen subject? How should
the borders be drawn around what cinema could show and be and what it
could not show and not be? Such questions animated intense debates about
the white slave ﬁlms and produced answers that would have important
ramiﬁcations for the ﬁlm industry, which was on the cusp of the transition
to the production of feature-length ﬁction ﬁlms.

5 Judging Cinema, 1913–1914

Late in 1913 police in New York City raided the Park Theater while a screening of the feature ﬁlm The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc (Moral Feature
Film Company, 1913) was in progress. Each of the ﬁve reels of the ﬁlm was
gathered up as they came off the projector by a police ofﬁcer stationed in
the projection booth in a literal enactment of a policing of the borders of
the public sphere authorized by state “obscenity” legislation and by the penal code.1 The producer of the ﬁlm, Samuel H. London, challenged the actions of the police and argued that the ﬁlm was produced for the uplift of
public morals. He quickly obtained a temporary injunction to resume
screenings, in the process booking the ﬁlm also into the Bijou Theater to
cater to the increased demand from audiences to see the ﬁlm, and preparing prints for states’ rights distribution (a headline in the New York Tribune
read “Slave Reel Spins; Police Hands Tied”).2 Led by a deputy police commissioner’s claim that the ﬁlm was “calculated to harm the morals of young
people” and a police magistrate’s warrant to stem the “riot of obscene spectacles that is going on in our city,” the police sought to untie their hands
by raiding the Bijou while a screening was going on—instigating a miniriot
in the cinema—but were again temporarily halted until Justice Gavegon in
the New York Supreme Court vacated London’s injunctions in late December and thus effectively prohibited the ﬁlms from screens in the city.3 He
did so by marshaling some familiar arguments about the sanctity of “public decency,” suggesting that in showing things themselves illegal—not now
prizeﬁghts but houses of prostitution, or what he called “the inside workings of a sewer”—the ﬁlm was itself illegal and that it would consequently
“deprave and corrupt the morals of those whose minds are open to such
inﬂuences.”4 He went further, articulating a new line of attack that was predicated, it seems, on the logic of the deﬁnition of cinema as commerce—that
151
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the ﬁlm could not be said to furnish a “moral lesson” as London had claimed
and was not “good for the public,” as a number of social reformers defending the ﬁlm in court suggested, because it was produced “not for the uplift
of public morals but for private gain.”5 London was subsequently tried and,
after an exhibition of the ﬁlm in the courthouse before judge and jury and
a defense strategy that emphasized the ﬁlm’s realism, convicted of exhibiting material “tending to corrupt the morals.”6
London’s ﬁlm had followed closely on the heels of the equally controversial white slave ﬁlm Trafﬁc in Souls (IMP/Universal, 1913), the two ﬁlms
bringing on-screen the question of sexuality that in the Jack Johnson scandal had remained off-screen and thus directly participating in the broader
conﬁguration of concerns about sexuality, otherness, and governance underpinning the white slavery scare.7 Linked together in public discourse, the
ﬁlms stirred what W. Stephen Bush, writing in Moving Picture World, called
“the imps of censorship,” creating myriad problems for the National Board
of Censorship, which was uncertain how to respond to the ﬁlms at a time
when—as we have seen—the board’s authority was wavering, when state
censor boards were starting to censor ﬁlms crossing their borders, and when
the possibility of a federal censorship of moving pictures was being seriously considered in hearings in early 1914 held before the United States
House of Representatives Committee on Education.8
Many in the ﬁlm industry consequently sought to distance themselves
from the ﬁlms and the “slavers” that followed their commercial success. Variety and Moving Picture World banned advertisements for the white slave
ﬁlms in early 1914, just as the national board produced a special bulletin delineating the strict conditions under which white slavery could be shown.9
Concerned that the ﬁlms would do “more harm than it is possible to calculate” in ushering in further measures of censorship, commentators like Bush
followed Gavegon’s sewer metaphor and public health rhetoric and advised
those showing the later white slave ﬁlm The House of Bondage (Photo
Drama Motion Picture Company, 1914) to “disinfect and fumigate the projection booth.”10
It was apparent, also, that they were enmeshed in what the New York
Dramatic Mirror saw as a “struggle between those who want to publish
broadcast facts about the white slave trafﬁc and the police” and that the ﬁlms
then further instantiated a series of substantive questions about—in broad
terms—the nature of knowledge, the public, democracy, and, more pressingly for the ﬁlm industry, cinema’s positioning in the public sphere.11 Moving Picture World saw the question begged by Trafﬁc in Souls in similar
terms:
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It is a big subject—one that has been given grave consideration by
many thoughtful men and women. These divide naturally into two
groups—one favoring battling with the evil, or, as the more advanced
would phrase it, the evils of the evil, in the old-time secret way; the
other would come into the open and ﬁght a condition as ancient as the
beginnings of history with modern weapons—and the chief of these
is publicity. To those who hold the latter of these opinions, “Trafﬁc in
Souls” will be warmly welcomed.12

The National Board of Censorship invited a host of social reformers to review Trafﬁc in Souls at a specially convened meeting to consider “the broader
question of the propriety of the treatment of these darker social problems
through the medium of the stage or motion pictures.”13 Reformers, entrepreneurs, and ﬁlmmakers had, as we have seen, championed the educative
cultural function of moving pictures, evidenced by a ﬁlm like A Drunkard’s
Reformation and in the rhetoric around the “uplift dramatic” genre, but now
this stance and alliance was tested, for it was unclear whether—after the
Sims Act—ﬁlm could engage with “darker” real-life “social problems” in
a way similar to that of other forms of discourse, such as the press. No consensus yet existed here, and the tensions between differing conceptions of
the social functioning of cinema produced uncertainty at the textual, discursive, and institutional levels.
Following the skirmishes over the two ﬁlms, though, was a series of important decisions about cinema’s positioning in the public sphere, setting in
play a critical shift in the ﬁlm industry’s sense of the social functioning of
cinema away from that articulated by social reformers arguing that ﬁlm
should be “good for the public,” as those reformers had done in defending
The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc, and toward the delimited sense of the
social functioning of cinema adhered to by the precepts of the Sims Act, by
the police, and by Justice Gavegon. The discourses and practices circling the
white slave ﬁlms effectively marked the breakdown of the alliance between
progressive social reformers and the ﬁlm industry and, accordingly, set in
play two critical developments: ﬁrst, the ending of the board’s preeminent
role in policing cinema and the setting up of new institutional arrangements;
second, the further establishment of an institutional strategy to avoid controversial “political” subjects and to provide “harmless entertainment” that
had considerable ramiﬁcations at the textual level. In this sense the struggle over the white slave ﬁlms in late 1913 and early 1914 further clariﬁed
the deﬁnition of what a “mainstream” cinema would be, setting in place a
by and large institutionally accepted boundary line deﬁning the acceptable
and unacceptable social functioning of cinema. This boundary line marked
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the establishment of a textual, institutional, and discursive formation central to the founding of what scholars have subsequently termed “classical
Hollywood cinema.”

“let ’em alone; it’s the movies!”
Toward the beginning of Trafﬁc in Souls there is a scene shot around the
Battery in lower Manhattan, the disembarkation point at which immigrants
arrived from the landing station Ellis Island, the so-called gateway to America. In the scene two women marked clearly as Swedish immigrants—they
wear “traditional” costume and pigtails—disembark from the Ellis Island
ferry while actual immigrants are coming ashore, some of whom look directly at the camera, and these images come to resemble for a moment those
of earlier actualities like Emigrants Landing at Ellis Island (Edison, 1903)
and Arrival of Emigrants, Ellis Island (American Mutoscope and Biograph,
1906) (ﬁgure 24). Here the ﬁctional and the real stand momentarily side by
side in a literal enactment of the more general enmeshing of fact and ﬁction
in early cinema that has been characterized by David Levy as a “two-way
trafﬁc across a weak ontological frontier.”14 Led across a different kind of
frontier, the narrativized diegesis picks up pace as the sisters are met by their
brother. White slavers provoke him into a ﬁght, though, and a passing policeman arrests him, thus allowing one of the white slavers to escort the sisters to a brothel purporting to be a Swedish Employment Agency.
A subsequent account of the ﬁlming of this scene in Motion Picture Story
Magazine suggested this action caused consternation among the unwitting
real-life extras:
Suddenly, in full view of the crowd, a roughly clad man walked up
and deliberately pushed the young immigrant, then struck him a
violent blow. . . . Cries of indignation arose from the crowd, the old
game was so obvious. The two men who interfered with the immigrants were about to be roughly handled by the crowd, when someone
on its outer fringe cried: “Let ‘em alone, it’s all right!” A roar of laughter arose. Even above the noise a peculiar rattling buzz could be heard.
Then came another voice: “Let ‘em alone; it’s the movies!”15

Even though the distinct self-enclosed space of the ﬁctive was reasserted as
a consequence of the recognizable buzz of moving picture cameras, director
George Loane Tucker reshot the ﬁght scene on a deserted waterfront, shifting away from the “actuality” or “documentary”-like nature of the scene
and toward the self-contained transparent unity central to the classical cin-
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Figure 24. Trafﬁc in Souls (Universal, 1913). Frame enlargement courtesy of the
British Film Institute.

ema’s economy, in which the ﬁctive and the real are seamlessly elided.16
Linking a direct address and a ﬁctional disavowal of the audience, a plurality of origins of mise-en-scène and “actuality” with ﬁctional narrativized
diegesis, this moment shows clearly a textual instability suggestive of the
competing textual logics at work at this unstable and volatile moment in
ﬁlm history.
No doubt the uncertainty surrounding the weak frontier between fact
and ﬁction peculiarly visible in the ﬁlming of the scene and in the scene itself was a consequence of the different textual aims underpinning the ﬁlm.
It had seemingly ﬁrst been conceived when Mrs. S. M. Haggen, president of
the Immigrant Girls’ Home in New York City, approached Walter MacNamara, “special photoplay writer” at Universal, with the aim of producing a ﬁlm to educate immigrant women about the threat of white slavery.17
Haggen was clearly part of that larger movement, gathering momentum
after the turn of the century, in which teachers, settlement workers, and professional patriots aimed to “Americanize” immigrants and hasten the
process of acculturation through which they might embrace the values and
behaviors of mainstream America. Her working assumption seems to have
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been that ﬁlm was a universal language—hence perhaps her approach to
Universal—that would overcome the difﬁculties she had experienced in producing leaﬂets to distribute among immigrant women arriving at Ellis Island.18 Such a stance stands in a direct line from that articulated by settlement worker Jane Addams in setting up the uplift nickel theater at Hull
House in 1907, a further example of a conception of cinema as an agent of
education and acculturation and of the efforts of social reformers to use ﬁlm
for noncommercial goals and for the public good.
Evidence exists to suggest also that Haggen later sought to exhibit the
ﬁlm in noncommercial contexts, notably onboard steam ships and at the
quarantine station and the detention sheds at Ellis Island, an exhibition context that brings to mind Judith Mayne’s ironic suggestion that traditional
ﬁlm histories picture “movie houses and nickelodeons . . . [as] the back rooms
of the Statue of Liberty.”19 Likewise, an unidentiﬁed newspaper article suggested the Travelers’ Aid Society was connected to the ﬁlm and sought a
similar exhibition context: “The Travelers’ Aid Society is behind the venture, has arranged for several of the leading steamship companies for the
presentation of the pictures before the steerage passengers on the largest
lines as a warning against bogus employment agencies that prey upon newly
arrived immigrants. A number of scenes are laid around the piers and depict the methods used by the organized vice interests.”20 It was seemingly
to be shown only to those traveling in steerage, below the waterline (those
who could afford to travel above the line avoided Ellis Island and the rigorous surveillance of immigration ofﬁcers). Later such practices would be more
widespread, as the national board arranged screenings of ﬁlms for immigrants detained at Ellis Island and as “Americanization” pictures were produced for exhibition on steamships.21 In the case of Trafﬁc in Souls the
exhibition context would have suggested that the ﬁlm be construed as “documentary-like.” Indeed, scholars have suggested that documentaries are not
characterized simply by a particular conﬁguration of textuality but by the
setting in place of a certain interpretive frame, what Noël Carroll has termed
the “indexing” of ﬁlm texts.22 In this context the indexing of Trafﬁc in Souls
at Ellis Island for those immigrants arriving or waiting in detention sheds
would seem to suggest that the ﬁlm was presented, and possibly perceived,
as documenting a frightening reality waiting for those women on the other
side of the Statue of Liberty.
Leading on from Haggen’s engagement with the project and the sense
of a socially engaged cinema enclosed therein, Universal was keen to promote the ﬁlm as linked to the work and goals of social reformers, suggesting in fact that it was based on the reality of social reform documents. The
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ﬁlm’s publicity claimed it was “based upon the Rockefeller white slave report and upon the grand jury investigation undertaken by D. A. Whitman,”
to be an “authentic expose,” and to have been “staged at the suggestion of
a number of prominent social workers, who felt it was the best way to make
public the lessons to be drawn from the vice investigations.”23 The document referred to here was George Kneeland’s Commercialized Prostitution
in New York City, published under the auspices of the Bureau of Social Hygiene (which was ﬁnanced by John D. Rockefeller) in the summer of 1913.24
Universal’s strategy was consistent with that articulated slightly earlier by
theatrical producers, who had similarly sought to represent controversial
social problems onstage and had done so by seeking alliances with social reform groups.25 It also clearly followed from the logic of the broader championing of the educative cultural function of cinema as a central strand in
the attempted gentriﬁcation of cinema. Like the temperance ﬁlms, the ﬁlm
was described by Universal as a “Truthful picture-sermon” that attempted
to “point a lesson”; in some reviews it was indeed praised as providing “a
lesson to young and old.”26
Yet, notwithstanding this history and Universal’s publicity strategy, the
ﬁlm was emphatically not simply a “documentary” on the white slave trade;
rather, it tied this ostensible goal to “make public” the vice investigations
together with established ﬁctional, narrative, and generic patterns. Evident
at the level of the image and the broader narrative conﬁguration, the transformation of reform rhetoric and the reform document show precisely how
opposed conceptions of the social function of cinema clashed in this exemplary transitional ﬁlm and in the historical moment. This transformation
illustrates in compelling detail how commercial imperatives and the established discursive logic of mainstream cinema ultimately pushed away from
explicit engagement with the real and the controversial toward the goals of
“entertainment.” Later, the regulatory response to the ﬁlm would validate
this shift, marking a signiﬁcant break with the stance articulated with the
establishment of the National Board of Censorship and the alliance of social reformers and the ﬁlm industry and clearing the way for the validation
of mainstream cinema as “harmless entertainment.”
A hybridity of textual logics is immediately apparent because of the ﬁlm’s
proximity to a ﬁlm previously written by Walter MacNamara, entitled The
Rise of Ofﬁcer 174 (Independent Moving Picture Company, 1913). Indeed,
the pamphlet Universal produced to promote and preemptively defend
Trafﬁc in Souls stated that “‘Trafﬁc in Souls’ follows the same idea as ‘Ofﬁcer
174’ except that one dealt with gambling and the other deals with prostitution.”27 In the earlier ﬁlm the eponymous hero solves an art theft and is
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promoted to detective in the ﬁrst reel. He is put in charge of solving the vice
problem of the city, but the “underworld” appeals to “the man higher up,”
who attempts to bribe the ofﬁcer and discredit him.28 However, the ofﬁcer’s
girlfriend works for the man higher up and records the plot on a Dictaphone,
thus convicting the latter and exonerating Ofﬁcer 174. Trafﬁc in Souls tells
a similar story, for after the abduction and subsequent rescue of the Swedish
immigrants, the main narrative follows the story of “Little Sister,” named
Lorna Barton in the script outline and in publicity surrounding the ﬁlm,
who is abducted from her workplace by a white slaver and subsequently rescued by the efforts of her sister and her sister’s ﬁancé, Ofﬁcer Burke. Like
in The Rise of Ofﬁcer 174, Mary unknowingly works for Trubus, “the man
higher up,” and when she recognizes this, she records his discussions with
the white slavers, with the help of an invention by her disabled father, leading to the rescue of Lorna in a police raid led by Ofﬁcer Burke and the arrest and subsequent suicide of Trubus.
Linked together by a remarkably similar story, the ﬁlms were also related
by their proximity to an emerging popular genre of detective ﬁlms and to a
cycle of detective serials beginning in 1910, often featuring women leads in
a way that might be seen to evolve logically from the commercial and regulatory imperatives that led to an earlier gendering of the narrator system.29
MacNamara evidently then joined Haggen’s interest in some form of “documentary,” in a ﬁlm capable of education and acculturation, with an already
rehearsed genre and ﬁction. Haggen’s conception of the social functioning
of cinema crossed the borders of MacNamara’s in a way that mirrored—
perhaps because it was productive of—the mixing of real and ﬁctional immigrants in those scenes from the Battery.
Like the eventual hierarchization of mise-en-scène in that scene from
the Battery and the shift toward self-enclosed narrativized diegesis, this
mixing or hybridity of textual logics was not carried out on equal terms,
and the ﬁlm is marked by a shift from the focus on the documentation of
the methods of white slavers seen with the abduction of the Swedish immigrants from the Battery toward the story of the abduction and rescue of
Lorna. In his insightful analysis of the narrative structure of Trafﬁc in Souls
and its positioning on the cusp of a multireel classical cinema, Ben Brewster has shown how the ﬁlm shifts from what he terms “the quasi-documentary” opening to the “less documentary”–oriented main narrative.30
He discerns three signiﬁcant narrative breaks. The ﬁrst two reels introduce
the families who will come to dominate the ﬁlm, both the Barton family
and the family of Trubus, the leader of the white slave trafﬁc yet also a
prominent social reformer, head of the International Purity and Reform
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League and a Citizens League formed to stamp out the white slave trafﬁc.
Following this the ﬁlm shifts to the “quasi-documentary” presentation of
the white slavers’ methods, including the scene at the Battery as the Swedish
immigrants are abducted and a sequence showing how a rural migrant was
abducted from Penn Station and taken to the same brothel in which the
Swedish immigrants were trapped. This section is distinct from the “less
documentary”–oriented longer main narrative, where we follow in detail
the abduction of Lorna Barton by the white slavers led by Trubus and her
subsequent rescue. The ﬁlm itself then seems to chart a shift away from
Haggen’s and other social reformers’ interests in the documentation of
white slavery toward ﬁction and toward accepted narrative conventions in
a way consistent with the commercial logic of the “uplift dramatic” genre
that sought to join together—as a poster advertising Trafﬁc in Souls phrased
it—“thrilling realities” and that effectively privileged the “thrilling” over
the “sermon” (ﬁgure 25).
Leaving aside the question of levels of “documentary,” we may see this
shift on the textual level as one from an “iterative” narrative to a “singular” narrative, where iteration is a level of narrative linked to an abstract
and categorical intention to demonstrate certain types of facts and where
singular narration is the detailed narration of key events.31 In Trafﬁc in Souls
the abductions at the Battery and Penn Station ﬁgure as moments of quasi
iteration—a newspaper insert accordingly proclaims that “50,000 Girls Disappear Yearly”—whereas the main narrative’s concentration on the abduction of Lorna ﬁgures as a shift toward singularity.32 Lorna’s characteristics
are accordingly carefully preﬁgured in the ﬁlm’s exposition, which shows
her struggling to get out of bed and to get to work on time; thus, the opening segment of the ﬁlm sets in play her “ﬂighty” nature and foreshadows
her later succumbing to the ﬂattery and glamour offered by the white slaver
posing as a suitor.33 She is held partly accountable for her actions given that
the ﬁlm, as Shelley Stamp observes, “equates social and romantic interests
outside the home with moral and sexual decay.”34 In the script outline Lorna
is derogatively described as “a good little feather headed pleasure loving
girl.”35 Mary Barton is counterpoised to this. She is described in an intertitle as “the head of family” and is seen clearing away the breakfast dishes
and kissing her “invalid inventor” father dutifully before she leaves for work
on time. Running into her ﬁancé, Ofﬁcer Burke, on the way to work, she
refuses to kiss him while a window cleaner is looking, showing the correct
propriety in relation to public display in a gesture that seems also, Janet
Staiger observes, to self-consciously reference the ﬁlm’s proclamation of
its own propriety.36 Later she will play a prominent role in rescuing Lorna,

Figure 25. Trafﬁc in Souls (Universal, 1913). Poster courtesy
of the Collection Museo Nazionale del Cinema, Torino.
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combining aspects of the “new woman” or serial heroine with a restoration
of domesticity, a construction that positions her as a symbol of the ideal female social reformer.37 Leaving behind the quasi-documentary opening, with
its focus on the categorical, the ﬁlm follows the conventions of charactercentered storytelling and seeks to engage audiences in familiar ways through
structures of allegiance, suspense, and excitement.
Apparent here also is the way the story shifts onto the terrain of melodrama, focusing on the threatened family and developing a story complete
with upper-class exploiter; passive, victimized heroine; and absent, or seemingly ineffective, father (a story not too dissimilar, it is worth noting, from
the way the Thaw-White scandal was represented). White slavery as a topic
becomes enmeshed with established conventions of melodrama, linking the
ﬁlm with the temperance dramas proliferating from 1909 but now showing the family being rescued not through the reformation of the central male
character but principally through the agency of the central female character, Mary, backed up by the invention of the father and the police. Given
that the ﬁlm exempliﬁed a narrative conﬁguration that Brewster suggests
would be central to the full-blown elaboration of classical conventions just
around the corner, the centrality of female agency here is intriguing, even
if once again its aim is the restoration of the troubled domestic sphere.
Leaving Haggen’s interests and the interests of the broader social reform
constituency behind in the ﬁlm in this shift toward familiar structures and
the “thrilling” had, it is worth noting, implications on the ideological plane,
for the shift from Haggen to MacNamara or Universal is a shift away from
the concern to document the abduction of immigrant women and toward a
concern about the abduction of native-born white women.38 Indeed, Charlie Keil has suggested that because “the world of ﬁlmed ﬁction is almost exclusively white” in early cinema, the distinction between fact and ﬁction
“manifests itself most clearly in the representation of people of color . . .
who can be themselves within a documentary format but are translated into
blackfaced or war painted white actors at the point of dramatic representation.”39 A subordination or marginalization of documentary formats from
mainstream cinema had important ramiﬁcations for the representation of
difference in that mainstream cinema.
Tying the account of white slavery together with familiar ﬁctional and
narrative conventions, Trafﬁc in Souls directly contradicted the reform document Universal claimed it was based on, George Kneeland’s Commercialized Prostitution in New York City. Kneeland’s report had, for example, explicitly denied the existence of a center to the trafﬁc. In the introduction to
the report Rockefeller himself observed that the vice trafﬁc was a “dispersed
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network which had been elaborated below the surface of society,” and this
sense of the dispersion of the trafﬁc pervades Kneeland’s account.40 Likewise, the 1910 grand jury report referenced by Universal had also asserted
that “a trafﬁcking in the bodies of women . . . is carried on by individuals
acting for their own individual beneﬁt.”41 Trafﬁc in Souls suggests something very different, for in the ﬁlm the white slave trafﬁc is run by Trubus,
“the man higher up,” and is linked to individual characteristics—Trubus’s
greed and his social climbing, evident in his pleasure at his daughter’s engagement to the “society catch of the season”—and not to the impersonal
forces (economic inequality, the breakdown of social control attendant on
modernity, and so on) that for Kneeland and others caused prostitution and
white slavery.42 A dispersion of forces is individualized as the document is
converted into diegesis, then, showing not only the tendency toward “singularity” in cinema and mainstream ﬁction but also the enmeshing of the
reform document with established melodramatic conventions.
Likewise, Kneeland’s report and other accounts of white slavery implicated the police in the vice trafﬁc, suggesting that the trafﬁc was only possible because of a complex system of graft and bribery. The police are seen
as inadequate to what Kneeland termed “the proper surveillance of urban
space,” so that the prostitute could “slowly, but surely, establish herself securely under the eye that does not see and the ear that does not hear.” Kneeland reported that on one occasion of abduction “the victim called loudly
for the police and though an ofﬁcer stood on the other side of the street, his
eyes were withheld and his ears were stopped.”43 Trafﬁc in Souls suggests
something very different, for in the ﬁlm Ofﬁcer Burke emerges as the hero.
He single-handedly rescues the two Swedish immigrants and the migrant
woman abducted in the ﬁrst two reels and, in doing so, overtly refuses a
bribe proffered by a white slaver. Later he plays a prominent role in rescuing Lorna.
Looked at like this, Ofﬁcer Burke can in fact be seen as the hinge point
around which the two narratives and the two conﬁgurations of textuality
in the ﬁlm swivel. After rescuing the immigrants and migrant, Burke returns to the station and is commended by his captain. The next scene shows
Lorna being abducted from the candy store where she works, an action that,
in Brewster’s analysis, sets off the main narrative. Burke is now assigned
the task of rescuing Lorna, and this is achieved through the combined efforts of Burke, Mary, and Mary and Lorna’s inventor father. It works like
this: Mary is sacked the day after Lorna’s abduction from the candy store
where she and Mary work because of the bad publicity the abduction brought
to the store. She is immediately reemployed, however, by Trubus’s wife as
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Figure 26. Publicity still for Trafﬁc in Souls (Universal, 1913). Courtesy British
Film Institute.

Trubus’s secretary (the previous secretary had been caught by the wife kissing someone else and so sacked—she had not shown the propriety that Mary
had earlier). On her ﬁrst day at work Mary is asked to clean up the Dictaphone microphone that Trubus uses to talk to his “go-between” in the vice
trafﬁc. She immediately recognizes the voice of the white slaver who had
abducted Lorna and traces the wire of the Dictaphone down to the ofﬁce below. She alerts Ofﬁcer Burke, and together they hatch a plan to record
Trubus’s conversations with the help of Mary’s father’s invention of a device “for intensifying sound waves and recording Dictaphone sounds on a
phonographic record.” Leaving Trubus’s ofﬁce with the rolls of recorded conversation, Mary arrives at the police station just after Burke has discovered
the location of the brothel where Lorna is being held. Together they drive
there. Lorna is rescued by the police just before being whipped into submission. A staged still produced for publicity emphasized this heroic police
rescue (ﬁgure 26), and the representation of the efﬁciency of the police was
important enough to be the focus of one of the posters produced for the
ﬁlm, which showed the white slavers and the white slaves caught within a
rectangle, surrounded by the shadowy ﬁgures of the police. Later, Ofﬁcer
Burke and Mary take the recorded rolls of conversation to Burke’s captain,
and he, in turn, tells Trubus that “the invention of the father of the girl you
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sought to ruin will convict you.” So, unlike the police in the Kneeland report, whose “eyes were withheld . . . and ears were stopped,” the ears of the
father, the agency of the “new woman,” and the “active watching” of the
police together extend through urban space, secretly recording and surveilling the dark recesses of criminality and the city.44
It certainly seems likely that the representation of the efﬁcacy of the
police and the downfall of the criminals was linked to developing regulatory conventions that directed ﬁlmmakers to show respect for the law and
to show that crime does not pay. Early calls for regulation frequently emphasized this, and the National Board of Censorship would stipulate, “The
results of the crime should be in the long run disastrous to the criminal so
that the impression is that crime will inevitably ﬁnd one out. The result
(punishment) should always take a reasonable proportion of the ﬁlm.”45
Accordingly, the pamphlet Universal produced to promote and preemptively defend the ﬁlm declared, “Punishment is meted out to each and every
individual who does wrong in the story.”46 In the conclusion to the ﬁlm
Trubus’s wife dies, seemingly from the shame brought on the family. His
daughter disowns him, telling him, “You killed my mother,” and he commits suicide.47
Likewise, the police are effective and heroic as what MacNamara and
Tucker, in the script outline, called “the guardians of the public,” a fact that
was picked up on in reviews of the ﬁlm.48 Moving Picture World observed
that “the forces of law and order, represented by many ﬁne types of policemen, are upheld throughout the six parts of the picture. . . . The treatment
of the police side of the story is deserving of all praise. The views of the station are many. We get a look-in on the camaraderie of the bluecoats off duty
and we see some of the dangers and temptation to which they are subjected
on duty.”49 The ﬁlm effectively internalizes a policing, enacting a shift from
a situation whereby actual police stood between screens and audiences or
gathered up rolls of “obscene” ﬁlm to one where the police on-screen arrive just at the moment of heightened sexual revelation—when Lorna was
about to be forced into prostitution—to reinforce legality and morality and
to save the family. In doing so the ﬁlm offers a culturally afﬁrmative vision
that directly contradicts evidence in the real world to show police as honest and heroic and to show criminals brought to justice.
One might even suggest that the cultural ﬁguration of policing and criminality informs the narrative structure of the ﬁlm, for the interwoven crosscutting strategies in the ﬁlm link spaces in the city associated with the Barton family, with the Trubus family, with the white slavers, and with the police
and provides a spectacle that mirrors the surveillance within the ﬁlm.50 A
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sense of policing criminality is then further internalized in the ﬁlm, informing the innovative editing patterns that would go on to be central to
classical Hollywood norms (in this sense, as Tom Gunning observes, detection narratives are prototypical classical narratives).51 Evidently this mapping of the now legible city sought to explicitly reposition cinema from its
positioning as a “zone of darkness” to the side of light. Likened by Universal to a “searchlight,” the ﬁlm was associated with those other reform attempts to shine light on the “abyss of moral turpitude” visible in modern
urban spaces, calling to mind both Michel Foucault’s characterization of such
reform movements as part of “a dream of a transparent society . . . the dream
of there no longer existing any zones of darkness” and Franco Morretti’s
characterization of detective ﬁction as “a totalitarian aspiration towards a
transparent society.”52 The ﬁlm internalized a policing in representational
and formal terms and so mirrored the broader institutional goals to selfpolice the industry.
Trafﬁc in Souls was, then, effectively split between differing conceptions
of the social functioning of cinema, for it aimed both to document and narrate certain types of real-life situations in an attempt to “persuade and promote” awareness of the threat of white slavery as a practical “call to public rather than private response” and at the same time to produce out of
this an entertaining, thrilling ﬁction that followed already familiar and
commercially successful conventions.53 In effect, the ﬁlm’s shift from the
quasi documentary to the less documentary is a shift from a certain conception of the social functioning of cinema to another notion, away from
Haggen’s imperative to engage with the outside world toward ﬁction,
genre, and the ultimately self-enclosed space of mainstream cinema. The
iterative and educational objective collides with a different goal, then, to
narrate the singular ﬁctional example of Lorna; and in the process the
broader parameters of the white slavery scare become rendered as backdrop to a story that conforms to familiar generic and narrative norms. Important also to this process of constructing cinema as harmless entertainment was the presentation of a culturally afﬁrmative vision, making the
construction of the police here as the heroes and the hypocritical social reformer as the villain a remarkably prescient moment in the symbolic mapping of institutional alliances and goals at this moment. A coda to the ﬁlm
makes this clearer, further joining the new woman together with the police: Mary and Ofﬁcer Burke visit the police captain to seek leave to get
married, telling him, “We’ll name the ﬁrst one after you,” so ending the
ﬁlm with the imagination of a child born to this union of the woman with
agency and the police.
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without any exaggeration
or fictional indulgence
Like Trafﬁc in Souls, The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc was linked by its
producers to reform discourse, but this connection was pushed further discursively and textually. The ﬁlm was, consequently, treated differently than
Trafﬁc in Souls by the National Board of Censorship and, as we have seen,
by state forces. London, who wrote the ﬁlm, had in fact worked within Rockefeller’s Bureau of Social Hygiene and for the Justice Department, a fact
stressed in publicity preceding the ﬁlm, which was said to be “based on Real
existing facts gathered by U.S. Government Investigator Samuel H. London,
the man the Rockefeller [report] uses as an authority on White Slavery.”54
He claimed the aim of the ﬁlm “was to disclose the entire system of degradation for the beneﬁt of civic leagues, Y.M.C.A.s and other bodies that are
working for the betterment of social conditions.”55 Publicity for the ﬁlm also
prominently displayed endorsements from several well-known reformers,
including feminists Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Carrie Chapman Catt, and Inez
Millholland Boissevain (the latter two would defend the ﬁlm in court in front
of Justice Gavegon).56 London sought also to make apparent the altruistic
and educative goals he claimed subtended the production by naming his production company The Moral Feature Film Company; the releasing outlet was
similarly titled The Sociological Film Research Corporation.57 A little later
such strategies, and the controversial mixing of allegedly educational aims
with sensational detail, would be central to the so-called exploitation ﬁlm.58
London’s strategy to surround the ﬁlm with references to reform discourse and to draw on the support of prominent reformers was extended
from Universal’s strategy with regard to Trafﬁc in Souls by constructing
the enunciator as real within the ﬁlm. Extant versions of the ﬁlm begin with
the intertitle “Produced by Samuel H. London, the noted sociologist, from
facts gathered during his international investigation of the white slave trafﬁc,
in civic co-operation with the United States Department of Justice.”59 The
ﬁlm continues by asserting, “This is the only authentic white slave picture
ever made,” and by listing the endorsements of prominent reformers and
notable ﬁgures, including Charlotte Perkins Gilman; Carrie Chapman Catt;
chairman of the National Board of Censorship, Frederick Howe; Mrs. W. K.
Vanderbilt; author of Damaged Goods, Dr. Eugene Brieux; three Supreme
Court justices; a former assistant United States attorney general; and “every
sociologist of note from Atlantic to Paciﬁc.” Even then the action does not
begin, for a ﬁnal preliminary intertitle proclaims, “This is a pictorial report
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of the life and habits of those engaged or associated in The White Slave
Trafﬁc. Their ramiﬁcations and systems employed—as they are in truth and
fact, without any exaggeration or ﬁctional indulgence.” These claims of authenticity functioned to position the ﬁlm as extremely realistic, as an extension of the “documentary-like” aspects of Trafﬁc in Souls through the
construction of an “enunciator who functions as a real origin” (an action,
Roger Odin has suggested more generally, that “founds the process of documentarization”).60
Location shooting was accordingly ballyhooed in prepublicity and in advertisements for the ﬁlm as central to the ﬁlm’s authenticity. A piece in
the New York Dramatic Mirror in the summer of 1913 reported that members of the production were arrested while ﬁlming in El Paso, Texas. “Between interruptions,” the journal claimed, “they secured a ﬁlm the likes
of which, so report says, has never been approached before.”61 Variety suggested the ﬁlm “goes in for the utmost ﬁdelity in picturing the evil” and
went on to identify some of the vice district locations used—where “women
who ogle encounter men who observe”—noting, “The setting is real, the
girls actual, the ‘sailors’ apparently chance philanderers caught by the camera.”62 Likewise, Outlook observed that the vice district of New Orleans
was “portrayed with an accuracy which left little to the imagination,” and
Motion Picture News noted that the ﬁlm “shows actual scenes in the underworld” and was thus “probably the most authoritative” of the white
slave ﬁlms.63 London himself claimed the ﬁlm was “as near a photographic
representation as possible of the great evil.”64 Even more than Trafﬁc in
Souls, the ﬁlm was positioned as a realistic representation of white slavery
that drew on real discourses and used actual locations to get as “near as
possible” to “authentically” portraying the sexual trafﬁc in women. London’s strategy here was clearly an extension of Universal’s: to cover the
ﬁlm in references to reform discourse and to approach a “greater realism,”
eschewing “ﬁctional indulgence” in the documentation of facts for a supposedly educative cultural function.
Even though the ﬁlm wraps this quest for realism and authenticity in a
ﬁctional story of the abduction of one young woman and the story of her
life as a white slave, its treatment of this story and the account of the white
slave trafﬁc was considerably different from that seen in Trafﬁc in Souls.
Less focused on personalized drama, the ﬁlm seeks, as Shelley Stamp observes, to sketch some of the social and economic circumstances that contributed to prostitution and white slavery.65 So, the action begins after the
preliminary intertitles by showing the white slaver and pimp George Fis-
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cher going about his business in broad daylight, suggesting something of
the tacit acceptance of prostitution by local businessmen and residents. Next
we meet Annie, who is introduced as “The Innocent in Danger” and shown
at work at a tedious job in a textile factory. A shot shows Annie at work at
a sewing table in the midst of a row of other women working at identical
tables ﬁlling the frame. Her boredom at work leads her to accept an offer of
a date from George, but when they go to a cafe, she suddenly becomes
drowsy, evidently having been drugged like Lorna was in Trafﬁc in Souls
(and, indeed, like Evelyn Hudpseth in The Unwritten Law). He offers to take
her home, but she awakes the following morning to ﬁnd herself in his apartment, and she realizes with horror what had seemingly transpired the night
before.
Like contemporary feminist commentators were simultaneously suggesting, this representation of Annie’s work environment seemingly draws
a direct link between tedious and poorly paid work and the slide into prostitution. Emma Goldman, for example, suggested that “the economic and
social inferiority of women is responsible for prostitution.”66 Jane Addams
similarly observed that “no-one knows under what degree of economic pressure the old restraints may give away.”67 Later in the ﬁlm, Annie seeks to
leave prostitution and to work in a department store while still paying her
pimp, and we see her counting the money she has been paid and looking
disappointed. It is evidently considerably less than she can earn as a prostitute and will not be enough to convince her pimp that she is still working
as a prostitute. Goldman, Addams, and others believed economic inequality caused prostitution, and this argument is at least obliquely followed in
the ﬁlm, suggesting an account of prostitution that is certainly considerably different from that offered in Trafﬁc in Souls, where Lorna’s acceptance of a date with the white slaver is carefully foreshadowed with evidence of her “feather headedness” in a way consistent both with what has
been called a “ﬁnery to fall narrative,” with a “systematic grafting of morality onto economics,” and with a narrative mode that ties character traits
together with goals ( laziness with the desire for “ﬁnery,” excitement).68
Later still, The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc shows a man and a woman—
seemingly a client and prostitute—talking on a street when a police ofﬁcer
enters and arrests the woman and sends the man away (see ﬁgure 27). An
intertitle observes, “One law for man—another for woman,” joining the
ﬁlm to arguments frequently articulated by feminists about the consequences of wrongheaded police practices and the acceptance of a sexual double standard.69
Leaving George’s apartment, Annie returns to her parents, but her irate
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Figure 27. The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc (Moral Feature Film Company,
1913). Frame enlargement courtesy of the Library of Congress Prints and
Photographic Division.

father banishes her from the house. A didactic title warns, “Parents, beware
the ‘Out of My House’ policy,” in a way consistent with other accounts of
white slavery that warned parents against turning their daughters away and
with the self-proclaimed instructive purposes of the ﬁlm. Expository and
edifying titles litter the ﬁlm like dialogue titles do in Trafﬁc in Souls. Annie returns to George, and he proposes marriage, although a title warns viewers, “the marriage ceremony is seldom genuine.” He soon tells her that he
cannot afford to support them both and must temporarily “place her with
friends.” He takes her to a brothel, and, as an intertitle notes, “the usual developments” follow, leading Annie into prostitution. The ﬁlm is quite explicit here, at one point showing Annie in a nightdress in her apartment as
a man—presumably a client—leaves and as George emerges from the back
of the frame (see ﬁgure 28). George soon sends word that he has left town.
His messenger, Sam Brand, offers her assistance, suggesting they go to New
Orleans to annul the marriage and get married themselves, but this had been
set up by George, who receives $300 from Brand for the “turnover,” and
once in New Orleans Brand forces Annie to continue to prostitute herself.
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Figure 28. The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc. Frame enlargement courtesy
of the Library of Congress Prints and Photographic Division.

She runs away from Brand and from New Orleans, traveling to Denver and
Houston but is barred from work and lodgings because news of her escape
has ﬁltered through the “system.” An intertitle translates the code used by
the slavers, including “Gillette blade” for girl, “crying” for police, and
“smile” for “police can be ﬁxed” (an acknowledgment of bribery not seen
in Trafﬁc in Souls).
Learning of her whereabouts through the white slave network, Brand
tracks Annie down, and she returns to him and to prostitution, evidently
having nowhere else to turn. In the ﬁnal scene, added after negotiations with
the National Board of Censorship, Annie imagines an alternative life for
herself, picturing her parents at home and Annie entering with her own children. The family embrace and sit down to eat before the shot returns to Annie, who gets up and holds out her arms before realizing it was all just a
dream. She puts her head in her hands, and a ﬁnal title proclaims, “And in
the end, she was laid away, an outcast in Potter’s Field,” before a shot of a
row of unmarked graves.
Even though the ﬁlm follows the travails of Annie, its narrative is evidently of a different order from the main narrative of Trafﬁc in Souls, for
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it proffers what Janet Staiger describes as a “social structure explanation”
of causality and prostitution that eschews melodrama and personalized
agency.70 Especially apparent here is the difference in levels of characterization, for we are not drawn into Annie’s thought processes until the dream
sequence at the very end (and only then because the national board suggested this—and what this suggested about the national board’s understanding of the function of character and narrative I will consider below).
Likewise, the white slavers are never individualized in the way that Trubus
was; they are effectively interchangeable, and there are no heroic characters like Mary and Ofﬁcer Burke to push the narrative forward. Effectively
devoid of agency, the characters function as particular types rather than as
the semirounded individuals of Trafﬁc in Souls, and the ﬁlm does not seek
to engage spectators in patterns of alignment and allegiance other than those
brought to the story because of its intertextual referentiality.The story never
sets up a clear moral structure, relying instead on the moral outlook brought
to the ﬁlm by spectators (or forced on it by the National Board of Censorship, although even there the ending is not the culturally afﬁrmative one
of Trafﬁc in Souls, and there is no reference to the punishment of the white
slavers). Looked at like this, the narrative mode of the ﬁlm can be linked, on
the one hand, to an earlier “cinema of attractions” and its presentation of
spectacles of immorality or, on the other, to the later emergence of the “propaganda” or “agitational” ﬁlm.71 Either way, it is clearly distinct from that
articulated in the bulk of Trafﬁc in Souls and in the classical Hollywood narrative style for which that ﬁlm is such an important precursor—a distinction evidently caused by a differently conceived purpose or function, pushing The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc away from “ﬁctional indulgence”
toward realism, the “quasi documentary,” the social-structure model of causation and pushing Trafﬁc in Souls toward melodrama, character-centered
agency, and “entertainment.” These distinctions, and the consequences
they had for regulatory agencies, were important for the deﬁnition of mainstream cinema and the shaping of its particular conﬁguration of the metaphoric and referential.
London’s efforts to produce an “authentic,” realistic, and “quasidocumentary” ﬁlm, evidenced on the proﬁlmic level in extensive location
shooting, landed him in a curious kind of trouble—a number of people who
were inadvertently caught on camera and who thus ended up in the ﬁlm
brought legal cases against him. Shortly after the ﬁlm was released a businessman brought suit against London because his factory was used in the
ﬁlm as the factory where Annie worked and from where she was abducted
by George. Likewise, a restaurant owner sued London, charging that the ﬁlm
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led people to believe his restaurant, which had been used as a location, was
the headquarters of the white slave trafﬁc (his wife had appeared in the window of the restaurant in the ﬁlm and was allegedly tainted with this association).72 Legal cases such as these about defamation and privacy would certainly suggest to producers that the studio and the self-enclosed space of the
ﬁctive was safer, as Tucker had presciently seen when ﬁlming Trafﬁc in Souls.
Yet more important than the small-scale threat of legal action was the
further push toward the delineation of the social functioning of cinema enacted with respect to these two white slave ﬁlms, for as we will see below,
the ﬁlms, the debates about the ﬁlms, and the performative discourses enacted by the National Board of Censorship considerably sharpened discursive and institutional norms with regard to the deﬁnition of mainstream
cinema.

making films real
Legal deﬁnitions of obscenity directed at the regulation of what kind of material could appear in public had from the late nineteenth century focused
on the effects of such designated material on those “whose minds are open
to such immoral inﬂuences” and had come to be conﬁgured as principally
relating to sexuality, so highly charged because of its links to the broader
political questions of populations and governance. Literary or visual accounts
of prostitution and white slavery became, accordingly, privileged sites for a
series of skirmishes over the deﬁnition of obscenity and of the boundaries
of the public sphere in the early twentieth century, for the public discussion and representation of this was viewed by some as obscenity and as a
“pollution” of the public sphere but by others as, in some cases, a necessary
“searchlight” to eradicate “vice” and safeguard or police populations. Skirmishes over the representation of these subjects helped light up both the
issue of intermedial relations in the period—simply, what media could be
conﬁgured as “safe” to represent the subject—and the increasingly vexed
question of the positioning of cinema with respect to the public sphere.
Literary culture was seen to be just about assimilable to a nonobscene,
high-minded, and reformist intent in the representation of prostitution, a
situation illuminated by a 1913 trial that signiﬁcantly revised the legal
deﬁnition of obscenity. In the dock was Mitchell Kennerley, charged by
founder of the Society for the Suppression of Vice Anthony Comstock with
publishing obscenity after Kennerley published a novel representing the life
of a prostitute. The novel, Hagar Revelly, was written by doctor and social
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hygienist Daniel Carson Goodman, who claimed he sought through the
novel to teach “the innocent youth of the land . . . the wiles of vice.”73 Comstock had deemed the book “rotten” and had led a force of United States
marshals on a raid of Kennerley’s ofﬁces. Kennerley’s attorneys petitioned
for a dismissal of the indictment. In a ruling rejecting this plea (on the
grounds that a jury would have to pass on the obscenity question), Judge
Learned Hand nevertheless took occasion to try to distinguish among different classes of “victims” of discussions of controversial subjects and in doing so signiﬁcantly revised the tenets of the standard so-called Hicklin test
of obscenity, predicated on concern about the effects of obscene material on
the most susceptible people. Judge Hand argued that to accept the potential victim speciﬁed by the Hicklin test meant effectively reducing the
“treatment of sex to the standard of a child’s library in the supposed interest of a salacious few,” thus “fettering” thought to “the necessities of
the lowest and least capable.”74 He consequently suggested a signiﬁcantly
different conception of morality than that articulated by others such as
Comstock, taking as a starting point the belief that morality and obscenity was not deﬁnite but was ever changing and so suggesting that a more
ﬂexible deﬁnition of obscenity would be “the present critical point in the
compromise between candor and shame at which the community may have
arrived here and now.”75
Kennerley and Goodman’s case was passed on to a federal court jury following Judge Hand’s intervention, and at the trial Kennerley’s defense attorney stressed Goodman’s reformist intent, in the process quoting a letter
from muckraking journalist Ida Tarbell that praised Goodman and the novel
and calling as witnesses Columbia University sociologist Jeremiah Jenks and
former editor of reform journal Collier’s Norman Hapgood to testify to the
merits of the novel.76 Kennerley was acquitted, and Goodman perceptively
noted that the verdict signaled “a direct change in public sentiment,” showing that people had “begun to understand that if the shadowy recesses of
an alleyway need to be pointed out, it is better to illuminate the alley than
to board up each end.”77 Literary culture could not simply be indicted for
addressing adult audiences and could in certain circumstances—when reformist intent was relevant, for example—be protected from charges of obscenity and from the corresponding delimitation of its place in the public
sphere.
Literary culture certainly extended to the legitimate theater, which had
by the late nineteenth century been imbued with a sense of high cultural
status, but the problem of the visual enactment of “shadowy alleyways” and
controversial subjects made the theater more susceptible to concerns about
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the public representation of—in particular—sexually charged material and
then to corresponding regulatory controls.78 The uncertain positioning of
theatrical representation was illuminated in the summer of 1913, when the
plays The Lure and The Fight premiered in New York City, representing prostitution and white slavery (preceding and perhaps inspiring the production
of the white slave ﬁlms).79 Several commentators suggested the subject was
not ﬁt for the stage. Harvard psychologist Hugo Munsterberg, for example, denounced the plays at length in the New York Times, arguing that the
public dissemination of knowledge about such subjects was troublesome and
led to a harmful “psycho-physiological reverberation in the whole youthful organism.”80 His position was supported by the police, who attended The
Fight with a stenographer on hand to record the dialogue.81 Later, New York’s
chief police magistrate summoned the producers of the plays to a meeting
to demand changes be made.82 Yet others disagreed, arguing that the public discussion of the subject was acceptable and important. Frederick Howe
wrote to the police magistrate, supporting The Fight.83 Signiﬁcantly, the plays
were supported by large numbers of feminists, and at one point the Women’s
Suffrage Party organized a special performance of The Fight that attracted
an audience of one thousand people, including among their numbers some,
like suffragist Carrie Chapman Catt and Howe, who would go on to support The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc.84 Here was a signiﬁcantly different feminist interpretation of popular culture from that articulated by
organizations such as the Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU),
for ﬁgures like Catt and Millholland Boissevain and others, such as Charlotte Perkins Gilman, and O. H. P. Belmont called for a use of theater and
ﬁlm to engage with pressing public questions about prostitution and sexuality in a more liberal way than the WCTU.85
Even aside from this particular take on the plays, many argued that the
theater was a suitable space for the discussion of controversial subjects because, the People’s Institute pointed out, “it reaches few save of an already
sophisticated group.”86 Similar arguments had been made slightly earlier
in the year with regard to the play Damaged Goods, written by Eugene
Brieux and telling the story of a man who contracted syphilis but nevertheless married and consequently fathered a child that also suffered from
syphilis. The play had been produced under the auspices of the Medical Review of Reviews and was endorsed by many prominent reformers, including Howe, Rockefeller, Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt, Charlotte Perkins
Gilman, and others.87 A New York Times editorial on the play suggested that
good could come from the dramatic treatment of “subjects generally considered too delicate for common conversation,” and although many reviews
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of the play rhetorically asked if the stage was the appropriate place for the
discussion of venereal disease, they generally concluded that the play served
a useful purpose of “sociological propaganda.”88 So although it was certainly not clear-cut and was contentious, there was a body of opinion that
suggested that the legitimate theater could be a place to “talk” about delicate subjects because audiences frequenting the theater were generally
“sophisticated,” by which was no doubt meant adult and principally middle class.
Following the skirmishes over the boundaries of the public sphere and
the place of literary culture came the even more highly charged controversies over the white slave ﬁlms in late 1913. The ﬁlms became embroiled in
a series of questions about the deﬁnition of cinema in relation to other media and about the social functioning of cinema. Could cinema be seen as similar to literary culture? Was an ostensibly reformist intent justiﬁcation
enough for the ﬁlmic presentation of controversial subjects like white slavery? And above all, could cinema engage in the public discussion of those
controversial subjects?
London and Universal’s efforts to present their respective ﬁlms as reformminded evidently sought to preempt these questions by inscribing cinema
into the context of reform discussions of the subject like Goodman’s novel.
London’s ﬁlm was indeed supported by many prominent social reformers,
as the preliminary intertitles had suggested. Suffragist Carrie Chapman Catt,
philanthropist Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt, and feminist and lawyer Inez
Millholland Boissevain supported the ﬁlm in court in front of Justice Gavegon, where Vanderbilt suggested it was “good for the public.” In a letter to
the New York Times Inez Millholland Boissevain called for the acknowledgment of freedom of speech for all media and afﬁrmed in particular the
importance of “frank, scientiﬁc . . . discussion and presentation of all subjects pertaining to sex” as opposed to a position of “Comstockery.”89 The
ﬁlm was also championed by Frederick Robinson, president of the Sociological Fund at the Medical Review of Reviews, the organization that had
sponsored the theatrical production of Damaged Goods. Robinson castigated
“ignorant police ofﬁcials” for suppressing the ﬁlm, hoping that the debate
about the ﬁlm would “determine once and for all time whether the police
may constitute themselves the judges and censors in our community.”90
Later, he promised to exhibit the ﬁlm in private screenings.91 Likening Trafﬁc
in Souls to the novels about white slavery and to the white slave plays, Universal, too, sought to suggest that the ﬁlm, and so cinema more generally,
could be compared with literary culture, as London had suggested in drawing a link between Damaged Goods and The Inside of the White Slave
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Trafﬁc—both examples of the wider institutional efforts to link cinema to
that culture.92
Less convinced than Universal, London, and sundry social reformers,
other commentators argued that cinema should not be a place for the public discussion of controversial subjects like white slavery. Even before the
release of Trafﬁc in Souls the New York Times editorialized about the problems it presented in a way distinct from the paper’s response to Damaged
Goods, suggesting that it was a grave mistake “to put before the promiscuous audiences of the motion picture theatres” material on the vice trade supposedly gleaned from social hygiene reports like the Rockefeller-ﬁnanced
Kneeland report. Such reports were “meant to be circulated discreetly,” the
paper continued, and “never meant for indiscriminate circulation, least of
all in pictorial form before audiences composed of both sexes and all ages.”93
Indeed, Rockefeller, who had supported the theatrical production of Damaged Goods and the white slave novel The House of Bondage, distanced himself from the ﬁlm Trafﬁc in Souls, stating, “I and those associated with me
in this work regard this method of exploiting vice as not only injudicious
but positively harmful.”94
Visual or “pictorial” representation was seen by many as particularly
troublesome, especially because of the excessive mimetic capability of cinema that, as we have seen, for some commentators led to its increased powers
of suggestibility and then to cinema’s potential to induce imitative acts and
behaviors. When coupled with—in heavily loaded language—the “promiscuous” and certainly not “sophisticated” audience, these concerns led many
to suggest that cinema should be differentiated from other media and that
its place in the public sphere of political debate should be carefully delimited. Less sophisticated and promiscuous audiences should be kept from the
public dissemination of certain kinds of knowledge—and this was literally
enacted when those police ofﬁcers gathered up each “obscene” reel of The
Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc as it came off the projector. Censorship anxiety was closely tied to concerns about indexicality and realism.
Located in this context, the National Board of Censorship’s review of
Trafﬁc in Souls and later The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc took on added
signiﬁcance, for the ﬁlms clearly posed the increasingly pressing question
of how cinema should function in society and also begged the question as
to what role and stance the national board should take both in relation to
these ﬁlms and to the broader questions about cinema they suggested. This
latter debate was particularly pressing for the board given the concurrent
challenges to its authority, seen in particular in the emergence of state cen-
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sor boards and in the intensiﬁed state actions exempliﬁed by the police response to The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc.
Even though the censoring committee initially passed Trafﬁc in Souls,
the board hierarchy decided to set up a special screening of the ﬁlm for the
general committee and the advisory committee and for representatives of
several prominent social reform agencies not on the advisory committee. A
letter stated clearly the two central questions suggested by the ﬁlm:
The ﬁlm has been referred for ﬁnal action by our censoring committee,
and it will be easy to rid it of all elements which might be called suggestive, but the broader question of the propriety of the treatment
of these darker social problems through the medium of the stage or
motion pictures remains to be considered, and also the question as
to whether it is rightly within the province of the National Board of
Censorship to interfere with such public discussions through moving
pictures.95

Hesitant enough to review the ﬁlm twice, the board clearly saw it as “extremely important” because “a precedent would be created by any action
taken” that would have implications not only for the production of other
white slave ﬁlms but also for the establishment of a more clearly deﬁned
sense of what cinema could or would be and to a clariﬁcation of the role of
the board with regard to this question.96 Likewise, Universal took the meeting seriously enough to produce a short pamphlet to describe its aims and
to preemptively defend the ﬁlm.97
A record of the meeting still exists, letting us see clearly the stance taken
by social reformers and the board in relation both to the ﬁlm and to the role
of cinema in representing real-life controversial subjects. It took place on
27 October 1913 and was attended by the General Committee of the board,
the Censoring Committee, other staff such as John Collier, and by guests
from the Union Theological Seminary, the Camp Fire Girls, the Committee
of Fourteen for the Suppression of Raines Law Hotels, the City Vigilance
Committee, the Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis Society, the Travelers’ Aid
Society, the Civic Theatre Movement, and by at least two assistant district
attorneys.98 Not surprisingly, some of the reformers took issue with the representation of Trubus as a white slaver and a social reformer. Some were
also offended by the ﬁnal intertitle, referring to the imagined baby of Mary
and Ofﬁcer Burke. Some voiced concerns about the unrealistic representation of the police. Miss Wilson of the Censoring Committee observed, “refusing the bribe was too good to be true,” clearly referring to the scene where
Ofﬁcer Burke apprehends the white slavers who had abducted the two
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Swedish immigrants and the rural migrant and refuses their offer of money
to turn the other way.99
Linked to this, several of the reform reviewers were concerned that the
ﬁlm’s concentration on the rescue of Lorna downplayed the suffering of
white slave victims. Percy Mackaye of the Civic Theatre Movement suggested that “the ending is wrong in that it seems to show that justice is always meted out to offenders”; and Frederick Whitin of the Committee of
Fourteen argued that “there is an over-emphasis on the rescue side . . . and
this over-emphasis militated against the moral effect the picture should
have.” For many, the ﬁlm did not seem “true to life” and so should, Assistant District Attorney Mr. Reynolds asserted, “be modiﬁed in the end to
make it less hysterical and more real.” This question of making the ﬁlm
“more real” emerged as critical. Mrs. Brown, of the General Committee of
the board and of the New York Federation of Women’s Clubs, offered this
advice: “If the story was carried out in more detail as to how girls are
inﬂuenced and brought under the control of men, the picture would have
greater value.” Indeed, without this detail it was possible that “girls seeing
this picture would not realize their relationship to the story,” and so the
“picture should be made more real to get results.” Yet not everyone agreed
with this, and there was some concern that a realistic representation would
involve showing some of “the alluring side involving luxuries, entertainments, clothes and so forth,” which might work against the overall aim to
emphasize “the disagreeable side.” Less should be shown, some said, of the
nightclub where Lorna was taken by the white slaver, for this seemed to
show in part the exciting urban lifestyle and milieu inhabited by pimps,
white slavers, and—it was seemingly thought—prostitutes.100
Lurking within these concerns about realism or restraint was the question of how best to police what Mrs. Brown called the audience’s “relationship to the story.” For some this relationship was linked to concerns about
how to guide the response of girls and young women and for others to concerns that the ﬁlm and the white slave ﬁlms that followed in its wake could
encourage a deviant male response along the lines of, as one commentator
noted elsewhere with respect to the lesson of The Inside of the White Slave
Trafﬁc, “that any man was a fool to work hard for little money when it is
easy to get a girl who will support him in comfort and enable him to live
like a gentleman.”101 In Chicago The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc was
banned when a specially formed committee viewed the ﬁlm and decided that
although its “effect on girls” would be good, “it would have a different result when shown to boys.”102 Later, John Sumner, secretary of the New York
Society for the Suppression of Vice, would observe similarly that white slave
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ﬁlms provided “a thorough education in this line of crime to young, unmoral male persons of whom there are entirely too many in all of our
cities.”103 Like the concerns about The Unwritten Law and the Johnson ﬁght
ﬁlms, some of the concerns about the white slave ﬁlms were about the
possibility of deviant male responses. All the ﬁlms clearly undercut the
industry’s rhetoric about male reformation at the cinema.
Even so, the reform reviewers generally accepted a stance that controversial subjects needed to be discussed in public and that cinema could participate in this, and they suggested, further, that to do so it needed to realistically represent the conditions associated with white slavery. Hence, they
argued Trafﬁc in Souls should eschew the conventions of the happy ending,
concentrate less on the rescue of white slaves and the unrealistic representation of the police, and show more of the actions of the white slavers and
the effects of this on young women. In effect, most of the reform reviewers effectively called for an extension of the ﬁrst two “quasi-documentary”
reels in the ﬁlm or for a ﬁlm closer to the realism of The Inside of the White
Slave Trafﬁc and for a greater degree of social involvement for cinema.104
Even though the ﬁlm was acceptable to them, it did not go far enough in its
engagement with the real world, for it was too caught up in the self-enclosed
ﬁctional world where policemen are heroes and criminals are always caught.
This stance was not uncontested, though, for others suggested that excessive realism was troublesome and that the subject needed to be carefully
wrapped up in a ﬁctional world where morality could be clearly delineated
to emphasize “the disagreeable side” of the subject to better police the audience’s “relationship to the story.”
Acknowledging the reformers’ comments, the board members offered
their opinions and then voted on the ﬁlm (only the board members could
vote). Showing his concern about the concurrent establishment of state censorship boards and the questions raised about the board’s ability to regulate the cinema screens of the whole nation, Advisory Secretary Orrin Cocks
saw the ﬁlm as troubling. He suggested “that we must not look at this picture in [sic] the point of view of people living in the big cities” because the
“majority of the people in the United States hesitate to speak of these things
and they would not like this picture.” He further suggested that the board
should not condone putting “the dirty side of life before the people,” and,
consequently, he “did not care to have a hand in spreading this kind of information.” Yet others disagreed. John Collier observed “that the small
towns and cities know about this thing” and pointed out that in any case
“it is well for them to know about it, since the small town girls furnish a
large number of the city prostitution.” Likewise, Chairman of the Board
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Frederick Howe took a characteristically progressive stance on the ﬁlm, stating “this evil will diminish and ﬁnally vanish when every body knows all
about it,” so the “picture is desirable as tending to inform people on this
subject.”105 A vote was taken, and the ﬁlm was passed (six to two), subject
to ﬁve relatively minor cuts, including a reduction of the scenes in the brothels, the elimination of the idea that Trubus was a philanthropist and reformer
and that the Purity League met in his ofﬁce, and the elimination of the ﬁnal
intertitle.106
Signiﬁcantly, the board stipulated also that an intertitle stating that
“50,000 girls disappear yearly” that was attributed to the Traveler’s Vigilance Society needed to be changed “to relieve the Traveler’s Vigilance Society of the responsibility for the statement.”107 Less concerned about the
actual accuracy of the statement, the board was conscious that the ﬁlm’s
claim to reference real-world talk about the subject was troublesome, suggesting, in part at least, that the ﬁlm could be passed relatively easily because it did not realistically represent the white slave trafﬁc, as several of
the reform reviewers wanted, but bent the subject to the exigencies of a ﬁctional story where morality was clearly delineated (the call to cut the scenes
in the brothel suggested this also). Looked at like this, the board’s conﬂicted,
and at least partly split, stance stood somewhere between the differing positions articulated by the reform reviewers, leaning toward an endorsement
of the legitimacy of “the subject and this method of treatment” but not following that logic to a wholesale endorsement of the realistic representation
of the subject of white slavery.108
If the discussion of Trafﬁc in Souls suggested cracks in the stance of the
board and its understanding of the social functioning of cinema, the discussion of The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc widened those, leading ultimately to a collapse of the effectiveness of the board and contributing to
a breakdown of the alliance between reformers and the ﬁlm industry. London had screened the ﬁlm initially for reform agencies but submitted the
ﬁlm to the board for review seemingly to enable him to commercially show
the ﬁlm. The board’s General Committee reviewed the ﬁlm on 10 December, and some details of the meeting survive, showing a quite different reaction than that articulated in response to Trafﬁc in Souls. A Mr. Downer’s
response summarized the general tenor of the concerns when he said that
“the picture was merely a representation of facts for facts sake, rather than
an attempt to present a moral for the facts.” Likewise, Orrin Cocks observed
that the ﬁlm was “not worked out with enough dramatic power,” a Mrs. Tait
said it “should be made more dramatic,” and a Mr. Kaighn advised London
to “have a good dramatic man working with him.” Such dramatization, Dr.
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James Warbasse of the Executive Committee argued in an extraordinarily
misogynistic response, should “show what happened to the girl in the end;
her becoming a drug ﬁend hag; a sufferer of venereal diseases; a suicide; a
specimen for the doctor’s dissecting table; and ﬁnally ﬁlling a grave at Potters Field.”109
After “prolonged discussion” the board voted to not pass the ﬁlm as it
presently stood but to suggest changes that, if enacted, could lead to the ﬁlm’s
being passed. London was asked to “greatly reduce (at least two-thirds of
its length) the scene showing the New Orleans crib district, leaving these
scenes only long enough to carry the actual action taking place in them absolutely necessary to the story.” Likewise, the “disorderly house scenes”
should be shortened, “leaving these scenes,” the board pointed out in a subsequent letter to London, “only long enough to show the action taking place
without dwelling unnecessarily on the scene.”110 The proﬁlmic real, so central to London’s claims for the ﬁlm, was troublesome for members of the
board, and they suggested it should only be introduced where it was useful
for the story, that the documentation of actuality should be subservient to
the ﬁction, like it evidently was in Trafﬁc in Souls. Like some of the reform
reviewers watching Trafﬁc in Souls, the board was here expressing concerns
about the realism of The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc, for this realism
seemed to leave open the possibility of prurient viewing and did not adequately police the audience’s “relationship to the story.”
To rectify this, the board called for the addition of the ﬁctional material
suggested by Warbasse so that the ﬁlm would follow the melodramatic narrative pursued by a ﬁlm like Trafﬁc in Souls. Along with the call for the “addition of scenes showing the down-fall and end of the girl” was a call for
“additional scenes showing the punishment of the trafﬁcker,” suggesting
that the board wanted the ﬁlm to literally enact the kind of policing that
was so central to Trafﬁc in Souls.111 Equally important to concerns about
particular content were anxieties about the organization of that content, so
the board’s suggestions called for an enmeshing of the treatment of white
slavery with ﬁction and with certain narrative patterns—the ideologicalparameters of which were particularly apparent in this imagined conclusion
to the ﬁlm, showing the triumph of the law and a concern about “fallen
women” that would come to preoccupy censors at later moments.112
Even though the board members were initially inclined to see the ﬁlm
as acceptable, they quickly changed their minds about the ﬁlm two days later
amid concerns about London’s motives in submitting the ﬁlm to them, about
London’s misrepresentation of the ﬁlm as having been “approved by the
Rockefeller Investigating Committee,” and about the circulation of the ﬁlm
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beyond “private bodies of a sociological nature” to a commercial audience.113
The board voted to reconsider its decision of 10 December and to withhold
judgment on the ﬁlm, effectively classifying it as a special release like the
Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms in what was an acknowledgment of the board’s difﬁculty
in reaching a decision on the ﬁlm and of its problems in reconciling different positions on the social function of cinema.114 Told this, London communicated to the board that he would “abide by the Board’s verdicts” and
would “make no use of the board’s verdict, save as the Board might itself
permit.”115 In the light of this the board decided to once again review the
ﬁlm—this constant changing of its mind evidence of its difﬁculty in the face
of the ﬁlm—and called for a further vote on the ﬁlm on 16 December, distributing the following voting slip to members of the General Committee:
1. I vote that the ﬁlm: The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc be passed by
the Board subject to the changes and additions recommended by the
General Committee when it reviewed the ﬁlm.
2. I vote that the entire matter be taken up at a General Committee
meeting at which the ﬁlm will be again reviewed.
3. I vote that the Board refuse to take any action whatever on the ﬁlm
in question.116

The second option was chosen, and the board wrote to London on 18 December restating the changes asked for at the meeting on the tenth, notably
the reduction of scenes of excessive realism and the inclusion of “a moral
ending to the drama” in which the girl ends up in Potters Field. A further
meeting of the General Committee was scheduled to take “ﬁnal action” on
the ﬁlm.117
It took place on 22 December in the midst of the police action against the
ﬁlm, as the board and the police quite literally competed to be the arbiters
of the city’s cinema screens. Even with the changes suggested by the board
(still visible in the extant print), the board ﬁnally rejected the ﬁlm, although
the decision was not unanimous, and chairman Frederick Howe did not vote
for this.118 Likewise, Dr. James Warbasse told the New York World he would
resign over the banning of the ﬁlm and knew of other members who felt
the same way.119 The board was evidently split over how to respond to the
ﬁlm, a difference of opinion publicly acknowledged by Warbasse and by the
World’s subheading “Censors Split Over Films,” with some, like Howe and
Warbasse, holding on—like those reformer reviewers watching Trafﬁc in
Souls—to a conception of the political possibilities of cinema that for others was increasingly unacceptable. Here, though, those others, including the
relatively conservative Cocks, carried the day, effecting a revised delineation
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of the role of the board and of the board’s conception of the social functioning
of cinema.
A letter to London, written in part by Cocks, stated that the “board felt
that the picture was distinctly an illustration of the white slave trafﬁc” and
that the subject is not made unattractive, does not arouse repressive action,
and tends to satisfy morbid curiosity.” The letter suggested that “instead of
pointing a moral,” the ﬁlm “points to an easy method of obtaining money
by both men and women.”120 Here the board’s decision was similar to decisions articulated by the minority of reform reviewers at the Trafﬁc in Souls
screening, for they suggested that the excessive realism of the ﬁlm was problematic and needed to be contained within a framing moralistic narrative
that policed the audience’s “relationship to the story” to deter both men
and women from entering the vice trade. Such a policing was particularly
important for the board because it was conscious that if the ﬁlm was passed,
it would be seen by a “popular” rather than a “selected audience”; at least
some within the board operated from a position that suggested that audiences for motion pictures were “not composed of people of culture and
reﬁnement, but are made up largely of members of the lower middle class,
and generally speaking, with the more light minded of these.”121 The concern for what was now seemingly the majority within the board was about
the propriety of disseminating knowledge about sexuality to “light minded”
lower-middle-class audiences in a medium that was becoming inextricably
linked to a commercial and entertainment imperative.
The two white slave ﬁlms caused enormous problems for the board, then,
and ultimately led to a split that would widen during the next two years.
Even though the board was evidently uncertain about how to deal with the
ﬁlms and the broader questions about the social functioning of cinema they
posed, there were some indications that its take on these questions suggested
a gradual and halting disengagement from that articulated by some reformers in relation to both Trafﬁc in Souls and The Inside of the White Slave
Trafﬁc toward an acceptance of a delimited role for cinema in the public
sphere of political discussion. The board still clung to the belief that cinema
was a place for talk about controversial subjects but argued that this talk
had to be carefully policed to conform to ﬁction and to certain narrative patterns, that excessive realism was troublesome, and that controversial subjects should be enfolded within a melodramatic or self-enclosed ﬁctional
world. Through these debates The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc was produced as a prototypical documentary or propaganda ﬁlm in its engagement
with “truth and fact” and its lack of “ﬁctional indulgence” and was condemned for this. Trafﬁc in Souls was sanctioned precisely for its ﬁctional
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indulgence, its framing of fact within the parameters of ﬁction and within
certain narrative paradigms. Regulators were beginning to see this framing as a way of providing ideological security, transforming indexicality
and realism into socially acceptable fantasies. Trafﬁc in Souls and The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc were effectively caught in the midst of a divide in the process of formation. The creation of a boundary line with the
two ﬁlms on either side stands as an important moment in a wider discursive delineation of the function of cinema at the inception of the developing multireel classicism.
A number of white slave ﬁlms were produced after the commercial success of Trafﬁc in Souls and The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc, and the
board tried unsuccessfully to clarify its uncertain position by issuing a Special Bulletin in February 1914. It suggested on the one hand a more thorough acceptance of the stance suggested in the board’s refusal to pass The
Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc, beginning, signiﬁcantly, by announcing
that the members of the board “recognize that moving picture houses and
the vaudeville theatres are primarily places of amusement and not of serious discussion and education.” It continued by noting that “the lack of dialogue and the necessity of emphasis on the dramatic” in motion pictures
make them “a difﬁcult medium” for the promulgation of educative goals.122
This position was further articulated when the board reconsidered The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc also in February 1914 and again refused to
pass it, noting in the decision that the ﬁlm was “not sufﬁciently dramatic.”123
Yet the board still clung to its increasingly shaky belief that cinema could
participate in the public discussion of controversial subjects and fulﬁll an
educative cultural function and in the Special Bulletin drew a distinction
between “indecent pictures” that were exploitative commercial representations and “sex problem photoplays” (note the shift from “pictures” to “photoplays”). How the boundary line between those two categories of ﬁlms was
to be drawn was uncertain, although it was certainly not clariﬁed by the Special Bulletin or by the board’s increasingly ineffective deliberations on the
crucial question of how to deﬁne the correct public role for cinema.124 A
number of “sex problem” pictures, or photoplays, were produced following
the Special Bulletin, some of which I will consider in the following chapter,
further troubling the board and extending public discussion of the thorny
problem of delineating the social function of cinema.
Clariﬁcation came not from the board but from the mainstream industry, which increasingly disengaged itself from the production of controversial ﬁlms based on real-life events and shifted toward the self-enclosed space
of the ﬁctive and the harmlessly “entertaining”—a shift already visible in
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nascent form in Trafﬁc in Souls. Even though the trade press initially supported Trafﬁc in Souls and saw it as a valid attempt to inscribe cinema within
the public discussion of controversial subjects, there emerged a general sense
that The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc and the “slave reels” that followed
were bad for business because of the regulatory furor generated around them
at a time when the industry was reeling from the proliferation of municipal and state censor boards.125 The New York Dramatic Mirror observed that
“when the small-city press and the small-city pulpits get their say, then the
few victories that have been won in the ﬁght to ward off local censorship
will have to be fought all over again, with a strong weapon placed in the
hands of the agitators.”126 Indeed, many of the white slave ﬁlms were banned
from towns and cities across the country, including New Orleans, Washington, Pittsburgh, and Chicago.127 The ﬁrst act of the Pennsylvania State
Board of Censors was to ban the white slave ﬁlm Smashing the Vice Trust
(1914), and when that board delineated its standards, it included, as the ﬁrst
standard, “The Board will condemn pictures, and parts of pictures, dealing
with ‘white slavery,’” justifying this on the grounds that the ﬁlms led to
what one of the board’s members described as the “demoralization of the
population.”128
Equally important to the institutional critique of the ﬁlms was the simple sense that they were generally bad for business because they alienated
the core family audience. Louis Reeves Harrison expressed the concerns
about the audiences for the ﬁlms most clearly in two editorials in Moving
Picture World. In a discussion of so-called red-light ﬁlms Harrison argued
that there were “good business reason[s]” for keeping such ﬁlms out of theaters, since motion picture exhibitions qualiﬁed as “‘family’ entertainment,
and nearly all such places are frequented by women and children.” He went
on: “no part of [a] varied program should be violently offensive to the best
patrons of the place” and, in a subsequent editorial, noted that “if moving
pictures become apostles of decadence, it is not unreasonable to expect that
family support of the exhibitions will be alienated, and that legislation antagonistic to the entire industry will result.”129 Some feared the white slave
ﬁlms would appeal to deviant male audiences, as we have seen. A letter in
the reform journal Outlook from a social worker in New York City talked
with horror of her research trip to three afternoon performances of The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc, when “[e]ach time at least three quarters of
the audience was composed of men”—a chilling image indeed for the ﬁlm
industry.130
Exhibitors agreed that the white slave ﬁlms were troublesome. In a survey conducted by the national board in 1916, exhibitors overwhelmingly
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asserted that “the great majority of their patrons are entirely opposed to
this type of picture.”131 Like some in the industry had realized in 1909, the
pursuance of a family audience made sound commercial sense and at the
same time assuaged regulatory anxieties. Led by this logic, the mainstream
industry sought increasingly to differentiate itself from what was seen as
the moral excesses of those outside the mainstream like London and of those
ﬁlms that go too “close to the danger line . . . in teaching a moral lesson,”
setting in play the conditions that would lead to a standardization of product, to a limiting of entry to the market, and to the establishment of “exploitation cinema” across the border from the mainstream.132 Self-regulatory bodies would themselves come, in part, to play the role of gatekeeper
to the mainstream.133
After the debates over the white slave ﬁlms, then, a critical shift emerged
in the alliance between progressive social reformers and the ﬁlm industry,
for the industry was at this stage by and large happy to accept a delimited
role for cinema, whereas many reformers—those who vociferously supported London’s ﬁlm, for example—continued to call for a more socially
engaged cinema. Here was a signiﬁcant transformation in the alliance between cultural capital and nascent economic capital that had in 1909 helped
rescue cinema from the severe consequences of unchecked state action and
that had formed the national board as a buffer between that action and the
ﬁlm industry. By the end of 1913 this alliance was troubled, and the board—
itself formed out of progressive reform—was caught between two poles,
some members continuing to side with a progressive social reform conception of the possible social function of cinema but others becoming increasingly conscious that such a conception was problematic and that ﬁlm needed
to be treated differently from other media, a stance also advocated by gathering state forces and by many at the center of the ﬁlm industry itself. In
this sense tensions came to a crisis point with respect to The Inside of the
White Slave Trafﬁc, forcing a reassessment of the role of the board, a reimagining of institutional arrangements to police cinema, and a more clearly
deﬁned sense of “correct” textual formations.

two problems
Hesitant to clearly respond to the two white slave ﬁlms, the board entered
a period of soul-searching shortly thereafter. A letter written by Collier to
Cocks in January 1914 laid out clearly his concerns about the state of the
ﬁlm industry and the questions this posed for the board. Collier wrote that
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“the motion picture is now monopolized for theatrical and amusement purposes. . . . [T]his monopoly attaches to itself the commercial interest of the
present exhibiting group, the present exchange group and the present manufacturing group” and so prevents these groups “from developing a proper
educational department.”134 He continued:
The Board stands alone in the ﬁeld of social work for the improvement
of motion pictures. This ﬁeld may be divided into two problems. The
ﬁrst problem is the relation of the motion pictures, commercially established, to public welfare. The second problem is the educational use
of motion pictures. . . . But the Board, although it resulted from an allround effort aimed both at regulation and education, was itself organized for regulation. . . . Now, as I see it, the pressing problem is: do
the two ﬁelds of work essentially conﬂict? Must one or the other be
dropped out, shall the Board take steps to ensure that the problem it
has ceased to attend to shall be taken care of by some other agency?135

Losing its way largely as a consequence of the struggles over the social functioning of cinema seen particularly in relation to the Jack Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms
and the white slave ﬁlms, the board was increasingly conscious that the promotion of the educational use of moving pictures that was central to its formation and self-deﬁnition was inimical to the commercial mainstream. Increasingly, it was clear that the alliance between the industry and reformers
was fractured and that the board was split between the poles of regulation
and productively pushing for revised conceptions of cinema.
In the following years the board did seek to set in play the promotion
and distribution of educational ﬁlms. For example, in 1916 the board set up
the Committee on Children’s Pictures, the Better Films Committee, and the
National Committee on Films for Young People, the latter aiming, as its name
implies, to “foster the production, selection, distribution and use of selected
motion pictures and programs for young people.”136 In some respects the
formation of such committees marks the emergence of alternative institutions of production, distribution, and reception, seen more fully in the 1920s
with the establishment of a new set of cultural institutions fostering both
a middlebrow appreciation of ﬁlm and a continuation of the sense of the social and political potential of movies in the emergence of a more clearly
deﬁned documentary cinema. The debates over the social functioning of the
medium helped to clarify what a mainstream cinema could be but also, and
at the same time, what its alternatives would be.
In the absence of the immediate realization of those alternatives and of
the clariﬁcation of the educational use of moving pictures, the board afﬁrmed
in the most detailed way yet its standards for regulating moving pictures
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in its annual report for 1913, written and published in early 1914. In it the
board asserted ﬁrst that it “prohibits obscenity in all forms.” Likewise, it
prohibited “vulgarity,” unless “an adequate moral purpose is served,”
and—in what seems like a clear reference to the white slave ﬁlms—scenes
that “have a deteriorating tendency on the basic moralities or necessary social standards.”137 These standards were widely publicized given that Howe,
Collier, and Cocks all wrote articles or gave interviews for well-known magazines outlining the role of the board. Howe, for example, argued that the
censorship question had become pressing because of the white slave ﬁlms.
He defended the industry on the familiar ground that it helped shut down
saloons and suggested that the board passed on 98 percent of ﬁlms in the
United States, acting on “behalf of the general conscience and intelligence
of the country.”138 Likewise, Collier and Cocks made strenuous claims to
counter accusations that the board promulgated only metropolitan standards
by talking of its efforts to consider the standards of the entire nation.
“[T]hough located in New York,” Cocks wrote, “the National Board does
not accept as a basis of criticism the standards of the New York stage or of
its complicated liberal and abnormal life” but always seeks “the point of view
of typical Americans.”139
Even so, many were convinced that the board’s difﬁculties in dealing with
high-proﬁle controversies over the Johnson ﬁght pictures and the white slave
ﬁlms made them an inadequate regulatory force, seen by many as too liberal, as compromised by their close relation to the ﬁlm industry, and as operating from standards that suited only New York City. “The time is now
for a forward movement,” Moving Picture News asserted, “and the doing
away with an effete body of people who have not the courage of their convictions when a great crisis arises.”140
As the board’s efﬁcacy waned, state intervention once again became more
important. The situation in New York City is instructive. Early in 1914 government ofﬁcials reorganized the municipal bureaucracy in order to put the
regulatory mechanism envisioned in the previous year’s moving picture ordinance to work, transforming the hitherto relatively powerless License Bureau into a department and enabling the hiring of inspectors to monitor the
establishments it licensed and to report to the mayor “any offense against
morality, decency or public welfare contained in such exhibitions.”141 George
Bell was appointed the new commissioner of licenses, and he quickly moved
to enlarge his role in the regulation of moving pictures. In June 1914 Bell
and the board set up a formal system of cooperation to ensure that the ﬁlms
condemned by the board were not shown in the city, formalizing a system
of regulation under which state and voluntary authority reinforced and de-
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pended on each other. In addition, though, Bell began reviewing the decisions of the board more closely. His efforts may have been inﬂuenced by
the difﬁculties surrounding the prosecution of London with respect to the
production of The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc.142 Even though London
was ultimately convicted, the process of obtaining the conviction was
lengthy and costly. In contrast, the moving picture ordinance empowered
the license commission simply to revoke the license of a motion picture
theater for a variety of offenses that included showing “immoral” ﬁlms.
License commissioners could act much more quickly and effectively than
police ofﬁcials and increasingly began to do so.
Simultaneous to this increased licensing power at the local level were federal debates about moving picture censorship, initiated amid the controversies over the white slave ﬁlms in early 1914 with the proposal of a bill
to censor moving pictures at the federal level. The bill was drafted by the
Reverend Wilbur F. Crafts of the International Reform Association and introduced in the Senate on 18 March by Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia and
in the House of Representatives by Dudley M. Hughes of Georgia. It followed the legislative path of the Sims Act, proposing that the president
should establish a ﬁve-person Federal Motion Picture Commission with the
authority to “license every ﬁlm submitted to it and intended for entrance
into interstate commerce, unless it ﬁnds that such a ﬁlm is obscene, indecent, immoral, or depicts a bull ﬁght or a prize ﬁght or is of such a character that its exhibition would tend to corrupt the morals of children or adults
or incite to crime.”143 Lobbying for the bill, Crafts cited the Sims Act as a signiﬁcant precedent, alongside the Interstate Commerce Commission and its
regulation of the interstate movement of trains, the 1913 tariff act regulating the importation of ﬁlms, and state censorship boards.144
In hearings held by the House of Representatives Committee on Education on the Federal Motion Picture Commission Bill in March and May 1914,
Crafts directed much of his attention at what he saw as the ineffectiveness
of the National Board of Censorship. He argued that the board was a failure because of its lack of power to compel all manufacturers to submit their
ﬁlms for inspection, because it was too closely allied with the manufacturers, because it was too liberal and took the standards of the New York stage
as its basis for judgment, and because it was thus not national in scope.145
Its ineffectiveness, he noted, was evident in its inability to stop “black and
white” ﬁght ﬁlms.146 Likewise, sponsor of the bill, Congressman Hughes,
told W. Stephen Bush that federal censorship might be necessary because
of the trouble caused by “some of these fellows who show pictures like the
‘White Slave’ ﬁlms.”147 Such immoral ﬁlms, Crafts asserted in familiar rhet-
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oric, strike “at the plastic hearts of our children,” causing them to “imitate”
immoral acts.148 The Reverend William Sheafe Chase supplemented this argument about children by broadening it out in a way consistent with earlier debates about children and motion pictures, arguing that moving pictures were particularly pernicious because the ﬁlms can be seen by “the
youngest and most ignorant,” particularly those “who can not understand
the English language and those who can not read.”149 Less obvious than this
familiar appeal to concerns about the effects of moving pictures on children
and immigrant populations, though, was Crafts’s clever borrowing of the
rhetoric of the ﬁlm industry in his suggestion that if federal censorship were
established, then—and only then—moving pictures could be “substituted
for the saloon” and could be used by schools to set up a “nation wide system of motion picture evening schools.”150
Less convinced by this than they were by the thought that at least federal censorship would obviate local and state boards, some in the industry
ﬂirted with the idea of supporting the federal bill. Others, however, including Moving Picture World, Motion Picture News, and the National Board
of Censorship, waged a vigorous campaign against this logic, arguing that
even if a federal censor board was created, local and state boards would not
be disbanded.151 It was certainly increasingly apparent to many in the industry, though, that what was needed was a stronger self-policing, for the
board was—as the rhetoric of Crafts showed—increasingly seen as part of
the problem and not the solution. The House report on the bill, published
in early 1915, provided further grist for the mill here, for in strongly supporting the creation of a federal censor the report noted that the existence
of local and state boards “clearly demonstrates the inadequacy of the socalled ‘National Board of Censorship,’ which by its very unofﬁcial character can not exercise effective censorship” and that evidence presented before the committee “discloses that a very considerable percentage of the
pictures approved by the unofﬁcial board are declared by the local boards
unﬁt for exhibition.”152 In the federal hearings ﬁlm industry representatives were consistently lukewarm in their support of the board, and in late
1915 the mainstream industry established the Motion Picture Board of Trade
of America to campaign against censorship.153 Even though the federal censorship bill did not pass through Congress because of the House’s other commitments, it was evident that new institutional arrangements and alliances
were called for, as the National Board of Censorship struggled to effectively
counter the threat of state action as the ﬁlm industry shifted from its fragile alliance with progressive reform.
Linked to the beginnings of new institutional arrangements, the indus-
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try had to imagine new textual forms to assuage intensiﬁed regulatory concerns. The debates about Trafﬁc in Souls and The Inside of the White Slave
Trafﬁc had clearly shown a textual model that worked and one that did not
work, and it was increasingly apparent that the way forward for the industry was to provide an entertainment form that could be deﬁned as “harmless.” On the one hand this was clearly a question of what to leave out—
white slavery, for example—and on the other hand it was a question of what
to include, of how to positively shape cinema as harmless. Here Trafﬁc in Souls
functioned as a partial model, for the ﬁlm’s shift into familiar ﬁctional and
narrative paradigms and its culturally afﬁrmative worldview marked one way
forward, shifting beyond the “political” (in the broadest sense) in a way that
would be pursued more overtly by much of the mainstream production that
followed and that would be increasingly central to classical Hollywood cinema. Linked to this was the ﬁlm’s prescient representation of heroic policemen defeating corrupt reformers! In this sense the ﬁlms themselves could
carry out the work that was proving increasingly difﬁcult at the institutional
level, and in doing so they would enable the “movies” to be “left alone” by
external forces, like the voice in the crowd remarked when Trafﬁc in Souls
was being ﬁlmed. “Keep the picture out of politics,” urged Moving Picture
World, and politics would no doubt keep out of the picture business.154
We might say, then, that the importance of Trafﬁc in Souls to the ﬁlm
industry was less its innovative use of certain stylistic and narrative norms
and more its role in the delineation of the function of cinema and its hesitant steps toward the enfolding of controversial subject matter within familiar ﬁctional and narrative paradigms. Here I am suggesting also that we
think of the constitution of classicism not simply as a textual and industrial
question but also as a question of deﬁning the “correct” function of cinema
and in working out how that function could be achieved. This became clearer
with respect to the debates about the white slave ﬁlms. Indeed, if the year
1913 itself might be likened, in Charles Musser’s wonderful phrase, “to the
midpoint of a dissolve” in ﬁlm history, then the debates about the white
slave ﬁlms and about the social functioning of cinema instantiated by them
mark a moment that straddles that transition when one image begins to fade
as another becomes clearer.155 This image was brought into clearer focus just
seven days after the House issued its report on the bill to establish federal
censorship, when a Supreme Court decision about the validity of state censorship further helped deﬁne and shape cinema—a decision I consider in
the following chapter.

Conclusion

In Lexington, Kentucky, police ofﬁcers were directed by the commissioner
of public safety to sit among the audience to control “demonstrations” and
“enthusiastic outbursts” when The Birth of a Nation (Epoch, 1915) played
the city’s opera house in early 1915. The result marked a curious conjuncture of ﬁlm, highbrow culture, and state authority.1 Even though moving
pictures were outgrowing the nickelodeon and could now be linked to opera,
like those judges in the Essanay competition in 1910 had presciently imagined, the forces of state authority maintained their surveillance of cinema
screens and audiences. Hence police in Boston sought to prevent black people
from buying tickets to the ﬁlm when it played the Tremont Theater, although
the concern here was less about the audience’s “enthusiasm” than about its
anger at the ﬁlm’s racism. In Boston, then, law enforcement’s fears and its
strategy for handling them were consistent with the broader policing of
racially bifurcated public space evident in the prosecution of Jack Johnson
and in the moral panic about white slavery.2 Inside the Tremont, Pinkerton
detectives were scattered throughout the auditorium to stop demonstrations
against The Birth of a Nation like those that had taken place when the ﬁlm
was shown in the Liberty Theatre in New York City, when protestors had
thrown eggs at the screen at the moment when a black man was shown chasing a young white woman with the intention of raping her.3
The recently formed National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) called for the suppression of the ﬁlm, denouncing it
as a “vicious” misrepresentation of black people that “created race hatred”
and that “would likely lead to a breach of the peace.”4 In some places the
campaign to suppress the ﬁlm succeeded, helped along by a number of civil
disturbances that accompanied its exhibition. Local censor boards, councils,
or mayors refused to allow the ﬁlm to be seen in cities such as Cleveland,
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Ohio;Wilmington, Delaware; St. Louis, Missouri;Topeka, Kansas; Louisville,
Kentucky; and San Antonio, Texas.5 Likewise, the ﬁlm was banned, at least
initially, by statewide authorities in Illinois, Michigan, Kansas, and Ohio.6
Ohio censors rejected the ﬁlm in accordance with the remit of the state censor board that had granted the board authority to pass ﬁlms of a “moral,
educational or amusing and harmless character” and to ban ﬁlms that were
“sacrilegious, obscene, indecent or immoral.”7 The ﬁlm was, they said, “not
harmless.”8 Epoch appealed, but the board restated its opinion that the ﬁlm
“was harmful and not of a harmless character.”9
Initially passed by the beleaguered National Board of Censorship, the ﬁlm
was reviewed again when ofﬁcers in the New York chapter of the NAACP
contacted head of the board Frederick Howe to demand the ﬁlm be reassessed.
A General Committee meeting of the board passed the ﬁlm again, though,
by a vote of ﬁfteen to eight, stipulating that one intertitle be eliminated and
one added and that scenes suggesting the rape of white women by black men
be excised.10 Like he had with The Inside of the White Slave Trafﬁc, Howe
ran contrary to the majority of the board, preferring in this case an outright
ban on the ﬁlm because it would “lead to race trouble” and because “[m]en
might be killed as a result of it.”11 He refused to afﬁx his name to the seal
and resigned from his post shortly thereafter. Early the following year the
board changed its name from the National Board of Censorship to the National Board of Review. This change followed a series of debates about its
name and identity throughout 1915 that further reﬂected the uncertainties
and splits besetting the board evident in nascent form in the debates about
the Jack Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms from 1909 and more clearly in those surrounding
the white slave ﬁlms in late 1913 and The Birth of a Nation in early 1915.
Notwithstanding the concerns of the NAACP, Howe, and other progressive reformers like Jane Addams, many defended The Birth of a Nation, and
even at $2 a seat in salubrious venues like the Lexington Opera House or
Liberty Theatre in New York City, it was very widely seen and extraordinarily proﬁtable.12 Less was at stake, it seems, in this representation of, as
Michael Rogin describes it, “a nation reborn from the ride of the white robed
Knights of Christ against black political and sexual revolution” than in the
representations of black empowerment visible in the Jack Johnson ﬁght
ﬁlms.13 No less a ﬁgure than President Woodrow Wilson, whose History of
the American People was quoted in the ﬁlm, is famously alleged to have
said after seeing The Birth of a Nation at the ﬁrst-ever screening of a ﬁlm
at the White House, “It is like writing history with lightning. And my only
regret is that it is all so terribly true.”14 Likewise, prominent vice crusader
the Reverend Dr. Charles Parkhurst claimed, “This drama is a telling illus-
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tration of the possibilities of motion pictures as an instrument of instruction in History.”15 The ﬁlm’s director, D. W. Grifﬁth, mounted a similar line
of defense, asserting that the ﬁlm was true in its historical detail and backing this up by offering to pay the president of the NAACP ten thousand
dollars if he could ﬁnd a single historical inaccuracy in the ﬁlm.16 Imagining a future role for cinema as a visible record of history available in a public library of ﬁlms, Grifﬁth forecasted that instead of reading about history
and “ending bewildered without a clear idea of exactly what did happen,”
people could “press the button and actually see what happened. There will
be no opinions expressed. You will merely be present at the making of history.”17 The ﬁlm was for many a realization of the potential of moving pictures, particularly as regards the provision of education and the documentation of real-life events.
Like many had argued in response to the regulatory furor surrounding
the Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms, Grifﬁth defended his ﬁlm by suggesting that ﬁlm
deserved the constitutional guarantees of free speech enshrined in the First
Amendment. The ideological valence was transformed here, though, for at
issue was the right to show racist images—formed, it could be suggested in
part, in actual response to Johnson’s victories and visibility—and not the
racist suppression of images of black empowerment.18 Ironically, the call for
the rights of cinema under the constitutional guarantee of free speech, waged
so intensely around the Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms, culminated in Grifﬁth’s call for
the exclusion of African Americans from social participation. Grifﬁth’s 1916
pamphlet The Rise and Fall of Free Speech, in fact, utilized much of the rhetoric about the potential of moving pictures recounted so far, suggesting that
moving pictures “keep men away from saloons and drink” and describing
cinema as the “laboring man’s university” and moving pictures as “the pictorial press.” He visually linked censorship to the police, to a blinkered sanctimonious ﬁgure, and to women (ﬁgure 29). If people “muzzle the ‘movies,’”
Grifﬁth wrote, they will “defeat the educational purpose of this graphic art,”
for “[c]ensorship demands of the picture makers a sugar-coated and false
version of life’s truths.” A cartoon included in the pamphlet showed a globe
of the world and a moving picture camera tugging on opposite ends of a
length of fabric with “History” written on it (ﬁgure 30). The world complains, “I can’t accept this fabric—it’s nothing but warp!” The moving picture camera responds, “Sorry, sir! The censor took the woof!” Like some
had argued when supporting the white slave ﬁlms, the central contention
here was that ﬁlm could make visible the “truths of history” or contemporary social problems “while at the same time bringing diversion to the
masses.”19
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Figure 29. D. W. Grifﬁth, The Rise and Fall of Free Speech (California,
1916).

Linking the referential with the pleasurable, this argument about the potential social functioning of cinema was central for those defending the ﬁlm
industry and for those hoping to utilize moving pictures for public good from
1907 onward.Yet it had, as we have seen, become increasingly shaky, as some
reformers and entrepreneurs began to see the necessity of accepting the separation of mainstream cinema from the referential and the construction of
the function of cinema as “harmlessly” pleasurable. A curious circularity is
visible here, for Grifﬁth’s practical validation of the positive social function
of cinema in the “uplift dramatic” ﬁlms he directed in 1909 (like A Drunkard’s Reformation) helped associate cinema with the trappings of middleclass culture and stave off regulatory concern; yet by 1915 the conception
of the function of cinema underpinning those ﬁlms, The Birth of a Nation,
and the stance of the at least initially admiring National Board of Censorship was increasingly contested. In this respect we might say that Grifﬁth
helped invent classical cinema but was quickly cast aside from the mainstream, a process of marginalization not only a consequence of the narra-
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Figure 30. D. W. Grifﬁth, The Rise and Fall of Free Speech (California, 1916).

tive complexity of Intolerance (Triangle, 1916), as others have suggested,
but, equally important, because of the different conception of the social function of cinema evident in The Birth of a Nation, The Rise and Fall of Free
Speech, and Intolerance from that of a later classicism.20
Legal decisions further mandated the gathering sense of the correct social functioning of cinema, culminating in a crucial Supreme Court decision
in early 1915 on the validity of state censorship that legislated also the legal status and function of cinema and, as we shall see, insisted on a split between the referential and the pleasurable, or entertaining, functions of cinema. Even though the Supreme Court justices had apparently liked The Birth
of a Nation when it was screened exclusively for them—apparently the chief
justice had been a former Klan member, and the Court would in the same
year authorize the legal suppression of ﬁlms of Johnson boxing—the decision they rendered effectively disallowed the conception of the function of
cinema that Grifﬁth shared with many others.21 Cinema was now to be conceived of as a business with a public role distinct from that of the press, becoming the only medium of communication in the history of the United
States subject to legal prior restraint. Legal decisions enabled additional state
intervention, further eroding the authority of the national board and, more
important, narrowing down the deﬁnition of the function of cinema, effectively validating the just-about-established compromise formation that
deﬁned cinema as harmless entertainment to remove it from the contentious
sphere of the political. Legal discourse is, as Pierre Bourdieu has observed,
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peculiarly performative discourse.22 The consequences for the shaping of
mainstream cinema and the formation of alternatives to that in the early
1920s were considerable.
Looked at from both sides of the divide between preclassical and classical cinema, the 1915 Supreme Court decision can be considered on the one
hand as the culmination to the debates about the function of cinema beginning in 1907—the appropriate conclusion for this book—and on the
other as a critical moment in the consolidation of the deﬁnition of the function of cinema that also governed subsequent regulatory debates about cinema and, indeed, the shape of cinema in the classical period. Accordingly,
this ﬁnal chapter continues by considering in detail the issues at stake in
the legal decisions beginning in late 1913 that culminated in the Supreme
Court in early 1915, in the process recapping the major issues at stake in
the regulation of cinema in the transitional period, before shifting to an
account of the consequences of those decisions in the late teens and through
the 1920s.

a business, pure and simple
Lawyers for the interstate ﬁlm exchange Mutual Film Corporation challenged the Ohio state censorship ordinance in late 1913, gaining a temporary injunction against the state censorship board and halting its work after just two months of censoring activity. Walter N. Seligsberg argued in
the District Court of the United States for the Northern District of Ohio
that the censorship law imposed unconstitutional burdens on interstate commerce and thus had invidious effects on property rights.23 Linked to this was
a secondary argument about free speech rights, predicated on the deﬁnition
of motion pictures as “publications” in line with a previous Supreme Court
decision that held that a painting was a publication and, as such, was protected by state and federal constitutions guaranteeing people the right to
freely speak and publish their sentiments. Legislators in Ohio had no right
to abridge or restrain the freedom of publication, Seligsberg argued, so
“[u]nless this court is prepared to say that Ohio could pass a law providing
for the censorship of newspapers and magazines, it cannot sustain the censorship of motion pictures.”24 The same arguments were mounted by Mutual’s lawyers slightly later in separate cases challenging the constitutionality of the Chicago police censor board and the Pennsylvania and Kansas
state boards, motivated, as the balancing of the economic and free speech
arguments suggested, principally by economic concerns about delays to dis-
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tribution, expensive censorship fees, and the viability of the developing national trafﬁc in ﬁlms.25
A decision was not rendered in the Ohio case until April 1914. Mutual’s
case was denied in line with the Ohio attorney general’s arguments that the
censorship law fell within the police power abrogated to the states, a precedent that was quoted in the subsequent denial of Mutual’s cases in Chicago,
Pennsylvania, and Kansas.26 The police power extends, judges in the various cases noted, “to the making of regulations promotive of domestic order,
health, morals and safety” and could be deﬁned as the “principle of selfpreservation of the body politic,” standing as “a chief function of government.”27 Legal prior restraint was necessary to counteract the threat moving pictures presented to the preservation of the body politic. Even though
lawyers for Mutual had described moving pictures as “harmless,” the
judges acted from the position that “it does not matter that the subject in
the main is harmless; it does matter, however, if something associated with
it that [sic] is harmful.”28 The free speech argument was denied on the
grounds that corporations were not citizens and thus not included in constitutional guarantees of free speech. Even if they were, there is a clear distinction, the judges asserted, between the press and moving pictures. “Counsel overlook a broad distinction between the things they describe in their
bills and the objects with which they make comparison,” the judges noted,
for moving pictures are aimed principally at “furnishing entertainment and
amusement.”29
Lawyers for Mutual duly ﬁled an appeal with the Supreme Court, and
the Court agreed to hear the cases together in January 1915. The legal strategy adopted by Mutual here differed from before, though, for now the free
speech question was given precedence over that involving the restraint of
trade. Lawyers for Mutual argued that the company was entitled to invoke
the protection of the state constitutional guarantees of free speech and freedom of publication because moving pictures were publications and thus “constitute part of ‘the press’ of Ohio within the comprehensive meaning of that
word,” deﬁned by the lawyers with the help of a suitably inclusive dictionary deﬁnition as “a means of making or announcing publicly something that
otherwise might have remained private and unknown.”30 A description of
the “use, object, and effect of motion pictures” by the lawyers was accordingly heavily skewed toward a sense of cinema’s educative social function:
“They depict dramatizations of standard novels, exhibiting many subjects
of scientiﬁc interest, the properties of matter, the growth of the various forms
of animal and plant life, and explorations and travels; also events of historical and current interest,—the same events which are described in words
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and by photographs in newspapers, weekly periodicals, magazines, and other
publications, of which photographs are promptly secured a few days after
the events which they depict happen.”31 The critical argument here was
about the proposed social function of cinema and its positioning in the cultural topography of America, following on from the arguments mounted
within the ﬁlm industry about the suppression of the Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms,
the validity of the white slave ﬁlms and The Birth of a Nation.32
Lining up face-to-face in the highest court of the land, then, were lawyers
exemplifying the two sides of the argument about the social functioning of
cinema that had rumbled from late 1906 onward. On one side the lawyers
argued that moving pictures were educational and should be conceived of
as similar to the press. Similar rhetoric informed the stance of those defending moving pictures in the Block v. Chicago case in 1908, at the McClellan
hearing in the same year, in relation to the Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms from 1910,
and the white slave ﬁlms from 1913. Lawyers on the other side in the
Supreme Court disagreed. “[U]ncensored pictures were detrimental to the
morals and perversive of true education,” they argued, and should be restrained according to the police powers abrogated to the states.33 Immoral
and deﬁnitely not educational, this rhetoric called for the careful governmental policing of cinema.
It was this latter argument that carried most weight with the Supreme
Court justices, for the decision rendered in late February 1915 denied Mutual’s claims and its conception of the function of cinema. No doubt moving pictures had “many useful purposes as graphic expressions of opinion
and sentiments, as exponents of policies, as teachers of science and history”
and could be “useful, interesting, educational and moral,” Justice Joseph
McKenna wrote in the court’s unanimous verdict, “[b]ut they may be used
for evil, and against that possibility the statute was enacted.” He continued:
“Their power of amusement, and, it may be education, the audiences they
assemble, not of women alone nor of men alone, but together, not of adults
only, but of children, make them the more insidious in corruption by a pretense of worthy purpose. Indeed, we may go beyond that possibility. They
take their attraction from the general interest, eager and wholesome it may
be, in their subjects, but a prurient interest may be excited and appealed to.”34
Moving pictures excited prurient interest among mixed audiences in
“things which should not have a pictorial representation in public places and
to all audiences” and were “capable of evil,” even more so when they “pretended” to worthy purpose as the white slave ﬁlms and The Birth of a Nation had done.35 Keeping separate the referential from the prurient the justice’s comments made clear that a skepticism about referentiality was above
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and beyond the denigration of “prurient ﬁlms” even if the concerns were
frequently intertwined. Later, the legal deﬁnition and regulation of newsreels as distinct from the press further demonstrated this distinction between
cinema and the press and the anxieties about the social functioning of cinema and its referential appeal.36 The logic of the justices’ argument suggested
that the “pretense to worthy purpose” in ﬁlm should be avoided, that cinema should be linked to ﬁctional goals and nonpractical ends.
Like the lawyers arguing against Mutual had contended, the justices’
held that free speech claims could not include “the right to offend against
all laws of morality by a display of obscenity or the like” and that obscenity legislation—the right to ban “speech” from public places—was a critical
support to government.37 Moving pictures could not be considered part of
the press, then, for their potential to do evil. Certainly they “may be mediums of thought,” Justice McKenna wrote, returning to the central claims of
Mutual’s lawyers, but so are things like the circus and other shows and spectacles that were rightly not included under the guarantees of the First
Amendment or state guarantees of free speech and were subject to the police power of the states. “It cannot be put out of view,” McKenna wrote,
that the exhibition of moving pictures is a business, pure and simple,
originated and conducted for proﬁt, like other spectacles, not to be regarded, nor intended to be regarded by the Ohio Constitution, we think,
as part of the press of the country, or as organs of public opinion. They
are mere representations of events, of ideas and sentiments published
and known; vivid, useful, and entertaining, no doubt, but, as we have
said, capable of evil, having power for it, the greater because of their
attractiveness and manner of exhibition.38

Entertainment, for the Justices, was a category distinct from ideas, and a
boundary line between the two needed to be afﬁrmed and policed. Logically
dubious as these claims about the hard-and-fast division between information and entertainment and about the links between operating for proﬁt and
constitutional status were,39 they clearly followed from the logic of the earlier Sims Act, deﬁning ﬁght pictures as commerce. They also followed from
the broader logic informing the debates about morality, obscenity, government, and the effects of the “power” of moving pictures to excite prurient
and antisocial interests in suggestible audiences and so to generate “evil”
that gathered pace from late 1906 onward. The decision was widely applauded and accepted.40
Let me quickly recap the parameters of regulatory discourses about cinema from late 1906 and the ensuing practices.The emergence of nickelodeons
from around 1905 led to a series of investigations of the effects of moviego-
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ing on children, women, and lower-class and immigrant audiences, who were
constructed in much of this rhetoric as both vulnerable and dangerous. Nickelodeons and moving pictures produced various kinds of antisocial behavior, many of these reports suggested, including juvenile delinquency and sexual immorality. The “attractiveness” of moving pictures could produce
imitative behavior, and, coupled with their “manner of exhibition” in ill-lit
spaces, this could lead to the excitation of “prurient interest.” Legislative
measures followed, starting at the municipal level in late 1907 and including state legislation from 1911, federal regulation of the interstate commerce
in boxing ﬁlms in 1912 and a federal tariff act in 1913. I have suggested that
these concerns about cinema and audiences were tied to broader regulatory
anxieties about social order in early-twentieth-century America, linked to
the context of modernity—waves of immigration and anxieties about racial
purity and national identity, the shifting parameters of public and private
spheres, the growing antagonism between an industrial proletariat and a new
middle class in the process of deﬁning itself. Linked together, the regulatory
debates about cinema were, I have argued, tied together with broad concerns
about the governing of mobile and changing population groups in earlytwentieth-century America.
The Supreme Court justices’ judgment on cinema marked a clear response to these concerns about the effects of cinema on populations and
governance. The perception of the power of cinema and of the size and composition of its audience ultimately led to the limiting of the function of cinema. Law relied here on what Justice McKenna called in the decision “common sense,” although it was a sense evidently built up and shaped through
the debates and legal decisions described in this book.41 Law “creates the
social world,” Pierre Bourdieu observes, but “it is this world which ﬁrst
creates the law.”42
Law and the social world’s creative and performative powers were particularly evident here, for the Mutual decision was a vital and, indeed, “momentous” one that governed the validity of state censorship and the legal
prior restraint of moving pictures until the Supreme Court reversed the decision in 1952.43 The consequences of the decision were both speciﬁc and
far-ranging, including the mandating of increased state regulation of cinema and the validation of a deﬁnition of the function of cinema that conﬁrmed the working deﬁnition of cinema as “entertainment” that should be
divorced from the “pretense of worthy purpose.” In this sense a critical line
in the sand was drawn, divorcing mainstream cinema from a function similar to the press and linking it to the goals of harmless and culturally afﬁrmative entertainment.
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not theatrical entertainment
Legal judgments following the Mutual decision invariably cited it as a precedent for the legality of the state regulation of cinema, this being the most
immediate consequence of the decision. It was cited in the verdict of the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court to deny Mutual’s arguments about the legal
status of cinema and the state’s censorship board in June 1915 and in more
than three hundred cases in subsequent legal decisions on the regulation of
cinema.44 Let’s take just a couple of examples in the immediate aftermath
of the decision, in the process rounding up the account both of the concerns
about white slave ﬁlms and of the importance of growing links between licensing and regulatory authority detailed in the previous chapter.
Late in 1916 New York licensing commissioner George Bell publicly criticized the national board’s decision to pass another white slave ﬁlm, Is Any
Girl Safe? (Anti-Vice Motion Picture Company, 1916), and he prohibited
the ﬁlm from exhibition in the city. “In taking such action,” Bell wrote in
a reference, it seems, to The Birth of a Nation case, “the National Board is
again drifting back into the position in which it found itself a year or so ago,
when it seemed totally unable to deal with objectionable pictures presented
to it.”45 No white slave ﬁlms should be shown in New York City, Bell asserted, for they did not “teach great moral lessons but on the contrary have
a thoroughly bad effect.”46 A legal case ensued after the producers of the
ﬁlm challenged the authority of Bell and the licensing commission ofﬁce to
extend their jurisdiction over licenses to ban the ﬁlm itself. New York
Supreme Court justice Cohalan ruled, though, that Bell had the power to
prevent the exhibition of ﬁlms if he believed them “immoral” and cited as
the signiﬁcant precedent the Mutual case.47 Licensing regulation, considered as within the police powers of the states, could also include the control
over the content of ﬁlms, as the Mutual decision had suggested.
Licensing power was extended again by Bell when he banned the ﬁlms
Birth Control (Message Feature Film Company, 1917) and The Hand That
Rocks the Cradle (Universal, 1917), noting as he did so that information
about contraception and limiting the population was “contrary to public welfare” during wartime and in any case could not be classiﬁed as “theatrical
entertainment.”48 Once again regulatory decisions were enmeshed with concerns about sexuality and population strength. Legal challenges ensued, but
the decisions ultimately concurred with Bell, and the judges cited again the
Mutual decision as the signiﬁcant precedent for the extension of state licensing and regulatory authority.49
Largely as a result of the Mutual decision, the specter of federal censor-
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ship was raised again when the Smith-Hughes bill to create a federal censorship board to disallow the exhibition of any “obscene, indecent or immoral ﬁlm” was reintroduced to Congress in 1916 (it had been warmly received but not passed in 1914). Leading off discussion, the Reverend Wilbur
Crafts observed that the Mutual decision had denied “that there is an analogy between the press and miscellaneous pictures exhibited for amusement
and ﬁnancial proﬁt” and had thus “swept away” most of the legal arguments
presented against the bill in 1914.50
Linked to the Mutual decision, Crafts observed, was another Supreme
Court decision that further buttressed the state regulation of cinema—the
upholding of the Sims Act. Lawrence Weber had attempted to contravene
the terms of the Sims Act by bringing pictures of Jack Johnson’s boxing defeat in 1915 in to the United States via various methods, including the rephotographing of the ﬁlm across the boundary stone separating Canada from
the United States (see details in chapter 4). Denied by a federal district court,
Weber appealed to the Supreme Court, but the Court dismissed his arguments and conﬁrmed that the ﬁlms could be deﬁned as commerce and therefore were subject to federal regulations.51 Crafts cited this alongside the Mutual decision as evidence of the delimited legal status of cinema. Even further
than that, he allowed himself the opportunity to reﬂect on the Sims Act itself. Looking back on a long career as moral crusader, Crafts recalled that
his work on the passage of the Sims Act was “my ﬁrst work in restraining
motion picture ﬁlms,” and he claimed:
I would be content if I had initiated only this one of the 16 acts of Congress introduced originally at my request, and had no other deﬁnite
civic accomplishment to my credit for my whole life. It would have
been worth while to have lived if only to save the country from being
ﬂooded with pictures of a Negro indicted for white slavery and a white
man voluntarily standing on the same brutal level, which, but for that
law, would have been shown all over the country as a brace of heroes.52

Initially rather surprising, the reappearance of Johnson here is clearer on
reﬂection, for the question of cinema’s relation to the press had been forged
in relation to the Johnson ﬁght ﬁlms and to the broader regulatory space
surrounding the issues of race and governance instantiated by Johnson’s victories. Legislation directed at the regulation of cinema and its inscription
beyond constitutional guarantees of free speech had been closely linked to
concerns about race and public order, issues equally clear in the ongoing controversies over The Birth of a Nation. The Sims Act connected with the Mutual decision here, with the fear generated by Johnson and his visible subversion of proposed racial hierarchies gluing them together.
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As had happened with the 1914 hearings, though, the bill was supported
by the House but did not become law because of other legislative commitments and, seemingly, because President Woodrow Wilson, who had earlier
supported The Birth of a Nation, expressed an aversion to the bill and to
federal censorship when Carl Laemmle, of Universal, and a delegation of
exhibitors met with him to discuss the bill and the ﬁlm industry.53 Even without the passage of the federal censor bill, existing regulatory institutions
tightened their grip, and others were created after the Mutual decision. Immediately following the decision, and the comparable one in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, the Pennsylvania state censor board commenced for
the ﬁrst time a rigorous policing of moving pictures entering the state, revising the terms of the 1911 statute that set the board up and also making
explicit the board’s standards, including the banning of white slave ﬁlms and
ﬁlms about eugenics, venereal disease, birth control, “race suicide,” and those
holding up “to ridicule and reproach races, classes and other social groups.”54
Numerous other cities and states set up similar boards as state power steadily
increased, including Portland, Oregon, in late 1915, Maryland in 1916, Missouri in 1919, New York in 1921, and Massachusetts in 1922.55 Evidently
the “failure” of regulation leads directly to further enactments of regulatory
practices. As Michel Foucault remarks with respect to prisons, “failures” are
crucial enablers for the continued existence of regulatory and disciplinary
practices and institutions.56
Increasing pressure from state licensing and regulatory authorities provided further evidence to industry personnel that the national board was
failing to act as an effective buffer between state forces and the ﬁlm industry. New institutional arrangements were sought by the industry to buttress its ﬁght against censorship and efforts to reposition its cultural status,
leading to the establishment of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry (NAMPI) in July 1916 to effectively take over the board’s
role.57 NAMPI sought to enroll representatives from all sectors of the industry and to facilitate discussion among them, to monitor government regulation of their business, and “to do and perform all such acts as may tend
to promote the welfare of the industry at large.”58 A censorship committee
was organized in January 1917, with none other than D. W. Grifﬁth as chairman, and slides were produced for display in theaters in between ﬁlms, proclaiming, “Keep the Pictures Clean and Keep Them Out of Politics. We Do
Not Believe the American People Want Censorship” and “Present Laws Give
Ample Protection.”59 Even a short ﬁlm was produced, entitled The Nonsense
of Censorship.60 Linked to these publicity efforts, the committee involved
itself in partisan politics at the municipal level, funding candidates who were
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friendly to the motion picture industry.61 In dong so NAMPI registered a
shift away from the ﬁlm industry’s previous reliance on social reformers
for cultural capital and toward a more politically savvy conception of selfregulation, a trend further evident later when former postmaster general
and chairman of the national Republican Party William Harrison Hays was
hired to head up the industry’s self-regulatory efforts. Increasingly, discipline and government were internalized.
NAMPI further marginalized the national board. No doubt the board’s
diminishing signiﬁcance as an important player in the regulation of cinema
was partly because the board had attracted a lot of negative attention in the
federal hearings in 1914 and 1916 and because the industry was increasingly conscious of the need for political as well as cultural capital. The General Federation of Women’s Clubs’ withdrawal of support for the board in
early 1918 marks another important moment in the gradual demise of the
effectivity of the board, given the importance of a feminized conﬁguration
of respectability to the establishment of the board’s moral authority.62 It was
also becoming increasingly clear that the board embodied a conception of
the social function of cinema that was anachronistic for the mainstream industry after the Mutual decision. The board’s belated response to License
Commissioner George Bell’s aggressive expansion of the remit of the licensing ofﬁce made this clear, for after surveying responses to the white slave
ﬁlms in late 1916 it issued a statement still caught in the same problematic
evident in its uncertain response to Trafﬁc in Souls and The Inside of the
White Slave Trafﬁc: “The National Board seeks to reﬂect public opinion.
Therefore, no picture hereafter will be passed . . . which is concerned wholly
with the commercialized theme of ‘white slavery,’ or which is so advertised
as to give the impression that it is a lurid, ‘White Slave’ picture. This bulletin is issued in a co-operative spirit. It does not apply to strictly propaganda pictures . . . obviously for social betterment.”63 Like before, the board
was caught in the interstices of different conceptions of the social function
of cinema, torn between an acceptance of a delimited social role for cinema
and the belief that this role could be expanded to incorporate “propaganda.”
The establishment of Better Films Committees from 1916 pointed the way
to the board’s validation of nontheatrical exhibition and, indeed, production.64 Later, the board would effectively give up its regulatory functions
and in the early 1920s become a middlebrow reviewing organization, publishers of—that word again—Exceptional Photoplays.65
Industry personnel shifted away from the national board’s conception of
the possible social function of cinema, a shift evident, for example, in the
vitriolic attacks on those white slave and sex problem ﬁlms that continued
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to cause the board problems. Is Any Girl Safe?, Birth Control, The Hand
That Rocks the Cradle, and others were condemned in the trade press for
being “too preachy,” with Edward Weitzel of Moving Picture World arguing that “the family photoplay theater, in the opinion of the writer, is not
the proper place” for the consideration of “serious ethical questions” and
should therefore be reserved for “amusement and recreation,” not “propaganda.”66 The association of the “photoplay” with the family, in contradistinction to the newly conceived and board-supported genre of “propaganda,” was ever more central to the mainstream industry’s self-deﬁnition
and its accommodation to the prevailing regulatory context. Increasingly,
the ﬁlms produced outside the mainstream industry for propaganda purposes were stirring up those “imps of censorship” and causing trouble to
ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs.67
Commercial issues were clearly crucial here. The industry had by 1917
become a national and increasingly capitalized industry that was conscious
of long-term economic goals in a way that Siegmund Lubin, producing The
Unwritten Law in 1907, or Samuel London, producing The Inside of the
White Slave Trafﬁc in 1913, were not. A spokesperson for Paramount bemoaned the effects of the search for short-term proﬁts on the industry: “Too
many persons engaged in the business look upon it as a temporary means
of getting money, instead of a permanent business, the continued proﬁt of
which is dependent upon the quality and character of the productions.”68
The years 1914 to 1917 had seen the establishment of large feature-ﬁlm production companies and the merging of production and distribution systems,
perhaps most notably the 1916 merger of production companies Famous
Players and the Lasky Corporation with the distributor Paramount. Late in
1917 the exhibitor chain First National Exhibitors’ Circuit developed a production arm, and Paramount began construction on an exhibition circuit in
1919, ﬁnanced by a $10 million stock issue underwritten by Wall Street
ﬁnanciers Kuhn Loeb, evidence of the increasingly close relationship between
the ﬁlm industry and East Coast ﬁnancial establishments.69 Loew’s, Pathé,
Fox, Metro Goldwyn Mayer, and Universal followed Paramount’s lead to
become vertically integrated—that is, integrating production, distribution,
and exhibition within one company—and their stock was also ﬂoated on
the New York Stock Exchange. East Coast ﬁnanciers now sat on the board
of directors at studios and demanded economic stability and “responsibility.” Vertically integrated companies were also arguably in violation of the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890, and the larger companies were thus faced
with a continuous legislative battle to maintain the basic structure of their
business, beginning when the Federal Trade Commission inaugurated an ex-
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tensive investigation of Paramount in 1921. Economic concerns about trust
regulation would become central to the industry’s acquiescence in measures
of censorship from this moment on.
Hollywood was also becoming a global industry, particularly in the years
1916 to 1918, as ﬁlm historian Ruth Vasey has shown in compelling detail.
The necessity of making ﬁlms that could easily cross various boundaries,
both national and international, was increasingly pressing for ﬁlm industry entrepreneurs, who needed to protect both general investments in real
estate and speciﬁc investments in increasingly expensive multireel feature
ﬁlms, the budgets of which had increased from an average of about twenty
thousand dollars in 1914 to ﬁfty thousand dollars in 1919. From about 1917,
a movie’s foreign sales—already representing about 20 to 40 percent of its
expected revenue—began to be calculated into the budgeting of its negative cost. Vasey’s important account has shown how the industry’s attempts
to create noncontroversial ﬁlms pushed companies in the direction of the
construction of Hollywood as a “mythical kingdom,” to the production of
ﬁlms that submerged political issues into the universal, and into an agreed
“industry policy” that sought explicitly to avoid controversial and politically sensitive images and stories.70 Economic concerns made this all the
more imperative, and these concerns effectively dovetailed with the logic of
the 1915 Mutual decision, pushing mainstream cinema ever more closely
to the presentation of what Grifﬁth had in 1915 scornfully termed “a sugarcoated . . . version of life’s truths.”71
Regulatory and economic concerns were then closely linked by the midteens, enabling the fragile coexistence of industry and state interests. Even
as this compromise formation was worked out, though, an event in the
broader sociopolitical sphere set the grounds for intensiﬁed concerns about
population strength and governance and, at the same time, a potentially revised conception of the function of cinema and the relation between cinema
and state. The event was, of course, America’s entry into World War I in
April 1917.

primarily entertainment
Immediately on entry into the war President Woodrow Wilson established
the Committee on Public Information to help shape public opinion to support the war effort. Wilson and the head of the committee, George Creel,
called on the ﬁlm industry to undertake a propagandistic role in this effort.72
Just two months after the United States entered the war, Wilson himself
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wrote to William Brady, the head of NAMPI: “It is my mind not only to
bring the motion picture into fullest and most effective contact with the nation’s needs, but to give some measure of ofﬁcial recognition to an increasingly important factor in the development of our national life. The ﬁlm has
come to rank as a very high medium for the dissemination of public intelligence and since it speaks a universal language it lends itself importantly
to the presentation of America’s plans and purposes.”73 NAMPI worked
closely with the so-called Creel Committee, supporting the production of
short instructional ﬁlms and encouraging ﬁlm stars to rally to the war effort,
notably through public speaking and support of liberty bond campaigns. The
spaces of cinemas themselves were used as important communal sites in this
context also, notably through the Creel Committee’s organization of a national organization of volunteer speakers, the so-called Four minute men,
to make patriotic talks in moving picture theaters. The ﬁlm industry was
accordingly granted the status of an “essential industry.”74
Lobbies strewn with ﬂags and recruiting posters helped suggest that the
space of cinema had transformed from a site of moral danger to a site of
national importance, to what Wilson in a letter read out by the Four minute
men called “a great democratic meeting place of the people.”75 Leaving behind, it seems, the antagonistic relation between government and cinema
characterizing the prewar period, the government’s response to moving
pictures during wartime suggested a shift in the conception of the social
functioning of cinema. Not now seen solely as a threat to governance, moving pictures could, in fact, be utilized by state forces to propagandize for
the cause of democracy and buttress governance. Like reformers had argued as early as 1907, the power of moving pictures could, it was thought,
be harnessed for positive purposes, creating “good citizenship” and sustaining democracy.
Even so, this partial reconﬁguration of the relation between state and cinema was severely delimited. Indeed, the heightened concerns about populations, governance, national security, and national identity during wartime
inevitably spilled over into increased surveillance of cinema screens. The
Birth of a Nation was, for example, prohibited from several states during
the war because of its possible effects on race relations.76 Concern directed
at ﬁlms representing birth control was, as I have suggested, linked to anxiety about the effect of these ﬁlms on population strength during wartime.
Indeed, the legality of License Commissioner Bell’s banning of the ﬁlm Birth
Control was justiﬁed in part because of the need to prevent “any exhibition
[in wartime] at a licensed theater that might be to the prejudice or disadvantage of the state or nation.”77 Likewise, Robert Goldstein, the producer
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and writer of The Spirit of ’76 (Continental, 1917), a ﬁlm depicting scenes
of British brutality during the Revolutionary War, was prosecuted under
the terms of the important 1917 Espionage Act, which was directed against
the creation of “insubordination” or “disloyalty.” Goldstein was sentenced
to twelve years imprisonment.78 The Committee on Public Information also
banned from lucrative foreign distribution ﬁlms that featured scenes of
strikes, labor protests, poverty, or domestic violence.79 Later, after the end
of the war and in the midst of labor militancy and the well-documented “red
scare,” the Joint Committee on Motion Picture Activities set up to monitor
federal ﬁlm activity called for the banning of the actual production of ﬁlms
about socialism and labor problems.80 Explicit concerns about overtly political ﬁlms were critical here.
Illustration of the transient and delimited nature of the renegotiation
of the role of cinema came also in the shape of a renewed concern in the
immediate postwar period about sex hygiene ﬁlms, showing again how
concerns about cinema were enmeshed with regulatory anxieties about
sexuality and governance. Fit to Fight (American Social Hygiene Association, 1918) was produced during the war by the government to educate
soldiers about the dangers and effects of venereal disease. Retitled Fit to
Win, the ﬁlm was released to a wider audience in the immediate postwar
period but was caught up in considerable controversy, including the emergence of a Catholic-led campaign against the ﬁlm that foreshadowed the
later actions of the Catholic Legion of Decency.81 Moving Picture World
asserted that the ﬁlm “does not belong in a family theater to be shown to
a mixed audience of men and women,” and the ﬁlm was banned in New
York City, a decision upheld by the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.82 Similar problems befell the ﬁlm The End of the Road (American Social Hygiene Association, 1919), which was directed at informing women of the
dangers of venereal disease.83 Indeed, psychologists carried out an investigation of the effects of Fit to Win and The End of the Road on audiences
and concluded that such ﬁlms should not be shown indiscriminately, that
the instability of meaning inherent in sex problem ﬁlms should be carefully policed, and that exhibition context and audience composition were
crucial considerations.84 The study was one of the ﬁrst serious social science investigations of the effects of cinema. The difﬁculties besetting these
ﬁlms after the war showed how transient the renegotiation of cinema’s
role during wartime was, how quickly the prewar deﬁnition of the social
function of cinema was reestablished, and how the basic assumption about
the need for some form of state control of cinema remained current. Indeed, once again state concerns were tied together with the issues of sex-
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uality, populations, and governance, the import of which were only intensiﬁed during wartime.
Immediately after the end of the war, the regulatory concerns about cinema continued, including the establishment of three state censor boards
between 1919 and 1922 and the enactment of federal regulations banning
the interstate transport of all “obscene” ﬁlms ( logically extending the precepts of the Sims Act).85 NAMPI’s call for recognition of the “freedom of
the screen” in 1920 was, then, summarily rejected.86 A series of scandals
surrounding a number of ﬁlm stars further intensiﬁed concerns about Hollywood, particularly in relation to its projection of images of “deviance.”87
Evelyn Nesbit ceased making ﬁlms in this context in 1922. Ellis Paxson Oberholtzer, longtime censor in Pennsylvania, revived the concerns expressed
about the representation of Harry Thaw in the same year. “If a . . . degenerate named Thaw slew Stanford White in 1906,” he wrote, “we are not desirous of exaggerating such episodes until they come to be regarded as outstanding illustrations of American life.”88
Ironically, part of the problem for the ﬁlm industry in the aftermath of
the war was the industry’s perceived success as a molder of public opinion
during the war, for if propaganda was as successful as Creel and others widely
claimed, then the mass media was as powerful as many feared. “It has been
discovered by individuals, by associations, and by governments,” Raymond
Dodge wrote in “The Psychology of Propaganda” in 1920, “that a certain
kind of advertising can be used to mold public opinion and control democratic majorities.”89 Indeed, anxieties about the effects of mass media mushroomed in the 1920s, evident, for example, in the growing body of work on
the shaping of public opinion.90 One example of this ongoing regulatory
concern about cinema has particular resonance for this book—the establishment of a Motion Picture Commission in Chicago.
Like it had in early 1907, the Chicago Tribune mounted a campaign about
ﬁlm censorship in Chicago in mid-1918, reacting to concerns about the
efﬁcacy of the Police Censor Board, uncertainty about the locus of power in
the board, and confusions over a proposed amendment to the ordinance governing censorship in the city.91 The Tribune suggested that a “commission
be appointed to consider all the questions that [had] arisen in connection
with the exercise of censorship authority in Chicago,” and the next day the
city council acted on the Tribune’s suggestion to set in place a committee to
determine what type of censorship the city should enforce.92 Late in September the Chicago Motion Picture Commission convened for the ﬁrst time,
and between then and May 1919 the commission heard testimony from exhibitors, producers, censors, social reformers, and social scientists about the
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effects of moving pictures on audiences. The commission in fact sponsored
a survey conducted by University of Chicago sociology professor Ernest W.
Burgess to quantify the effects of motion pictures on school children, further evidence of the growing interest of social scientists in precisely measuring the effects of cinema.93 His report included tabulated responses to
questions about the attendance of children, the effects of moving pictures
on schoolwork and home life, and the general and speciﬁc moral effects of
moving pictures. In the responses to Burgess’s questionnaires teachers complained in familiar ways that moving pictures induced in young girls the
“vampire attitude,” taught young boys “boy bandit games,” and stopped
children from becoming “good citizens.”94
The commission report published in the summer of 1920 reﬂected these
views. It quoted in detail from the Block v. City of Chicago decision in the
Illinois Supreme Court in 1909, upholding the legality of the Police Censor Board, and from the Mutual decision in the Supreme Court in 1915 to
show that the right of the state to exercise control was a given that had been
“settled beyond any doubt.”95 The commission called for the establishment
of a department for “controlling motion pictures” and for the banning of
the pink permit age-based rating system established in 1914 because “no
picture should be exhibited that could not be shown before the father and
mother in company with their children.”96 The new censorship code was
adopted in 1922. Censor boards had been in place in Houston, Texas, since
1919 and Dallas, Texas, since 1921; others were set up in Wichita Falls, Texas,
and Pasadena, California, in 1922; Gainesville, Texas, and Birmingham, Alabama, in 1923; and Palo Alto, California, and Waco, Texas, in 1924.
NAMPI responded to the intensiﬁcation of regulatory concerns in the
postwar period initially by clamping down hard on the sex hygiene ﬁlms,
evidencing concerns about the muddying of the divide between entertainment and education or propaganda and about the morality of the ﬁlms. Labeling The End of the Road, in particular, as “morally unﬁt,” the association issued a resolution in 1919 “unanimously declaring war to the bitter
end on anyone making or showing salacious pictures” and established a code
commonly called the Thirteen Points and Standards in 1921, agreeing to
avoid speciﬁc material deemed offensive, including: “exaggerated sex plays,
white slavery and commercialized vice, themes that make virtue odious and
vice attractive, themes that tend to weaken the authority of the law, stories
that might offend any person’s religious beliefs, and stories and themes
which may instruct the morally feeble in methods of committing crime or
by cumulative processes emphasize crime and the commission of crime.”97
Both NAMPI and the mainstream industry it supported sought in particu-
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lar to link immoral pictures to producers outside of the mainstream, a strategy that Brady had used in his testimony before the Chicago Motion Picture Commission when he told the commission that “indecent and immoral
pictures” were produced by a few “black sheep” in the industry.98 The validation of “harmless entertainment” became the central strategy in the ﬁlm
industry’s self-regulation.
Linking mainstream cinema to the provision of harmless, sugar-coated,
culturally afﬁrmative entertainment, the mainstream industry contrasted
this formation of cinema with alternatives that were loosely labeled “propaganda” or “exploitation” and in doing so pushed those practices and conceptions of cinema to the margins of a mainstream industry uniﬁed by its
conception of the social function of cinema. The mainstream industry effectively accepted and internalized the conception of the social function of
cinema, articulated as a consequence of the debates about the effects of cinema on populations and governance in the prewar period. Rhetoric abounded
about the function of entertainment and the industry, including an intensiﬁcation of the validation of entertainment and its cultural function. Entertainment “is something more than mere amusement,” Frederick Palmer
wrote in Technique of the Photoplay in 1924. “It is an indispensable institution of modern civilization and it has its place in the scheme of things just
as the church, the university, the clinic and civil government have.”99
One of the other consequences of the acceptance of the delimited public
role for mainstream cinema was the impetus this gave to the consolidation
of alternative formations of cinema, be they categorized as propaganda, as
what Eric Schaefer terms “exploitation cinema,” or, indeed, I would argue,
as documentary and the avant-garde.100 In a curious development the consolidation of the mainstream opened up a space for alternatives at the same
time that space was carefully delimited and policed. The critical distinction
set in place here between entertainment and various alternatives, increasingly played out as a distinction between theatrical and nontheatrical cinema, was predicated on diverging conceptions of the function of cinema. In
effect, this metageneric categorization—one of the most important in ﬁlm
history—was critical to the establishment of the terrain of classical Hollywood cinema and its alternatives. These distinctions and deﬁnitions were
crucial to the establishment of the discursive formation of mainstream cinema and its alternatives.
Later debates about the regulation of cinema were framed by the decisions made in the preclassical period. By 1915 the constitutional framework
for censorship was set in place, and from then on the mainstream industry
pursued the strategy of accepting cinema’s role as provider of entertainment,
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by and large dropping the strategy of arguing for its social relevance. Industry entrepreneurs acknowledged the need for self-regulation and accepted the conceptual framework for this. What was left was to work out
the institutional arrangements for self-regulation, a process of trial and error, but one that was increasingly successful for the industry after the decline of NAMPI following the establishment of a state censor board in New
York in 1921 and the formation of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America (MPPDA) in 1922 under the leadership of the politically well-connected Will Hays. No further measures of state censorship
were enacted after 1922. The formation of the well-known Production Code
in 1930 stands in this sense as a coda to the working out of institutional
arrangements. Even though debates about the regulation of cinema continued to be prominent features of discourse about cinema throughout the
1920s, then, this was not a fundamental debate about the nature of cinema
and regulation but a more circumspect debate about the implementation of
self-regulation and of a deﬁnition of the social function of cinema complexly
worked out in the earlier period.
Indeed, the preamble to the Production Code described motion pictures
“primarily as entertainment without any explicit purpose of teaching or
propaganda” in a way directly in line with the logic of earlier debates and
legal decisions.101 Hays would routinely deny that Hollywood had anything
to do with politics. “In a period in which propaganda has largely reduced
the artistic and entertainment validity of the screen in many countries,” he
declared in 1938, “it is pleasant to report that American motion pictures continue to be free from any but the highest possible entertainment purpose.
The industry has resisted and must continue to resist the lure of propaganda
in that sinister sense persistently urged upon it by extremist groups. . . . Entertainment is the commodity for which the public pays at the box-ofﬁce.
Propaganda disguised as entertainment would be neither honest salesmanship nor honest showmanship.”102 Guarding against a broadly deﬁned “political” content, the Hays Ofﬁce continually policed the borders between
Hollywood and the geopolitical sphere in what was effectively a continuation of the normative framework set in place for cinema by 1915 traced out
in this study: a policing of the social functioning of cinema as a consequence
of debates about populations and governance and the delineation of mainstream cinema as ﬁctional entertainment. Entertainment should be kept clear
from political utterance, the MPPDA contended, and the studios agreed; and
this sense of the function of cinema governed the operation of the code and
mainstream cinema throughout the classical period of Hollywood’s history.
“Keep the picture out of politics,” as Moving Picture World had urged as
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early as 1913 and NAMPI had reiterated in 1917, and, it seemed, politics
will keep out of pictures.103
Lest we imagine too tidy a conclusion to these complex debates about the
deﬁnition and regulation of cinema, though, the continuing debates about
cinema through the 1920s and 1930s and into the present day show that the
questions about the effects of cinema on populations and social order are
never resolved simply. The regulation of cinema was and is a constant struggle, a continuous enactment of the forces that had been carefully balanced
in the preclassical period but that could return to the surface in some form.
Even so, the periodic contestations over cinema subsequent to 1915 in the
main took (and take) place on the grounds of a by and large accepted deﬁnition of the function of mainstream cinema. Other functions were assigned
to the margins of that, and although the potential different uses of moving
pictures were still debated in ﬁlm criticism of the late 1910s and the 1920s—
and are still debated within ﬁlm studies—it was and is a rather marginal
debate, no doubt having considerable effect on the shaping of ﬁlm studies
yet having little effect on the shaping of mainstream cinema. Later regulatory debates were more clearly about representation and economics, not
about the fundamental shape and function of cinema, for these were established in the preclassical period in a way that was in fact critical to the emergence of classical Hollywood cinema.
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